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Mid-ocean (350N 155 °W) observations of the various components of radiative

flux were made from the R/P FLIP during the period 2 through 13 February 1974.

Cloud cover ranged from clear skies to overcast, and water vapour pressure

varied between 9 and 18 mb, with sea surface temperature near 15.0*C.

Tha net longwave radiative fluxes reported here were obtained: (1) by taking

the difference between simultaneous measurements of net all-wave and net solar

fluxes; and (2) by direct measurements with a net longwave radiometer
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designed by G. W. Paltridge. When observations during rain and fog are
excluded, the difference between night-time 15-minute aierages by the two method
4z generally less than imWcm -2 . During day-time, indirect measurements are
often larger than direct by about 5mWcm- 2; from internal evidence we prefer
the direct values.

The albedo of the sea surface was calculated from simultaneous measurements
of downward and upward solar fluxes. The observations were analysed to
represent albedo as a function of solar altitude and atmospheric transmittance,
following the work of R. E. Payne; our results suggest that Payne's smoothed
representation is suitable for use over the open ocean. Albedo was observed
to decrease with increasing wind speed for clear skies with solar altitude
between 15 and 30 degrees but no variation was discernible at higher solar
altitudes.

Empirical formulae for calculating both shortwave and net longwave components
of the radiative flux were compared with measurements. A formula due to F. E.
Lumb for determining the incident solar flux given solar altitude, cloud amount
and cloud type, consistently yields good agreement with the measurements,
within about 1 mWcm- 2. Daily averages of net longwave flux calculated from
several empirical formulae using a linear correction for clouds are within
2mWcm - 2 of the observations rr -orted in this paper. Since daily radiation
balance values were measured - only 5 mWcm-2 , the limittions of the best
current empirical formulae are evident.
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Microbial decomposition of organic matter in recent sediments of the

Landsort Deep - an anoxic basin of the central Baltic Sea - resulted in the

formation of a characteristic assemblage of authigenic mineral precipitates

of carbonates, sulfides, phosphates, and amorphous silica. The dominant

cystalline phases are a mixed Mn-carbonate [(Mn0 .85 Ca0 .l0Mg0. )CO ], Mn-

sulfide [mnsJ and Fe-carbonate [FeCO3]. Amorphous Fe-sulfide LFeSj, Mn-

phosphate [rMn 3 (P04)2 ]and a mixed Fe-Ca-phosphate [(Feo.86Caol14)3(P04 ]1
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were identified by their chemical compositions only. The variability in compo-
sition of these solid phases and their mode of occurrence as a co-existing
assemblage constrains the conditions and solution composition from which they
precipitated. Estimates of activities for dissolved Fe, Mn, P04 , Co 3 and S
in equilibrium with such an assemblage are close to those found in recent
anoxic interstitial water-sediment systems. It is important to have detailed
knowledge of the composition and stability conditions of these solid precipi-
tates in order to refine stoichiometric models of interstitial nutrient re-
generation in anoxic sediments.
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Stenobrachius leucopsarus, the most abundant species of myctophid fishes
off Oregon, USA, has a bimodal distribution at night, with a peak of abundance
in the upper 100 m composed of diel vertical migrants, and another peak at 300
to 500 m composed of fish that did not migrate the night they were caught.
we compared the feeding habits of these two groups of fish in an attempt to
learn if deep fish migrated to surface waters. Low similarity of diets,
differences in the rank order of common prey, and similar states of stomach
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fullness and digestion of prey suggest that fish captured in deep water at night i
probably did not feed exclusively in shallow water on previous nights. They
probably fed in deep water. The similarity in food habits between deep and
shallow fish is most readily explained by daytime feeding by fish in deep
water and by broad vertical distributions of prey.
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Mid-ocean observations (350N, 155OW) of temperature and salini~ty were

made from RIP FLIP during the period 28 January-14 February 1974 as part of

the NORPAX POLE Experiment.
Autocorrelations for the time series of depth of several at surfaces confirm

the presence of a semi-diurnal internal tide whose amplitude is about 10 m.

The period of 12.7 h determined from the autocorrelation analysis is not

statistically significantly different from the period of the M2 semidiurnal
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tide (12.4 h). The coherence between pairs of time series of the depth of the
at surfaces is high, ranging from 0.97 to 0.91 at the frequency of the peak
in the spectrum corresponding to the semi-diurnal tide. The coherence between
a given at surface and deeper lying surfaces decreases slowly with the mean
separation between surfaces. The vertical coherence scale suggests that most
of the energy of the semi-diurnal internal tide is in the low-order modes.
The data show that the phase difference between surfaces increases with the
mean separation between surfaces at the approximate rate of +35 0 (100 m)-l.
Estimates of the vertical and horizontal wavelengths of the observed semi-
diurnal internal tide are 1 km and 35 km, respectively.

One-dimensional mixed-layer deepening models fail to predict the mixed-layer
depths and temperatures observed during POLE. Horizontal advection, as
evidenced from the salinity maximum frequently occurring at the bottom of the
mixed layer and other near-surface changes in salinity and temperature not
associated with local surface forcing, are responsible for the failure.
During the one period in which the one-dimensional models may be applicable
a value of the mixing energy flux coefficient m = 0.0017 was obtained.
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Fourteen midwater trawl collections to depths of 450 m to 1.400 m were
taken at eleven stations in the Bering Sea and adjoining regions of the
northern North Pacific by the R/V HAKUHO MARU during the summer of 1975. A
total of 29 kinds of fishes were identified. Mesopelagic fishes of the
families Myctophidae, Gonostomatidae and Bathylagidae predominated in the
catches, contributing 14 species (94%) of the fishes caught.

Seventeen species of fishes were caught in the Bering Sea, and all of
these are known from nearby areas. The mesopelagic fish fauna of the ... (cont)
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Bering Sea is similar to that in adjoining regions of the northern North Pacific1

Ocean: endemic species are rare or absent.
Stenobrachius nannochir was usually the most common mesopelagic fish in our

catches. Stenobrachius leucopsarus is a diel vertical migrant that is usually
the dominant mesopelagic fish in modified Subarctic waters of the northeastern
Pacific. The change in dominance from S. nannochir in the western Bering Sea
to S. leucopsarus in the eastern Bering Sea is related to differences in
oceanographic conditions.
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Midwater and bottom trawls were used at two stations (120 and 180 m depth)

in Balsfjorden during the summer of 1978 to study the feeding of fishes 
on

euphausiids, one of the major causes of 120 kHz sound scattering. 
The

principal food of cod consisted of capelin (Mallotus villosus), euphausiids

(Thysanoessa raschii, T. inermis, and Meganyctiphanes norvegica), 
and

shrimp (Pandalus borealis).

At the 120 m station, herring and small cod fed mainly on euphausiids.
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Because of diel vertical migrations, euphausiids are presumably close to the
bottom during t-he day at this depth, and hence very susceptible to predation
by both pelagic and benthic fishes. During the darkest period of the 24-hr
day cod caught in midwater (50-70 m depth) had appreciable quantlties of

fresh euphausiids in their stomachs.
At the 180 m station euphausiids were relatively unimpor--ant in she food of

cod caught in bottom trawls but were numerous in cod caught in midwater trawls
at depths of the 120 kHz sound scattering layer. The scattering layer did
not impinge on the bottom at this station. It migrated from depths of about
150 m by day into the upper 100 m at night; both capelin and cod were associ-
ated with the layer. Although copepods were the most numerous type of prey
in capelin stomachs from the 180 m station, euphausiids predominated
volumetrically.
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Diatom floral analysis of 116 sediment surface samples obtained off Peru
reveals a boundary in the sediments between coastal upweiling influenced
sediments and sediments outside the highly productive realm. Sinuous
patterns of relative abundance for meroplanktic species (Actinocvclus
octonarius, Actinoptychus senarius, and Cyclotella striata/stylorurn) may
preserve the meander-like patterns of surface water parameters off Peru.
The occurrence of loci of high abundance of diatom valves per gram of dry
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sediment, and the limited occurrence of Skeletonema cost:at-um and of a spec-'es
of the genus Del.hneis are additional pieces of evidence that upwelie1-d
tonaues of cold water have a correspcndingly catchy sedimeni: signal.
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Distributional patterns of optical and particulate properties at oceanic

fronts follow general patterns. These patterns are examined by means of

three examples: the front associated with the Columbia River plume in

winter, the upwelling front off the Oregon coast during the summner, and the

front in the eastern equatorial Pacific. It is shown that the optical and

particulate matter distributions at oceanic fronts are the result of three

major processes: (1) advection of inorqanic matter into the frontal (cont.
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zone, (2) advection of biological materials into the front, and (3) genera-

tion of particulate matter by biological processes in the front itself.
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Comparison of rates of accumulation of organic carbon in surface marine

sediments from the central North Pacific, the continental margins off north-

west Africa, northwest and southwest America, the Argentine Basin, and the

western Baltic Sea with primary production rates suggests that the fraction

of primary produced organic carbon preserved in the sediments is universally

related to the bulk sedimentation rate. Accordingly, less than 0.01% of

the primary production becomes fossilized in slowly accumulating pelagic
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sediments [(2 to 6 imn (1000 y)-1 1 of the Central Pacific, 0.1 to 2% in
moderately rapidly accumulating [2 to 13 cm (1000 y)-)] hemipelagic
sediments off northwest Africa, northwest America (Oregon) and southeast
America (Argentina), and 11 to 18% in rapidly accumulating [66 to 140 cm
(1000 y)-l] hemipelagic sediments off southwest America (Peru) and in
the Baltic Sea.

The empirical expression:

Org-C = 0.0030 R - S0 "3 0

P s(1-0)

implies that the sedimentary organic carbon content (% Org-C) doubles with
each 10-fold increase in sedimentation rate (S), assuming that other -

factors remain constant; i.e., primary production (R), porosity (0) and
sediment density (Ps). This expression also predicts the sedimentary
organic carbon content from the primary production rate, sedimentation rate,
dry density of solids, and their porosity; it may be used to estimate -
paleoproductivity as well. Applying this relationship to a. sediment-core
from the continental rise off northwest Africa (Spanish Sahara) suggests
that productivity there during interglacial oxygen isotope stages 1 and 5
was about the same as today but was higher by a factor of 2 to 3 during
glacial stages 2, 3, and 6.
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Irradiance and Beam Transmittance Measurements offthe
West Coast of the Americas

RICHARD W. SPINRAD. J. RoALD V. ZANE ,,ELD. X.ND H.ASONG PAK

School of Oceanoqyv. Orefon State L niven,,v Corvtallis. Qrefort 973J /

Measurements ot' total irradiance versus death and oeam transmission .ersus depth w ere mnioe it
stations near ihorealong the west coast oi : i: North and South, American continents. The water :.pes .,L
each station were caticaiy ziassaried according to the SivStM oI jerlov 1961 thtus prov iing .adationdi
information for the descr iption of mne distribution ot :mte worid's cean water ypes. In addition. :iie
parameter k/ c where k is the irradiance attenuation coeicient and c s tne ocam attenutioncf zoerficiet.
has been shown to oe 2 iseful parameter .cir determining *.he relative particie concentrations )1 Jccan

watr. OICTO macely '5 iM. At two stations o8 and 9), equioment rnaafunc-

Optical classification of ocean water is an imoortant means tions prevented measurements from ncing taken.
of distinguishing water types. Jerftov (19511 re The .r-aciance meter used had a .1at )oai iuass atffuscr as a
method of classification according to spectral transittance of cosine collector and contained a signal iog ampiifier -o provice
downward irradiance at high solar altitude. Downward irra- anf output signal between =4 V dc. The soectrai , esoonse or -,he A
diance is defined as the radiant flux on an infinttesimal element ;aiaemtrishonin Figure 3. The trnsisvt
of the upper face (0*-i80*) of a horizontal iurface containing Meter consisted essentially if a ignt-erning taic 'Wave-

,he point being considered, -divided by the area oi :hat element iength - 550 him . collimating :enses. and a onotodioce. i e
[Jedlov, 19761. Jert avg (!9511 classificio deIe the i otclPath length of .he meter was 0.25 -n.

ferent oceanic water types and rive coastal water types, IbUt The irradliance meter :ndicatea values of the oizaritnim of
further experimentation rjeriov, 1964: Ads. 1967. 1969: Mat- t he 'irradiance versus depth. From this .formation trie value
siiike. 1967, 1973; Matsuik In Saai 98 ~jrIt.93 l tne !rradiance attenuation coefficient < zouid ot ;aicuita

1974a. b: Matsuike and Kiskino. 1973: Shimrua and Ichimura. as follows (Jerfov. 196].
197 3: .WoreI and Galoumenos. 1974. Rukovskaya and Khaienms-
kiti. 19741 has shown that the world's ocean waters may better ilg) Alo )
be classified by 10 different curves of irradiance transmittance A
versus depth (Figure I shows the approximate curves of irra- where E is the measured irradiance ana is :he aeptfl ':eto%
diance versus depth for each of the water types from Jeriou the ocean surface. Variations in solar elevation cue to changes
(19761). Unfortunately, measurements of irradiai'ce pent. i aiuewr osdre ntecluaino
tration are lacking in many areas of the world. The transmrssivitv meter indicated the atio of *he radiant

In this experiment. irradiance penetration measurements flux transmitted through 0.25 mn of seawater to the .nctaent
were made in conjunction with measurements of the water radiant flux. The total attenuation coerfictent : :an oe Oot ained
transmissivity. These measurements yield a parameter which, from the measured transmissivity as follows 1dertov. ; :6
when used with the irradiance attenuation coefficient, can
define water types even more clearly than the irradiance atten- T -=
uation coefficient alone. The more parameters used to identify weeri h ecn rnMS1n ,i h oa teuto
water types, the more accurately the water type can betde- coefficient. and r is the geometrical path length of the meter.
scribed. It is shown in this paper that the method of water t ype I hseprmn.r-02 n hrfr
identification by irradiance penetration measurements alone Intseprin. -0.5mthefe

may yield untrue conclusions about the similarities in particle OfREN 1 SvRFACE PRCiANCE
content or yellow matter content of the two water masses. %
That is. two water masses may have nearly identical values of
an irradiance attenuation coefficient (thereby classifying themn
as the same water type, optically, according to Jerfov ( 19761)-
but may in fact have very different profiles of light transmis-
sion versus depth. An explanation for this discrepancy is pre--
sented.

ExPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE .No RESULTS

.Measurements with the irradiance meter and transmissivity-
meter were taken once a day at 1200 hours local time approxi-
mately 250 miles apart from *Newport. Oregon. to Chimbote.-
Peru (Figure 2). Observations were made to depths of approxi-

This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Putilisned n !979 by thle
American Geophysical Union. Figt Irradiance transmittance versus death 'Or ;0 -ater :'.pes.

Piper number .tCO9M 35
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//

40. Z/o

40"' ( ea/ );--'--

S30,

(Ib)

M,.o, g'(10)

Fig. 2. Map showing !ocations and dates of stations taken. The water types are snown n Parentheses.

r' transmissivity with depth indicated that ,7or a given decrease mn

or transmission (corresponding to an increase :n 0) the irradiance
attenuation coeicient k increased proportionally Therefore.

c - -4 In T neglecting slight variations kless, than A~ i. :,he values of (, c

The ighdegre o acurac obaine frm te c ete is were quite constant with depth below the 3 or 4 -n of surface

attributed to the precise collimation of the main beam and the
small solid angle of detection [see Bantz or al.. 1978). TABLE 1. Irradiance and Transmissivicy Results From All Stations

In Table I the measured values of k. T, and c and the Percent
quantity k/c are shown for each of the stations. Variations in Station k, in- Transmission c.m-1 k/c

,i-1 0.063 51 0 0.843 .' i X i0
2 0.021 352.0 0."94 264 x WO
3 0.031 i8.5 0.489 6.3' , 10-

oo0 4 0.053 35.; 0." K's x 0
5 0.02:. 52.9 0 '50 2.98 x !0-
6 0.029 35 0 623 4 66 K 0-

0 032 33,0 0 '45 4 34 X 10-

0o 6-05; 2. 0 -0 5.39 - 0
0.039 i2.5 0 -0 5.07 x 0

2 0.013 340 M697 i 42 0.:
1O~3 1024 31.0 3 '94 302K O-

4 0,0219 :73 .132K0
0.023 2.0 64 .3 x !01

6 0.068 50.3 3!052 '
1. 0023 62.0 i41 !2: 0-'
ii 0,034 35 1) ' 4'3 !0

0\

4M. . s loo 00 0ocion n9 02a o" 1 1n3 1 Th 2 L
1AENI 0 3.043 '3 3.3 4 19 .0-1

Fig. 3r Spectral response of the irradiance meter._____ ____
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TABLE 2. C3asifcaion of Water Types Dy I rradiance A ttenuaiofl PEATviE PRPt.Ci,.NCrE Normc,ea ' :mr% 3T Srace,
Coefficient

\kater Type Stations of
Jeriou. 14?61 TisWater T. pe

3.016
12 0025 5. '3 15 K 4--

La ~~)030 . .-

II '3)035 ' 0. .
LI 305j 4. 10. :1 Z -,. 4-

0.068 1 16-

3 0.05

water. Table Zshows the values of k 'used to define water types 0

Mpicalty WJerioo. ! 9761. This table also shows the classifcto Fi.zIrdac rrls~i,~ph ataions 6 ina
of the water types :*rom this expeient as identified soleiv ciy
the :rradiance attenuation coefficient k. OBSERVATIONS AND COCLLSIONS

In Figure 4 the values of k for each station have been plotted As Tal I shows. a given water zoiumn may have a similar
against the valuels of c ':Or the same station. Constant values of A' ~~ ae oun u h au

kc are shown in the figure. and the values of k for various r Aencical value of as anotherwtrcim.iu:h ae
water types are snown along the abscissa. of,: may be quite different. This is also seen in Figures 5 and 6,

w~hich show typical proiles of irradiance and transmissivitv at
stations 6 and .1 4. -n important factor to consiaet is -hat. n
this experiment. was measured at a single waveiength of :ignt

-~2' 1650 *.1m). whereas ;c was measured for the aneof wave-
3 ;~~'engths from approximately 400 rim to !000 nrn. The fact that

2 - -the value of c at 6-5) nm may oe ciifferent for t.wo -kater
columns having identical values of k is an .ndication that t.he
types of material in the two samples may aiffer significantlv

13 The existence of yellow matter !n the seawater could iot oe
I ~detected by the transmissivity meter alone, since the aosoroi-

7 S tion of light byv ,ellow matter is negfigibte for iigrn o*. wave-
- 0 ength 650 rim Lierfov. 19761. However. 'particulate iight atten-

- uation at that wavelength is quite sign-ficant (Burr, 1958j. A,
6 2 ~ the shorter wavelengths of light. both particuiate mnatter ano

- ~ yellow substance contribute' iignificantiv to :ignt attenuation.
z_* The parameter k. c is a useful ;ndication of relative amrounts

21 of particulate matter and yeilow suonstance .n seawater h
3,6 higher t.he v.alue of k c s, the mnore yeilow matter or the ess

/ particulate content theme is .n *.,e samoie. The aiue of '- for
wavelengths of 4100-M00 nm mnay oe the same for a :artic:e-

-
2

,jladen sample as for a sample of water containing muc.1 eilowo ~ Smatter. The two samples would be quite different in nature and
- so should be classified as such. The use of a ransmissivitv

z .
-RANSMISSiCN -F Szk5C.' _-,4

- - 4it sc

3c-'

;RRACIANCE .1TTENUATICN CCEFFC1ENT.
It ( xICm2

i-g 41 frradiance attenuation -ocificient ind eam itenuation
oetflcient meatsured at tacr itaton. Numciers corresoond to itaion

niumoers. F; ti Transmissivt 3roriles *icl jeotn it itiions j arid
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meter in conjunction with in irradiance meter allows such a -kas. E.. On iubmarine rradiance measurements. L nic Copen-hagen
classification. For example, stations 1, 3. -4. and 0 all have Inst Phs Ocang Rep. 5. 45 p.,. .964
high values of k, c. The hypothesis that this represents ;arge atR.JR 'VZanC CC.InC H ?3k. A ,3 nsm isso meter'i

amounts ti yellow matter may ciejustiried bythe fact thatihn Inan more oocvain 2nd jcr ?,cS.n o,

of these stations is near a large rnver cr city i possibie sources of 3urt, W 'v Sctective :ransrnisiori if tgrit n :ropicai ?actnc 4aes
yellow matter). Station 1 s near the mouth of the Coiumoia Deep Sea Res.. 35-al. 9511
River: station 3 *s near the mouths of the Sacramento anc Heijersiev. N K. innerent ina ipluarernt :ot ); rooert:es )f -. e

Ameica rier atSanFrnc~co~staio 4 ofsnre f Ls estern \leciterranean innd :he H4arcanger:-ora. ' nicL C~rpenmagrn
.Ameica rivrs t Sa Frnciso; tatin 4s ofshoe ofLis Ins. P'yvs Oceanogr Rep :! 1 )o ,o 973

Angeles. and station :0 is near the mouth of the Rio Balsas. Hcersiev. N K.. inherent and aooparent )icticaa :troperes of :ne
one of :he largest rivers on the west coast of Mexico. Can- 3alic. 1-nwt Csoennagen 'nst. ?Tvf Qceanogr ?etp :2 -0p
versely, the stations with the lowest values of k: c are in the ")

74a.

region of the Gulf of Panama. an area which contains very -e_ H4o!,rsiev. N K., Daylit measurements ior Dnotois~ntnetic ituc~c .n

rivers and which May act as a depository (or particulate matter ,e- s8 soaEernen -'tv.c"ignIs Av ratg

being transported by the Equatorial Countercurrent. Jerio N4 G .ooticati ties it icean -ater. Rep, S-i-a Oeev-Sea
The results of this experiment, as shown in Figure 4. indicate Lv ped. 3. "3-4' 45 1

the use of the parameters k and c as water type dentEiiers. Jerlov N QOpticsi ztaaanctiijon of )cean -ait 9 .'Atsicai 4,t'i-::a
tigh :ani ,h ;e Sea. op 45-49 U isersiv, if H~aiai P-ess. H mc~-Unfortunately. thiese were the only oceanographic measure- 'uiu. 196

merits taken at these stations. so correlations between -ne jecriov, N G_. Varte Optics, -a p . Eisevier, New YirK. '4~'6
values of k.'c and other hydrographic. chemical, or biological Naisuitte. K.. Scuay on :ne optical znaracter'sttcs or thec -azers n i
measurements are unobtainable. 1t would appear. however. : nree :)ccans. :. Octicai itructure i mne Kirosnbo Jaoan Cirrtni'
-hat the values of k and k &c together provide useful parameters prom iat. 2005S :o at. 31 'N along ne rintian if -:' E. 'T ki

L ?fu Fih .33 1-0. .96,for water type :dentification- The measurement of atone 11atSUi~e. K.. \ itudv in ootical ,ature :n oceanic hate-s. WSe,
gives an indication of soiar energy penetratton into trie sea: a 9' q'r.
measurement useful for mixed iaver studies and otologicai \iatsuat.1K.%. ad M -~snino. M~easurement oi nsoiauion inc
analysis. The measurement of k, c indicates the type of mate- -rarine igrit. Preiiminary enor-, ii :n Haxand %laru zrus

rial suspended or dissolved !n :ne water iI BP :-uise . June 3-juiv '9. 97 . cp 2-. cean Rcs * si..
,-niv of Tokyo. TOKVo. i973The implications of this experiment are twofold. First. Je- Maisuike. K.. Ind 'r SdSaKi. 7he acticai .narzcter:ai;cs )( ine iier

icv 1 ~9761 chart of water types has been txpenaed to include i tie three xceans. A. Octicai mtrcure ii . ! Aknior-::c eta,
measurements off the w~est coast of North. Central. and Souttn 70M at. -51S to a.t. '-0S ina 'mmr :se -cr:ctan mitEt

America. Second. the ise of the oarameter k. c together with t.4W, riciucting the Ross Sea. / Tikvo £nwi Fun 5 .

the parameter < has been shown to oe of value in the dentin- Morei. A.. Ia L Catiourrinos. 'YarlaDiiiie Z'. a -tnartinor Dectraic

cation of ocean water types accoraing to materiai susoenoea ac 'enertzie onotosyritnetique. T,-rnvs 1. 4,-04 q4
or dissolved within the water. Rutki)V Ka~. \A.',no E N, Kniemst,ti Ciciatine

ii s eneiruulon it soliar tnerp n eaS -aier -r 'ne ?scir -- ,
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Nitrous Oxide Production 'n :he Ocean

f%- -\L COHEN

Envitonmental ?P'9rec::on Service. Vinistrv )r -ie 'nierror 'er a Sae! !660

LOUIS 1. GORDON

S3anooif ,f ceanogi'opnv. 'Jpejon State niveriv Cim-tits. O1eonl ;3jI

Examinatilon if crticai paitles 3f N,0. )xgeri. and 'iarate ror ne ac or,neusi -no NonnWest
Atiant!C. Northeast Pa-ine and oastern :rooi1Cal Nort ?2C:II7i'Cae aIs S,irg on~ iaucncva:n.te
-eiauionsilips arnung ,nrinn %ith ttne -xceptiofl )f zones 9i a ctie zenimrinizaton. N.0 seai'.

,orreiated witii :xgen anda :ooiuiY orreiacei! it iire nrougltouL :ie .- ier :,airiin aid
:rierefore. :onc~uaca mat N-iJ production in :,Ie )ccan .s assoc:atec Alinr )Xailtve -eec irm
nire.M itt aothine makdAaniic ano Paciric Oceans. :ne :iiference oetweci 'he measuireo NI0 inOncentra::on
and ms equilibrium iciuoility is ineariv :orretata *lth acoareni. ovtsen it-,izationl and :.ror :nis
Meationsnio ind -.Ic P edfieid sianKtOfl accompositon mooi it is estimated -InaL ogcn imrogen er
acu ).: -.0 0 4a% )f mme naro gen regenerated n tie icean. Frtom ::,e ratio )t %:3 to litrae :oro(.i.c:.on
luring natrate -egenetation and tstimates of :tic mverail qceneration )f -iitrate ni :7e acean..s
zonclucied .,hat :ne totai -narine proauctian of NO .s ;a : e r-ange of 4 m a A 71-, .r-- o to o 711-.0

*r Th7ius estimate :s in good agreement 411.5 estimate )I :ne N.0 aoss to tne airnosonere :erivea rom
N.0 measurements at mne ,ea iurrace.

~NTIR0DUC11N .eocean as a whrole :rcen it ihouid -e nossible :o tsummite tac

Interest n -.he sourceas ano iinks )f aimsneric nitrous marine production of N.0 'rom .ni .orrnauan .n t.he -tec.c:ing

3xide t N 0, arising from :he -ealization :hat 'NO catalyzes nirt vnnrieoc.
ozone redluction inMpEES~ee-/u~n 71 a tm- Ti ae resents an txammnation of N.0. 3v, gcn. and

I~~ iitae strtosner .Crwren 90!, hasnu stimu ?=i Ocean in naoer
aced a !ively 'etiate on mne role of the cca-an .n the global NIO nirt aaro tieAatcancmccen:nnattat
- Zte. I - nl .n ~S~ t G rameNQace A~tsaL *.fe m1-at nsntps amrong mlean'azlts ri. '.3

n1amely zhe net NIO . lux across :ne oce-an-atmoso .nere inter- :isumate tne overall Production of NIO in tile ocean.
a3ce, s relevant :o the ozone devietion orobiem, hence in .his TA

zonnection the oceant has iteen :,eat-ed 3S a Simple system
wnhichn acts either as a net source "Hahn and luange, 1977, L~u f NO Jata f'rom -he Northeast Atlantic NE.A i re -,,m
al.. :9'7' or as a net sinK ',VcrEiroy et at.. !976] Ho to ahn 1%a 19"51 and oxygen -ata are :om Roeitne, :i

soherc ~ '19741. In these reriorts only grapnic presentations of- the water
BasicaiIv. two approaches. iften yielding conriicting reuls :olumn data are ai,en. .Surfacie N.0 -oncentramons *a

niave been used .o clculate tne N.0 e:xchange between tice t tatcae se an'94aHsNOmaue

o3cean and the atmosonere. The lrsE !nvolv" exroi tin o ments mere made at sea 6v thermnai cncuctivim\ ass ca,,roa-
global scale 'luxes calculated from the results ofN2 m40reasure- .agrapn GC) with a -.recision or aoout t-' ne accurac. -,f
ments at thle sea surface zombined with models for gas -- eeN0maueet wl i icse mr
change tLHahn. 19'74a: Hahn and lunge. 197": Lism and 54iater. N70 and oxygen data f'rom me Northwest AtlIantic NW A
974]. The second approach is based on the assumption that as and the Caribbean are "rom Yoshinar, [1971. appendix]. \,O

in soils. NI0 production n seawater arises primarily from samples were analyzed on shore by helium .onizaulon C
denitrification and that therefore t can be evaluated from about one mnonth after collection. The precision of mneasure-

estimates of manne denitrifiCation multiplied by some numeri- rn a bu 5eadteetmtdac.avaot
cal value for the NO yield in the process (McEro ' et ai.. i97-. sic nete Hah I9a 9InrY~inr
Council 16P Agricasl:ural Science and Technology. 19761. The "ured nitrate. some Geosecs North Atlantic nitrate data *3ain-
recent studies of Cohen and Gordon ,'19731 and Cohen )l78.rtdge. i9751 was uased here.
however. ciearlY demonstrated t.hat unlike the situation com- .oxgnad itte aafrmteatenrccl
monly encountered !n soils. denitrification in the marine envi- North Pactfic (ETNP) are from Cohen et -u. '79- and C.,Pier!
ronmeI nt results in NIO ;onsumption rathner than production. and Gordon :19'!31; N,20 data from tne Nmrtheast ?ac:fic
and, therefore. *he second approach is rnvalid. r NEP) is nrst reported here ano tnre c v gen and nitrate ot

are from .'urrav e., ad. '!9. The NIO neasurememts wereFrom N,0 and oxygen measurements in te North Atlantic--
and ,rom the results of assays in natural seawater incuoated md yeeto atr CCnn 9''i rcin3
with ammonia and various organic substrates. Yishinarz about %'I and estimated accuracy of 11c
(19731 concluded that NIO production in seawater arises pri- The soluoiiitc coect.ents :if N.0 ;n seawater 4erc :amdu-

'aced bly 'ltting Weiiss' 19-01 equation. wnmch -xpresses -ie
maril'e from nitrification. This conclusion was ater supported 'L I

by he O.oxyenandnuriets at ofCoen ndGoron Bunsen solubility coerfcment of a gas as a ;unctmon of temo er-
by7~ f the ,oyenasend ntricalnth ataof Cohe'n and a ture and salinitv, t.o the data of M~arknam and Kooe *4 aL'19731 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h rrmteeser rpclNotait Benrud 1 ucit
Blackmer L'9781 have recentlly demonstrated t.he relas scica of NO0 n aqueous sodium criiorioe soit ons.
N,0 from soils during acrooic nitrincation. if this applies toungie et al. L97'1 estimated that tne 3unsen zcri!ctents oa

aotained are accurate to aoout =7. - out R. A eiss persoriai
Caovnrght ) !979 i1v t.Ie American Geoonysicat Union. communication. :47- estimates their iccurac" -.a -3e netter

Pacier nun oer IC 3.t7
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:man 3% . W eiss' It9,01 oxygen ioluoiliiy ;oerficients kere sed 2,. "' 
" 0  

00 5 210 .o,

to alcuiate oxygen saturation. 3,. , - - o

RESLCLTS **.4 -"\<.
in almost ail "he marine environments ,nere \:O mea,.ure- 5,c- - :

merits nave oeen mace :ts iistr:bution apoears -o e :nverse.v
correlated witp. that of ,issoiveca.xgen lownge .- .. .9" .

Hain. .94a !9,9 9si"an. 973 :6 Cien. :9CC- / N

Exceptions .o tnis pattern have been found onry..n 3x~gen -
:efictent environments ,here )xygen-based respiraion was - - .

not the major biological respiratory mechanism ,Conen. 97.
i9771. As an ilustration o" tnese relationships. tpica vericai o-
profiles of N10. oxygen. and nitrate 'rom .ne North .Adantic, .4
NEP and ETNP are shown in Figure i. In botn the Nortn 45OOL  

- -

Atlantic and the NEP :he NO profiles are essentially mirror i
images of :he oxygen profiles with maximal N.0 concentra- (c) "
tions in the oxygen minimum. In the ETNP N1O s nversetiy ST 2!5 S
correlated with oxygen throughout the water cotumn Ixcept
fior the oxygen deficient laver at ca. 150 to 00 m where
consumption of N , 0 by denitrficaton results in minima in the
N 0 profiles FConen and Gordon. 973. The profiles from :he ,., 3 , ., : Nc

ETNP shown .n Figure I are examples of maximai istation 2) .- 0 ,," 3 s o 0 ,

and minimai tstation 91 deniurcdcation is riflected :y "he

:ntensity of rne NO and nitrate minima.
Among :e environments considered iere. ne :ower the 500

oxygen concentration at the depth corresponding :o the N.O
maximum, the nigner tle NO concentraton at tne N-O maxi- oo-
mum iTaoie Li. This appears to be the case atso wnen NO and .4

oxygen saturations ratner than absoiute concentrations -,re
considered. For each environment the N-O saturation value in ,
Tabce I is reiative to the amoient atmospheric NC) concentra-
.ion. While :he different atmospheric NOQ concentrations CO- ,
listed in Table I most :robaotv reflec ooti ecai variatzons n
N10 and systematic caiibration errors among the anailyical Z0oo-
procedures used, the differerces in the N.0 saturation values 3 N20

among the various environments are considered real since .n 30c- ( )

each case the same method was used (or the NO measure- 4P S7 3
ments if air and water.

From the foregoing, t appears that N,0 concentrauons (or
saturations) progressively increase vith decreasing oxygen I t ) 50 o 10 : I .0 - :00
concentrations or saturations) throughout :ne Northern oq,,-', '0 , 0 3 3 0 :C
Hemisoere. This s reminiscent 0 .he relat:onsnips between '.Yi", a 0 2 a n C-0 C

oxygen and the nutrient elements which are regenerated at :he
expense of oxygen, and as shown in Figure 1. the vertical 0
distribution of NO closely resembles that of nitrate except in
the uppermost nitrate-depleted part of the water column.

The N .0-oxygen relationships differ in the NWA NEP, and C00,-
ETNP above and below the oxygen minimum. This is illus.
trated for selected representative stations n Fgure Z. For a 5 : \_
given oxygen concentration N,O levels in the NA- are higher /
below the oxygen minimum than above it while the reverse Is
true for the NEP and the ETNP. The vanations in the N,.O-O2  20
slopes may arise from regional variations in tne rates of N70 A .
production and oxygen consumption and aiso from mixing if z2CC L -0,

different water masses containing ,ifferent nitial concentra. \02
tions of N10 and oxygen. O e

Similar to te definition of 'apparent oxygen utilization' £'NP S_ 2 £.- s- 3
(AOL') by' Red/eied 4'! .1. i963: Fig. 'Vertical proriles of Q. oxen v 'liraic :rr .:. - :.e

'" t114 O , rNorth .ilantic. ci Nortneasi ?aptic. ino a. e, Eastern 7 .rc,i.AOU = i ) North Pacinc. a) ,eteor cruise ft. itation -. Hahn 4-"..Roer,!e-
e u., 941. Ntrate oata rom Geosej.s sation "- Banor,are '.

•a'pparent N.O production' L.N1O) 'was .jefined by Y,)shgnar ,1, Station C.,( tYsrnnan. :4'31 N,,trate ata from Ceosecs :a:.,cn
(19731 as: :9 ,8atonde .475i :c' T 3. 7'hoioson cruise -'., ,iai: n

J. e 'Weco crua' AeiOc '."-l. iations,J) . no e 4 'C - i
AN 2O * N.O ° '"  

- N 2 0O,e.3
'= ucluo  2)I a.ig'

it.. 9I
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7-tL eIN an NO ina Oxgcr Conc.ncrations and ?ercent N..O and Oxygcn SaEuraiions at :ne \.O %l..vrna .1 Scr.c %lar-l 'I ~nc

Licat~on -trnoi 1 _no,

Nor*.! asern AtIanicl .3 §3 A.9.-
Nortn.~eswrn Atanicl :1,4 =i2 54 : 90 =~ A
Cartbocan Z7'= .9C :303 40 =
.Nortasern Pacfiic 16.9 (11
Eastern Tropical North ?actticl J9. 5 4.9.

?:rcent N1,Q saturations are relative to the Atmosoneric N.O zoncentratiuns i;siea -1 _Qiurrn 6, Nurror n iae~ec amroer , ::omS

' er3ge ,alues or stations 2'13, 214. 21i. 'Meteor* Zraise Z3. Hann 19751. Botn N-0 iflC )gcn ,jta are tror grannicaiteetiioi
.n :he ornginai to~o rt.

Average values *or stations C-'. C1.! C-16, .0 Yosninar: '.9'3. ippenaix!
k~crage aiucs from Yianinant 93. appecixj. Oriy An viverage ii*,e !or nle )Ov,.ge, oflceniratori .n _ic )v. gert :1ti Zi Tc

Canbocan is given.
Station 3. T G Thomoison' cruise TT-!:!.

Average values :or station -!2. 'Wecomna :.uisc Wcfoc.--l 'C,nen et it.. .9'. The reaieyarge tarcarz'a one ;-wcn
nneasuremenrma rcriects :he nacCuracy of~ :he kinKIet procedure at .erv ow Ox~gen :oncentraiQnS.

Thus. iNO/.AOU is :he ratio if N,0 product-on :o oxygen consumption ',Redfield etit. .?63: 1:s Possibie -.o ;aic'.:atc
consumption. Yoshinori l9731 tound a iinear relationship Ole- :he ratio of N",0 oroouc::on :o nitrate orocuction. -\ccorctrt
tween .1N1O and AOL in !he NWA. The reiatorisnips Ile- to .he Redfild e! al. -19631 :ianKtOnl aecomposton trioc.-:;

:wen NIO and AOU at Yosniniaris -our stations t'ram "Ile CJ,,IN 3$H?0 :81
NW.A. one station -ram :.ne NE? and ten stations t~rorn :ne
ET'NP are shown :n Figure 3. Inathees = P i- ::i-ites -6No. - HIPOD.
containing more than armoi 0O1 were considered Since at
lower 0, concentration :ne tffects of .enitrtncation are 16 moles of nitrate ire 'or.-ed at trie expense of38'oies o

dominant 'Cohen and Gordon. *~3)oxygen. Extensive :esta or :ne 'nociet :n arious areas -,I Ti.

A comparison of Fizures _' and 3. noting tnat iotn tmpo caitav:8reoe o n~d:attsorss
the same scales reveals that :n trne NW.A the t.wo slopes. aoove tn ih~i aa 's n at f\Qt ttae:o
and beldw the ixygen minimum, on the N,0-02 zijagram have iLcn s tiAN.., AOU)' 38, .6). 'vaiues orf tis -ato or -7
mnerged into one .on the -IN2O-AOL diagram. The coeeo sam- environments considered .ri Fl,.ure 3. whnere N.,O r-at.s
pies (ca. > 1400 mr, however, do riot fall on this traj ectory 'JUL xrse saPretg f:.i irt oratno
cluster around ca. 50 Lmol AOL 1'. In the Pic:fic. in :.n. tm-,N basis vary from '3. o T.' abie
:other hand. t.he separation oetween t.he sampies -rom acove DisctssioN,
and below the oxygen minimum ts greater on the A N-O-AOL TeRiunhv8renO;e
diagram than on the N,0-0, diagram.,heRitoslDewen.-gn

ReSults or inear regressions or -IN 20 versus AOL "or all Consumotion and ViO ?roducrton

the groups of 'points in Figure 3 are listed in Taoie _'and the t he Ocean

corresponding regression ;ines are plotted in Fogure 3. As can Examination of verticai ororiies of N,0 ,x% gen. arrc itr.at.e
be seen ;rom the high correlation coefficients -,Or the re~res- f1rom t.he Atlantic and Pacific Oceans -eveais a :t;;tgon-
sions. a linear function adequately describes the relationships
between .1NO and AOL; in the Pacific also, provided that
samples from above and below the oxygen minimum are
grouped separately. (The regression coefficients in Table f -Or
Yashinaris data from the NWA are slightly different than
those he obtained for the same data, probably because of small
differences !n the calculations of the >iO solubility coeffl- 3
clents.)

The ratios of '4', production to oxygen consumption 50 - ; 1 1
r~2,AOL an a moiar basis), referred to here as the 'N.0

oxidative ratios.' for the jifferent groups of samples in Figure
3 vary from ".6. 10- to . 8 - 01 (Taoie 2). The N,0 oxida-
tive ratios for the 0 to :000 m depth range in te NWA and for -

the 0 ta 800 m depth range In the NEP are quite similar and
both are about haif the oxidative ratto in shallow waters of the
ETNP. The regression lines or 'hese three suites of samples 0C 20 cc
have near zero intercepts. The NIQ oxicative ratios .n deen 2 roltl
waters of the N EP and the ETNP are higner than those ounc '

!nl shallower *aters ia the orepnig-egiression inei ' - \O-oxygen reiaiionsnis 'or wiaioms rn te ,orihwest
have arge egatve *nerceps. oantic trianqles. -5somnian r station C. ii. Nortneast ?ac~hchave lrge neativenterce~s. ;rcles. station 31. nd Eaitern 7rooicji Nor*.h Factrc:N,;u.,res. :jmr-

Becuse A1N2 O w-as found to be a :inear 'unction )f AOL' e it 197-1. itation 4' 7The icited ire ;overs ;ine -egion -mere
and since nitrate regeneration is also inear:v -crated to0 Oxvgen amnoli;s ontaincd ess rtian .1 0,
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'5I.NO is riot liearily related to AOL. The *atEt oeiow ca.

600 m in :he ETNP is comprised oi a mixture of Interrmediate
Water i characterized ov a salinit minimum) and Deep Pac-uic
W atr. In Oown .he.Ailannc and Pic:fic. -.he noniineanttv '.f In

Z- apper part of .he -S diagrams apparently 4oes no: affect :,le
IN,0 to AOL; -:ios. it :s thus Possibie tnat variations in tre

V -IN2O to A~OL; ratios reflect different viaracteristics. with
Z -. respect to N,0 "ormation. o( t.he relatively warm. zentral water

M masses and the cold, deetp water masses. The abundance af
Z nitrifying microorganisms, the fraction of theae which contrib-

0- ute to N,O formation and the availability and composition of
Is the oxidizaole organic matter might be some of the distmnct'ive

VW >0 00 properties of water masses of different origins. The limited
0 50 10 s o 5 0 5 data base of this work does not permit a detailed discussion of

Aou (imolthis hypothesis and clearly, measurements of N,0. oxygen and
AOU ~nutrients in the southern and riorthern source regions of the

Fig. 3. AN.O-AOU relationships or four stations from the deep waters of the ocean are required for this purpose.
.Northwest Atlantic rrsitinan. 1973. stations C-7, C-1 1. C-16. C-201,
one station from :he Northeast Pacific (station 3). And ten stations Estimates of.V,0 Production in the Ocean
fr'om :he Eastern Tropical North Pacific (only samples containing 2nd Its Escapewt the.4tmosiphere
more chan V a~M 0, 1-) !Coiiun e-r wv. 197'. stations 2-2) ai1.
Notws.tatc0jOOm 6 otes Pcfc080i.4 Given the relative constancy of the N,0 oxidative ratios and
Eastern Tropical North Pacific 0-12i mn. id) Northeast Pacific 1000-. assuming that the NI0-nitrate relationships estaolsshed rtere
2500 mn. (ei Eastern Tropical North Pacific 600-3000 mn. The dotted aerpeettv ftewoeoen natmtcnb a
line encircles the Northwest Atlantic samples from depths greater than arreesntveothwolocnnatmpcnbead
410 In. Arrowheads; indicate nereasing cepth. to estimate the rate Of >4IO production !n the ocean. A modei

for the marine nitrogen cycle. Laken from the giobai model of
Liu et al. 1L 9771, is shown in Figure 5. The reader is .eferred to

sistency in the relationships among them. .NI is positively the original paper for details on the estimnation of the various
correlated with nitrate and negatively correlated with oxygen numerical values but some relevant points will tie mentioned
throughout the water column in both oceans except where here. The iarge nitrogen reservoir n marine sediments was
denianiication Occurs in the ETNP. Like nitrate Production. negiected because the transfer rats between this , eservoir and
N-sO production was found to be linearly related to oxygen the others were considered to be very small. the values for
consumption in all the marine environments studied (FigureS3) nitrogen :nout into the ocean ire independent estimates b3ut
and this supports the conclusions of Yoshinart (1973! and the output value for marine aenitriuication is a :orcea value
Cohen and Gordon (19781 that N,O production in the ocean based on a steady state assumption: similarly, the nitrogen
primarily arises from nitrification. :he process whlereby nitrate mineralization rate is a forced value determinled trm :nde*
is regenerated. pendent estimates of the rate of nitrogen assimilation inl the

The overall variation in the ratios of N10 production to ocean. Taking the 2000 Tg-N yr-1 I Tg - (OVir) mineral-
oxygen consumption. and hence to nitrate production, among ization rate as a maxiimal estimate of the oxidative proauction
the environments investigated is rather small kles than a factor of nitrate in the ocean and an average value of 0.2% fo7r the
of 3. Table 2). However. :,he differences in these ratios f or .1N20 to I.NO,- ratio in the process ( Table 3). mne total
waters deeper and shallower than ca. 300 to 1000 mn in both the oceanic N.0 production rate would be 4 Tg.N' .r- or 45. 3g
Atlantic and Pacific are significant. We do not fully under. N.0 yr-1. Because of all the values in Figure 5 the estimated
stand these differences, but a possible clue can be derived from N1O production rate depends only upon the nitrogen mineral-
examination of the emperature and salinity distributions of ization rate, it is important to note that a somewhat independ-
the NWA. NEP and ETNP (Figure 4). In the NWA and INEP. ent estimate of this rate by MWcElroy ef at. [ 19161, 1500 TS-N
variations in the .NO to AOLJ ratios (Figure 3) occur at yr-1. is q uite similar to that of Liu ei al. [(1971].
approximately the same depths where singularities appear on Assuming a steady state 14,O distrbution. N,O production
the temperature-salinity diagrams. Theme singularities indicate must be balanced by NIO loss fromn the ocean. The only
the transition from the locally formed central water masses to known oceanic sinks for N20 are its escape to the atmosphere
the deep water masses ofrnorthern and southern origins (Sver. at the air-sea interface and its biochemical consumption !n
dnap et al.. 19421. The situation is more complicated in the oxygen deficient and anoxic waters (Cohent. ;9,3. 197-]. Since
ETNP because there, the two regression lines in Figure 3 the magnitude of the latter sink is at the present time unknown
represent waters separated by the oxygen deficient zone where and its areal extent limited it will be neglected for the moment

TABLE 2. Regression Equations of .AN,O (ninol I-1) an AOL imo 1-1 far Some Marine Environments

Location Depth Range. m Regression Equation

Northwestern Atlantic 100- L400 j.N,O - -0.437 - to.089 =0.0031A0L 0 9,116
Northeastern Pacific 0.-400 jN,O - -0928 - (0.076 =0.003 IAOL 0.993

100-2500 i~NjO - -44.248 - t.l 3 006)AOU 0.988
Eastern Tropical North Pacific* 0-1.15 A1N,O a 0.909 - 0 .140 =0.004)A01J 0.986

100-3000 i,14,0 a-31.330 - (0.I2 =0.013)AOL 1.9511 -4

'Only samples Witt 0, > 4in0ml1-
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TABLE 3. 1410 Production in Some Marine Environments Ex~pressed higher than the 105% calcUlatEd above -3ut :n light Of the
as a Percentage of Nitrate Production on ia ig atorn-S 3asis .incertainties, involved in the calculations both -esuits are zom-

Envronment NO, , patibie. Considering :,he range of te .ANIO -,.\0, -alues in
_________________________________________ Tabie 3. an ;nctittaintv of a factor of _ is 4uite -easonaoic :or

North Acianttc :n fux caicutiteo :ram :ne N.0-rutrate -tiationsnas. TaK.111
000o m !5rather than 4Tg.N yr-' or ,ne ilux %aiue rm -I Aouic .,ici

'~othest acicin average surface N.0 supersaturation )f !17
0-400mi 3

i0O~5O~mOther estimates af :he N,0 exchange across :t:e ocean-
Eastern Tropical North Paciic atmosphere interface can be examined in :erms of -4 iand

0-1-15 m 0._4 Table 4. Maximal estimates are those of Hahn L'ii? 74a. 19751
"0- 00 m0.26 and Hahn and lunge f19T71 who conciuded that the ocean :s a

net source f .or atmospheric NO With a magnitude of lb to :60
Tg-N yr- and a most likely value of 45 Tg-N yr- 10 Tg-N,0

and the estimated N,O production rate given here will be yr',). and a minimal estimate is -.hat of.WcElroy e., al. '19,751
compared to available data on the rate of N,0 loss to the who argued that the ocean :s a net sinK for atmospnercc NIO
atmosphere. Thie procedure will b3e to calculate an average with a magnitude of '10 Tg-.N yr1 t63 Tg-N.0 -,r-).
oceanic surf .ace supersaturation of N70 required t oproduce an Hahn's (l197 41a, 19751 and Hahn and Jungesi 1,977 esuiates
N,0 ftux into the atmosphere of 4 Tg-,N yr- and toa compare of the oceanic N,0 ftux were obtained by extrapolating to a
this calculated value with the results oc N,0 measurements at glooal scale the resuits of N2'0 measurements *n surface and
the sea surface, shallow waters of :,he North Atlantic made durig the Mto

According to the 'stagnant ilim' model [Bolin, 19601. the cruises in 1969 -.o 1971 (Table 1L). On -tne basis Of t.nat data.
raelimiting step in gas exchange across the air-sea interface Is Hahn ( 1974al concluded that 'our measurements yieio an, aver-

molecular diffusion through a lamninar layer. The gas flux (F) age N10 saturation at i30O% for the North Atlantic surface
across the interface is: watter.' A.pparently, as was pointed out by WcElroy er ai.

19761, this conclusion was neavily ve~ghted :)v nfe :ew -nea-
F -A(4) surements from the i969 craise. Of -.hese measurements, One

Z Z'93% saturation) was not a surface sampie ana of the surface
where D is the gas molecular diffusion coerficient. Z is the samples only one was more than 130% iiuersacuratec with
thickness of the laminar layer and 1 is the difference oetween N70. Furthermore. the analytical -nethoa "or -.he seawater
the measured concentration of the gas at the base of the N,0 measurements employed in 1969 was much ess precise
laminar layer and its equilibrium solubility. Taking iS*C as than :hat used in 1910 and 7971. and it .s also si~nicant -:nat
the average surface temperature of the ocean [8ialek. 1966. p. Yashinari's '197')] data from the Northwest Atlantic reveals
54] a N10 molecular diffusion coeicient of 2 i0-1 cm9 s-1 at surface N-0 supersaturations much !ower t.han those founac by
this temperature (interpolated from the values given in Hahn at approximately the same !atitudes in the Northeast
Broecker and Perig (19741), a Z value of 50 -10- cm (Broecker Atlantic in 1969. Inserting H chn.2nd Jun fe's '199' most ikeiv
and Peng, !9741, a dlux of(6.3 Tg-,N2 0 yr- (41.5 -1012 amol N.0 vlefrteoancN0 lux into the atmospnere 1 -0 Tg-.N20

s-1). and multiplying the right hand side of (4) by the totai yr-1, derived from i41 with Z - 50- 10- cmi :nto 14) without
area of the ocean (361. 1011 cm1). a A1 value of 0.32 nmol N420 changing the numerical values of the other parameters uised

-1is obtained. Taking an average atmospheric NIO concen- above would ieid an average 1.40% N,0 supersaturation for
tration of 290 ppbv. the N,0 equilibrium solubility at 130C the whole surface of the ocean. Taoie 4. however. shows -.hat
and 35'0 salinity would be 7.29 nmol I KCombining this with :,he exception of the results fromn the .Meteor' crise n
value with the above result for A1. the surface water of the ocean 1969. not a single surface sample. frm anywhere in the ocean.
would on the average be 105% supersaturated with N,,0. It is was more than 135% supersaturated with N.10.
important to note that this calculation is relatively insensitive The conclusion of WcElrov et al. ~l73that -,the ocean *s a
to changes in the atmospheric 1410 concentration. Taking the net sink for atmospheric N10 is also inconsistant With the data
lowest (250 ppbv) and highest (328 ppbv) atmiospheric N20 in Table 4. Inserting their flux estimate of -63 'l'g-N.O ir-
concentrations listed in Table I instead of Z90 ppbv would into (4) yields an average oceanic N,O saturation of 5&.a
change the final result for the average oceanic surface super. value not supported by any field data. It should be mentioned
saturation by less than 1%. that. in part. McElroy at al.'s conclusions vere . ased on

The above results will now be compared to the results of
direct N,0 measurements at the sea surface. Table 4 includes 5 ,.---.
all the presently available surface N,,0 measurements with the I i 1 2

exception of one data set, that of Rasmussen et al. ['X976), from I-; ?
the Eastern Pacific. The data of Rasmussen etr al. [ 1976] is not o 1 6 ha
included because of the large scatter in the N10 saturation
values, especially south of the equator. For example. their ~''n
surface N,,0 saturation values it 5.7 and 7.6'S were 105 and i -i p

2830%. respectively (see also Cohen and Gor~don (1977. Figure I
61). The other data sets in Table 4 were grouped with respect to _______ ________ _____

latitude and replicate observations at one location were aver- 34A 33.4 X 34.4 344 3'e s 33 ISa 343 4

aged. With the exception of the data from the *.Meteor' cruise S 16)1
16 which will be discussed in detail below, surface N20 satura. Fig. '1 Potential temperature-salinity diagrams mar a) the North-

L tions in both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans are quite low west Atlantic (Ysinar. 197,31. ib) Eastern Trooicai N~orth Paciiic
with an average value of 109%. This average supersaturation is (Cohen et al.. 19771, and (c) .14ortheast Pacific (Murrae ci 1.. i4.
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which in light of Figure I cannot oc considered representative
of surface data.

CONCLLSIONS
o Neither Hahn's [1974al a Hahn and Iunge s ~ 'iur

:r, WM:Elrov ef 21. *s [ i9V61 estimates or the NO ecnange r'et'ween
:ne ocean and the atmosphere are supported )y the presenty,,
available surface NjO data. O7 te Other riand. :,he -sz~rnatc

swumi norvqst presented here of an oceanic source ot atmospheric N.0 with a
magnitude of less than 10 Tg-4 yr - f16 Tg. N,0 yr whIch
was derived from information an the cycling of nitrogen
within the ocean is in good agreement with'the results of N-

N measurements in surface waters. In spite of this agreement t

NohowAl ;W4 jshould be clear that the analysis presented here is -ar from
Z gal being a complete N,O budget "or the ocean. First. N?.O :Iaita

40 2 iofrom the Pacific Ocean are very limited and no data are avaii-
able for the Indian and Southern Oceans. Data from the

Rr~or w~f ZSouthern Ocean are especially important oecausc they proviue
~" ~'~' iinsight into the N,O-oxygen-nitrate relationships At the time

30 11 the bulk of the oceansi deeD vaters are forrmed. Second, it
Hahn's [19751 proposition that NO might be f'ormed iii 3

0" oror byproduct of nitrate assimilation byv phytoplankton is true. in
2 xi10 additional N,O source. which was not accounted for :n .rie

'o qonepresent analysis, might exist in thie euphotic zone. Aithough

OCEANthe data of Cohen and Gordon 19781 from mne ET*NP. and .O
profiles from different seasons in te 'Northwest Atlantic

Fig. 5. The marine nitrogen cycle (,part if Figure 2 -it Liu et al IYoshinari. 19731 indicate that If this Source exiLs Its COntnErbu-
(19"I1). U nits are in Tg-!N (Ii Tg = 1012g) forreservoir contents or Tg- ini ahrsal h osbiE a ob neta~a

N per yar For ransfer a~cs.Third. the quantitative sig .niticance Iof dentriication SIt- es In
the ocean as sinks for N20 needs to be evaluated. Oxygen

combining their own tinterpretation of Hlan's [19 74a1 data deficient and truly anoxic waters comprise only a small -rac-
with earlier N,O measurements by Craig and Gordon (19631. tion of the total volume oftme ocean out these are the orimary
However, the data of Craig and Gordon were composites of marine sinks for combined nitrogen [Codispou. !9731. Fourth.
Ni20 samples from various geographic locations and depths it is possible that :n the present analysis the overail :ate of

TABLE 4. Surface NI0 Saturation in tfle Ocean

N umber 01

Range of Samples
Mean .14, '.0O wt .

Number of Saturation. Saturation. Ulturation. Reference. -ktmosonernc
Cruise. Dute Location Samnples, 20 7 N,0 Concentration

M1eteor' cruise 16 Akpril 1969 1.N 12 3 Huhn t 1974a, Tile .
I0.3*N. 32*W 1 2931 5 ppov
25.6N.300W 1 175
36.6N. 30*w 1 IV
59.9N. 300W 1 125

Neteor' cruise 20blJune 1970 62.0* oS. 1N. 3.2*-19.31W Is 113 104- 13 3 -50 ppov
,Meteor' cruise 23c June 1971 38.5*-4i8.51N. 1lI.5*-3.0'w 7 124 120-13 jo 5 :0po

Feb.-Oct. 1917 34."*42.36N. 61.4--74.61W 6 102 93-I 4 0
Feb.-March i972 Z7.4-12.7*N. 69. j-79.4*W 3 10 100-1.6 i Yshanfl(141. A P.

pendix A j. -'s poov
Feb.-March 1972 11.V- 18. 6'N, 60.2- -74.60W 0 113 109-123 2

*T.G. Thompson* cruise 46.80N. 126.8*w I05 0 ths work. 2-3 ooov
TT12I.Julv 1977

Wecoma' zruise Weloc 17-1 34 W'04 1.202W 1O 10 0
Jan. 1977 :8.0N. 116.0W 1 100 i) Calln eleal. :IQ7.

5.-9.N ;05.9-ll2.04W 9 11 96-1 4 '7po

56 tocallE t09 umeani' 1 Stotal

'Replicate measurements at one location were averaged and counted here as one sample.
'Sample takcen atc A depth of 25 m.
These stations were grouped because all Are within te oxygen deficient zone of the ETNP [Codin and Gordon 973

'Excluding the 'Meteor' cruise 16 data.
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marine nitrification was overestimated. This rate was taken as Crutzen. P J .The influence of nitrogen oxides on nre otmospheric
equal to the nitrogen mineralization rate which :n .urn *~as Hozone content. Quart J Rov fe'fe'oroi Soc. 16. ', 0-3:6. '

. inn. J The N~orth Atlantic Ocean as a source of amosonc.;: \:.
e4stimnated from the rate of ntrogen assimilation in -.he ocean Tels .76 i60-Ioel :974a.
IFigure 5Si. Because part of the nitrogen assimilated by piants Hann. J1 Nitrous oxide :n air ano ieawatr o'er theA ljnE:C Ocean.n

is in the form of ammonia released bv .he Itliota and *Ormea The Changing Cihvmisirv )i fne Oceans. cedit -3, D Dvrssen and
1rom the degradation of organic nttrogent zompounds. :ne D Janf pp.54. John 'Aiie'. Ne't jK 9-4b

present estimate of nitrification and accordingiv :he -stimate Hann. 2 4,k) measurements :n :t Noteast Atlantic Ocean. Ve-

of 14,0producion areprobaby maximl.s:e. Rethr -. ;6 -~

of NO poductonare roobly axial.Hahn. J.. and C. Junge. Atmospneric nitrous oxide: A Zr;Ecca review,
Vaturf~psch.. 32a. 190-'14. 977
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Biological production -and the exchange of oxygen and
carbon dioxide across the sea surface in
Stuart Channel. British Columbia'
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Abstact 4

Thie rates at which concentrations of oxvqen and carbon dioxcide nStuart Cha.nnel -hanzed
due to biological prodUction and to er'tcnge sitri the atmosphere were determnineirom
measurements at .me simultaneous changes in oxygen. pii. And titration aikaisnirv over a ;S-
day penod in July 1976. Carbon dioxide w~as coniumed bv plankton at a rate oi 10.3 .Lmoi
COI iiier d-1. CO! entered the iurtace laver bv armspenc ex'change at a nate at 0.49 &&nai
CO.Ited The piston velocity wvas :uicuiAted -0 be 2.2 K i0-I cm-s Oxvqen -as
produced at a rate of 14.1 sinI 01- liter- d-. due to photosvndheac activity. The rate oi
oxygen 'Qs to the atmnosphere was I.S sinol 01 liter"- d- The piston velocity was 1.

The cycles oi COI and 0: from the a~t- rate of CO, exchanze ,Park and Hood
mosphere to the surface layer of the 1963; 0-roecker and Pieng 1974i. The re-
ocean and within the surface iayer are of suits of these measuremnents provice inl-
great interest. partIcularly because of the formation only about the rate of gas ex-
role that the ocean may play as a sink for change and not biological uptake. Other
anthropogenic COI. Some of the major studies on gas exchange have been sum-
fluxes in these cycles are the production marized by Kester ;1973) and Skirrow
and consumption of Ot and CO., by bio- l 1973).
logical activity and the exchange of these Methods used to estimate orimarv' oro-
cases from the atmosohiere to the ocean. duction in sea%1water have been sum'ma-
We present here a s-hort term study of rized by Strickland '1965). Primar pro-
these fluxes. duction is nypically measured in a water

The exchange of 0: across the air-,sea sample isolated in a container. Wfl.-icfl
interface and the net amount of biological may introduce sy*stematic errors. Few
production were determined in the Gulf measurements of production have been
of Maine by Redfild (1948) from consid- based on determinations of in situ
erations of the simultaneous changes in changes in chemical properties. Smith
01 and PO. concentrations with time in (1973) calculated the rate of biological
the water column. A similar study -as uptake of CO. on a coral reef from
made by Pyekowicz t1964) off the Oregon changes in the total inorganic carbon con-
coast. MIore recent studies of gas ex, tent kTCO.j of omean water as it iowed
change have tended to emphasize COI across the reef. Atmospheric exchange
because of the concern over the fate of %-as ionored because Smith estimated it
anthropogenic COI. The difference in the to be <10%,' of the total change. A later
I C activity of the ocean and the atmo- stdshwdhaamopeiCOex

-phee hs ben sed o dterinethe change could be important in areas of
This research weas ' upqorted in part by the lower productivity kSmith and Pesret

Oceanography Section oi the Nanonal Science 19-4).
Foundation And by the Office of Naval Reisarch. Our study of the cycles of 0, and CO.IPresent a~dress: Mar. Sci. Inst., tUniv. Calinfh.u.aeiyrofSur Ca li
Santa awbaga 93106.intesrae:vroSurtC nels
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Fig. 1. Samoiing itations in Stuart Channel.

Data hown in Fig. 2 obtained 4t tation 12.

Fig. 2. Hydrogr2phic data obta2ned ac -raton 12
based on observed changes in the in situ in Stuart Channel on .9 july ;962. Data from Wai.

di.huk et ai. , 16;8b,. Location of itation 5hown in
concentrations of 0... and CO.. with time. Fig. i.

C. A. Curtis and 0. Plath assisted in
,athering field data. Y. Cohen and C. T.
Chen m'de valuable suggestions, the adjacent Strait of Georgia is main-
Hydrographic conditions in Stuart tained by runoff from the Fraser River,
Channel which has a high rate of ,'low during sum-

Our study wa made from .5-22 July mer ,Waidichuk 196-l Takahashi et al.
1976 in Stuart Channel Canadian Gulf 197T). However, in Saanich Inlet. about
Islands about 45 km north of Victoria, 20 km to the south, 'he surface water
B.C.: Fig. 1). The distribution of chemi- shows an occasional increase in salinity
cal properties in the channel was studied o several parts per thousand which has
extensively from 1954-196.3 (Waldichuk been attrbuted to upwetling ,Takahashi
et al. 1968b). During summer months the et al. 1977 and references cited therein).
channel is strongly stratified in both tem* Here we show that a similar phenome-
perature and salinity. The conditions in non probably occurs in Stuart Channel.
July 1962 ata station within 0.5 km of our
sampling site (Fig. 2) show a well mixed Theorj
surface layer between 8 and 1O m deep. The change in the ox,.gen concentra-
Below the surface layer there is a strong tion of seawater over some period of time
gradient in all properties that inhibits any can be expressed as
mixing between the deep water and the
surface layer. Horizontal gradients with. -

in the channel are small; for example. sa- where superscript a indicates the change
linit vanations acrnss the channel and due to invasion or evasion of gas from or
along the central ax.is are usually < 1.O'%, to the atmosphere and superscript b re-
at a constant depth in the surtce !ayer fers to changes due to biological process-
(waldichuk et a. 1968b). es fRedfield 1948). Changes due to mix-

The low salinity of the surface layer of ing are considered below.
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The change in the TCO: concentration each other by means of the stagnant ilm
over a period of time can be expressed as model of gas exchange. In this model the

Cux of a gas across "he air-sea interface-ITC02 - I TCOI" - . TCO.'
I is given by

where superscripts a and b have the Flux(Mmo.cr':-s' = D;C -CY: 3)
same meaning as in Eq. 1 and superscript where D is the molecular diffusion coef-
c refers to the change due to dissolution .cient of the gas, : is the thickness of -he
or precipitation of carbonate minerals surface film. and C' and C are the equi-
(Smith 1973). Although we are primarily librium and buik concentrations in the
concerned with the cycle of CO? in sur- well mixed surface layer Bolin .960).
face waters, the total inorganic carbon A10 and ATCOI' are related to the nux
concentration is used in Eq. 2 because by
CO. participates in a number of rapid
equilibrium reactions with HCO," and O- <D ,O'-Ov.h! dt 5)
CO,!-. r

The quantities on the left-hand sides of and
Eq. I and 2 can be found directly from -.
the difference in tvo measurements of .TCO- 4 = 0 1-oCOi' - COjiphl it
the O or TCOI concentration of seawa-
ter. In order to resolve these total 7
changes into the individual components
on the right-hand sides of Eq. I and 2 we where h is the depth of -he surface mnixed
need additional equations to relate la.er and is mime. In this equation the
-TCOI" to AO.. ATCO.:' to -10' and concentration of rnoiecuiar CO., acruaiic
.TCOt" to the change in at tion alkalin- COI ° HCO2, is used rather -han TCO-.
i'y and %TCO:. The molecular diffusion coefficients of

We can relate -TCOt' to 10' in the CO... and O tabulated by Broevker and
following manner. The average chemical Peng 1974, are related by "he equation
composition of marine plankton has been
determined to be !CH;O:..,NH3j,,iPO, D, 2I6Dt, S)
tgedfield et ai. 1963). The production
and decomposition of particulate organic over the temperature range .142-1TC,
matter, therefore, proceed: ,according to that we encountered in Stuart Channei.
the formula The moiecuia diffusion .oeiTcient )f

CO: may be effectively increased 'y two
(CH2 O),,,tNHd,,HPO, - ,380, ,ractors. Chemical reaction of COI in the

;f'd'L"" laminar surface aim will enhance the rate
106CO, - 16HN01 - HP0 - IO2HIO. of diffusion. This effect is neziizible for

(3) surface films <100 ; thick tBolin 1960)
We found from our measurements that

This scheme of production and decom- the surface ,ilin was 66 4 thick, and we
position has been verified by several have therefore ignored chemical en-
workers. Specificaily, it hab been hown hancement of COI diffusion. The pre!-
that the changes in TCO.: and 02 due to ence of the enzyme carbonic anhvdrase
biological processes can be modeled by will also increase the rate of COI ex-
the equation change , Berger amd Libb\, 19691. W e

have no way to evaluate this effect. ,.nd. O:'iATCO = -138,.06 = -1..30 i41
our results will have to be considered as

when the concentrations of both species a rower limit on the possible :ate of CO.
are el pressed in units of moles per liter exchange.
fCulberson and Pvtkowicz 1970). If the quantities :n the integrais of Eq.

-1TCO,1 and AO, can be related to 6 and 7 vary nearly over short periods
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time, and further, if the changes in O where Q is defined in Eq. I. All t) -he
:id COI are greater than those of z. h, quantities in this equation can be ob-
:d the diffusion coefficients, then we tained from Reid measurements of O.,
.in rewrite these enuations as pH. TA. temperature, and jalinity A nme
-AO; D,.L(O2" - O-,. series of these measurements '.vil thus

allow the amount of primarv production
- (04' - O~. jt;2:.h (9) and exchange of Oj and COI. with the at-

nd mosphere to be caiculated.

.TCOI'I O Dco.[(CO&.' - CO.),, Method
- ,CO,' - COj,Iti2zh. (10) Water samples were obtained at station

*he equation relating -1O.." ,o ATCO, 1, on the end ofix 60-m-iong pier. Fig. i,.
.n now be found from Eq. 3, 9, and 10: Additional sampies were taken 1 km off-

shore stanon 2) to check horizontal van-
ability All samples were taken at a depth

126 (. - O,). - 0! - O.,.: of about 0.5 m.
1.2-[(CO., ,- , CO .., - CO.: Oxygen was determined bv -he Car-

penter 1196.5) modifcanon of-he Winkler
method. The orecisionk I SD! of replicate

The change in TCO... due to precipita- analyses by this method was est:rnated -o
.:on or dissolution of ,.arbonate minerals be -0.6%. pH was measured with t

in be obtained from the measured Beckman pH meter having a dispiav pre-
_hantte in the titration Lkiittty and cise to =O.0t pH. Repiicate Ietermina-
-XTCO. ': tions had a standard deviation of =0.015

*TCO,= 0.3TA pH. We measured tt'ration .iikaiinir- by
- ,.T1i06) .ATCO. 12) the method of Culberson et a. 1970).110 hTC02'e T t n" 1n using the Beckman pH meter: the accu-

.%here ITA s the chante n itration al- racy of the meter limited orecision !o
%klinitt'. The -irst term on the right-hand =0.8%. Temperature was measured :r.
'Ide of Eq. 12 trises simpiv because the situ to the nearest 0. 1.C. Salimnt xa.
removal of carbonate ions .rom seawater measured with an ;nductive saioumeter.
,.au.ses a chanue in TA that is twice as All analyses were done within 1 h of sam-
large as ITCO.;' (Skirrow 1973). The de- piing exceot for the salinit' measure-
.uMnposition of hiomass by reaction 3 re- ments.
'.its in the release of 16 molecules of The TCO.: and CO... concentrat.ons
nitric acid and one of phosphoric acid for were cakculated From the pH and TA data
every 106 molecules of CO1  Brewer et using the apparent equilibrium .on~tants
Id. 1973), and the acid relea.sed will neu- of Ntehrbuch et ,d. (1973) tor the carbon-
tralize a portion of the titration alkalinity. ate system and the equation of Edmond
The eond term on the rit:ht-hand side and Gieskes [970) tbr the !)orate System.
is therefore present to correct ATA for The concentrations of CO...' and 0.- were
that portion of it which was neutralized calculated using the Bunsen coertcients
by acid released durint: ducomposition or given by Weiss k 1970. 1974).
i.tnerated during prroductioni.

Equations 1, 2. 4. L 1. And 12 can be Results
used to solve for each ,f the terms of the The da tafor salinitv and TCO: from 5-
risht-hand sides 4 Eq. I and 2. For ex- "2- July ;478 Lnd O1 From 7-22 Ju at
ample. rearratitznq these -,quations yields tation I are hown in Fig. 3. O data be-

fore 7 July are not available. The sahni
[.iTCO. - O.iTA shows a maximum - 2 .Sic& over the pe-
- 1.08,1.301.10:l nod from 9-tA july. This is simiir to the
(1 .- 1.0&L.3Ou) 1.3)) changes 6ound by Takahashi et aLi. 1977)

I
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Faized to ra csat ialiniy ofAan O 26.)c measuemns atr mtaden . Tei je97n.

The nrmaultfuiong odep dwsuser. (er :, in each equation reoe teon
binelotksit con h eto the mixingo of theile deep wate oec un
Thange iC0, And OI netat obscuof the t:ist. qulbim ocn~anno
freinwater.av Thege iwhcwe0inrshalied hvinluesam -ern,~"
are haveessed, as dcsse werer- par a the been substinte -.,-ro e.

thatie the ona saiinit of hec muc wtr13t aumets ee hane. The Oicoc
ihnourmCanlisn procaede bysrunoff trtin deto equatopemove ehne beo-

bo terse iver arontte effeut 0..he value of t inver1 wase t aickrc -rom
meq ter urn me, althu Eq 1b uige c.a concentrationsofteir

We aven arsued ars (dicuke etarlioer, and CO2 maeaensubrued inwteo Eql-
that) theo salinity is zeradte water u1n tcascl the asechange m 02 ceter-
gn concntration is mitnaepcnmined by uof ro ine tu atondheitcn exdhaogehe-
frothee thaerReor TheAaiid wT0 thee eaCch1 pTOand oTf wesuees The
ofolowinrasquativesbot0:3 au f nE. 3%a calcuated fo ahucesv ar om D

T -litr-1 during summ.7 er. lhat q.IIbyns. the aota cane nran
varitios ae lage Walich etal.om0pond COf. ad insine watriol

ge cocentrain 14s wern e pren ied obtine byt c umitin a nt'he

TA' - [TCA -'fS'26. - 10.71 chmpne eten f uccesan2sie -oserv-

26.SiS. 1,5) tions. When we henceforth refer zo any



F!q 4 7*~ )Ciw~ )t . .ne - 'Uiv Fi ~ .j C )'~ rst -our :ara
.jF plm zins nme Stiad 'ire s reigre.s.ofl o~ ~ lave Deeq, rxcuieai :r~rm egression 'Or

;Uiun ric !n ionsi aiicu~ea niet

luantitv .'%. now we will mean 'he total guishabie from :he .-ara otaineci -t .h e
.nang'e in that -;uuntrv reLawve to -. Juiv shore itation. 'A~e have, :hereiore. as -

The .aiues of.O.:'. AO..'. TCOI' ind ,umea :bar -he ara frorm sratnon 1. ire
.ATCQO' Lre piorred .against -he dare .n -eorCeenative )t .:tancentrations :n 'hle
Juiv in Fi gs. 4 throuin 7. Cear svstern- ch annei.
mc r~ends ,n kil sie' S ,n~cteDscsso

-hat there hnave neen s ,ematic increaseii
n the un~founft of paLriniLe )r-inic 2ar- 3ioiagcai production and seasonai

:)on ?0C in 6car Chuannei .nd crat 'heatng are the master varnabli c-ont-ol-
.here have been net ue of CO! and O.. iing -he cyciing of 0,: and CO:~ in 'he sur-
across the air-ta interface. face ;Ave., ,f the ocean. The oroductnon

Linear regression if-uations were 3t to and consumption Oi 0: and CO. v the
thJ data to iuantify :heir :rends Tiie phtpako ienerate the gradients
I,) The jiope, !ic each -,quaion give-zhe that drmve the exchange of these zases

rareor ogein ach;uanumt. The data becrveen the ocean adte.t'sfee
.or ATCO 1 are independent of time, in- Large ternoperaure zhanges dunng spr.ng
dcaung tha( there was~ no detectabie pre- and *ail will change the tquiilbrium 501-

:Iialnor iolurxon 'C.LCOI. .jbihrv of 01 and CO, and also cause ex-
The data from statiun 2 were indistin- change of these gases between the at-

i.,o 9?

Fi.- 3. -Ft4 4,-) 5 i. s .4 o C -



- ,oi . near reiz o -iuainnr' it 'm lara. ~ *.C. o;*l ea iiriactl *as '. e
,J tl.iuatiflsi Irr IA~m 7t r re 7,det e -eiore. e~'c'~ r

.Mai ;Are in :uiv ana k ina A ire .n rnut e ~~ji't.~an:-n' re*ae ~a
4nC 3 :s:n nA4 lier" I. E:ar i nd .3 .re

!DRs -oeincient at leve-inanonf iupersacuratea. :7) se*2..n.f
_____________________________ -~ta rin~en .ATCO.' a'za:tn :m

________________________ -h ere .%as no anaiogous rees; n

021 - 30O 45 4 2.7 2 nif 'eveli )fupersacurat~cri~'O' -4. ).7 J49 C-4 113 kizhouvh w-e '.vouid -.erriacs 'De _sz.-
C01- . A7 .- ii~ed in -exciudmig the irs: !our =aa :),in's

7CC2  ~ ~ ~ C-rm the jiher 7ezress~on e quan,)ns w

have not ione so. No sicn,4 an- 2-nan c-
in the ilopes is :ound :; "ese points are

-mosphere anc -he sela. Hom.ever. iunng txclud.ed. -1ut :hie :oerr c:enr -t
our srudv -he temperature changed. in naton R ' increases swiih%.
general. <3"C and heating )f the surface The regression lines -hrougn 'ne pi )rs
%%aters therefore oiaveC a ninor roie. of -101' and .1TCOt)-' ersus nzne .ta'.e
* u6, -he nagnitucies and .2ven the igns slopes )f r. 2.7 L.no 0, 'iier

or' the changes in G.: 4nd CO! due to tex- and -. 0.3S 1: .rnoi 7CO: 'irer-i
chfange depended pr'.rriariiv on -he net Tabie 1. . nese ioues :crresrpor.c 'o 'ne
amount or primary producnion. races Dtwin0 i mu

The amount of primar. procuct-on is. TCO.2 xas rernovei in Stun .an -,e.
in urn. dependent 3n tme riurnent ason- c!ue to oioio0C!ai .ic-",V ir rn 'fe 7cc-
cent-ations and :ight :ncensirv. -he : taCMor 7 10 cf nilr 7-12e 1'e :".-~an:~ ri)
Moost ilkeiv to :irnit t oiogicai producnr. 7CO: is etuai to -ne riet prttmar. pr:CoUC-
during summer is nutrient avaidabijit, In nron -oinus in% CO, 7e~enerated n ne
Saanich Inlet. penodic bioomns )f pnv ro- iurtace akve. :jv :0oocinsron z!-:z:ng )r
plankton occur durinz summer -7,ik- -ni( r.ioiu )ec~s~to r;an:c m: t
nasni er al. 1977, induced v ipwveilng ter.
of deep water hnigh in nutrients. .10:' id _7C0'.' k cu.i -r~-ar~ e

The sharp increase in iajini% at the e,(pe'ted_ -o -)-me tx:ontri.
beginning of -)ur study implies ain lp- growvth ciirve: noaer. )%er 'ne : etlco
welling event which was probaitbl -he A e ha %e t-u d!e ,!Ie .1.1:r , ; n e Iara
cause of a simidar phvtoplariiu )iloom i, .idequatre. ,,inhin -he prec:!.ion ti tne
in Scaa Channei. The surace water %ab~ Me.bUremtrtis 7hte scarter ibour t!.e .ine
initiallyv supersaturured wtth CO., indi- is prtinanlv .Iue !n tn,1i%!1iC.1: error inc
Qating either that consumption of partic- patrchiness cut -nere xii erainiv c
dlate organic matter had been exceeding some ttect )f 11iiiuai vartarions in pri-
production before the input of nurfients mry production. *,hn.fes in ili-vt :iten-
or that a temperature increase in the sum- slity duie 'o vanaions in kcinud _iwer. Lnil
race water had lowered the iquilibrium chani ' nit nutrient :Once ntrations 'ina
soiubiliry of CO,. However, the 'urfILL- pai~nkton popultion iize.
waters became uindersatturarced in CO: on The rate 1t Thange in TCO, lue 'a
'he third day after the salinity increase. oloica ptake -hat %-e :ound rnir
Evidenrdy, primary production had in- .% til %%ith other -neasuremnents n ice '-'ear
cr eased in response to the eiek 'iced iu- -his area. Takuna~ii t i . 'c7'-na
trient concentations :aused by the tip- utred -t irnount ;t c:irbon .n on%!n
welling. During the initial period in pIiiktinn .eils in Saanich inie! Lb a1 unc-
which CO! was supersaturated. the flux n~on 4f tmei -,e ialcuiated trm ii
of C02 was From the ocean to the irmo- diata an increase o; li.4 imoi C !e-
sphere Fig. 5). However. iter the in- durmmn,, the bloom they :Thel No ; :,;I
crease in baiooical production the CO.- 1973). This -hange in POC :oreiporas
became undersatriaaed and the flux )f to a biolog:cai uptake rate of - .6- &mo,
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-CO:. !tr -. esult close to ours. ferent conditions in -- evaiu
:iasureiflencs of Prilluatv produLction I o areas.

:;e "C method in Saanich I niet aiso vieid Our results conirtm the assumption )f
- .ults that suppur- our cnclusions Eul- Siit h -1973 That ;nanges in the TCO:

,et ti. i969). zontent or -he ocean an a _-aiiv basis are
7he slope of TCOi' versus time ae- primarily ue to !ioicigical. Prociuctron ;n
mnined from the -ereesn tquation in ireas of hligh produc-nvtv. The iverlige

~ue s .4 .04; *Lmoi 7CO: li- vajuie i .1TCO.-I was oni v 4.3%7 D1f
r-d-. tf the 4epch uc* -he mixed laver T COT.' This :s not the -ase for 0., 0\% -

1 i 1 =2 . he te lu of CO., eis ver. The magnitcude _i-eaverasze
.:Ub the Sea ,Uriace is 0.49 =1. 14 i.~moi change in AO'~s70cc or' that :if -01.
0.. m!' The :ncrea~ed error re- The iu. or 0.. ',om the ocean -o tlne at-
.'cls the UnCe.Muio,. in Ii.; The .ierage -,n os i-here was impoortant in maintaining
ilerence bete,.%en tIle :urcetition if -he oosered 0. concentrarxons on a daiiv
J. in the iurt-i.~ 'axer %hicn w ouid basis in 5ruar Channei.

.ie beell At -!ui1i-brlum with -he .1C- As we notec !artier. 'hlere Was no e
osohere and -he .iial t-nnentration -ectaoie Cucol precipitation n Stuart
is 1.2 urnoi 0.. i.,ter . abaumning --n it- Channei durlng our study. Examination
.)Spheric CO... partai pressure of 3230 x cf -the caicium carbonate budzet mea-

Sarm. Thizi quantiv .aLn :)e Qombined sured :)v Smit11h 197,2' off the ~::r~
tff 'he lux to ind -,he oiuton , e(ocifv coast indicates mtna a -naxmumn .:i)n

'r he exichange of CO: e_, i n Stuart the net CaCO1 rzemoval crte wou.c z e
h anne1; - 1.1 4 mol TCO. liter-, d-. .issummnz

that all CLCO- :s ,ernoved from the 10--
e; 0, z: 2.2 x 70-', s-'. KI7 ~ thick uriace .ayer. The ,incertainn' -n

orruirs is ii te samne ord er ta-

:ie JVerai.: VUiue "Oundi by Broecker n.tude.
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Acoustical estimation of zooplankton populations!

Charies F. Greenlaw
Schooi oi Oceanography, Oregon State University, Corvailis ;7331

Abstrac:

Acousical estrimates o zoopiankton anundance :an be made ngorousiv :f the icattenng
behavior as a function 4 size and :requency -or the zoopiankters :s enown. Meaatirernents i
cattenng At a ingle :requencv can De ued to esomate Abundance . the mean zoopianbter

size is known. Measuremencs At "wo ,requenctes can be u1sed to "samate the romlnant ,ize
as well as Abundance if a singie size zooplankter dominates .he acousncai ,cartenng. Mea-
surements At ieveral ,requencies can be Ased to estimate size aistiriouions And Abunaanczs.
In a Reid experiment, acoustical scatternng was measured At three .requencies tor zoopianiton
layers composed :argely f euphausids ifor wrich in .ipproximare catenng nodei is known,
These data are analyzed by each metho(i and estimates ji numencal oundance ziven.

Estimates of zooplankton abundances areal coverage and the real-time data pre-
are routinely obtained by counting sub- sentation or" the echogram. The draw-
samples of specimens caught with nets or backs are many, including the di'ficult-,
pumps. The process Ls tedious and time of interpreting the echogram and the :'re-
consuming, although it can provide de- quent inabilit' to disnn-ush even ?roac
tailed descriptions of species and devel- classes of organisms. .fanv echosounders
opmental stages, and results are not gen- are poorly suited "or detecring zoopiank-
erally available f'or several months after ton. Perhaps the most iignifcant ,raw-
the original collection. Moreover, con- back. "rom a bioiogical standpoint. is that
ventional sampling methods suffer from acoustical sampiing vields no pecimens
many well known problems, including of the organisms.
problems with the sampling devices Despite these disadvantages, the peed
themselves, such as avoidance and clog- of acoustical sampiing And the potential
ging in nets, and problems associated --or obtaining high-reNoiunon, svnoOnc
with the nature of sequential samples. data over large areas has encouraged re-
Some of the latter concerns have been search into methods for gerng quant-
reviewed by Kelley ! 1976), particularly tarive estimates .t I zooplankton popuia-
the effects of discrete sampling at spatial tions from Acousticai measurements.
and temporal intervals larger than the McNaught 1968, '9691 discussed meth-
scales of variability of the zooplankton ods f"or estimating bitomass )f ;resh-%ater
populations. zoopiankton "rom echograms by An em-

It has been possible for many years to pirical calibration process. Assuming a
ameliorate some of the probiems of dis- particular acoustical scattering model ap-
crete sampling by using echosounders to plied to cladocerans, copepods. and my-
direct the sampling at a particular station. sids. he also showed that echosounders
Echograms have been used to estimate were "size-selective'" samplers according
large-scale horizontal extents . Barra- to their operating frequency Developing
ciough et al. 1969) and small-scale verti- this idea, he proposed a multifrequency
cal extents Northcote 1964. McN.aught echosounder to estimate biomass in ev-
1968) of zoopiankton and to deterrmine eral size ranges And used such a device
depths at which to take conventionai to estimate hiomass .n Lake Ontario
samples of the organisms. The vtijes )f McNaught et Ai. 1975;. The reported
echosounder records are the speed of acousncal estimates )tbiomass were one

or two orders of magnitude irbove histor-

Supported by --he Offce t" x avac patch. ¢al measures. but these dilscrepances
Present address. T~acor. inc.. i53 .- or -ane. may partially be due to caiibration errors

.usan. Te-as 7V.21. McNaught pers. :omm..
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Since this empirical conversion from The basic least-squares-estimation
acoustical measurements to biomass re- computer program was written by R. K.
lies on regression relationships between Johnson. D. Standley produced the
acoustical data and biomass from simul- three-dimensional plots. Sizes of euphau-
taneous net samples, the acoustical esti- siids were measured by W. C. Pearcy and
mates contain all of the errors and biases L. Marx. I thank J. L. Laroche tor corn-
of the net data. In principle, the acoust- ments during the preparation of this
cal estimates can be no better than equiv- manuscript.
alent net samples; in practice, the acous-
tical estimates are probably much iess Volume scattering

accurate. In addition, empirical calibra- The estimation methods I used are
tions from one particular population of based on quantitative measurements of
zooplankton probably do not apply to volume scattering st-.ngth. This measure
other populations where the size and is defined by
species distributions are different.

Recent work has produced a more rig- 5, = 10 log(ll,)
orous approach to quantitative acoustical
sampling. Creenlaw , 1977) measured where 1, is the scattered intensity from
scattering strengths of individual, pre- a unit volume containing scatterers, inca-
served zooplankters over a range of Fre- sured at 1 m from the volume, ! .s the
quencies. A simple scattering model intensity incident on the volume, and S,
Johnson 1977a) was a good approxima- is the volume scattering strength in deci -
tion for euphausiids and sergestid shrimp bels dB). S, is obtained from measured
kbut not for copepods, which exhibited a echo voltages at the echosounder receiv-
distinctive scattering behavior. Johnson er by use of the sonar equation Urck
1977b) developed a least-squares meth- 1975Y. This equation has corrections :or

od for estimating abundances and size acoustical calibrations of the echosound-
distributions of scatterers ,for which a er and the directional characteristics or
scattering model is knowni from acous- the transducer, and it accounts for the
tical measurements at several frequen- range-dependent losses due to spreading
cies and applied this to measurements of and absorption.
the deep scattering layer. A measure related to S. is the volume

Recently I was able to collect acousti- backscattering cross-section, o',. This .s a
cal scattering data at three frequencies on linear measure of relative scattered in-
a zooplankton layer known to consist tensity for a unit volume and can be
largely of euphausiids. These data and found from S, by
the euphausiid scattering model have
been used to produce estimates of abun- S,= 10 logor,,4 r.
dances and size distributions as functions
of depth. Only two sets of data, day and The units of a-, are i'. The fundamental
night records for a single station, are pre- assumption of volume scattering is that
sented here. These records were chosen the total scattered intensity from a vol-
because they were made on the same day ume containing a random distribution of
at the same station, whereas the remain- scatterers is, on average, equal to the sum
ing records came from widely separated of the scattered intensities from each in-
stations, or longer time intervals, or both. dividual. The relative scattered ntensitv
There are few confirmatory data on the from an individual can be expressed as a
abundance estimates, so these results backscattering cross-.ection, a-: thus the
must be considered preliminary. The volume backscattering cross-sect.on t a
agreement between acoustical estimates particular unit volume is. on average.
and the available net data is quite good equal to the sum of the individual back.
however, especially for the small number scattenng cross-sections of the scatterers
of frequencies used. contained in that unit volume.
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Scattering model a,0095 - 0.134L 2)

Greenlaw t 1977) found that the scatter-
ing behavior of individual. preserved eu- is used in the upper curves.
phausiids and sergestid shrimp was well The upper curves of Fig. I show the
approximated by a fluid sphere scatter- effect of frequency on a- for euphausiids
ing model tJohnson 1977a) for dorsal, 7 and 22 mm long. Clearly, the larger eu-
ventral, and side aspects. Scattering phausiid is the stronger scatterer; how-
strengths at anterior aspect were signifi- ever the shape of the scattering curve for
cantly lower and it was suggested that a each size is constant. Changing the value
more complex model would have to be of the scatterer radius moves the curve in
developed to account for this directional both level and frequency, but the shape
scattering response. I assume here that is invariant. Moreover, this curve has dis-
the Johnson model is accurate for eu- tinct regions (in frequency) where the
phausiids and treat the effect of direc- functional relation between (" and ire-
tionality as a source of error. quency is approximately constant. At low

The scattering model is a simplified frequencies the Rayleigh regioni the
version of a fluid sphere model devel- backscattering cross-section is propor-
oped by Anderson 1950). It has four pa- tional to the fourth power of frequency.
rameters: a, the radius of the sphere; g, whereas at high frequencies the geo-
the ratio of the density of the sphere to metric-optics region) or is essentially con-
the density of the surrounding medium; stant. At intermediate frequencies the
h, the ratio of sound speeds; and f, the resonance region) the backscattering
frequency of the incident sound field. cross-section is a constantly varying func-
The equation is (Johnson 1977a; Green- tion of frequency. The location of these
law 1977; typographical errors in these regions in frequency depends on the
references are corrected here) scatterer radius, but the regions exist for

all choices of radius.
F,1 - gh2  I -g The lower curves of Fig. I illustrate the

o-,3ghi I - 2gY size dependence of a" for two choices of
echosounder frequency, 100 and 2002(ka )4 1 -

2:3(ka)'j 1) kHz. Again. larger euphausiids are
- stronger scatterers; for them the scatter-

ing strength is essentially independent of
where a is the acoustical backscattering frequency (radii >3 or 4 mm). The ratio
cross-section and k is the wave number, of the scattering strengths at the two fre-
k = 2ivflc (c is the speed of sound in the quencies increases as the size decreases.
medium). however. This behavior suggests that the

This scattering model is a function of frequency dependence of the scattering
both frequency and scatterer radius. The could be used to discriminate sizes of the
functional dependence of backscattering scatterers-at least for scatterers below
cross-section on each of these variables some particular threshold radius. It is not
separately is different, as is evident in obvious from the figure, but a lower size
Fig. 1. The upper curves in the figure threshold exists also. At very high fre-
show the variation of a with frequency quencies. the ratio of scattering strengths
for two sizes of euphausiid. the lower for different radii is equal to the square
curves display the behavior of a with ra- of the ratio of the radii. This is the region
dius for two choices of frequency. In both in the lower panel where the two curves
cases, the density and sound speed con- merge. At very low frequencies, the ratio
trasts are assumed to be g - 1.044 and of the scattering strengths is proportional
h 1 1.010. The regression relation be- to the sixth power of the ratio of the radii.
tween euphausiid total length, L mm), In both regions, ratios are independent
and radius Greenlaw 1977) of frequency. In the frequency span
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where the resonance regions for the sizes o"-
involved overlap, however, the ratio of
scattering strengths is a function of both ot 2.3m,

the sizes and the frequencies and it is 2'L.,mm)

this region which a multifrequency echo-
sounder can exploit. 0 -. 2'

The curves in the lower panel of Fig.
I demonstrate the size selectivity of an
echosounder according to the operating
frequency that was suggested by Mc- 0 50 00 .co
Naught (1968. For a given threshold of 7(ma( REOUE.NCv (ktz)
detectable scattering strength, the use of
a higher frequency will allow detection
of smaller scatterers. For example, at a ,o"
detection threshold corresponding to a- ;z
10-1m' , a 100-kHz echosounder would be
"sensitive" to scatterers larger than about
2 mm in radius but a 200-kHz echosound-
er would be equally "sensitive" to scat-
terers as small as 1 mm. In general, de-
tection of very small scatterers requires
very high frequencies. 2 -

The backscattering cross-sections pre- ;AOIUS (mam)

dicted for euphausiids are extremely Fig. L. Predicted backscattenng cross-ecnons
small, even at high frequencies. The pre- .or a euphausiid vs. frequency tr two tizes )tu-
dicted value of a- of a 22-mm euphausiid phausid, upper) and vs. size of euphausud for two
at 100 kHz is about 10- 1 m2 whereas the frequencies lower). Parameters z and h are esu-
backscattering cross-section for a non- mated median in situ values.

swimbladder fish of the same size, in dor-
sal aspect, is about 2.6' 10- m at the same
frequency iLove 1977). The scattered in- scattering model for the zooplankter is
tensity from this small fish is about 260 known and the scattering strength ts di-
times that from a single euphausiid. rectlv proportional to concentration. We
Equivalently, the volume scattering from can use these relationships in several
a region containing one 22-mm fish is ways to obtain estimates of the popula-
equal to the volume scatter- tion abundance. The three estimation
ing from the same size region contain- methods described below differ in the
ing about 260 euphausiids of the same number of frequencies at which measure-
length. Since the scattered intensities ments are required, but each assumes
from fishes are much larger than those that the scattering model for the zoo-
from euphausiids, detection and estima- plankter is known. The methods are gen-
tion of euphausiids in the presence of eral in the sense that any scattering mod-
fish may be difficult. el (with a distinctive resonance region)

Estimation methods can be assumed. For purposes of illustra-
tion, I will use the euphausiid scattering

The strength of the volume scattering model.
produced by d population of zooplankters Single-frequency methods-We as-
is a function of the concentration of the sume that a single size class dominates
zooplankters, the distribution of sizes, the acoustical scattering and that this size
and the echosounder frequency. The size is known (a0). Since the volume back-
distribution and frequency affect the scattering cross-section is assumed equal.
scattering strength predictably if the on average, to the sum of the individual
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backscattering cross-sections, we have Two-frequency method-We assume
the relation that a single size class dominates the

acoustical scattenng but that the size is
(a,f, z)) -N(z)cif, a,) t.3) not known or may vary from place to

place. If the scattering model for the zoo-
for measurements at frequency f and plankters is known, we may be able to
depth z, where N(z) is numerical abun- estimate the dominant size and numeri-
dance m- 3 . The symbol (e) is used to cal abundance for measurements at two
denote mean-square average values. Civ- properly chosen frequencies.
en measurements of o'o) and estimates Consider measurements of a-, at the
for o', Eq. 3 can be solved for the numer- frequencies f&l and f,. If we form the
ical abundance profile, Niz). In principle, ratio of the volume backscattering cross-
measurements at any frequency can be sections, substitute scattering model 1.
used to estimate N(:,. and solve for the radius, the result is

The assumption of a single size class is
quite restrictive. Under certain circum- 2 r4 

-R

stances, however, this single-frequency 3 2-r 4 6)
estimation method can be extended to (1H1) R - 1)
populations of many sizes. Suppose the C

size distribution of a population is known where r =fHIf and R = o',fl)/o'fLo).
e.g. from net samples) and it can be as- This expression can be put in nondimen-

sumed that this size distribution is rep- sional form by defining the geomerc
resentative of me population over the en- mean frequency, , and rearranging to
tire area of acoustical measurements. If obtain
F, is the fraction of zooplankters of size

a, then we can write the analogous equa- - r - R
tion to Eq. 3 tka) = 3 r R- )

oj(, z-)) - ,x',) I Faif. at).
I where [ = 2,vF!c. In this form the right-

The frequency is constant and the size hand side is a function of the ratio of mea-
distribution is known, io the summation sured backscattering cross-sections alone.
can be evaluat,-d by using the fractional with the frequency ratio a constant pa-
abundances and the scattering model to rameter. Since only real values of ra are
obtain an effective backscattering cross- allowed, the range of plausible values for
section, &(.f, d). The numerical abun- R is bounded by I < R < r 4. The maxi-
dances can be calculated from mum expected value of R occurs for the

smallest scatterer sizes Rayleigh region)(a',(f, :)) *N(z)6&f, d). k4) and the measured ratio approaches I for
large scatterers (geometric-optics region).

If scattering model 1 is applicable, we In the intermediate (resonance) region.
can explicitly write & as the magnitude of the measured ratio for

22(ka) a given a is intermediate between the
&V, d) - K F, 4  bounds but. clearly, will be larger for in-

creasing choices of the frequency ratio.
where K includes the constant terms of Curves of 'a versus the backscattering
Eq. 1. We see that & is proportional to a cross-section ratio are shown in Fig. 2 for
weighted sum of the geometric cross-sec- three choices of the frequency ratio r =
tional areas. For high frequencies and 2111, 311, and 41,1 . Two features deserve
nearly normal size distributions, the emphasis: first, the sensitivity of the mea-
weighted sum in Eq. 4 will approach the surements to small changes in size
square of the mean radius. (through 'a) increases as the frequency

b 4
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ratio increases and the trend of the curves
suggests use of the largest possible fre-
quency ratio for better resolution of size.
It should be noted, though, that the larger
intensity ratios are produced mostly by
low absolute intensities at f,. Hence the
precision of the estimate of R decreases
as r increases. Noise considerations will
probably limit r to values <2 or 3. Sec-
ond, ory a limited range of a can be
resolved by these measurements. This . V

range depends on r, but is about 0.4 1 1
a i 1. Thus the mean of the frequencies 0 0 5

must be carefully chosen according to the (. 0-, f,:
sizes expected. Estimates of sizes larger Fig.2. Relation between mean nondimensional
or smaller than this range will be subject frequency ,a) and ratio of measured voiume back-
to large errors, depending on the preci- icartenng cross-sections at two irequencles for
sion of the measurements. three choices of ratio of frequencies. r Curves are

Once an estimate of the dominant size independent of density and sound speed contrasrs.
is obtained, the measurements of o-, at
each frequency can be used to estimate
abundances from Eq. 3. If we consider of size aj, obtained from the scattering
that the ratio of measured values is used model. These equations form a linear
to estimate the radius, then an appropri- set with constant coefficients of oif., a,),
ate estimate of abundance might be the measured values ,,]f), and unknowns Ni.
geometric mean of the two singie-fre- In matrix form
quency estimates. B = s5

Multifrequency method-This re-
quires the minimum number of assump- where B is the vector with eiements
tions about the population-it is only a-7:f,), S is the n x m scattering mode!
necessary that a scattering model with a matrix with elements o-ij, a,:, and N is
distinct resonance region apply to the the vector of unknown abundances N. In
zooplankters. Suppose the size distribu- general. the number of frequencies is not
tion of the scatterers can be adequately necessarily equal to the number of size
represented by m size classes, a,. At a classes.
given depth, the average abundance of Equation 8 can be solved by least-
scatterers of size a, is N (per in3 ). If we squares estimation methods. It is neces-
measure volume backscattering cross- sary to constrain N, to nonnegative values
sections at n frequencies, the following in order that physically justifiable results
equations apply are obtained, but this does not substan-

tially complicate the solutions. An algo-
crifi) , N oaift, a,) "N..if, a.) rithm tNNLS) for solving the nonnega-

tive least-squares problem has been, a ) given by Lawson and Hanson 1974).
f I a who also discussed general optimization
-" -N,,rf1 , am) methods for the under- and overdeter-

mined cases. A similar algorithm has
a.if,) -N,(f, a,) .Vif,a..) been applied to scattering from iwim-

N, t . f,a.) 18) bladder fishes by Johnson t1977b). The
Lawson and Hansen algorithm is com-

where o-if, a,) is the backscattering cross- putationally superior to the constrained
section at frequency f, for an individual steepest-descent method used by John-
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Fig. 3. Echogan showing typical daytime scattenng structure .r, Saaxiich Inlet August 1971. Echo-
sounder frequency, 79 kHz. Depth scale corrected for taisducer d-p&..

son (R. K. Johnson pers. comm.). I used small aord or the southeastern end of
a version of the NNLS -algorithm here. Vancouver Island. The inlet proper is

This estimation method is not limited about 18 kmn long and 7 kmn wide at the
to the use of a single scattering model. In widest; its central portion is >200 rn
principle, any number of models can be deep and its mouth .:; arially blocked
incorporated in Eq. 8 by adding terms of by a sill at 7.3-rn depth. Because of the
the form N~atL, a,) for each additional sill, an ox~ygen-depleted zone is created
scattering model. The ability of the al- in the deep waters which tends to corn-
gorithm to separate scatterers into several press the natural vertical range of the bio-
classes of scatterer types will depend ta (Herlinveaux: 1962, Bary 1966b). The
largely on how different the scattering deep water oxygen is apparently re-
models are. The inclusion of a scattering newed by periodic Rushing over the sill,
model for ash probably will not reduce probably annually in late summer or ear-
the effects of this interference to any use- ly fall (Anderson and Devol 1973).
ful extent, however, if the scattering con- Saanich Inlet has an unusually abun-
tributed by the fish greatly exceeds that dant population of euphausids, princi-
of the zooplankton. pally E. pacifica. In the daytime the eu-

Expermentl reultsphausiids are found in a deep layer 80S-
Expetmentl reults130 m, typically) together with amphi-

Data collection-Scattering from zoo- pods, chaetognaths, and copepods. ..k iig-
plankton was measured during a research nificant fraction of this deep layer mni-
cruise in August 1977 to Saanich Inlet, a grates to the surface at night. Day or
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night, the euphausiid abundances are /CtLME SCATE-.-NG SRENG71 'aBl
one or two orders of magnitude greater -0 --
than typical open ocean concentrations
Bary 1966a; Pieper 1971). Larger fishes

caught in the inlet include hake, dogfish.
herring, and salmon; smaller fish such as , .
myctophids and juveniles of many species
are sometimes found within the zoo-
plankton layer during the daytime and .0 o-always at the surface at night. A typical 5."

echogram (Fig. :3) illustrates the main fea-tures of the daytime scattering structure.
The deep layer extending from 80-130 m ,.
contains most of the euphausiid pooula-
tion. The layer is not uniform with depth ,9 *Ct 03,NH 69kMN
and appears to change with time or
space-the ship was drifting during these Fig. 4. Depth profiles of volume scattering
recordings) into a multilayer structure. strength, S,, At three frequencies or a davnme ita-

1ion 1615 PDT at Saanich Inlet. ?rofile ,t 10:3 KiizEchoes from fish lace the deep layer in has been offset -10 dB nd protile at ,69 kHz by
this record; their presence varied consid- -2o dB, for -lanty.
erably from day to day and at different
stations. The occasional "blob" above the
layer is caused by a large fish or fishes. quencies from 27 to 426 kHz were col-
The thin layer at 50 m could contain zoo- lected at most stations but, for various
plankton, or Rsh, or both. The dark, hoc- reasons. only the data at 79. L03, and 169
izontal trace in this layer is an echo from kHz are considered reiable enough to
a sampling device in use while these rec- present here.
ords were being made. The scattering Typical profiles of daytime volume
from the surface to about 35 m is mostly scattering strength are shown in Fig. 4.
resolvable as individuals and thus is The deep layer is evident at about 50-
probably small fish. The frequency was 130 m for all three frequencies, although
not especially high-79 kHz. there is a bump at 35 m present only at

Acoustical scattering strength profiles the lower two. The echogram recorded
were measured at irregular intervals from while these data were being taken shows
13-19 August whenever the ship was on that a fish or small school of fish drifted
station in the central basin. The data through the insonified area during the
were collected with a computer-con- lower frequency measurements and was
trolled research echosounder capable of gone when the 169-kHz data were re-
selecting a sequence of transducers and corded. Similarly, the structure at 55 m
the proper drive frequencies and ampli- appears to be a fish or fish school passing
tudes for each, triggering a certain num- through the insonified area. The scatter-
ber of pings, and digitizing and (mean- ing strengths peak at about 95-100 m and
square) averaging the envelopes of the fall off above and below this.
received echoes. .\ modified echogram Net tows in the zooplankton layer were
recorder (Ross) was used to generate made on three different days with a 1-m-
transmit triggers to the computer and to multiple plankton sampler, but these
record echograms. The transducers were tows were not taken for the purpose of
mounted on a frame, with the major re- comparison with the acoustical data. Two
sponse axes aligned vertically downward net tows were made through the station
in the echosounder configuration, sus- where most of the acoustical data were
pended over the side at about 3-m depth obtained, but on days when no acoustical
while collecting data. Data at several fre- stations could be made. The remainder
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1OTAL A8UNOANCE '
3  described elsewhere Greenlaw 197' It

o, is assumed that these estimates are in-
dependent of temperature, salinity, and4 ......... pressure over the ranges involved.
.. Acoustical estimates-A subsample of

S'...... 50 euphausiids from a net tow at 35 m,
9- "taken at the acoustical station was mea-

sured; mean length was 15 mm. If we as-
... 6-9i .... sume that the mean size is a reasonable

S. .." approximation to the effective size, then
,,o . ,,the single-frequency method can be used

............. to produce numerical abundance esti-
mates for each of the scattering strength
profiles of Fig. 4. The mean radius for
length of 13 mm is, from Eq. 2, a 2.1

;4L mm. We assume mean values for g and
h and use Eq. 1 to calculate backscatter-Fig. 3. Single-frequency acousuacal estimates o£ n rs-efosfo h endvd

numenca bnac nde opaka ae ing cross-sections for -he mean individ-al a ab undan ce n dee p zoo p lank ton layer,at e c Fr q n y . T e s i m e s Oassuming all scatterers are euphausiids 15 mm long ua at each frequency. The estimate o
a - 2.1 mini. Estimates at three frequencies pre- numerical abundance are obtained from
sented ieparatelv Median values of j and h used Eq. 3.
to estimate scattenng cross-jectnons. Profiles of estimated abundance at

each frequency are plotted in Fig. .5.
of the net tows began or ended at the Only the main layer is shown, as* it is the
principal acoustical station, thus the deep major concentration during the daytime
nets were fished up to .5 km away from The numerical estimates are in reason-
the acoustical station. Moreover, echo- able agreement over the main portion ot
grams recorded at stations up- and down- the layer. The lower frequency estimates
bay from the principal acoustical station are about a factor of two less than ,he es-
generally showed a different vertical timates at 103 kHz but have essentially
structure-the deep layer beginning at the same shape. The estimate at 169 kHz
different depths and sometimes having agrees with the data at 103 kHz at -he
two or three nearly distinct layers. This peak of the layer, but appears to have a
spatial variation may have been com- different shape. The peak at S6 m at
pounded by temporal influences as well, 79 kHz and 10:3 kHz is the interference
for CDT data taken throughout the cruise from fish, which obscures comparisons of
suggest that flushing may have been oc- shape at the upper edge of the layer. The
curring during this period. Therefore, I lower edge of the layer is sharper at 169
have made no serious attempt to compare kHz than at the lower frequencies. this
the acoustical estimates of abundances is probably an artifact due to the lower
with the net samples. signal-to-noise ratio at this frequency

Live zooplankton from several net compared to the other data. All of these
hauls were kept in chilled seawater for estimates are plausible.
measurements of density and sound The size distribution of the euphau-
speed. Density and sound speed in situ siids was estimated from measurements
were obtained from CDT casts. The men- on 100 euphausiids from the same net
surements on live euphausiids yielded tow (see Fig. 8) and used to calculate ef-
mean values for the density and sound fective backscattering cross-sections at
speed contrasts of g - 1.044 and A = the three frequencies from Eq. 5; esti-
1.010. The bounds for all measurements mates of numerical abundance were ob-
were 1.037 , g % 1.052 and 1.000 r h % tained from Eq. 4. These estimates were
1.020. Measurement methods have been nearly identical with those shown in Fie.
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Fig. 5. Two-frequency acoustcal estimates o dominant-scatterer radius and abundance in davme
ileep laver obtained from volume scattering measurements at 74 and 169 kHz. Abundances ire gzeomerncmean oa single-frequency estimates at each f'requency caiculaced using estimated -adius.

5. Apparently, for this distribution and dance calculations at a single Frequency
these frequencies, mean size is a good and the differences in scattering at the
estimate for effective size. This may tvo frequencies is "smeared" by this size
prove true in practice for most measure- distribution. In addition, the calculated
ments on euphausiids. value of ka is 1.0 for this frequency pair.

Estimates of numerical abundance and which is at the limit of resolution for this
dominant size were made using the two- method. The other possible frequency
frequency method, but with poor results. pairs are less desirable, one yieiding r =
Figure 6 shows the estimates obtained 1.30 and the other ka - 1.2. Hence none
from the data at 169 kHz and 79 kHz r - of the available frequency pairs are par-
2.14). The abundance estimate, in this ticularly satisfactory for two-frequency
case the geometric mean of the two esti- estimates of size and abundance for this
mates obtained, is about six times the sin- population.
gle-frequency estimates. Over the peak Least-squares estimation of the size
of the layer, the estimated radius is only abundances was conducted for seven ra-
1.2 mm (length about 8 mm). Since the dii classes, a - 0.3, 1, .. 3.3 mm at all
single-frequency estimates are consistent three frequencies. The range ofsizes was
with one another and with the estimate determined in part by the measured 1ze
of the effective radius equal to about 2.1 distribution of the euphausiids. Fewer ra-
mm, these two-frequency estimates can- dii classes degraded resolution of the size
not be considered accurate. The main distribution; more radii classes did not
cause of the discrepancies probably is the improve the resolution noticeabi... The
distribution of sizes in the population. No choice of seven radii classes for data ak-
one size actually dominates the scatter- en at only three frequencies ensures that
ing ,although an effective size can be the least-squares problem is highly un-
used to replace the distribution for abun- derdetermined. Qualitatively, we would
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Fig. 7 A4cous acal estimates o" total numerical scatterer size distnibuton, solid) and measured ,is-
abundance in deep zooplankcton layer obtained tribution of euphausaid lengths daished from a net
from teast-squares estimation aigonthm using all sample. Acoustical estmate is an average 2-0"2
three frequencies. Solid curve is estimated profile m over peak of daytime layer. Net haul made at SO-
using median values for . and h; dashed curves are , deoth over a 4.ki pud about I h .ter icou,-
abundances or extreme combinations of measured tcal measurements.
ranges of g and h. Abundance estimates from nets
ished near this station on other days shown as
hatched boxes. Historical estimates of peak abun-dances from Bay ( 1966a) and Pieper: 197l1) shown ference Crom ,ish appears here as a small
as bars. bump in the profile at 36 m. Abundance

estimates from the two net tows taken
at the acoustical stations ibut on differ-

expect the solutions to be "mushy'" in the ent days) are shown at the approprate
sense that many solutions exist that are depths. These data compare well with
not significantly better or worse than.oth- the acoustical estimates, but since they
ers according to particular measures. The do not include the main portion of the
solutions chosen in this analysis are those zooplankton layer, are insufficient to ver-
for which the euclidean norm of the vec- ify the analysis. Also shown are the
tor N and the residual norm, I B - AN 11 , ranges of the abundance estimates oh-
are jointly minimum tJohnson pers. tamined by Baryi 1966a) and Pieper 1971,
comm.). for net tows in the densest part of this

The solid curve in Fig. 7 is a numerical scattering layer with the "catcher," a
abundance profile for the daytime layer small mouth opening, high speed, open-
data of Fig. 4 obtained from the least- ing-closing net. The acoustical estimates
squares algorithm. The abundances plot- are in reasonable agreement with these
ted are the sums of the abundances in historical catch data.
each size class at a particular depth. Me- Figure 8 shows the percentage size dis-
dian values of the density and sound tribution of the acoustical estimates and
speed contrasts were used in the scatter- the measured size distribution of 100 eu-
ing matrix; the range of numerical esti- phausiids collected in a net haul. The
mates corresponding to the total range of acoustical data are an average over the
measured values for g and h are also middle of the layer, 92-102 m. The net
shown. sample was obtained about 2 km from the

The shape of the abundance profile is acoustical station at a depth of S0 m. At
nearly identical to the singie-frequency the time of the tow 1900 PDT , this
estimate at 189 kHz tFig. 5) and the nu- depth put the net into the upper portion
merical estimates are similar. The inter- of the layer. The agreement between the
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Fig. 9. Acoustically estimated size abundance profles for 20-120-m depth range. Data shown are -a)
day 1 1615 PDTM and ib) night .2110 PDI at same station in Saanich [niet. Dantime data correspond to
scattering profiles of Fig. 5. Artificiai zeroes have been added at 0.0. and 4.4-rmm radius to enhance
readability.

distributions is remarkable. If we assume that, for these data at least, euphausiits
that the distribution of sizes of the eu- are the dominant causes of the acoustical
phausiids is less variable over horizon. scattering.
tal distances than the numerical abun- The size abundance estimates for the
dances, then the comparison in Fig. 8 is daytime layer are presented in three-di-
strong evidence for the efficacy of the mensional form in Fig. 9a and a similar
acoustical sampling. The good agreement plot of the nighttime scattering at the
between the size distributions implies same station in Fig. 9b. The depth range
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tion ot the davtime aver, out .t , -;urn-
Posed of mosdv :arger scatterers. The

~~ overall impression i. otisigniflcanti.v-
er icacterers in the night :ita :.or --he

40 depth range 20-120 rn
The size.'depth resiUtln )t the icou. -

tical estimates --an bec explotted to i.J
presentation )f :he data ,n :'Ort! 'u~ted
to particular analies. \umerical oa
abundance profiles and the treomn

~ 0- ~sionai sizeabunciance piots are wex
< C25Dampies. Another is thecontour izeiaoun-

dance plot of Fig. 10. -his represertanion.
?5/ which iuperimpose5 -ze .Awtrne andi

* 5C/~~nighttime jata. '±rnphdSizes popusoutlOn
SC4250 density -nima. or *cores,- mn deph and

I size. For example, the nigzhttnme res~audi
layer ,s cieariv i. duai !aver in thb n-gure.

-the upper .vith -a -ore at 4~4 -n aind th e
Slower with a core at 108 mn. A.ssuminv that

-j these data are from the ame poouiation
as the daytime diata, we can d1raw c-onc!,u-
sions about the vertical rnisration re-

25 sponse ofthe popuiatcon as ituncrnon )t
size.

It is apparent from the contour ptor -hat
'20 L.the residual nizht :avers are comotec of

Fig.tO Nmercai bundnceconturs size classes that were oresent .n imiiar
No. -m-'I vs. iize and depth toriaat Fia. 9. Dav- or higher concentration it Ine iamne
ime contours ihown as hatched regions; night -on- diepths in the davtime, and there -., nio

tours as solid lines. reason to suppose that in% igincant
vertical exc ursions were relluirea tO

is 20-120 m in both. These are also about create the dual laver structure. The c-ores
the limits of valid data. The lower depth of the residual layers consist of .arger in-
is approximately the point where no sig- dividuals, 14-22 mm long, although in
nals were seen above the noise level. At lower concentrations than are present
the gain settings necessary to obtain use- during the day. The midwater laver5
fui echo levels from the deep laver, the have cores of 1. -mm, 62-m !aver, and 12-
receiver often clipped signals in 'the first 20-mm 46 -m layer, euphausiids .it con-
20 m. especiaily at night; thus data above centrations comparable to the deeper re-
20 m are unreliable. Radii classes at 0 and sidual layers. Thus the arger euphau-
4 mmn are shown. suids >10 mm long) seem 'o dsrhr

In the three-dimensional perspective, into several minidistributions throufzhout
the daytime layer appears dense and the wate.- column at night. The smuller
thin, with a definite size distribution organisms < 10 mm loniv disappeur ii-
structure. Larger scatterers appear above most entirely tirm the -20-120-in depth
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Fig. 11. N4umber of scatterers 4r eachi ize ,re- C-
.naining m 20-120-m depth range at light. ex-
pressed as Fraction 4" daytme abundances fn ame
iepth ange, soid curvet. Total percentage size dis- 2,L
tnbution or daytime esnmates shown as dashed
curve. Note that estimates ai apparent recruit-
ment" .n larger size classes ire based )n a smal 0 C CO
.racuon 0i total number o' scatterers. AUNOANCE -n3

Fig. 12. Day ind light rotaj lu.'nenca ioun-
lance pronies -OMcared co remoerarure prie

region, presumably having migrated to .l ance '5oass ma ed wem erarure t, larVis in aoundance ,s assoc iatedci t, emperatrure

the region above 20 rn. nversion At about 6 i -- ,or both iismlibunrons.

The apparent migration can be quan-
tified by using the acoustical estimates.
Figure 11 presents the Fractions of scat- advection,. Virtually all of the maileit
terers remaining in the 20-120-m range L -_ 10 mini organisms are absent trom
at night "or each size class. The fractions the night data. About three-tou-ths of -he
were calculated by dividing the total medium-size, 15 mm, and hall ' fthe iarz-
number of scatterers in each size ciass er 20 mmi euphausiids have apparently
over the 20-120-m depth interval or the migrated into surface waters. The n-
night data by the corresponding estimate crease in the !argest size classes at night
for the day data. Estimates in the !arger may be an estimation error or may be
two sizes that seemed obviously to be caused by fishes migrating downward or
caused by fish were deleted. The results horizontally. It ihoutd be noted that
are an estimate of the fraction of scatter- these classes contain only a small fraction
ers in each size class that apparently has of the scatterers.
remained in the 20-120-m depth interval. This description of verticai migration
Also on the figure is the percentage size has assumed that the numerical esnimates
distibution of all scatterers :excluding for the night data are as accurate -s those
"fish" ' , for the 20-120-m day data. The for the day data. This may not be the case.
fraction-remaining curve shows a pro- however. I noted in discussing the scat-
nounced trend for larger fractions of tering model that the scartenng strenghs
smaller organisms to migrate out of the of euphausiids at anterior or posterior as-
20-120-m depth region again, assuming pects are lower than at dorsai ispect. I
these data are from the same population have assumed that the average ornenta-
and neglecting any potential horizontal tion of euphausuds :s honzontal so that
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dorsal aspect icurteringz crengths Are .ip- One )r' -he princ.toai -idvantage. .r -in
propriate., for these Anaivses _,ameoto Acoustical sampier )ver n'etna
and Paulowich 1977, pers. :omm.) have sampling methods is the essentially con-
examined euphausiid orientations fromn tinuous nature oft the data. If the riu-
photographs taken by a camera cowed in merical estimates Are correct. then the
the Guilf of St. Lawrence. The orienta- depth resolution of An eCnOSOUnder c-an-
tions observed were distributed over Ail nlot be Approached by An- prac!icaoie
angles but the mean value for daytime sampling plan. Sucri 7esoiutiun cOWic . ne
records was nearly 3o horizontal,. Jorsal usefuil in tiidies such Ais iiN'esnzaannz re-
up); At night, however, A ilnincan.t numn- larionships betwveen ad;,tnburiunal ZXit-

ber of Animals were )rentedl Almost terns and phyvsical-chemical prcoer'. e' )t
head-up, and the change :'rom horizontal the habitat. A~s An e\ampie, in F4 12~ -he
to near-vertical orientations seemned to numerical Abundance estrnate. :'Or iav
take several hours. If the Average orien- Ind night Are compared vith A rernoert-
tation at night is inclined toward 'he -,er- ture profile from the same -,attcn :oit'ow-
tical, then the voiume icattering trreng~ths mig night,. There is A 5nikinv A -o'C.'ron
will be less than for -he same -distribu- berwveen tne hiatus o)f he ibuncance pro-
tions of animals with horizontal orienta- fles which are assumedC tOoc eAoour '-e
tions. In addition, the Amount of reduc- limiting )ir 'steady stare' i4istrlbution '
tion At a axed frequency is dependent )n for day And nigzht, And the remuerarure
the lengths of the euphausiidS And is inversion At 76 in. Niosc likely, the tern-
greater for the smaller ones Oreenlaw perat'are inversion ;ndicates an n tri o n
1977)i. An overall decrease in scattering ot water over the siji of the inlet. ;n .%nich
strength due to an orientation change At case this depth zone would ')e i-eglon
night would result in underestimating Ac- :t relative;.Iv high veioci% hear n(,
tual Abundance. The greater reduction in reasonable that zoopiankton rni~zht avoid
scattering strengths for the smaller eu- it. flesolution of this phenomenon ')v
phausiids Would result in relatively iarg,- conventional means would be extraorai-
er estimation errors for smaller Animals. narilv difficult.
Thus both the overall abundances and eak
size distributiuns can he affected byRmrk
changes in orientation from the horizon- These data c-annot be considered con-
tal. clusi1ve proof that Acoustical sampiing

The comparisons given here show both methods are precise estimators )t oo
a reduction in total Abundances and a plankton Abundances. The suggestion is
proportionately -greater reduction of the quite strong, however, that this is indeed
smaller euphausiids at night. These ef- the case under certain circumstances.
fects could be due to differential vertical The abundances of euphausiids e-itimar-
migration into the surface waters or to ed acoustically in Saanich Inlet are in
changes in the average orientation of the reasonable agreement with historical es-
organisms at night. If orientation is the timates tor net tows. The high abun-
sole difference, rough calculations with dances suggest that the data were taken
a conjectured aspect-dependent model at or near A seasonal peak in standingZ
kGreenlaw 1977) show that an average stocks, which is Also in Accord wvith his-
orientation of about 45" would be needed torical data Pieper 1971). The most im-
to account for the discrepancy in total pressive evidence is the remarkable cor-
abundances. Mlore likely a combination relation betw\een acoustical and net-tow
of differential vertical migration and estimates of size distr-lbutions, which is
fpossibly depth-dependent) orientation much too good to be fortuitous.
have produced the effects observed, but These methods rely )n a scattering
the data are insufficient to resoive this model As a basis f*or the estimates Ind
question. thus are limited in application to zo'o-
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piankters for which there is a scattering idly with frequency up to a point about
model. At present this restrcts the use to where ka = I for the mean size scatter-
euphausiids land. perhaps, only during ers) and then increase much more siowly
the daytime where orientation can be as the increments of scattering strength
presumed horizontal). However, scatter- for the smallest scatterers becomes less
ing models can be developed and veri- for each increase in frequency The
Rled by laboratory measurements for oth- change in volume scattering strength for
er common zooplankters. The degree of a change in the abundance of the smallest
approximation inherent in a model does scatterers will always be less than the
set a limit on the accuracy of estimates change in volume scattering strength for
made using it. but this limit can be re- an equal change in the abundance of larg-
duced by refining the models. Use of an er scatterers. This is true at all frequen-
applicable scattering model is preferable cies and imposes a minimum detectable
to empirical methods for several reasons. abundance change on the measurements.
The principal drawback of empirical re- If measurements are made at a sufficient-
lations between scattering strengths and ly high frequency so that ka - I for the
common biological measures of abun- smallest scatterer, however, the incre-
dance is that neither number of scarterers ment in volume scattering strength for a
nor biomass is a fundamental acoustical change in the abundance of the smalle~t
quantity. At very low frtquencies, where scatterers is maximized and the bes pos-
all scatterers can be considered as Ray- sible resolution obtained. As an examp ,.
!eigh scatterers, the backscattening cross- suppose that the smallest euphausiid we
sections are proportional to radius to the expect to ind in significant numbers is 5
sixth power or volume squared. At very mm long. The corresponding radius is 0..1
high frequencies. the backscattering mm and the minimum frequency "or
cross-sections are proportional to radius which ka - I is f = 265 kHz. There are
squared or to the cross-sectional area. Be- echosounders with operating frequencies
cause the volume backscattering cross- in this range, but probably results would
section is composed of a ium of terms in be adequate with an echosounder oper-
volume squared or cross-sectional area, ating at the more common frequency, 200

we cannot take its square root or raise it kHz.
to the "' 2 power and obtain a quantity Two-frequency estimates of size and
proportional to volumes. Similarly, the abundance were very different from
expression used for the single-frequency the single- and multifrequency measure-
estimates of a population of mixed sizes ments for this particular population.
,Eq. .5) .nows that the number of organ- Probably this method would not produce
isms is not a fundamental quantity if the satisfactory results with any population
size distribution of the population that includes a variety of sizes. There
changes. may be circumstances when a population

Single-frequency estimates are the eas- is dominated by a single size class, how-
iest to obtain and may well suffice for ever, and this method could be useful in
most applications. In principle any echo- estimating that size.
sounder can be used to measure volume The multifrequency estimates are
scattering strengths, but in practice care- clearly the most elegant results of acous-
ful consideration must be given to choice tical sampling. These data were obtained
of operating frequency. Detection ranges with the absolute minimum number of
of echosounders tend to decrease dra- frequencies and certainly better solu-
matically as the operating frequency is tions would be possible with measure-
increased, principally because of the in- ments at more frequencies. There are no
crease in absorption at high frequencies. rules for choosing the optimum number
The volume scattering strength of a pop- of frequencies but there are guidelines
ulation of euphausiids will increase rap- for choosing the range of frequencies.

I __ -
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Mid.ocean observations of atmospheric radiation

By JAMES 1. SIMPSON and CLAYTON A. PAULSON

School of Oceanography, Oregon State University. Corvallis, Oregon 9 733/

(Reomed 8 Febuan 19797; reviswd I .uiusi 1978)

SUMMARY

Mid-ocean (35°N 155'W) ooservations of the various components of radiative tlux were mace from the
RP FLIP during the period 2 through 13 February 1974. Cloud cover ranged from clear skies to overcast.
and water vapour pressure vared etween 9 and I mo. with sea surface temperature near I 5.0C.

The net longwave radiative luxes reported here were obtained: (1) by taking the difference between
simultaneous measurements of net all-wave and net solar luxes: and (2) by direct measurements with a tet
longwave radiometer designed by G. W litridge. When observations during rain and fog are excluded. :he
difference between night-tme 15-minute averages oy the two methods is generally less ian I mW cm -I
During day-time, indirect measurements are often larger than direct by acout 4 mW ;- : ,*rom nternal
evidence we prefer the direct values.

The albedo of the sea surface was ciculated from simultaneous measurements of downward and
upward solar fluxes. The observations were analysed to represent albedo as a function of ioiar al ttule and
atmospheric transmittance, following the work of R. E. Payne: our results suggest that Payne's smootned
representation is suitable for use over the open ocean. Albedo was observed :o decrease with increasing wind
speed for clear skies with solar aititude between 15 and 30 degrees but no vanation was discernible at higner
solar altitudes.

Empirical formulae for calculating both shortwave and net longwave components of the radiative tlux
were compared with measurements. A formula due to F. E. Lumo for determining the incicent soiar lux
gven solar altituae. cloud amount and cloud type. consistently yields good ageement with the measure.
ments, within about 1 mWcm-1. Daily averages of net lonqwave ,lux calculatea from several empirical
formulae using a linear correction for clouds are within 2mWcm z of the observations reported :n this
paper. Since daily radiation balance values were measured as only 5mWcm-. the limitations of the best
current empirical formulae are evident.

1. [NTROOUCTilos

The ability to determine accurately the exchange of heat between atmosphere and
ocean is important in several scientific and practical applications. including: l1) nvestiga-
tion of atmospheric and oceanic circulation: (2) weather forecasting; t.) investigation of
thermal modifications in the lower atmosphere and upper ocean: and (4)I investigation of
the dynamics of climate. The objectives of this paper are to describe observations of radia-
tion over the mid-Pacific and to compare the observations with suggested parameterizations
of radiative fluxes at the surface.

The heat flux budget at the air-sea interface can be expressed

QT (-'X)QS - -- QCc- QL- sE (I)

where QT is the total heat flux into the ocean, Q. the incident solar flux, z the sea surface
albedo. Qa the longwave flux emitted from the sea surface. Qac the longwave flux errutted
from the atmosphere, and QL and Qsp the latent and sensible heat fluxes from :he sea
surface to the atmosphere. The net [onuwave flux. Q9, may be introduced ;n Eq. (I) to
replace Qsc- Q9, and the net all-wave flux, Q, - (I - %)Qs- Qgt,, may be introduced
to replace all the radiative terms Typically, the sensible heat flux is an order of magnitude
less than the latent heat flux, wruch is of the same order as the net !ongwave Aux.

Few radiative lux measurements have been made at sea. Lumb (1964,, Payne (1972l.
Reed (1977) and Tabata (1964) have analysed observations of shortwave radiation. Char-
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nell (1967) reported observations of longwave radiation near Hawaii. Reed and Haipern
(1975) reported both shortwave and net longwave observations off the Oregon coast.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

A description of the instrumentation used is given in 7able I.
Measurements of the net longwave flux are usually obtained by suotracting simul-

taneous measurements of the net all-wave flux. Q,, and the net soiar flux. (H - xiQs. The
accuracy of such measurements can be low dunng day-time because the net Iongwave flux
is t'requently an order of magnitude less than the differenced quantities. Net longwave
fluxes reported here were also measured directly with a radiometer manufactured by
Middleton Instruments and calibrated by CSIRO (Paltridge [9691. The instrument con-
sists of a standard Funk net radiometer converted to a net longwave radiometer by surround-
ing the radiometer with a black polythene sphere to filter shortwave radiation. The uiter is
rotated by an electric motor to eliminate effects of differential heating of the filter by
absorption of solar radiation. The transrmttance of the filter is zero below a wavelength of
2-5~m and increases to about 40% ,t 25.m, modified by absorption bands at 65. and
14jum. Paltridge calculated that the effect or the variabiity of the transmittance or the
flter on the measurements will be about - 5 0, for the blackbody temperature of the earth's
surface varying by ±20degC about I00C.

3. OBsrv.v TIONS

Measurements of the incident solar. reflected solar, net aU-wave and nect longwave
radiative fluxes were made from the R' P FLIP (floating instrument piatfor-n: Bronson and
Glosten 1968) during the period 2 to 14 February 1974 as a part of the POLE experiment,
a component of the North Pacific experiment NORPAX. The sea surface temperature was
also observed using a radiation thermometer. The RP FLIP occupied a station approxi-
mately 800 miles north o' the Hawaiian Island chain under free drift conditions. Its position
ranged between 35109' and 34'56'N, 155'05' and 15525'W.

The R/P FLIP provides an ideal platform from which to make measurements of radia-
tive fluxes because of the stability induced by having about 90 m of her length submerged (as
a large spar buoy). Hence, errors due to variable sensor orientation, as occur on conven-
tional ships in response to surface waves and swell, are largely eliminated. Vertical motions
of FLIP were about 10 cm. and pitch and roll amplitudes were about 2'. The radiometers
were located as shown schematicafly in Fig. I, to minimize shadowing by the hull and the
main boom.

The signal from each instrument was transmitted by shielded cable to ,he platform
laboratory, amplified and recorded in stripchart form by use of a multi-point potentio-

Figure 1. Schematic diapxn showing location of instruments used to measure net longwave radiation.
Ca,, incoming and upward solar radiation, Q3 and xQ2 resptvely, nd net all-wave rawation. Q,.

NN
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Figure 2. Time serie o( iS-minute averatue of te various radiative comp~onents. Qs ts incident solar
radiation: 'sQ., upward solar radiation: Q., net all-wave radliation: Qa., net longwave radiation: and

/'Qea, Qsa(direct) minus QuN(indirect). The time or" stare is 0135 orT on 3 February 19'74.

metric recorder. A sampling rate of S to 10 samples per minute per channel was maintained
throughout the e'cperiment.

A digital representation of" the data was obtained ,,sing a chart dtigitizer. The recordts
were merged to obtain a continuous time series of the measured variables for :he experi-
mental period. Occasional errors caused by radio interference were removed f'rom the
records by interpolation. Less than I of the data was affected by such interference. From
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the resulting time series, sequential averages over i and 15 minutes were constructed. The
time series of 15-minute averages for the entre experimental period are shown !n Fig. 2.

A summary of the daily mean radiative fluxes and other meteorological data 's provided
in Table 2. The mean cloud cover estimates of Table 2 are time-weighted averages of the
fraction of estimated cloud cover. Averages are given for both day-time (sunnse to sunset)
and 24-hour periods. Stratus and cirrus clouds were the dominant types observed. Cirrus
clouds were neglected in estimating cloud amount if blue sky could be seen through the
clouds: Quinn and Burt (1968) have shown that such clouds have an insignificant effect on
attenuating solar radiation. A maximum mean daily solar flux of 16.9mWcm 2' was
observed on a day having nearly clear skies (C = 0-2 where C is fractional cloud cover),
while the minimum mean daily value of 6-5 mW cm-- corresNnded to completely overcast
skies.

,. NET LONGW.VE FLUX

Two independent measurements of net Iongwave flux were made during the POLE
experiment. A direct measurement was obtained by use of the net longwave radiometer
described above. Indirect measurements were made by differencing measurements of the
net all-wave radiative flux, Q, and the net solar flux. (H - %)Qs. Values of the fluxes obtained
by the two methods are referred to as direct and :ndirecz measurements.

Records of the l1-minute averages of the directly measured net longwave fluxes are
plotted in Fig. 2 together with a record of the difference between direct and indirect measure-
ments. The daily mean direct fluxes and atmospheric conditions are given in Table 2.
Several features are immediately evident in Fig. 2. The mean difference over zne entire
observational period between night-time direct and indirect measurements is only: 0' of the
mean of either, showing good agreement in the absence of solar radiation. There is. how-
ever, disagreement between direct and indirect 15-minute averages on several nights. This
disagreement is believed to be due to fog, mist and rain. Both radiometers give erroneous
readings under these conditions because of wetting of the exterior surfaces. The second,
third, fifth and sixth nights of observations were without fog, mist or rain and the difference
between direct and indirect measurements on those nights is within - I -nW cm" .

Day-time comparisons of direct and indirect measurements of net lonvave radiation
(Fig. 2) show that indirect measurements are, on average, 30?, larger than direct measure-
ments. Indirect measurements also exhibit a degree of variability during the day which is
absent at night and is therefore thought spurious. The lack of agreement between direct and
indirect measurements during the day can best be accounted for as the error resulting from
taking the difference of two large measurements. both of which are subject to experimental
error. At midday, the incident solar and net all-wave radiative luxes are about an order of
magnitude larger than the net longwave flux. Given an error in each measurement of = 5
we expect the error of the difference to be as large as the difference itself, about = 5 mW cm -
Referring to Fig. 2, the difference between direct and indirect measurements lies between
±5mWcm'" more than 90% of the time. The tendency for indirect measurements to
exceed direct measurements during the day suggests that calibrations of the pyranometers
and net all-wave radiometers are in disagreement for shortwave radiation: unforTunately,
we were unable to test this in the laboratory.

Because of this possibility, direct measurements of net longwave radiation are almost
certainly more reliable than the indirect measurements. The direct measurements show 'hat
the net longwave flux rrom the sea surface is on average greater during the day than at
night. This result is consistent with generally less cloud cover during the day, as reported by
Dorman et al. (1974) from an analysis of observations at Ocean Statio, 'N' (30.N 140W).
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5 ALBEDO

The albedo of the sea surface is denned as the ratio of the upward !o .he downward
solar flux immeciacely above the air-sea :nterface. Two sources contribute to the upward
component: emergent irradiance due to back-scattered light from below the sea surface:
and irradiance reflected from the sea surface. Payne (1972) concludes. on the basis of obser-
vations in Buzzards Bay and the Sargasso Sea, that the ratio of emergent to downward lux
is about 0.005. [vanoff ([977) states that the ratio has a maximum of 0.02 for very clear
water but in general is less than 0.005.

Payne analysed observations to represent the albedo, x, as a function of the solar
altitude, 9, and the atmospheric transmittance, F, which was included to allow for the
dependence of x on the radiance distribution from the sky. Atmospheric transmittance is
defined as the ratio of downward irradiance with an atmosphere to that without an atmos-
phere. i.e.

r = Qsr-SsinO, (2)

where S is the solar constant, taken as 135 mW cm -2, and r is the ratio of actual to mean
earth-sun separation. For the case of Zo atmosphere (r -- 1-01, he incident : ux .s depen-
dent only upon the altitude of the sun and the sun-earth distance. Increased atmosphere and
cloud cover result in enhvaced absorption. reflection and scartening of h.e :ncoming solar
flux. The overall effec', *s to produce a more nearly uniform radiance distribution, thus
reducing the dependence of albedo on solar altitude. fn the limit of heavy overcast (I-
0.1), a nearly isotropic radiance distribution results. The use of tranrsmtttance to para-
meterize albedo may be questionable at low sun angles because F may increase without
limit (finite sky radiation) as 0 approaches zero.

Payne's observations were taken from a fixed platform in a bay off the coast of Massa-
chusetts. Observations were made from 25 May to 28 September dunng which time the
solar altitude ranged to 72° and the mean wind speed was about 3-7 ms - The trans-
mittance ranged from near zero to about V'5. Payne fitted smooth curves to the albedo as a
function of transmittance for observations in intervals of 2' of solar altitude. He extra-
polated the curves to regions of solar altitude and transmittance in which there were no
observations In carrying out the extrapolation, he :mposed a boundary condition on :he
value and the slope of the curve of albedo c'. transmittance for transmittance equal to
unity. The slope was assumed equal to zero, and the albedo was derived from reflectances
calculated from a theory due to Saunders (1967). It was assumed that the ratio of down-
ward irradiance to that emerging from the sea was 0005 and that the surface roughness
corresponded to a wind speed of 3.7 m s -.

The observations reported here were analysed similarly to those of Payne. Values of
albedo were calculated from 15-minute averages of incident and reflected fluxes. Corres-
ponding values for solar altitude and atmospheric transmittance were also computed. The
resulting data were sorted into 2* intervals of solar altitude and averaged over :ntervals of
0.1 in transmission coefficient. The resultant values of mean aibedo. as well as the number
of values used to obtain each mean. are shown in Table 3. This zable may be compared with
a similar table of smoothed observations given by Payne.

Observations of albedo for particular ranges of atmospheric transrmittance are shown
in Fig. 3 as a function of solar altitude. The scatter of the data for iow solar altitudes occurs
because the cosine response of the radiometers is poor for solar altitudes tess than 5' and
because of generally increasing uncertainty :n the measurements as the magnitude of the
irradiance decreases. Very small variation of albedo with solar altitude is observed :n Fig.
3(a), suggesting, as one might expect, that for overcast conditions i r < o.33) aibedo has a
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negligible dependence on soiar altitude. The obser.'ations agree weil with Payne's suggested
curve. The mean albedo for observations shown in Fig. 3(a) is 0-066--004. where ?he
uncertainty is - one standard deviation. For the range of atmospheric transmittance most
nearly approaching an isotropic radiance distribution i= < 0. i) the mean albedo is 0.060 =
.01, which is in excellent agreement with Payne's value of 0.061 -. 005. In Fig. 3(b), albedo
is shown as a function of solar altitude for intermediate transmittance (0-33 < F < 0-66).
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) provide finer resolution with respect to atmospheric transmittance. The
results are generally consistent with Payne's smoothed curves.

Representative plots of albedo as a function of atmospheric transmission for a given
range of solar altitude are shown in Fig. 4. The scatter in the data Is seen to be largest for
the range of low solar altitudes (8 < 15 ) as previously explained. Some of the scatter may
be caused by variations in solar altitude within each range. For the high altitude range,
30' < 8 < 45', the scatter Is significantly reduced and the curve suggested by Payne is
supported.

0o<_ e < 150

,2t.

3.2 04 .4 0.8 1.8 ;4
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Pigww 4. Unaveraged albedo a3 A function of atmospheric sransrnance for various -anga of solar
altitude.
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The percentage differences between our ooser,'atons of albedo and Pa.nes :ur'.es.
averaged over 2' intervals of solar altitude and over all 'a!ues of transmittance, are piotted
in Fig. 5 as a, function of solar altitude. For increasing solar altitude, the difference de-
creames from about -6% , at 9 = 0° to -2% at 400 This systematic difference is within the
specified accuracy of the pyranometers (Table 1). The differences are Jarger and more
variable for solar altitudes less than 20', reflecting the greater uncertainty n measurements
at low solar altitudes as well as uncertainties caused by increased effects of variable surface
roughness and radiance distribution of the sky. Payne shows that uncertainty in the measure-
ments of albedo increases rapidly for solar altitude below 2V Even though our observations
of albedo are systematically lower than Payne's, we conclude that the differences are within
the combined experimental uncertainty of both sets of observations.

o- 0,

z -, *

- -20

0 0 I0 30 1 0

SOLAR AL.T1TUOE ,dIe)

Figure S. The average deviation of observel values 01aibedo from Payne's (1972) curves as a function of
solar altitude.

The effect of sea surface roughness on aibedo was investigated by sorting the observa-
tions with I" > 0"6 according to solar altitude and wind speed. The analysis was limited to
large values of transmittance because the effect of roughness on aibedo is expected ro be
largest under clear skies. The values of ailbedo were sorted by 1 5' intervals or" soiar aititude
and normalized by the mean albedo for the given range of solar altitude. Mean values were
then obtained by averaging over 2 m s-' bands and were piotted as a function of wind
speed. Insufficient data at low solar altitudes precludes discussion for the range 9 < I 5 .
No discernible dependence on sea surface roughness was evident in the large scatter associa-
ted with the high altitude range, 30' 9 _< 45' . Values in the intermediate range. 15: 2<_
0 4 30, are shown in Fig. 6. The data qualitatively support decreasing albedo with in-
creasing wind speed as observed by Payne. and also as calculated by Payne based on a
theory due to Saunders (1967). The slope of the line in Fig. 6 corresponds to Payne's
observations and theoretical calculations for clear skies with 170 < 9 < 250. The theory
predicts that the effects of variable sea surface roughness will be negligible for solar alti-
tudes greater than 300 .

The average day-time aibedo shows the expected correlation with cloud cover. The
seven days of high mean cloud cover (0,9 < C < 10.) have an average albedo of 0'064.
This value corresponds well with Payne's value of 0.061 corresponding to a ncarly isotropic
radiance distribution. For relatively cloudless periods. higher mean albedo is found: 0.09
for both 6 and 7 February, computed from daily average values of incident and upward
solar flux when the average cloud cover was 0.2. Such augmented mean values are due to
the large albedo with low sun under clear skies. A climatological estimate of aibedo. 0.08
(Payne), for the month of February at 35"N in the Atlantic agrees with the mean %alue For
the experimental period. 0.07 ± 01.
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due to Saunders ( 1967).

In summary, the observed variation of albedo with solar altitude and transmittance !s
in good agreement with near-shore observations reported oy Payne. Apart from exper,-
mental error, the scatter of the observations about Payne's smoothed curves can be ascribed
to variouS causes:

(I) Part of the scatter in Figs. 3 and 4 !s caused by a true variation of aibedo within
'he -iven ranges of transmittance and solar altitude.

(2) Variability n surface roughness assoczateci with varing winds can cause scatter at
low values of solar alitude (0 < 30'. Mean winds during the POLE experiment were
6 m s- I compared with 3-7 m s - ' for the observations reported by Payne.

(3) The distribution of radiation from the sky cannot be unambiguously characterized
by the transmittance. For example, consider two cases having the same nterrnediate value
of transmittance, say 0.3. one in which the solar radiation !s attenuated by :nterinattent.
dense clouds and the other in which there is a uniform, thin laver of cloud. The iibedo "or
these two cases would probably be different, as can be deduced from Payne's curves of
albedo v. transmictance. which are nonlinear betveen conditions of heavy overcast F =0)
and clear skies (F > 0"6)

(4) There may be disagreement at high values of transrmctance where Payne's
smoothed curves are influenced by the imposed boundary conditions at I-= 1 0. As
discussed above, these boundary conditions are derived theoretically and lack observational
support.

6. P.,RAMETERIZATIONS

(a) Sho rtwave flux

Numerous empirical relations have been advanced to predict the attenuation of solar
radiation by clouds. Relations suggested by several authors are given in Table .t. In this
table, Qo represents the insolation under clear skies and is calculated from the formula due
to Seckel and Beaudry (1973) (see also Reed 1977). Seckel and Beaudry's formula is based
on data in the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables. using an atmospheric transmission
coeficient of 0-7. Reed compared several formulae for estimating clear-sky insolation with
coastal and oceanic observations and zonciuded that the relations due to Seckei and
Beaudry (1973) and Lamb (1964) were the most reliable. The parameter C in Table 4 is the
fractional cloud cover and o is the noon solar altitude. The relation due to Wyrtki ;1965)
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TABLE -a. COMPARISON OF OaSERVAT:ONS O)F !NC!DENT SOLAR .AO(ATION .ViTH 'RDiC77tO\S )F t'1PfRIC.4.L
FOftMLLAE

Overescimate MAean square
of I -day nean cifference.

predictions :oservaiion-Dreric;on
Reference Fonnuia m-' ,rW-cm -1

Houghton 1954) Qot 1 23-1 03) -10 0-3
Kimball (1923) Q)Ul-0., 1C) - 13 -
Lumb (19641 135la-6sis 0 0
Reed 1 9-7) Q,)t -0-62C--}001 9,60 3
Wvrtki 11965) Q.,J -0-38C-0S'8C-i - 3.7

:san adaptation of a previous relationship suggested boy Buovko i! 956) Ind 3ermana , 96)
The coeffic-tents 0-38 are valid tor latitudes iess than 6O In the rei!ation due to Limb. a and
b are empirical constants dependent on cloud amount and type. The p)arameter . :s tnd Mean
of the solar aitudes at the beginning and end of :he 'sour over which 'he .nsoiattoni s
c:alculated.

The empirical formulae shown ;n Tabie 4 were compared with observations oy comput-
ing predictions of :he mean daiiy nsoiation and comparing these preoic-:ons Nall the
observations tabulated :n Table 2. E.\ceptinR Lumb s focrmuia, all the :ompuz-at!ons wXere.
made using the averaged day-time c!oud cover tabulated -n Tabie 2. P-edictions -using2
Lumb s formula were mace .,or each hour of :he day and trien averaged to .ota~n i'. aii
prediction. Predictions were averazea over zhe I! -cay' pertod and comp~areda vith tne
average oi the observations over t.he same period. The percentage :ifferences I-e,%%een
averaged observations and predictions are tabulated !n Taoie 4 :oizetnier with :te mean
square of the differences between daily predictions and Observations. The 'orrnuae due to
Reed (1977) and Lumb (1964) are in closest agreement Aith obserations. AJ the --e-.ainin2
formulae tend to underestimate the obse-ved ;isolation Plors of he :)redic,;ons dlue to
Reed and Lumb are shown in Fig. The agreement betweeni Limb's rormuia ano ,ooser-;a-
tions is remarkably zood. suggestina that dailv oredlictions can be made -itn an accuracy, )f
I -nW c-m The greater accurac'i of Lamb's formnuia is '4ndoubieclv lecause octnl _;oua
amount and cloud type are incor oratea into the prediction. Lumb's -ormuia .,as cerxec
from weather ship observations :n the North Atlantic i5r-3O'N O W): me present com-
parison Suggests IE may have validity over extensive areas of the ocean. Iff estimates )f
cloud type are not available. Reed's formula is preferable. Reed's formula is based on an
extensive set of coastal and oceanic observations.

-' Reed (;9771 */ -. 11. 1964) *.

3, - -vE -w :.

Figure 7. Daily observations of average nrsoiation v. estimates from -ormuiae due ro Xeed (19") Ind
Lumb t l964).
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TABLE 5. FORMULAE FOR ZALCULATING NET LO"GW-VE RADIAT!ON UDER CLEAR SKIES

lAuthor Formula

Anderson (1952) T,'-T:(0.7-4-0.009e,..
M. E. and T. 0. Berfiana eaT,(O'39-0OOe:)-4eT , T. - 7"=)

iBudyko 19561
Brunt 1 1932): M. E. and T. G. eaT:,039-0-O5e#)

Berliand (Budyko 1974)
Efimova (Budyko 1974) -aTl(O.24-O00495e,)
Swnbank , 1963) eor(I -9-35 , 10-1T,)

(b) .Vet ongwave flux

Several formulae used to caicuiate .iet iongwave -adiari'e transfer between the earth's
surface and the atmosphere under clear skies are given in Table 5. n which z is the emissivity
of the surface itaken as 0.97 after Anderson (1952)), c' the Stefan-Boitzman constant. T,
surface temperature, e. atmospheric vapour pressure in mb. and T. atr temperature. The
formula due to Brunt 1932) has coefficients suggested by M. E. and T. G. Bertiand (Budyko
1974). The formula due to M. E. and T. G. Berliand (Budyko 1974) is similar to Brunt's
formula, the difference being an additional term dependent on the sea-air temperature

difference. The formulae due to Anderson i 1952) and Efimova (Budyko 1974) become neary
identical if one assumes 7T = T,. Swinbank's (1963) formula is the oniy one independent of
vapour pressure. Most ofthe formulae in Table 5 were derived from observations over 'and.
Anderson's formuia, however, was derived exclusively from observatons over a ake.

Swinbank's formula was based primarily on observations over !and, but included observa-
tions over the Indian Ocean. Reed (1976) concluded that Efimova's formula gave precic-
tions in good agreement with observations under clear skies over the ocean.

The formulae in Table 5 were compared with observations during the POLE exper,-
ment. Observations during clear skies are tabulated in Table 6 together with predictions of
the empirical formulae. The 'weighted average' is weighted by the duration of individual
observations. All the formulae underestimate the observations, although the ignificance
is not large because of the scatter. Efimova's formula most strongly disagrees with the
observations. by 1S" , on average, although the standard deviation about the mean is a
minimum. Swinbank's formula agrees in the mean, but it yields the ;argest standard devia-
tion. The weighted mean of estimates by Berliand's formula also agrees with the mean of
the observations.

TABLE 6. O9=VAlIONS AND ESrMATES OF NET LONOWAVE RADIATION UNDER CLEAR SKIES

Date of Time of Q8N Overestimate
start start Duration T. T. e. observed Brunt Berliand Anderson Efimova Swinbank

Feb. 1974 (local) (h) C) ('C) (mb) (mWcm- 2 ) (°1)

2 1530 60 14-6 14-6 13-4 99 -21 -21 -26 -28 -J4
5 0830 2.5 14.9 15-6 172 "!.9 -12 -17 -19 -19 3
6 0830 6.5 148 15-5 15-7 -0 4 -2 -6 -5 22

0700 135 14'v 13"1 9"0 3 10 0 -10 -3200 11.5 14.7 13-4 10.6 -- I -9 -l' -S

12 2230 1-0 14-6 14.3 13.4 10'0 -22 -21 -26 -29 -15
Average: -4 -3 -14 -is -:

Weighted average: -5 - 1 -9 -15 -2
Standard deviation: 10 12 10 9 13

Weighted standard deviation: 9 10 9 I1

h -
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Figure 3. Normalized net longwave radiation, as a rntoofvpupesr.Thcresare defined in

Taole 5.

For further comparison betw~een observation and prediction of rtet longwave radiation
under clear skies, we have plotted in Fg. S several sets of nion-dimensionai liuxes as func-
rions of vapour pressure. Values of surface t'emperature and upward longwave lux from
Swinbank's (1963) observations were obtained by adding 0-5 dcgC to ooservea values of air
temperature to obtain 7, and then computing the %iowird lu~x Crom ea An air-sea
temperature difference of,)-. degC s rypicai of -trovicai latitudes isee., t.z.. Paulson et al.
192) There :S diagnreeent Wet'-een ','I ,oser-/at:ons The three sets reorted oy Reed
(1976) and Reed and Halpern, iS re :onsiszent with eacri ,cher ana agree with Ed.-ova's
Formula as reported !)y Reedi , 4f 3orh na. ?OLE :ibservations over the md-Pacific and
Swinbarik's observations ..%et 'lie indian O-cean ite iystematically higher for given values
of vapour pressure mnan -tie -emainiml rwie- £tonsIt is not iurprsing -hat %e- l ~e-tcisagreement tietween -anous sets of
observations of riet ongwv'ae -anat,'. '1u' s-c :)oucions ,(impiicat . orruiae. Observa-
tions of riet !ong~ave -iiat"' o re - Aiu. it -ca. :mi-icularr '.frm a conventional
ship tHinzpete, 4 3 ina -a !-rS *han the .ncident solar lux.
Disagreement wtween ,,igz u . %ii ascroed tc :he approxima-
tion made n ad :4e einpira* -u ~ cf OVnlave !Lux depends at mnost on
surface temperatu re and icar -4u r &ct a.,&. - ewiverirure 2ndi 4unudirv The niet longwave
flux under clear kies zieartv Semnas usw, -ni ne *emperature ind humidity aistribution
throughout the ;o-.? atmosonu7hi 'j cendmencit s :Ustrued !)y aoservations reported
by Reed (1975) shoking 'he eiffect T. ?wat ersioms )n *he riet ongwave liux over the
sea.

In the presence of zlouds. a _arecvor -,ust w &pvlied to ztear-sky predictions of net
longwave radiation. Lnear zorrc-.tion 'Actors ,itm *ar'ous coefficients kere applied to
predictions by each of the formuiae V~en n Tatne 4 t 'Was faound that a factor ot i -0-3 C
yielded predictions in approximate Averap ligreerntie *!th observations. A plot of predicted
daily values u. absenations .s ihown n Fg -or .kaierson i ornuia. Similar aomparisons
using the formulae of Brunt and f Ber ,and. -',th "h same cioud factor. are equally
satisfactory It appears that daily -,aiues of net onwa--e radiation can be precicted with an
accuracy of Z:nW cm - A cloud -actor )t* -45i C may be compared with Reed's (19'76)
suggestion of [-09 C for niddle and high !atitudes and '-). C (or the tropics. Laevastu
(1967) suggested factors dependent an cloud type as follows. I 1 stratocumnuius. 1-)-9 C;
(Q) altostrarus, 1-0'6 C. and 051 cirrus. 1-11)5 C.

On the basis of the POLE observations, ihe *ormuiae due to Brunt, M. E. and T. 0.
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Figure 9. Daily averaged observations of net longwave radiation v. estimates based on Andersons (1952)
formula multiplied by a linear cloud factor.

Berliand. and Anderson are equally acceptable. The formula due to Efimova systematically
underpredicted radiation under clear skies, while Swinbank's formula gave large scatter.
Reed (1976), however, finds Efimova's formula in good a3greement with three sets of
observations. Additional observations are required to improve conridence in predictions of
net longwave radiation from routine measurements.
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Mineral phases formed in anoxic sediments by microbial
decomposition of organic matter

ERWIN SUFss
School of Oceanography. Oregon State U~niversity. Corvallis. OR 47331. U.&A.

i R.ceirei 16 .War 1973: icrtred in rirtswd fo,,, .Votnirrn~ 19711

AbW1e-MNicr~biai decomposition of organic matter n recent sediments a( the Landsorl Dee--atn
anoxic beam of the central Baltic Sea-resulted in the formation of a characteristic Assemoriage of
authigenic mineral preciiates of carbonates. iuliides. phosphates Mnd amTorphous silica. The ilominanc
crystalline phases are a mixed Mvn-carbowae CtNno.,,C~At 1oM Ig CO 3]. )V4n.1ulfide r.4nSj 4na F-
carbonate CFe:CO,]. Amorphous Fv-suiuide FFeS]. .\4-phostinre \1lPa2and a mixed Fe-C.1-
phosphate [IFe,.a.,Ca., 1 .j](P0.l. Were identified 6~v !heir chemical comoosahions oniv. The ..±riaotv
in composition of these solid phases and their maode of occrrence 4s 4 .;-exisirng .ssemiage zOnutrainS
the conditions and solution zomoosition from which they precipaic Estimates of ac-avitics or ais-

solved Fe. 14n. 00,. CO) id S in tguilibnium with such An aSsemolisge are ':los to (nlose 'Ound
in recent anoxic interstitial water-sediment systemns. It is important :o have .etaie 1owicsC )I
the composition and stability conditions of :hese solid precbpitates in )rder to rerine saoomlc~tc
models of interstiial nutrient n-generution :n ioxic sediments.

INTRODUCTION dearth 3f information in iedimentary, soa o nases

THE SToICHIOMMTY of interstitial aumnent , egener- actually.1*0rited as t result if mcolsOcmo
ation from decomposition of sedimentary organi c sltlonfld organic matter. :,he iron iuiies Inc somhe
matter uhas increasinaiy taken unto account thiat , n-i-e-phosohates eing -tere ?ne -,otaoi txceotions
secondary dissolution. sorotion -and Precpitation EmE~~sosi. :976: TESSENOW :975. 9-4. BERNER.
reactions actuallYv control the dissolved metabolties !972: HAU.3En0 !904. '968. 71is :ommunicarjon
and oxidants instead of dc-comoosition reactions describes the chemical :omoosition. X-ra. ;cifracnton
Oased solely an microbial sulfate-. nitrate- and car- results and isocootc ch~aracteristics of =..- and 'y~n-Ci-
boinate-reduction1 modelS SALZWEa. 19713; 'ALRRAY er C21onatte and .Vn-ittiidtm and if 1mor,nous siiica
oL. 19-18: WHrIMCAR. 1973: Al IER. 19771 BENDER 1!J and Mvn-Fe!-ihosohate chases torn orzanic-ricri
i9 77: BER:4ER. i977: HARTAr.NN e! JL 1976: StiEss. inoxic sediments of ',he Uandsort Deec. normn-centrui
1976a: SHOLIKOVITZ. 1973: aol 3aitic Sea. The solids are oefievec to ;-e )rocuc~s if

In environments of slow sedimentation stoichio- bacterial metabolism. :lteir apparent soluorlities :nl
metric decomoosition eactions can -x used in a seawater await investiganon :o *e csedl in izoicnro-
limited way to model nutrient regeneration Provided: mtric *modefling. Th e note ifurther lluscrates the
11) the actual carbon:nrittrogen: phosphorus termental mode of occurrence. In~hloya surface_ textures

ratio of theJcooigoyrcmatrae-nw.ohese authigenic precolitates ania itresses the Jseful-
ranos~~es or theh Perprterahosrnqr assgwiice -~r' r ow n -ecogniz-

I:) preferennal stripping of phosphorus and nitrogen
relative to carbon remains insign ifcant. Mid 13) metat, ng merrestnallv-inttuenced martinal sea environments
boliCeS simply accumulate in 'he interstitial souios in 'he ancient sedimentary record and in zharacteriz-

In environments of rapid sediment accumulation. tig nte ia ae hmsr ttetm f~ra
however, and those with high rates of input of organic t~i
matter. interstitial metabolite concentrations exceedMEHD
solubilities of certain inorganic equilibria resulting in Fu ye fsdmn nlsst ~bscmiazn
the formation of authigenic minerals and thus prfr mere .1sed to sictt :he total solid ;inase zomoositlon if
ennal removal of one or several of the dissolved :On' the major *Ortions of distinct aminae of riorganic ;nerri-
stituents HMARtTINS .'r iL. to oe published: MVLRRAY cal 2rettates found in the sediments of -he Lmcsort
et al 0973. EmERSN. !976: SLEss. 1976b: 3RICKERt Dep
and Titoup. 19715: BERNER. 1972; HARTMANN efJ I' -Ict-irach treatment of Juik iamotes *as ~e

remove and separate "rofm the sedimrent ill mineralization,1973; L~OA. Another mechanism for removal of meota- oroducts. i.e. =aronate ind Dhosohate artases. .( as ater
b3olites is ton-exchange as recently shown jt dissolved :ound ihat Manganese suuiide %as also -.adlii ,oiuole ii
NH:I in clay-rich anoxic sediments (54uiss and diluted H-C'. Desaited. iround Aa irvta setaiment jamoles
.MLL~aL in prep.L rariging in velght ifrom S-ii-1000g were iciairiec mr.'r

The~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~I watofprwaechmcliayeavi-1ml of' 10vol%, MCI at room 7emoerliture "ar - )it
The~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~n selho oewtrce,~ nlssaal h uspensions mere tilterea *rirougn ) 3 s rn eniorane

able for the evaluation of such secondarv interstitial lters anid reveatedly masnea with jouolle.u1silia %aier
equilibration reactions is hardly matched jv the The inai 'each ,olume !as 41utd 0:) mI _nc -Coro-
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priate dilutions used for standard Atomic absorption spec- from 14 to 75 mng were analyzed and the results are iisted
troscopy of Mvn. Fe. CA And .4g contents. iFbastm.En and in Tables 4 and 6. respectively.
MU.L1.ki. 1975: HRM4ANN. 19751. and iOlUbit PO, Was Nin-carnomae-idica crust. Two 319C.-s Of -,rust Crusl A

determined using the animonium-moiybdic acid method. and 8) were irst inted it 300'C without 3re-treatment
In Addition suifur was measured an separate sample .n .1 rnUufle furnace "fo I hr and tnen zne )xjdc r.sioues

Wilits by Automatic tiration os SO, with potassium-iodace anatyzed ,*or CA. %4n. Fe And SiO. :)y tandard :.-chrucs.
And starch-iodide indicator after oxyducive combustion in Two other crust C and 01 Aere :gniced atter 1HC-treat
mue LECO-induction furniace. the Drecision J this vro- mei.t ind SiO: determined on 'he -2SIdUe HERMAN.N.
cedure was =0.0050' S. Czrbonate-4CO, was measured an 1973)
sepasrate smple splits by i.r.-absorption of CO., evolved Nln-sud fde concretions. Pre-weigned oortions )i matertal
by phosphoric acid treatment with a precision of =0.1%, were dissolved in '0 voi', HC1 in a .-- scmosphere and
CO. IHAM~A.NN e., 4. 19761 All results are listed in the evolving HI-S swept into a reservoir of pro-.:alibraced
Table I.iodine solution. The amount of suifur was calculated to

i2) Suik cheprical aiiailyaws of indurated. crust-like a precision of =0.1., S from the iodine reduced :o :odide.
laminae with a minimum of adjacent sediment were The excess iodine. not consumed in the oxidation of S
thought to yield compositions oi relatively pure mineral- mas backitrated with Na-ihiossilfate IJA.NOER and WEr'sOT.
izutiosi products from microbial decomposition of organic 958). The remaining HCI excract-ourged af H ,S--was
matter. Two types of indurated crust-like ltiminae were tso- used to determine the An. Ca and Fe contents. Carbon-
listed. cleianed of any adherent sediment, repeatedly soaked ate-CO- was determined on only two of :he Cour concre-
in double-distiled water and air-dryed. One type was a tions (C and D) by passing the evolved ;as through AQci-
whitish manganese ctarbonate crust supported by ark amor- ied iodine solution and an to te i.r. -analyzer as .iescrioed
phous silica framework (Figs. 1. Am~ and the other con- under i 11 The instrument fesponse was calibrated with
slated of a number of reddish-brown lense-shaped manga- CO. evolved from known amounts of reagent irade caiicic
mn suifide concretions i Figs I. 4&b. Four separate pieces which was also passed chrougn an aciiiied :odine trio.
erich of crust and concretion materal ranpeig in weights Sincis Nn-iuliide .s sassabt under .imospheric con-

80 Z~ ' 2 0  0 2!' 320

Fig. 1. Baltic Sea. the maximum extent of anoxic bottom water conditions in 969 according 'o Gay-4
smoU! H975) is shtowii by the black areas: the Landsort Deep iLD: t60mt is rae letpest ow Jest

bastins.

Fig, -I Radiograph of laminated sediments from the Landsort Deep. :he iaveri are niemical precroitates
from microbial decomposition of irganic matter: icaje in Zcm.

Fig. 3. Aixed Mvn-cartionate concretions. b.%ct wittnan 2 structural .rame of imorrhous All=c 4.01 t.rOM
laminated sediments of Lsndwor Deep: s--'es - 10) am. Scanning elcaron rnicrograons, V Retmann.

Co)- Plaontoi. Inst.. L'ntversiy 3f kict.

Fig, 4. Euhedral 'AnS Trystals from laminated sediment of Landsor* Deep; scates a !0 umn. Stanning
eletron micrographs. V Retmann.
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ditions. certain concretions had begun to oxidize from the forces the carbonate tatuiiibrium towards .ancer-
surface toward. Thne degree of alteration ts seen in the dif- saturation with resoect to solid Phases leadin-g 'a
ference between Mn and S found in concretions A. 3 ind isuton f;abracmnei SKRow AC. The diffierence is chought '0 be due toj ' ygiad a K..ONC.1':aoi nteaoi ntomns
correction ippied assuming MnOit Is ;he utaeration .toNC 1,.a. Ithanxcnvrtens
product. An alteration product in mne :orm of \ln-ox:de however. generation of CO, 'eads .1 increased sucer-
was later contirmne by itimuitaneous microoroc anaivs,:: saturation. This :s ascrtbea mnainly '.o ::,e :Di--ouffer-
for Mo. 5 and 0 across thie cut surface of a .',lnS-concre- ;ng -ifect oy proceoivicic t formation ot nodroaen sut-
tioii i Fig. 7). fide. other weak acids and zosbv H-o )cag

(3) .(-P-ay diffraction and 'rncronfronir uialse and ican- .osbN -o xrag
ing ehcu'ommicroscopy of riand-oicited portionis of :hese iSLEss. i976b: GiESKE. i974: BEN-YAAKOV. 93

laminae were used to suppo , results of bulk mernical ana- BERNER et ji.. 1970).
lyses. Standard procedures for X-ray difiractxion analyses 1h ese reactions in :he anoxic environmeint are .-e-
were 1rollowed using rasndom powder mounts prepared in sponsible tor the txcellent preservation of calcarous
aluminum sample holders -and scanned at races of 14
28/min under Ni-filtered Cu-K, radiation. Quartz. present rnscroifossilis under conditions of SOgrecuction
in traces in most samples, and metallic aluminium served BERGEit and SOLTARt. 1970 and the authigenic ,orma-
as internal standards to check the d-spacigs Cor the -ar* tion of carbonate minerais. One such example :s mne

ooaeand suifide phases reported in Taoles 24 and S. mixed MAn-Ca--carbonates round m the Baitic Sea
(4) Fractional le-ach treatment of bulk sediments with b)asins iOEBYSER. i961: MANNEIM. i961! HAmw-VAN'vN.

gradually increasing HW-ion concentration was Used t
remove selectively and in sequence caroionate. ph osphate 196Y4: VARENTSOV. 1975). Manganese .as :ne m'ajor
and sulfide phases in order to study the individual soiid cation-rather than calcium or ron-iems :a -e
phase compositions-partciary that of phosphates oar characteristic of terrestriall'-dominated *rzanic
which no X-ray diffiraction pattern was ootained.. atriptt e3li ea rcriac,)

For the frtactional cact treatment - 00 mg ot ground maernpto h BlicSaP'omnni oi
sediment were packed in a 0.5 cm o4d chromatolraonic rtumic comoosition. this organic mratter iuoolties ioon
column with a very in. sintered glass disc at cic oottom. nucrobial oxidation 'wee quantities of aissoved
Dead-soace was packed with giasswood and a reservoir -manpanese 0o leactc win :he mnecaoinceS caroonate.
of 25 ml capacity attac-hed to the top at the column. About sulfide ani 01noSohate MANHI.. 961. GRIPENSERG.
i5 ml double distilled water hVere passed through the 9; :a~i
column at a rate of <13. mi/min. and -.he etudant solution
collected in two S ml fractions. Thie remaining 3l rn! the A sediment core from the Lancasor: Deen. trie

*reservoir -mere mixed with 1iI of 3lacial acetic acid and deem(s of a series of anoxic oasins of -,he Baitic Sea
ifucion continued. After collecting two more ractions :hle Fig. Hl. :ontains a seauetsca of inely laminated seai-
emsainng diluted acetic acid was replaced by concentrated tet ~.f cs.17b ere.:6. h

acetic .aad and three idditjona' .'ractions zoflected.. Ten anacosiede-o itn:;vrso oyncthe procedure mas -ceemed using ins jiluted and tven- amntosaedet stn:'vr r:lrai
* !aily conc, HC1 and four -. ore "rac-ions collected. All chenical precitates of Mirn-.aroonates. ohosonaces.

I fracnions were icoaratety analyzed Cor their dissolved silica and Sulfide$ ratner thian to he annuai arves
Mn. Ca. Ft. Ca and PO,-contents as was donle ior the commonly found in Baltic Sea cosits NiLsso.4
14C!-leacn treatment: see i . The compositions Of the mi- 16:MSC 93vidual !eacn 'ractions ire ilustrated in Fig. 3 nd :he ! )M: KOL?.16:'lAP.93.1GNAtiLS..9.
results listed ins Taole ' or Sediment A mith the fractions SALRAMO1. i958). The luik chemnicai comnposition
irouoed into actic acid and hydrochloric acid extracts. of acid !eachaoie oornons f:rom tever. oi :ttes.-

!avers and their .otai carbonate and iuifur contc-nts

ALTHIGE141C CD[NSTrMtENTS IN ar. snowfl in Table ! Id -4 . It is ;:ear :rorn
SEDIENTS0~ HE BLTICSL4the analytcical resuits htw caroonate. :ontamning

dominantly 'y~n. !s te most aouncani 0hase. 'How-
Metabolic production of CO, in oxic anviron- ever. regression analyses aetwee.n -anous :omnoina-

mnents. particularly in the oceanic water column. tions of .cations and anions show flat !he c:ois( -or-

Table I. Composition 04acid-soluble fraction of.Sieven avers of authiglenic Drem-pi
cairn from Laindsort Deep sediments. concentrations are in urnoi 100mrg and Trie

Zof ions are in wequiv. 100mg of Irv sediment

4. i I7 I Is -3 . 1 40 ~ .o : 31 445

I54 '3.j 1 14 .9.4 127 .5. 3 .3 '51 167
400 22.2 13 is. . . *I s 1.62

1.1 I 1.* 44 I L3.3 , 1.3 I 23 iS5

Z62 1.6 SS: .3.3 "10 3. 4 '2 i, r '4
43 19.1 As 20.1 leo '.. .4 ..13 .;44 .c

J00 215 5 .3.6 407 .. 1 17 -12 ?
134 111. 1 5s1I 6 jJ 3

32, 20.1 . is 301 44 U-3 11 Sill 4, 4

Fe.,- re-
calculaed S- a Z..ation auiv. - 'CO-, -uiv. -Pot . quiv
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relation is obtained between the sum of ail canons sulfur represents !he local racnon including acia.
and the sum of all unions iFig. 6) ,ather man between insoluble S nd S" of rhe scoimeni. A :orcingih.
specic cations and anions corresponding to Jeiinea the Actuai acd-soiuoile sulfur fr.acton s S " .,,
comoounds. Zatmons - CO" - PO". These resuats ire .isted

in Tabie I. column -S - ,alcutateal.
Regression analysis oetween consttuents The ac-d-leach -esuits :urmher indcate : iat io or

(a) Y - l.25.V - .09 1See Fig. 61 insignificant amounts of 'n- And Ft-oxiaes .vere rc-
'r - C¢ations o 0.97 sent-which penerally cause 'arge zation txcess-Ana
Y ZAnions that an asseml'ge of carmonates. suifides and onos-
assumingS "  phates of varying solid solution zomoositions is

bi Y 1.01xS - 5.42 present and the task at hand !s to partition the zon-
S:c.ations r- =. 0.95 sticuents among these co-existing onas.

assuming S Carbonaies and amorhous sdic

ic) y 0.0885x - 7.33 Sevral laminae of he core section consisted of -n-
x Me canons r' M 0.90 durated crusts and could be physically isolated or
.v s'CO= " + PO3 X-ray diflracuon and zhemicai analysis. X-ray .aiffrac-

Id) Y 0.890x- 54.17 tion data of the :arbonate-nch custs iTable .a
v -o !:=ions = 0.38 reveal the nresence of two carbonate minerai alases.
Y COi" one with unit zil dimensions slightly ;arger :han

tel Y 0.940x + 23.95 those of pure MnCO, irhodochrositei ut zonsicer-
. Mn" = 0.86 ably smaller :han those .ai CaCO ca ctei GOt.D-
v CO'" SMTH and GRAp. :960. :958). and :he other 'ittt.

d-oacmngs cnaraceensnic of FeCO3 ,sidentet.
The sight excess .n the sum of anions-assuming Detailed chemical analysis ,Tacle "bi of tanG.
total sulfur - S -s due to the Cact that r.ations picked portions at" pure ,:r-ust natenal ov rac:onai
represent the acid-soluble fracnon only and chat leaching in diluted acetic acid and y.',drochionc .1cd

Table a. X-ray diffraction analysis of c=rbonate crusts trom Landson
Deep sediments. d-ioacngs in inptrom

Fi*€.o.zons :ntnsc.,as :C
"  
, 'AC O ,".4.1"'

;.S l . 0 C. *4n00 3 C * ,2

".734 10 L.43.."L.14 L.W 2513 Z

:.3 sa .;Z3..3466 212 3.533.-5 .

.,440 1..;7
I.41 3 .5 '.;3 ". :23

Reflecions observed for sidente: weol. itronl. iL. not found. =

interference with aluminum and quarm. ,espectvely.

Table 3. Ranges 31 stac,'r carbon .sotope comoosiioi .or
Table :b. Composition of acid-oluble fraction of car- Inorganic ind ran|c carbon soecies in Uitic Sea mater.
bonate and amorphous silica crusts; from Landsort Deep orgnims and sediments: extressed n P C r;[ative -a
sediments: concentrations in Anol 100 mg of dry sediment SMOW and PD. :especively

.o :so lea "G. P,4. .0. -- tee SOAI bo t14*99
;Val , . ,e..uc :.s, :-Madge :hI"

d... e.*s.. ...-- . a ,.. ....V.:...92sors t r 4si e, .. |i ).A, ;4. .,4 . , .e " .tn to[ -- : .4 - 1 -

:Jooa .g -* lduf4 .1".: I i Y .'1.2 2 4 1. , 4. :M s,95t to1 4 4. . . -- -

:rjs.m e
4IeS 54411 .44.Ji 1 . 424. 4. . .43.2 4. 144244 .02 to .. l1

4fC.-- 49stlt 01.4 V * :.3 "aa ,. 31.j
1.2 Data compiled from EIMaNKIEVS11 er a'. 19q 1 EIRLIN-

• Same samoles u in Taole 4 KL91SI and WLI.JOMM ,19" and SLSS and EA L.,NK'tiEa
ICO.,, C0., P:OS),,C.1) FP:O)4. 1l9751
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Fig. J. Depth Jistnbuaion af caroonates. suides sina onosonac5 :n iec-,ior i oC :minii :ore: scuies
in *t',, of Jry stoiment.

confirmed the X-ray diffraction analysis mn that a values iSuass. 19776b: EzLE.KsLi ' j.s. i'1
mixed in -Ca-.MAg-carooriate mineral phase was ROBERTS and WHELAN 1 975) and HArHAWAY 11n1
present and revealed in addition that Fe is contained DEGENS 196,91 4.0. .iiso -e0orT rinds ot isctocicuilv
:n a separate mineral ' has. light caroonates As the resuit of microoiaiiv orocuceda

Evidence for FeCO3 and iMnC.LMgjCO 3 as 5epar- C0,.
ace phases from chemincal evidence is sen in the '_ ct One aominanc mode ifcc-urrence. )f :n'e -fixed
that the total soluble cation contents of Crusts C and Mn-carbonates from h~e L.Lnasort Ceeo jecirnentss
D are perfectly ':alanced by their total anions; i..e. m spnericai nicro.-oncretions :hrougnouE a iruc.
Crust C cations - 98 meqj 100 mg and anions = ural frame if amnoronous i~ica :i :juszr .n
:95 meql 100m& C.-usc D cations ' ;-.4meq/i 0O mg Fmgs. .b.r_ nh cocrtin -arted an ,zC Tom
and anions - 2L9.neq/ 100mg and -.hat Fe is con- S-2J urn mn diameter: in most zases maev crrrnea z:us-
tained exclusively in the 14Cl-extract as :ndicared by ters of :oaiescing spheres. Ti-r surface :e-xmure
Crust A. Furthermore, the C0 1, PO, equivalent ratios
for Crusts C and D ranged between .&2 and -3. assum- -: .~o:'':

ing the same for Crust A yields a CO. content ot
!42 mmol, 100mg. This amount of CO., excee-ds the
equivalent sum of M~n - Ca - Mg-P0 4 in the acetic
acid extract: i.e. 234 meayC03 - And 270 meq cations.
The excess of i4 meq COj 100 mg. towever. cannot
'e accounted 'or by the Aquivalent sum of cations
in the HCI-extrac: unless soluble Fe ts included thus .

substantiating the 'presence of FeCO3. Since Fe was ~-
noit extracted by diluted acetic acid baut was ex-
tracted by KCL F.-CQ, must be separate fromn the 2
iNnCaNgjCO3 phase.

The mixed carbonate phase has the approximate /
composition: iMn0 jjCao0.\ 0 1A 00;CQ, As will be .'.

shown later by a normative calculation of all phases
found in the laminated sediments. Isotopic analksis-
of the mixed Min-carbonates snowed .;uie a w~ong -

depletion !n ' C with values of i I C - ', Tis
:sotopic ratio (urther attests to Che oiogenic )nigin____________________

of the M1n-caroonate phase. Table 3summarizes ta :":4t
itaoie C-isotooe ratios .or water. biogenic carbon-
ates and organic matter for the Baltic Seu environ- ~. . .:

rnenr suiggesting that about S0,of the caroonane F. 5. The jum )f HC:-ioiuote ~ainao 0mrinca
,night have originated -*rom organic matter and the quvln 'a~ue 119010Asii. Ina 'UMk
remainder *rom inorganic bicarbonate of the Bialic anions it' "ieven iciecteo ara rn iminac~co -jr,:
Sea b*ottom water :o account -or mec ooserved )'JC iectin.
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Taole 4. Composition of carbonate and amorPhous, may well precipitate a~s a orecursor ior :ncioieni ctnert
Ali=a crUSts "rOM Lasntsort Deto settiments; tiese borm'ation.
imaoes are ,ree ofuifur ino iuifldes: concen-

!rations in 'Vi' Nin-iUifas'
:.- * '- High dissoived tn; concentrations n ircoxic 7oc-

torn waters ana ore waters ,up to i. M)-~) are 1vol-

Ant iOC10. ,..3 5 ~ 1 : t o itic Sea -,ainls BALZER. 9_3 DJAFARI.
19'6). Upon mineralization of iedimrentary organic
matter by S0,-reduction. -he H.S proau ced as a

'.4- metabolite may therefore prec-oicace WinS in hnis en-
J., '.4. ronrent. rather than Fe-suifides as is isually trie

Icase under anoxic rnanne conditions. .ALLFR!9-
and BALZER 119'3) have comoared ton concentration

appeared quite like that of calcified bacterial colonies produc-s of 'he aooropriace' dissolved soecies with
vanousiy reported !*romn anoxic environments and solubility products of various Dhases of manganiese

certain microbiological experments NORITA et ai_ suides and ar~onace&. ncye =oc~uded :haz me n-
975: S(tEss and FiL-irEREx. 1972; OPPENi. mER. !961, terstitai waters of Long !s~and Sound ia Baltic Sea

LALOU. 195-11 sediments. esetvi.are in -ulbimwith e
The structural framre of aimorphous salica Fig. Saj spect to iucn : hases antd nac precipitation of NMnS

had no recognizable 'ocogenic features had a spongy may weif txert'iome :nduence ont :ne jissoived mier-
appearance providing pore space Cor the forMation scicial water soecies of chese environments. BARON and
of the mixed Mni-carbonate 'oftasesi. and was restricted DEaYSER 1:95') Ind DEBYSER A960 Jrst: discOvered
to single fihable layers of <I miri in thickness sedinientarv * YMnS in the Anoxic deposits of the 3anCC

thogotthe core section. .X-ray diffraction and Sea. .vmnS as the zuote mineral 3acancite :s ocrierwvise
chemnical analyses iTacle 4) confirmed ,hat no other only 'known f'rom ntvdrotherrmal deposits PLACiiE e
znhasc was present Within the iayer and that -( ;on- us.. i95:) and corresoonds :n :is crystalizntuczure :o
isted of 95% of SiOj and :)f 5', of H,0 !xoellec one of tvos,.ncfeuc mgn-wrioeracure MntrS-mociii-
at WOOC. I believe that -the arnorpnous silica -cions described ov SCt4NAASE ! 933'. 7T1e iea-
lavers are chemical 2recipitates of .remoobilized 010- mentarv NMnS.onase. iowever. :ouna :)v BAAo.N and
zenic silica. an loeconnection wvcn decomposition CtEassv at

9 5-) and zesc.-aea nere. :?2si na
'oa organic matter and thus constitute oart of a 3onai zr'iszal tru~cture Taoie Ji) and :orr--soontis to
characteristic rernineraiazatiofl assembolage along with ScHNA,&sE's 1933) ow :emoerature M'nS p)rectiraie.
the carbonates. phosphates and suifides. From exten- a modification whiich -.e cailed 3-MnS wurtcei. 'n
save studies by others of dissived .ntemattai water ne newer :r-rirooey is jsed zv ASTIM. Scn-aiase s
nutient constituents and silica dissolution exoeri- -.MnS iwurtei is ocenicamto -atrie *M-NnS rrocifl-
merits at appears that silica is rernooiiized at -ciiiscan( cation. It :s zear .rom me NorX ot 3aron and
Prooortions relative to the other remineralizacion Debyser and :nte inaings -coorted nere triaE -\lnS.
c:onstituents. so as to indicate simultaneous dissolu- a 'naneaniese suitide oi 1extagonal rso iccr.
.*ion of bosenous siliceous t.ests and oxidation of is zhe nrst-ana so lar univ-occurrenca of a zistinct
organic matter NMLitiAy er zl.. :973: SrEN. 1977: sedimentary -ranizanese i ie munerai of autnigenic
SLESS. 1976bi. In the absence of silica uptake Oy nature iGLASaY. 97: CkLvE'RT and PNicE. 19'.
dlegraded clay minerals or lux to the averlying o;ot- Its dominant moties of occurrence are .n 4tive

tonwaters. this excess of dissolved -3iogenousl Silica crystals or clusters of tuhedral crystals !Figs. -]a.'oa

Table 3. X-ray difraction analysis of manganese sulfide c-oncretions prom Land-

sort Deep sediments: d-spacins :n ingstrom

m~s YuLcrec.Lo Avacv lmon s )Sbayi~r. --% 4 ~C

3.318 1

.10 )..

31

L.342 .. 44

1. 302 .

_74* 4
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MnO, '7y oxidation duitng abaratory hlandling. a
of Mn and suifur in !he center :iornon F g. -). 7hisi
.s aiso relected in the buik _iemxicai arias e i
conc-ezions letaiid in Taoie 5. The -xcesa s ),MI.
n.ot jound 59 suifur. is assumed :o e 7resent ni neIalteration oroduct MlnO.. 'Tie *t' -i ox-,en :nus

\A 'A calculated adds to aimost W' of :n'e :OEa W JCIVI
~cnqreseof the samples. particuiarty SO Witn Concretion B.

I vr ~Furthermore.- Concretion D required aimost i
anqces. oxygen correction 'because its soiuble cortion :on-

sisted to >980, of MvnS and had presumao'y incer-
I 3ofl negligble alteration. -Ine insoiuole "rac'ions are

- clay impurities: none of the trace constituents Ca )ir
Fe are ticlieved to be in the MnS-itructure out are
probably leached from the cday and cartbonate mourt-
ties. It ;s yet- iy that authigenic %InS-for-nauon
--0MnS) is indicacive of terresmraily Iomtina~ca. mar-

me environments undergoing ixtensive -ninerajiZauon
J or Iof hurmc organic matter by microbial SO,-recuc-ion.

The Solid oroducts of teineraiizacion if argantc

nhospiorous are more diicuit to Oidentit .fl'an *.ose

* i'~~~' LL-c 11l9-77. EM'ERSONs 19761 and 3RtcxzR aia
Taoup P 1L97 !)ave Shownl rom tquriorium cinsiiaer.
acions of interstitial wMater data hlat , erneratization

-~ of organic miatter in Ft-dominated sediments enaCs
to produce Fe-caroonates and Fi-onosonacs. 3nicxer
ad Troup Present rather tenuous ericence 'rom

7 Microttrobe ine scants of M4n-K-. 0-K, and S-K, X-ray 1iffraction analysis that vivianite s ctuad, '
.ritensities across *he cut surfac- ji A MnS-concrvion: present as an au~higenic :ihase in Chesiacea~e Ba
:he cvnter oortion inows -ure- '(nS *Mereas oxisdation Sdmns tatcr 'o hi nig nt-iint
7roducts due to :aooratorv -nanaohng. -mos. ikeiy M eiet. Capas rmtertOdnstia ilnt
:over .esurface -see aiso criem. anaivses mi . abt it s extremely .snstaoie and its X-ray aiufraction :cttern
\4icrocrooe analysis: 0. Ackerrnand. ii, nn-Ptcrogr. inst.. asanvears wthin minutes after eitoosing tne iarnote

Universrty of K.el. to atmospheric oxygen. This is :ontrar';:o a oter
reports of Pe-ohosonates in seciments and in:xei

and in dense 'enses resembling oboudinagc structures. mental precipitates which Snow well zystallsz~cd
The accucrate chemical composition *s diicuit to vivianite to c quite staeic 'TEss&ow. :91S: ROSE-
determine owing :o :he apparent nrstabtity of MvnS QLISr. 19'70: GUA3tANOSE. 1969). Yet 'fte ' :nos-
at iaooiratory conditions and to 'Cs cotquitous aisoci-. phiortis-rch sasoies remreved iFrom the Lanasort
ation with other Min-mineral phases A nicroorooe Deep contained nio recognizable at-stailine pflosoflac
lines=a from the margin to the center of a tense- phases although total PO, ;ontents were as 'cgin as
shaped concretion shows the association of Mn with 10vwr'. Table ' shows the acid- eachaole comoio-
oxygen in the outer portion, assumed to be due to sition of three Splits from one sediment 3amoic jzn

Table 5. Bulk compoition of mangae iulfide concretions f'romn Land-
sort Deep sediments: zoncecrations in Nx;ia) and ,noC',jb1

a3ncr. A tOne:. - :,2ncr. cnr

MnAfqan*$* 33. 4 35' .3L4 50.3 .45 1].5 3 )a
1i.auz :6. 2 _5104 il.a -.410 .4.4 ).45" 3,. ).30141

324!rstce '.4.4 ).)30 .a. i..6a .4.3 1.1;11 3. j 2.24
to2x5.

Mixnimal oxygen zorrection ror HICI-wiooe Donion 'eAuse !ham
smiple is the east asfected oy :aboracor, ifteration 49" 'AS
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Table ' Compoosition of 'eucnable :racnons of -)uik
sediments coantining miec ;arponates anid :)nos-
phates: concentrations Ln ;imo, 100 Mg JI( Ir! I:CICrnt-

fl.,4C1-U~n .44. 24.- 23 .2 273 . -

All three samples arc hooeie solts. CO, was j
determined an a fourth split and is assumed to we !he
same for SaMoIcs A-C. samotles 3 and C mere extracted
with Jil. HC. whereas H -as subjected to fracitonas ,

leuch IFig. 3).

inl mixed carbonates. suifides and soluole chosohaces
Irom the anoxic deposits of tme Landsort beep. X-raY
diffraction analysis conerrnec thle oresence ot
,MnCaMgJCO3 and MvnS as e!ncountered .n the
crusts and concretions. respectivety. it is evicent o
the ceacriaole constituents 'hat in addition :o these
phases also Nin-Ft-ohosohaces were Presentr n ht
sed imen (s.

To further detail :ne composition of the X-ray
amorphous ohosonate onauss a fracntiacn wttf
increasing H -t *on concentrations and continuous
monitoring of -,he tluded fractons vas pentorrnea.
Thie rather comotex ttution atterti Fig 3) -ndicares
that:

i t Ithe Mnr-Ca-MgS-carbon ace ohase-,esc-.bed ear--
lier-is cached tirst 'A) aiong with an

21Z unknown pnospnate compound i D: -

3) the railing of .he F-maximum 131 attests :o
-he separate Fe-4.arnonute ' n)ase being dissoived it
slightly differenit p8-conditions ' ust as tricounterec , 3-

in zhe Cractional leaches of c-usts. .

The ,*ollowing complex -iution pattern tesuits rom.
4) the dissolution of NMn-iiide C,--as aesc-tbed

for the concretions. Fig. 3. Secuentias tucn zatten i oiuoie :ations --nc
5) a second unknown p)hospnate compound ;1): prnosonutes ifrom :iuik sismoie )t ammaitec itaiments.

and elevent racions mere zoilect ..na iacarateiv Inai.zea
6M fnally the increased mobility of Fe and Mg tD) 'hite the etach ioituion iraduady :tia3njea 'om :lasti:ea

muter !o diluted oa concentrated 'CtCai n :rte
at very low p8-values signaling the destruction or to dilutea and zoncentrated hvdroctionc icto. -ne ium
alum inosi licates. of :he leached zonstituents -s istea i hoie - Staimet
The dissolution of the mixed carbonate phase (A) was A. tlssrion peaks A. 3. C. 0 art txctasrnec nt !he ei is
accompanied by vigorous evolution of CO, upon melf as 3nosoriite Liutnon icuis d tn i.

addition of acetic acid. whereas subsequent dlissolu-
tion of M14n-sulfide iC) by dil. HCI was clearly Fecog-
nized 6v the evolution of HIS. To ;udge from the comoined HC 3ttr~ict.s of fle cur')onaie c7t.Ss rfc
shoulders of !he Ft- and Ca-oeaks near (C) it is quite showed flat :ne
likely that these two cartons are contained in mne :cotionocuiv - CP0-,Cl
second Linknown 'phosonate compound 11l. .qv=C -*ui

Th is aualitative :nterpretatzon if the t:ution cat* 'hus indicating trut Ft ioiucie n cconcentra-,ea acetic
tern is in agreement with the results ot the seiquenttaL acid .s contained ri --tCO,
dissolution of the mixed carbonate crusts aiscussed The amount of CaC0O1 ; :h e mixea car-:onate
artier Table Zbi in that Fe-release is :!ose with but onase varnes netween 3aric -"*, ana -nus icoears

clearly seoarace from Ntn- Ca-M.vtg-re tease and thus to ae the oniy source )f ancertaint., n i~aiuaiinq
argues strongly .n avrof a separate Fe-ohase. The the comooimon andt imounts )f ad! ?nases ireset
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Tjole i. 3alance ofiacwd-;eacnaoit seoiinent zonstituencs 3:oniained :n soiid :)nases is nnineraiiza-

:ion irocucts.

Ar.Q -cZ'. 3

io..Z.C IS ..On :.szondcw 0

7m oe A,! Aaiz mI..c3S .o S 3z .3 3C., - 3

Re~v. 4. :CU4'..l .J'. 3 0

TOTAL PHASE CONMPOSITION ANO ~ emineratization asserrtoiage -is Jetaiiet .n Taoie ~
IMPLICATION4S ON SOLLTIOr' Added to :ne z.-ises :fus 3aicuiateci snouid :ie tri

CHARACTERISTICS amount of imor:)hous anicas of is~ iizn is
in order 10 -lucidate :he zomoosiron if :ne in- 300urnol O miz :o zomotete :ne assdnola. 71

k<nown pnosprnate phases il -ractionai eac.i -esu its c3uarnty nowever. seems 311int Laotce Ua s cniv
f rom caroonate Znuis as veil as icaiment ;011(s ire vagueY -etated 10 :he o)nosonates. sutfices and :ur-

teezomoined :0 orovide -he :)asis 'or a zuasi-ior- 3onaces.
tiative zatculacion of :he inknown onases. Accord- It was .ncenciea to draw attention :o :ne :o-moosit-
.ngiv. :nteSC 7Csuits. wnere %lie 7artioning if 'ons :onai vaniabilitv of autnigenic -,nases uc.:uaii orrnec
oetween ac.-,ic acid sotuole ana lydrocnlonc icid during decomnoosition it ieaimeniarv orzanic mratter
iotuote -hases ts :nacial. are ;aeaiizeo :o 3ontorm :a in order to enne e!quziibrium noacts :a rrtntt', nl Is

te "oilowing zonstraints iTaote it: describing inters-iui iucrierit tegerieraucin. in *ne -o!
ii ,olubie cations = .ioliubte anions: :his owing consiceratons t wuil oe trnonasizeC o -15 .ialu.

eowures a quantity of solubie S- of -40 amoti, 00mg adie it wouid oe o lave :ftiermoavnamic zuancities
of sediment 17abie !1: or at least accurate onure-, :ituriitie n ie3alwater

Zctc acid soiuoic macons - acetic acta "or :hese onascs iince. : s:o z:osei v :on crc I* he itr
3oluole phoschace - carborate ions. its ifference siiual water -omoosition. kssurning :ne )riaies to :c
amounts to L334 Lmoi CO. !00mg seciment zo-existent. :..-. 0 :)e .n oau~iir-UM hltl i .~-
Taoie -'bi: scial soiucion :omoosinlon. ne ,oilcvine set c-i :n

. Th"Ie imount of acetlcic a-iOluole Ca0 :s .txec Jzons -nust il ")e met:
Vt 1 ,lmol, [00 mg seati'ment. 3tis ocing :,he naxtmum Mi O),-'.<
;uantitv encounterea 'rom all analyses Sediment A. MnsE~o !!9--1<..(
Table -): sgso

;4I All Ft soluble in concentrated acetic acid s zon-. eI0)=K, !-!-
tained in F-eCO,. this s suoorted 'iv ihe continuous MLRRAY~ e.. J1. 11-
tution oacterni Fig. Si and ',3 results of 7holes -'b~aYeta
and ': tis quantity amounts to i4 .anol, 100 mg sedi- MN~ntlCO3) - K *: s ee i

m"ent: iFellS) =K., K.' - 10- -
i) Mn-sulfide is 3 ' ure ohase with lo0 isomorphic 3E 6ThE

substitution and is soluble only :n 3il. HO. thus all
HC!-ioiuoie 'yin is contained in MsnS. :his amount NinliS) K' K. K 10 i

is hiere 30 umol, :00mgni sedimenti Taoie 01: and ALLER ~
6) Mg and Fe, reeased roM ')re2KdoWn N at Iu- e

ninosdlicates -an ':e estimated rorn mne ttution peaks K:s U
it ow 3H vwalues tFg. 31: *or F:: :his amount *s

.-Lnoi~ j0 mi and -or 'ig :s " mo i, ' .0 mng: t his .i Ij H ;~:

ftien exclains the differences .n Fe ia \,fg soluble :xnosoraze
in concentrated and diluted HCL -escecvivetv iTaote -

Sediment A vs Sediment B. C). I - ___

Within :hese constraints it :s cossibie to calculate K~* K,*X.* .. ,, K, ..

the zomaositions and *-ontents of i :cn nnast of zhe
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S K 0', '1 9 obtained for the above multiple tquiiibrium system:
.- K 0, a% 1 FeW 7i. ,

I)-Z KS K4 3 aiFei - ;0' - W0 -
iS -HS J4 - iK4 5 im10) zS) -0" from eqn. 41)

K' - appairent solubility prdut jCO3, - l0 rom tqn. 2
KV - thermodynamic solubiiy product A~Mni t 0O from tqn. 15) and .nSl

- Ca1-substitwtion i0. 0-~ from *qn. , 1 and .0vtn.
- concentrations. mole.-l Furthermore. re-substizuting these activities into eqns.

.~ - aanviuae (3) and (6) yields thermodynamic end-memoer activity
where: products for the mixed carooniate and pnospnaEC
where:phases:

ia) K', to K, are the apparent solubility products.
of the co-existing mineral phases in seawater: AMNW~aCO,) -19 - K ,

(b) K13 and K* both refer to the apparent solu- jtFe~a4 )-3~*t -33-9 - <) 1:
bility products of phases with mixed1 activities *Ca-subsctuuon.

of components of a solid solution:. i~ In the case of the mixed Mni-Ca--Mg-carbonate :he
N.nq,.0 Ca0) jpMg0 .o1,CO 1 and iFeo s*Ca,z)sljjPO'j: io ativity product is higner than that of pure Mn-
respectively carbonate and in the case of the mixed Fe-Ca-phos-

ic) none of these K'.valuc3 1s accurately -Lnown* hc slwrta hio ueF~O.Bt
cdl hoshac -oca disoled nospateand treds re xpetedwhen considering :he degee af

K v. K4, .o. are the apparent dissociation ren-dus iueoexante slblc rncso h e
constants of phosphoric acid in seawater: according Csuti ureo Ca-nte Tsobiityoduct of Rzme re-

to TLS l95)for33.5an LC:1966d* GARRELS and Ci4iitisr. !96j). If these triter-

K',,- 1.95 -.1 mediate solubility products are confirmed experimen.
K'" .'.32. 10-' tally t would have far-reaching imptications :n -hat
KP - .00- o0-4. the solution composition in such a system could con-

!rotlEthe mixed solid composition rather than the other
el C.A. - carbonate alkalinity and K , and K' . way around.

are the apparent dissociation constants of caroonic In the particular case of the Landsort Deep zhe
Acid in seawater: according to MEI4RBACH ef jl. 1973 ) auchigenic phases constitute iuch a large oercentage
,or 35%,S and 251C. of the sediment that thev can hiardly '-e conside-ed

1 .0-1. 11 1 precivimates of a limited amount of pore water salutes
?9.I~ n in 4 quasi-closed sytmbut tatner as having Irmed

under continuous supply of dissolved solutes. Asi-

(f) H.4S - total dissolved hydrogen sulfide and lar view was recently expressed by COOKE 11i977 4
K'N and Ks' :he Apparent dissociation constants of a different connection by explaining tihe warying
hydrogen suifide in seawater: according to SOPTN- MgCO 3-composition of calctre suraces n response
sEv 1957)( as cited in BALZER 1 978): to experimentally imposed Mg-concentration cnhanges

in the reacting seawater solution. In :he interstitial
PKM' 7.04 - 0.4 water-iolid sediment system the comoosition of the

pKs' - 14.92 - 1. precipitated mixed phases then may be :ooked upon
u- ionic strengt. as accommodating a certain solution composition

rather ta controlling it.
Simultaneous analytical solution of the above System 4ck,,ow~rdqerrnr,-(nitial work for t.his research was
of equations is diffcult because they are niot comn- 6eun At the University of Kiel and was later :xoanded
pletely independent of each other, nor is a suificient at Oregon Stale University under support from the Office
.t1Amber of constants accurately known, yet a numeri- of Naval Research grant NOO~bL4.C6 to sUd

remineralization processes of sedimentary organic matter.cal estimation of ion activities by fixing one of the Al both institutions I owe thanks to colleagues and tecuini-
five unknown constituents and utilizing the thermo- cal assistants: in *articular I wish to thank .4. HARTm4,4
dynamic solubilities as shown for -ons. I IL Il1 4) Kitt And P 'ALLLER Kiel) "or frujitful discussions and
and 0) yields a set of activities for all dissolved con- G. DAvis iCorvalbsL H. MOLLERn Kitt) ano C. oiu
srituents which quite closely resemble those sncoun- iCarvallisi for valuable assstance.
tered in natural interstitial water systems. In the case RE~TRENCTS
of the Laandsort Deep sediments nterstinal total dis-
solved Fe was determined by Deaysait 0961) and jALLan R. C. 1 1971) The influence of nacrofenthos on
found to be i Fer) - 10 L- moles,! for the cor z.hemi diagenesis in manne sediments. iUnpuoihshta

tionenrche incheicalorepictes Wihote recn Ph.D dissertation. Yale University. New Haven. CN.
actiitycoeaen esimaes or isslve Fe by AtLA E L 1[9761 Piosphate equilibria .n =ewater andactiitl zodicnt stiaie fo disoled t- by intersttial waters Ph.D. dissertation. Oregon State Urni-

MIURRAY tc i .. 1 19'3%, the following activities are 'ersitv. Corvalis
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Comparison of the Feeding Habits of Migratory and Non-Migratory
Stenobrachius leucopsarus (Myctophidae)

W.G. PsMy, H.V. Loz and W. Pe ton

School of Ocmnography, Oregon State Univanity; Corvallis, Oregon, USA

Abstract

Stenobrachius :eucopsaus, the most abundant species of myctoohid fishes off Oregon,
USA, has a bimodal distribution at night, with a peak of abundance in the upper
100 m composed of diel vertical migrants, and another peak at 300 to 500 m com-
posed of fish that did not migrate the night they were caught. We compared the
feeding habits of these two groups of fish in an attempt to learn if deep fish
migrated to surface waters. Low similarity of diets, differences in the rank order
of common prey, and similar states of stomach fullness and digestion of pray sug-
gest that fish captured in deep water at night probably did not feed exc>usively
in shallow water on previous nights. They probably fed in deep water. The simi-
larity in food habits between deep and shallow fish is most readily explained by
daytime feeding by fish in deep water and by broad vertical distributions of orev.

Introctuon Small 3. :eu=psarus are known to have
gas-filled swimbladders (Capen, 1967.

Many species of oceanic micronekton un- 3utler and Pearcv, ;972) and are sus-
dertake diel vertical migrations; other pected to be a major contributor mc the
species are non-migratory (Baird, 1971; 12 kHz scattering layers common at these
Badcock and Merrett, 1976; Pearcy at al., depths off Oregon, and :o biological
1977). Based on observations from sub- sound scattering in oceanic waters of
mersibles, Barham (1971), Clarke '1971), the entire northeastern Paclflc Ocean.
and ?Lckwell ac al. (1971) suggested that Migratory and non-migratory fractions
not all migratory organisms perform ver- of the $senobrachius 'eucopsart;s population
tical migrations every diel period. They were clearly revealed by a recent =or-
noted the occurrence of myctophid fishes, parison of day and night vertical c4s -
euphausiids, and physonect siphonophores tributions obtained from ;uantitative,
at daytime depths during the night or opening-closing midwater collections off
after the main scattering layer had mi- Oregon (Pearcy .5 al., 1977). Two maxima
grated upward during the evening. Migra- were obvious in the vertical distribu-
tory and non-migratory portions of a tions at night: one in the upper 100 m,
population have also been revealed from the other near the daytime peak of abun-
midwater trawling studies. Tucker (1951), dance at 300 to 500 m. The number of
Paxton (1967) and Clarke (1973) found fish was about equal in these two depth
that substantial numbers of some species strata. Initially, we suspected this
of myctophids (lanternfishes) may remain dual behavior to be related to ontoge-
at daytime depths during the night and netic differences in vertical distr:.bu-
do not migrate toward the surface. This tions such as those found by :larke
paper concerns such a myctophid, Seno- (1973) and 3adcock and Merrett (936)
brachlus leucopsarus. However, a broad size range of $. eu=-

seenobrachius leucosarus is predominant psar-s occurred in both shallow and deeo
in the mesopelagic fish community of the water at night during all seasons, and
upper 200 m at night off Oregon !Pearcy, the size-frequency distributions w!thin
1964, 1971, 1977). In an earlier study, these two depth zones were not statis-
Pearcy and Mesecar (1971) found large tically different, a finding that Is
numbers of $. 1oucsa-rus at night from relevant to this paper. Also, the lack
depths of 0 to 100 m and 350 to 420 m. of size differences among migratory and

0025-3182/7910051 '0001SO1 80
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non-migratory fish is an argument fished about 30 min, deep nets about I n
against the idea that large S. leucopsarus, A total of 696 3. leucocsarus were exam-
which lack the physiological constraints Ined, 334 from 0 :o 00 m and "62 from
imposed by gas-filled swimbladders, are 300 to 700 m. Standard len :-s S-,
more extensive vertizal migrants than ranged from 30 to 35 m.
the small fish with gas-filled swimblad- Individual fish were measured, stom-
ders 'see Butler and Pearav, 1972). achs removed and stomach fullness deter-

We propose two hypothetical types of I
behaiorio xzlan te oservd, on- mined on a scale of 3, to 3 -where: D z

behavior to explain the observed, non- empty; = partly full, rugae not dis-
migratory distributions of Stenobrachius tended: 2 = full stomach, rugae partial-
leucopsarus: (1) The fish found in deep 'y distended; 3 - very full stomach, no
water at night knon-migrants) infre-
quently or never undertake die! vertical apparent rugae, stomach very distended
migrations; or (2) These fish actually (Tyler and Pearcy, 1975). The contents

were flushed into a syracuse dish, ex-
migrate, but not every night. The fish amined, labeled, and stored in vials.
:aught at depth have merely "taken the Stages of digestion of food were came-
night off" from their upward excursions. gorized on a scale of t to 3 where: 1 =
Perhaps individuals migrate to the sur-Perhas inividals ig~iorganisms wdell digested; 2 =organisms
face waters to feed every other night, orIaniested;l3d=gorganisms=werlaore-and eman atdeph i a lthagicpartly digested; 3 = organisms well pre-and remain at depth in a lethargic srefeh hnpsilidvda

state (Barham, 1971; Clarke, 1971) for forved, fresh. when ossible, individua

a day or more. They may not respond to Tood items were idennigthied oo species.• - The total lengths of cccepods and amphl-
the normal sensory cues to migrate if pods and the carapace lengths of euphau-
they are satiated (Zusser, 1958). . . t

In this paper we examine the food sds were measured when ossible. atahabis o th miratry nd on-igrto- on food habits are expressed as: fre-
habits of the migratory and non-migrato- quency'of occurrence of a taxon based on
ry portions of the Senobrachius lleucopsaus all fish examined including those with
population in an attempt to test these empty stomachs, and average number of
alternative hypotheses. If fish feed individual orev iems oe fish acu-
only at the surface at night, prey or- i u alp is per oosn =heir
ganisms should be very similar for fish Stomacs.
caught it shallow and deep depths, but
stomach fullness and stage of digestion Swimbladders were examined ander a
should be markedly different. On the dissecting binocular nicroscope for mor-
other hand, if the fish found at depth phological differences.
during the night rarely migrate, they
must feed at depth and the species com-
position of their food should differ Results
from that found in migratory fish which
presumably feed in surface waters. Al- Swimbladder StruCrure
though food habits of 5. ieucopsarus have
been investigated (Paxton, 1967; Collard, Swimbladders were examined to deternine
1970; Cailliet, !972; Tyler and Pearcy, if differences existed in the oerzentage
1975) this aspect of the feeding ecology of thin-walled (presunmabl; gas-filled)
has not been studied for any lanternfish. swimbladders in stenobrachis leucoasa:us

captured at depths of O to 100 m and 300
to 700 m at night. According to Butler

Nbsab &M M eod and Pearcy (1972), who described the
structure of s. :eucopsarus swimbladders,

Seenobrachius Ieucopsavis were collected gas-filled swimbladders have thin walls,
with an Zsaacs-Kidd midwater trawl whereas swimbladders that lack gas in-
equipped with a 1 m2 multiple plankton clusions are fat-invested, reduced and

sampler with 5 codend nets (Pearcy stal., thick-walled. Our results in Table
1977). Collections were made at approxi- agree with those of Butler and Pearcy in
mately 120 km off Newport, Oregon :440 that most small S. 2.ucopsarus had thin-
40'N; 125033'W) in September 1972, No- walled swimbladders, and most larae fish
vember 1972, June 1973, and September had thick-walled swimbladders. Although
1974. The fish were fixed in 10% forma- Butler and Pearcy found no gas in $. eu-
lin at sea and stored in 35% isopropanol copsarus larger than 40 mm, 9 fish of 40
in the laboratory. Fish examined for to 49 mm were found with thin-walled or
this study were collected at random transitional swimbladders in the present
hours of the night (30 min after sunset study, suggesting that they may have
to 30 min before sunrise). Food habits contained gas. In any case, no large
of fish from depths of 0 to 100 m (shal- differences were obvious: fish with thln-
low) and 300 to 700 m (deep) were com- walled swLmbladders occurred at both
pared from 36 collections. Shallow nets depths in about the same proportions.
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Stomach .7u.L':nss ind Stage of Dl~estioflabe . ;_O&abrcnzL5 4POptdeni ; mpr5of
af ''4~ and sw,:zaador ov _*rq*tS

Our data ndicatea no major differences y ::,,

in stomach fullness of shallow and deeo
fish -:17. ; . most fish at both decth -:-: -
intervals had food in their stomachs ex-
cept for 3mall fish (<40 .mm in deep wa-

The stage of digestion of food items
in deep fish indicates that the percent 3. 5.;
of fresh food increased with increasing -.._ :. . : :-, " -X
size (Fig. 1 ) . The trend was inverse in L, *3 -- os .*re :s t. nal z-ve.n .-:%- and
shallow fish: percent of fresh food de- +a..d.
creased with increasing size. For fish
>70 mm, a larger proportion of deep than
shallow fish contained fresh food. STOMACH PULLNESS STAGE OF QiGESTCN

Thus, small fish (<40 ro) in deep wa-
ter at night usually had a small quanti- CC Wo r'Y
ty of well-digested food in their stom-
achs, whereas small fish caught at shal- -
low depths usually had full stomachs of - 0-COi.O- 300 - 00

relatively fresh food. (Fish <40 = rep- -_O

resented 48% of the catch at 0 to 100 m
and 30% at 300 to 700 m). Large fish
from both depths differed little in
stomach fullness and stage of digestion.
Most deep fish >40 mm had nearly full oo- Weo ",-,' rr
stomachs of fr3sh food.

Food Cdmposi:ion CL.

The percentage that each maior prey taxa -, -
comprised of the total number of prey
organisms and the frequency of occur- Co- oo-
rence of major prey taxa are shown in -
Fig. 2 for fish of different sizes from - _ ,
O to 100 m and 300 to 700 m. Several - - -

differences are apparent. Based on num- -
ber of prey organisms, copeoods were the A

dominant prey taxa in deep fish. Coce- -
pods were also the most numerous prey n.,
for fish <50 mm in shallow water, but ?C 0 5 3C

eumhausids oredominated for fish>60nm.
Therefore, large fish from shallow water Fig. . Stnobrac.tius 2eucosarus. comparison of
red mainly on euphausiids, whereas large stomach fullness and stage of !igestion of food
ish from deep water and small fish from items foro 0= length-groups from 0 to 00

both depths fed mainly on copepods. and 300 to 700 M depths
Trends based on frequency of occurrence

also show differences in the feeding
habits of shallow and deep fish. Euphau-
siids occurred more frequently than Hence, variation in number of prey with
copepods in surface-caught fish, while size of fish depended on prey compos;-

the opposite trend generally obtained tion, which in turn was related to
for fish from deep water (Fig. 2). depth of capture.

The average number of food items per Because fresh food Ls the best indi-
fish (Table 2A) reflects these basic cation of the kind of prey consumed at
trends in food composition. An average the depth of capture of the fish, we
of only I or 2 prey were found in fish noted the percentages of the two major
from shallow water and in small fish taxa of fresh food from shallow and deep
from deep water. Small fish usually con- fish in Table 23. Shallow fish of all
tained a few copepods; big fish often length groups contained a hih =ercent-
contained one large euphauslid. Large age of euphauslids, while deep fish had
fish from deep water, on the other hand, a high percentage of copepods.
often had many food organisms in their A list of prey items identified from
stomachs. These were mainly copepods. the stomachs of Scenobracius leucopsarus
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-rzscacus, and Candicri :olibiae were corn- f.3sh, are thought to reside prmartl' in
mon prey of deep fish. Boiumiae and ieep wa-er 3. Frost, persona- mom.un-ca-
":s.li. spp. (not listed in Table 4) tion) or subsurface waters .ar_we and
were found on> in the diet of shallow Miller, '975 .fih.$uhasiids ranked wi* m;- zo

..sh.nn t-he -oo Onlv Stace ,V -a'-ns p -c.r'ns -were
'0 orey for both depths but were the found in scen:or - !ct.sa.s s-cmacns.
most abundant food -axa only for fish This cocenod was consumed main_' - '.' deeo
from 0 to 100 m, where they ranked f-rs fish in the winter. "t 'as been found
and second in Jnportance. 3ecause eu- zreates: abundance in surface waters
phausilids are among the largest prey, during the summer months .?eterson and
they clearly oredominated the diet of Anderson, 1966; Jawed, 1973; Marlowe and
shallow fish on a volume or weight basis. Miller, 1975) and migrates into deep wa-
Eucalanus buCgi, Calanus sa., Calanus p Zm- ter during the winter fSekiguchi, 1975).
.h:xus and ostracods replaced euphausiids C. :.-istr:a.s, which also demonstrates sea-
and ?. .acifica as the predominant prey sonal migrations from shallow waters in
in deep-water fish. Ostracods and Calanus the spring and summer to deep waters in
marsha.-lae were only common in fish from the winter Sekiguchi, 1975) , was found
300 to 700 m. only in fish caught in shallow waters

On the basis of frequency of occur- during June.
rence, euphausiids and ?araeremisco pac:- Several soeces have vertical distri -
!-ca again were most common in shallow butions which did not correspond with
x.sh. ?. .acifica ranked within the too 10 our data on death of capture or fish.
orey taxa only in fish from 0 to 100 m. Euca-anus -ungii, important ore; for deep
Ostracods were again listed as prey only fish, has its greatest abundance in sub-
for fish caught from 300 to 700 m. Ca -a- arctic waters within the %;pper 100 m

.us pumc.trus, Zucalanus bungii and ?araeuc.ae- both day and night according to Marlowe
:3 spp. were the most frequently occur- and Miller 1975) :andaci col-.7iae was
ring food in fish from deep water, ound only in shallow fish, but ;s

Percent similarity (the sum of the thought t.o migrate n lim-ed numbers
percentages of individual taxa common to above 100 m {Cameron, '957; ?eterson and
the diet of both groups of fish) was Anderson, 1966; Marlowe and Miller,
calculated to determine the siilaritv  1975).
Df food composition between shallow and Other orev species, such as .e=-a
deep f"sh. The percent simnlarity was oaci-ica and Eu.ihaus-;a .aci:.- 'under-ake
4C% based on number of prey items. :n diel vertical migra:ions into the ucpoer
addition, Spearman rank correlation co- 100 m at night B3rinton, 1967; Marlowe
efficients were calculated among those and Miller, 1973). These species were
food taxa that occurred in 5 or more of more common as prey for shallow than for
deep or shallow fish for each of the 4 deep fish, but could be consurmed by ish
cruises and for all cruises combined. :rom both deaths. ,!an" of the ore" also
Rank correlation coefficients ranged have broad vertical distribuzions, ex-
from 0.07 to 0.30 for comparisons of tending hundreds of meters :Marlowe and
frequency of occurrence or mean number Miller, '975) , and -herefore ma%: -e
of prey, either for all sizes combined, available as orey in either shallow or
for fish <40 mm or for fish >40 -m SL. deep water.
All coefficients are non-significant
(P >0.2), indicating that although deep
and shallow fish fed on many of the same ci-ne,
taxa, abundant or frequently occurring
prey were usually different, even for Our data indicate that Seenobrach:us eu-
fish of one size category. Copsarus captured at depths of 3 to 100 m

Data on the vertical distribution and and 300 to 700 n fed on many of the same
migration of prey species can conceivab- taxa, but the similarity of diets was
ly provide important clues to the time only 40% and the rank order of prey taxa
and depth of feeding. Unfortunately, de- based on both frequency of occurrence
tailed information for the eastern North and abundances were different. Ic recver,
Pacific Ocean is lacking for most prey some common prey taxa were found only in
species. Several of the taxa listed in fish from one depth of! cacture. 7'.'idence
Table 3 have vertical distributions that from stomach fullness and stage of di-
correspond to the depth of capture of gestion of stomach items also suggests
the fish. For example, Psrachemisco .acfi.- that large fish from both lept strata
ca, an important prey only for shallow had often fed just prior to capture.
fish, is reported to have a maximum Small fish generally had small amounts
abundance near the surface (Lorz and or well-dilgested food in deep water and
Pearcy, 1975; Marlowe and Miller, 1975). full stomachs of fresh food in shallow
Ostracods, important prey only for deep water. Small fish from both depths also
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ate mostly copepods. AI--hough these iJtems in deep Stano rac.:_i':s -uccpsarns
trends suggest that small fi4sh -nay feed caught at niclht 'this study and drn
primarl.% in surface waters a- n,;h: t.he day Tye and Perv, 97Z, zccu

.1a spDecies comositi:on of their ors't be a slow rate Of diges::on andc avacua-
was different. Therefrer, most Indica- ti.on of stomach contents. AIhuhrates
tions, although none are unequivocal, of digestion have not . een neas:;red=
lead in combination to the conclusion directly- for any mescoelagic f i4sh, Baird
that the fish residing in deep w4ater by ec al. '1975) found that the "a, ctoph-,d
night fed at deoth, rather than exclua- %~aphus caaninq:i contained many7 oral Lzerns
sively near the surface at night, In the first half or the night while

The food habits of oiaphus =ha anoth- those taken prior to evening ascent -.,ere
er common lanternfish off Oregon, are 'essentially empty'. Significant diges-
similar to those of saenobractiius :e9ucoosa- tion occurred at night after fzeedi4ng i
rus from 0 to 100 m. Of the prey listed surface waters, where temperatures were
in Table 4, euphaus.Lids, z-aphausia pac i ca 200C or higher. Consequently, fishes
and mea::dia paczifica also ranked as thea with pronounced feeding cycles poably
three most arquently, occurr~os;Zing prey of clear - heir digestive tracts daily 'Hoo-
0. t.'~ea of f Oregon, whereas :a2anus ;ilm- kins and Baird, !977). Rates of diges-
cr2rus and ?axe:e&Lar son., prey occurring tion of S. ie:oa~ n sur: ace waters
frequently in deep 3. Zeucopsar:.s, were chat are rarely over 160OC, and in dec
not common in the diet or 0. =.aca (see waters that are 40 to 70C, are probabl%;
Tylear and Pearcy, 1973) . . :heca is a slower than those suggested by Baird-3=
dial migrator with no residual mode of j.L. (1975) however. let6,argc is .sn in
individuals remaining in deep water a: deep water mayr have reduced metaboIic
night (Pearcy ge al., 1977) . The similari - and digestive rates. ::Ievert--~ess, ore,
tc4es in the diet of migratory 3. -2eucopsa- eaten by day in deco water and !ater;-
rus and D. theca, therefore, suggest that found intact In fish cauchz in tne :ooer
both sizecies feed at niaht on common 100 "n at night could account for some or
epipelagic prey. The differences between all of the si.m iarities between ::eec and
deep s. :Iaucosarijs arnd ). =12eca reinforce shallow fish -in this study. To exzIla:n
our suggestions that deep s. zaucaosarus similaritieas in the diet by feeding
do not feed orimnaril-v in aear-surface both groups in surtace waters wouldr-
waters. quire thne less likely condition that

Feeding pe riodicity, rates of diges- prey consumed at the surface are a, -
tion and the -vertical distribution of gested verv little in fish that remain
prey species are important zonsidera- in deco wat-er throughout the day and
tions In resolving when and where :-ec- oar: of the following night when ce
ing occurred. Hookins and 3aird 11977) were captured.
-reviewed the papers on dial feeding The adaptive signizicance of th _4
periodicity of mesopelagic fishes. They modal nocturnal distri-bution of -4
recorted that d-stinct feeding cycles lanternfish is -unknown. Aarlcwe and -
are_ present in mnany strong migrators ler ('975)~ found siilar distributions
which ascend into ecipelagic waters at for some oceanic zooolankton and spec-
night. These migrators, including 7 sne- lated that they ma'y be related to '4c-
cies of myctophids, are principally noc- Laren's '1963) hypothesis, -which cro-
turnal predators. only two species of poses an advantage to actively feeding
.ayctophids were listed as acyclic fead- above the thermocline and assimilating
ers. Tyler and ?earcy (1975) examined food in deep, cooler waters. Thisi-
the evidence for feeding periodicity of plies diel migrations of animals between
stanobrac.hius loucoapsarus by examining f ish the two depth modes. In the case of ste-
caught mainly in the upper 200 -m at nobrachlus leucopsazus, however, bimnodal
night and deeper waters by day. More distributions were obvious during Novem-
full stomachs occurred in the night and ber and February,, when the thermocline
morning (20.00 to 13.25 hrs) than in the was weakly developed (Pearcy 9: ii., 7
afternoon (12.30 to 20.40 hrs) . A larger and the 'e-nergy bonus" would theoreti-
percentage of empty stomachs were found cally be small because of mninimal cemn-
in the afternoon, but full stomachs and perature differences between daytim"e and
empty stomachs -were found throughout the nighttime depths.
didl period. This suggests that miigrato- Barham -'1971) observed that about
ry s. leucopsarus feed principally at one-half the number of nyctophids
night, but some fish caught at depth, (largely 3:enobrmchl s eucpsar-.si seen b--
which probably included a mixture of mi- low 100 ,m during a night submersible
gratory and non-migratory fish, fed dur- dive off San Oiego were i4mmobile and
_ng the day. vertically oriented. He speculated that

Another explanation for the occur- such myctophids mnay maintailn a "state I-f
rence of full stomachs and fresh food suspended activit-y" -with little or no
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diel vertical migration for prolonged :larke, W.D.: Comparison of dfferen. :n'-est;3-
periods of ti.ne and that this behavior t-.ie -echnicues for sotud.-n. -he feseo s- a-
may allow them to conserve energy and "erlng -ayers. "n: .tOsceed--.s :f in
remain inc-ns:icuous. o .redators. :,a na.iona. Smposu-.. o.. I '3*.:q:,a_. soznd -:_:-
ncin-ed out bv 3arhan., at:-argy is as- -arinq _n -e cean, pp 53C-562. I. z'" ".3.
soc.aaed wi-h mvc-ohlds which have a -areuhar. nashn;-n, .. : au" Ze-er fz
high 1ipid zon .en-, S-ch as S. ".euccosarus cean Sc.ence "
'Nevenzel ac al., 1969; 3utlar and ?earcy, Z:arke, 7.A.: Some aspects :f -e aoiaogy of
'972; :hIldress and Nygaard, 1973). The ianternfshes "Myc'tophnae, _n -.e ?acf&z
energy conserved by lethargic, non-mi- ocean near Hawaii. Fish. 3ull. U.. 401-
gratory behavior may facilitate storage 433 2373)
of large quan-ities of calories, as Collard, S.3.: Forage of some eastern ?ac-fi:
linids, which in turn is related to the midwater fishes. Copeia '970'2 , 148-3L4
approximate neutral buoyancy of this 2.970)
species. 7.1o.ks -•- and R.C. Baird: Aspec-s of -he

feeding ecology of oceanic midwater .sens.
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ABSTRACT

Mid-ocean observations 35"4. 155*W) of temperature and salinity vere made from RTP Fip during
the period ' 8 January- 14 February 1974 as part of the NORPAX POLE Expeniment.

Autocorrelacions for the time series of depth of several a'. surfaces zontirm the presence if a semi-
diurnal internal tide whose amplitude is about 10 m. The period of!. -Sdieteninea from the autoco-reia-
tion analysis is not statistically significantly different from the period 01 the \12 semidiurnai tide -12.4 5,.
The coherence between pairs of time series of the depth of the a. surfaces is high. ranging t-rom )9

t0.91 at the frequency of the peak in the spectrum corresponding :o :he iemi-diurnal :iice. IThe
coherence between a given a:, surface and deeper lying surfaces decreases slowly with :ne
mean separation between surfaces. The vertical conerence scaie suggests that most of ine energy of tne
semi-diurnal internal tide is in the low-order modes. rhe aaa show that -.he pnase cifference letween
surfaces increases with bhe mewn separation between surfaces at the appro~iMare rate at -35' 100 i
Estimates of the vertical and horizontal wavelengths of ,he ooserved semni-dliurnal internal tide are
I kmn and 35 km., respectively.

One-dimensional mixed-layer deepening moodes 'ail to predict he mixed-laver depths and .emoera-
tures observed during ?OLE. Horizontal aavection. as tviatriced ,'rem the salinity rraximum re-
quently occurring at the bottom of the nixed layer and other tiear-iurface changes .n saiinity ania
temperature niot associated with local surface forcing. are responsible for :te failure. Dunng -.he ane
period in which :he one-dimensional models may e applicable a 'iue of .nte mixing energy lux
coefficient m - 0.001-1 was obtained.

1. Introduction ture and salinity gradients contribute approxi-

Temporal variations in upper ocean temperature mately equally to the density gradient. while !n
andsalniy srutur ae c. use b th echage summer the temperature gradient weakens. The
and aliitystrctue ae casedby he xchnge horizontal salinity gradient appears to remnain about

of energy. momentum and mass across the air-sea th saehru otteya.Tergono e
interface and by advection. To better understand trae wnds theashot othe Hyaear.Th regiano Che

uppr oeanproesss ad ealute xisingparm- has upward fluxes of latent heat in -excess of 9
eterizations of such processes, the POLE Experi- mW cm-- over a 24 h period. This leads to the -orma-
ment. a component of the North Pacific Experi- tion of a high-salinity Subtropical Water Mass which
ment (NORPAX) was conducted during the period contrasts markedly' with the less saline eastern
23 Januar- 14 February~ 1974. Pacific Central Water characteristically found north

The experimental site (near 35*N. -155'W) is shown
in Fig. 1. The North Pacific Current dominates the of 35"N. This saline subtropical water can penetrate
general circulation of this region. The observational to depths as great as 200 m iReid. 1965: Seckel.
area lies in the transition zone between the trade 1968).
winds to thie South and the westerlies to the north. The purpose of this paper is to report obsierva-
Large-scale changes in the curl and divergence of the tions of temperature and salinity obtained during a
wind stress and in the exchange of heat and mass I-dyproofitsveam infomRP ips
occur in such a region. Superimposed on this flow patoI h OPXPL xeietad:
are several other features which complicate the interpret zhese observations in terms of ph ,sical

processes. both local and advective. which nighthydrodynamics of the region. The subtropical frontepanthobrvdsucr.
is known to meander, in the mean. between 3 1' and xli h bevdsrcue
33*N (Roden. 1974). Observations (Roden. 1970. bevain
1972) suggest that in winter the horizontal tempera-

________Vertical profiles of temperature and salinity were
Present affiliauion: SCripps Institution of Oceanography. L, taken from R P Fip. "Floating Instrument P~at-

Jola. CA 9:093, form tBronson and Giosten. 1968)1 throughout

!)02.A7-O79tO5O869- '6508.00 869
119'79 kmenican Meteorological Society
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_ _ _ _ ___ were made ,Fnehe and SChmItt. 19-61. The van-
ott of sability of .he near-surface :urrents Aas observed

i Cwith a vertically profiling current meter o.stem

, -. and with drogues :Davis er a,.. 1973).
/VESTELE/

3. Instrumentation
-4, A Bissett-Bernan Model 9040 Saiinity/Tempera-

- L .. ,w ture,.DepthiSTDi Measuring Sv stem was used as the
'RA-- -N RIGON°5 profiling device. Temperature is determined with zi

" '- /rROE A/NO REGION "° platinum resistance thermometer having a time
constant of 0.35 s. according :o the manufacturer.

-Salinity is determined from simultaneous measure-
ments of conductivity, temperature and depth. The
time response of the conductivity probe is 10 ins.

.0" 1t Alas Unfortunately. conductivtcV is lot the recorded
e , variable. Rather. the instrument internally compen-

sates for the effects of temperature and pressure

60 •  -55' .so and gives a direct estimate of salinity Accuraces
for depth, temperature and salinity are I rn. 0.01-C

Fi-. The POLE Experiment was -onducted in the ,entrl and 0. 03.. with corresponding resolutions of 0.2 nM.

',ortli Pacuik approxmateiy 300 rnties north of :ne Hawaiian 0.005'C and 0.01.o. Data were recorded in digital
i[iands. RP F!ip occupied . stauot enterea around 35N. 55w.
7he region is hydrograpnicaly zompiex. form with a sampling rate of 5 Hz.

Temperature was standardized against a Mueller
platinum resistance bridge. Salinitv was standardizea

tne period 30 January- 14 February 1974. approxi- with reference to surface samples taken during each
mately 800 mi north of the Hawaiian Island Chain profile. A Bisset-Berman Model 6230 nductive
under free drift conditions. Flip ;s a large manned salinometer was used to determine the saiinity of
spar buoy with approximately 90 m of its 130 m sa ce sas s devie h accrty re

length submerged. resulting in a high degree oft
solve salinity to within 0.003%.

stability. Typical heave amplitudes were about 10 A correction was applied to the depth signal .o
cm. while pitch and roil amplitudes were usually tess ti on was aplet tedphesignaletocm. eliminate the effect of ambient atmospheric pres-
than 20. The position of Flip ranged from 3539' to sure. Corrections due to platform motion were
3436'N and from 155'05' to I5525'W. Profiling was unnecessary. as the amplitude of Fios ertical

concentrated in the surface layer and thermoctine. oscillations is typically 10 cm.
The maximum depth reached was 325 m. On aver- Spectral analysis of GATE B-scale data. taken
age. eight profiles were measured aer day. On occa- with Bisset-Berman Model 90,) STD's. suggests
sion. more intensive sampling was maintained., that a large percentage of the variance associated

In addition to profiles of temperature and with the pressure signal is contributed at frequencies
salinity, measurements of atmospheric radiation >0.67 Hz. This variance is thought to be internal
(Simpson and Paulson, 1979a) and oceanic irradi- system noise iElliot. 1975). The GATE results sug-
ance (Paulson and Simpson. 1977) were made. Sea gest that a low-pass filter is required to attenuate
surface temperature was measured with a Barnes signals above 0.67 Hz. A two-stage running mean
Engineering Company PRT-5 radiation thermometer filter, designed by Holland 1968). was used.
(Simpson and Paulson. 1979b). Standard cup Differences in the time constants of the tempera-
anemometers were used to measure wind speed. ture and salinity sensors introduce errors in the ob-
Dry- and wet-bulb temperatures were measured served values ot" temperature and salinity. To cor-
approximately hourly by use of" a ventilated sre auso eprtr n aiiy ocr

rect the temperature signal for the thermal inertia
psychrometer. Bucket temperatures were recorded of the sensor. a local temperature gradient was
at the same time. Estimates of wind stress and latent calculated from a 12-point. noncentered, linear re-
and sensible heat flux were obtained by use of the clefo m a center ed.in re-
standard bulk formula. The exchange coefficient gression. The center of the regression is 0.3 s

ahead of the point to be corrected. The corrected
used was 1.4 < 10-1. Hourly values of observed temperature T.. is then given in terms of the uncor-
and derived quantities are shown in Fig. 2. These rected temperature T, ie..
values were obtained by interpolating between
observations using a cubic spline.

Direct measurements of the latent and sensible T , T,
heat flux. using the eddy correlation technique,
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Ftr. 2. Hourly values of the surface a,,. surface salinity. sea surface temperature. total heat itix a( the
surface Qr. wind stress -, and the mixed-layer depth.MLD. Hourly values were obtained by interpoiacing
between observations using a cubic spline. The origin of the abuissa is !00 GMT :8 January ir,4.

where y is the response time of the temperature S. = S,,I(N - 14~ - 11. i 3-4)
sensor. This relation reduces to the correction used bv

The salinity correction is based on a relationElitu95frthcae =.Tefcor s

(masuetem197)rbtweend thelcndiity a r d t e introduced to minimize the cumulative magnitude of
measredtempratre ad sliniy T andS~: the inversions in the density profiles determined

c- (r + Ar,)s, (3.2) from the corrected profiles of temperature and

wher r 1.7,03, A -0.0399.k =1.0257andsalinity. Observations of density inversions are most
her - 1. 10807. thi rel3tion is .2 a nsmdt od likely introduced by erroneous salinity measure-

fo bot correcte asd thseais vasued to oldec merits made in the presence ot sharp temperature
tior botorrce ands eaed d vaueohrmrrc gradients. Occasionally, turbulence in ihe '.'ater

tionfactr asumedthe ormmay cause real density inversions which can per-
r MAT,,t. -3ist only for brief periods. The corrected salinity

F3/A was low-pass filtered, in a manner analogous to
pressure. Numerous numerical e.'periments rnd;-

The corrected salinity S,, specified in terms of the cated that the observed density inversions were
observed salinity S,_ then assumes the form minimized with =6. The resulting trnpiets T.,.
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FiG. 3. Examples o'uncorrected and corrected temoerature, ialinity aLd densiy proiues for a typical
hydrocast. Corrections were made tor 'he Jifference in the time response of the zonauctiviv and
temperature sensors.

S,.D) were averaged over I m intervals, and net radiometer and a Middleton Instruments net
standard depth values computed by interpolation longwave radiometer, respectively. The net all-
from the averaged data sets. The o, profiles were wave radiative flux includes radiation in the band-
computed using a series expansion in terms of the width 0.3-60.0 uam. The net solar flux was meas-
corrected temperature and salinity (Fofonoff and ured with Eppley radiometers. The latent and sensi-
Tabata. 1958; ., weers. 1971). In Fig. 3 uncorrected ble heat fluxes were determined from standard
and corrected profiles of temperature, salinity and meteorological observations, using -he bulk formu-
or, are shown for a typical observation. A data las and a drag coefficient of 1.4 X 10-: The total
report summarizing all the STD observations has heat flux Q was computed from these obser'va-
been prepared (Simpson and Paulson, 1977). tions. The sea surface temperature was constructed

by extrapolating the I m temperature values, meas-
4. Surface conditions ured with the STD. to the surface. Hourly values

a. Surface wind stress (shown in Fig. 2) of these surface variables were
obtained by interpolating between observations with

The observational period was characterized by a cubic spline.
low wind speeds. The wind stress, calculated from The net all-wave flux dominated the surface
the bulk formulas with a drag coefficient of heat balance for most of the experiment. Hovever.
1.4 x 10-1, has a mean value of 0.66 dyn cm--' (10 midway through the experiment enhanced surface
dyn cm- = I Pa). For one 3-day period the wind cooling occurred. An increase in wind speed during
stress is considerably less than 0.5 dyn cm - '. this period resulted in a arge latent heat transfer.
From Fig. 2 it is evident that only two periods of The sensible heat flux never exceeded =2.0 mW
relatively high winds occurred during the experi- cm-' (I mW cm- = 10 W m-- and typically was
ment: one near the center of the experiment with a less than =1.0 mW cm--. Friche and Schmitt
maximum wind stress of 2.7 dyn cm - 1 and the other 1 1974) computed average values of .he latent and
at the end of the experiment with a maximum wind sensible heat fluxes for the 1 days of observations.
stress of 3.3 dyn cm - -. They found that the sensible heat flux was two

orders of magnitude less than the latent heat flux for
b. Surface heat flux this period. They report an average Bowen ratio

The net all-wave and longwave radiative fluxes of 0.013, substantially less than the commonly
were measured with a Swissteco Pty. Ltd. MS-I used value of 0.1.
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TABLE i. Dady heat lux budgets for ,he POLE experiment dominated by net surface heating for a part of the
zomputed symmetricaly tbout loca! ioIlar noon. Ail units are in experiment.
mw zr-: and represent average values over a 24 h perod. Heat
pam by the ocean is assumed positive. c. Wass and buoyancy lux

,______________________ . Ms an bu .nyfu

Date Only one period of intense precipitation occurred
February Total Radiative Turbulent during the experiment. Overall. evaporation and1974 heat flux heat flux heat flux .Ii

precipitation were in near equilibrium, with pre-
3 -1.1 5A -6.2 cipitation exceeding evaporation by 23 mg cm--.
4 6.3 7.0 -0.7 At the surface the buoyancy flux Vt, is determined
5 6.1 6.7 -0.6 by air-sea transfer i Dorrestein. 19'79)
6 -0.3 5.1 -5.6

-8.9 7.6 -16,5 .fo = gp-[.3Qrc;' - Z,R - E) - ,ATR], 14.1)
1 -2.3 6.3 -8.6
9 2.2 4.0 -1.s where ? is the acceleration due to gravity. P

10 3.3 4 -l. the density of seawater. 3 the thermal coefficient

12 2.3 4.5 -2. of expansion for seawater. Q, the total heat flux at
the surface, cp the specific heat of seawater at
constant pressure, < the saline coefficient of :on-
traction, S the surface salinity. E and R are the

A daily heat budget is given in Table 1. Heat gain evaporation and precipitation rates. respectively.
by the ocean is taken positive. Daily dux values were and IT is the difference in temperature between
calculated as a centered average about local solar the precipitated water and the surface water. Mass
noon itime zone W)." These results indicated that gain by the ocean :s positive. Hourly values of :he
the ocean gained heat for six days. was in near- surface temperature. salinity and density are shown
thermal equilibrium with the atmosphere for two in Fig. 2. These time series show the expected
days. and lost heat for two days. These results, diurnat variation associated with daytime heating
coupled with the observed low wind stress, indi- and nighttime cooling. Overall. the mass lux at rhe
care that upper ocean dynamics might have been interface had little influence on the buoyancy lux.

except possibly during one brief period of precivtta-
W time = MT - 10 h. tion which occurred near midnight on 5 February

* , MI !) *E MS 00.M

(A),,// / ' (/) (B)

013LE rE(-PSR4TURE 3="--,=a o

* S II tl .5 * l.e * $

IIIII'j '

tO. 4. Pr'offies of temperature taken1 dur1 the expenmental period. The spacing between adjacent profiles is proportionau to the time
difference between ,ydrocasts.
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FtG. 5. Prodles oo.. taken during the experimental period. The spacing between adjacent prodles is proportional co the time difference
between hydrocasts.

(Simpson. 1977). The net heat flux at the surface at which the density is not more than 0.02 a-. units
dominated the buoyancy flux throughout the ex- less than the density at a depth of 5 m. Diurnal
periment. variations in mixed-layer depth resulting from local

surface processes are evident. The low wind speeds
5. The surface layer and positive total heat fluxes, which characterized

the POLE Experiment. favored the formation of
Profiles oftemperature and o-, for the entire experi- warm shallow surface iayers of nearly uniform

ment are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. respectively, density, shown in Fig. 4. Such features persisted
The spacing between adjacent profiles is propor- until periods of sustained high winds occurred.
tional to the time interval between measurements. whereupon the depth of the mixed layer was re-
The seasonal thermocline is at a depth of - 100 m. established between .0 and 60 m.
However. for large periods of time the layer above The only significant departures from this pat-
the seasonal thermocline is far from well mixed. tern occurred midway into and at the end of the ex-
Temperature inversions are frequently seen at the periment. The period 6-8 February is marked by
base of the mixed layer. These inversions are corn- intermittently high wind stress (frequently >2.5
pensated by observed salinity maxima so that the dyn cm-*) and enhanced evaporative and net
density profile is stable. Steplike structure and longwave heat fluxes. These processes combined
multiple isothermal layers frequently form in the to produce the period of sustained deepening
surface layer during periods of low winds and net shown. InitiallN. high wind stress (7 = 2.9 dyn cm';
heat gain at the surface. During subsequent, though resulted in a period of rapid deepening during the
brief, periods of high winds these features are 15 h interval beginning 200 h after the initiation
eroded quickly. Comparison of the temperature and of observations. A subsequent quiescent period
a, profiles indicates that the density structure was (r :S 0.5 dyn cm--) allowed for the quick reestablish-
determined principally by temperature. ment of a warm. light surface layer. During the

The well-mixed layer usually consists of the upper interval 230-270 h into the experiment. sustained
10 to 100 m of the ocean, is characterized by winds again occurred - > 2.0 dyn cm--) and the
nearly uniform density structure. and responds rapid and sustained deepening shown in Fig. 2
directly to atmospheric forcing for time scales followed.
greater than an hour. The mixed-layer depth. Contours of a. for the observational period are
shown in Fig. 2. is defined as the shallowest depth shown in Fig. 6. The scale at the base of the igure
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-. -: 1977). suggesting that the temporal vanations in the
density structure of the upper 100 m are due pn-

" manly to thermal processes.
During periods of calm winds, a warm surface

layer. corresponding to the 25.4 isopycnal. formed
- - ,rapidly. Thus. for part of the observational period

,- the ocean gained heat due to surface processes,
- acting on diurnal time scales or longer, and inter-

z omittently took on some of the characteristics of a

- ,/ summertime well-mixed layer. These observations
-. are consistent with those of Barnett (1976). who

11 , found that the total heat content down to a depth of
.I€ A. j,,, i N ; '41 300 m along a 170°W section at approximately

- 'I- 30*N was slightly greater in February than in
_ ,__,, ______,, ____ .__,_ "__,___ ,__ " January.

6. The subsurface layer

Time series of depth for selected a. surfaces
occurring at a depth below 60 m are shown in Fig.'.

.- __All the time series show a strong semi-diurnal
- .variation in vertical amplitude about their mean posi-

F:c. 6. The isopycnal disribution observed during ?OLE. Thie tion. These time series correspond to :r, surfaces
:ontour interval is 0A1 ,. units. The x. surfaces show strong of 25.6. 25.9. 26.0 and 26. t and occur at mean
semi-diurnal varation in vertical amplitude about their mean depths of 92.1. 106.3. 124.7 and 163.2 m. respec-
position. tively. The first four central moments for each time

series are given in Table 2. The upper three -7.
indicates the time at which a given STD profile surfaces all have a positive skewness ranging from
was made. Convergence of the isopycnais between 0.43 (, = 25.6)to 0.33 i. = 26.0). Only the deepest
50 and 80 m occurs during periods of high winds, surface io. = 26.1) has a slightly negative skewness.
The isotherms behave in a similar fashion. This s = -0.04. The positive skewness of these records
feature is absent in the isohaline contours (Simpson. suggests they are similar to surface gravity waves.

- .4 -

so -

#.V..-

Ia 44

j -: ,

FiG. 7. Timewnes of devch of four, urfaces occurrig oelow 60 m. The time
series correspond :o zhe .-! 0. _. . _'6 0 anG .'6.1 r. surtaces at mean Jepth
ot 92.1. ;06.3. !4' ana o3_ M. ebtectvely.
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TABLE 2. Statistical parameters for the y, surfaces shown n may become slightly negative after a few lags and
Fig. 7 The skewness S and kurtosis K are normaized by YJ then rapidly approaches zero. This insures that the
.nd a". respectively, where a is the standard devtation. integral scale for the turbulent process is small.

Mean StandaBy contrast. the autocorretaton function for each of
depth deviation the a-, surfaces in Fig. 7 shows an oscillatory

m, (W (m) S K behavior, remaining highly coherent for a period of 2
days or longer. The oscillatory pattern shown in

2.6 90. 6.9 .09 Fig. 8 has a period of 12.7 h This period is not
25.9 106.9 6.6 46 3.0,5
26.0 124.7 6.9 .33 3.35 statistically significantly different from the semi-
:6.1 163.2 9.4 - 3.39 diurnal M2 tidal period of 12.4 h !Defant. 1961).

This suggests the presence of a semi-diurnal internal
tide.

The kurtosis is close to 3 for all of the records sug- A frequency spectrum for each of the four o.

gesting the variations in amplitude of a given sur- surfaces is shown in Fig. 9. Most of the variance

face are nearly normaly distributed. However, occurs at periods corresponding to the semi-

the kurtosis increases with depth, reaching a maxi- diurnal period or longer. Considerable energy occurs

mum value of 3.39 (o-, = 26. 1). This suggests that at the inertial period: for a latitude of 35' the inertial
progressively deeper surfaces are less well-approxi- period T, corresponds to 20.8 h. For penods less

mated by a normal distribution. than the semidiurnal period. the spectrum falls off

The autocorreiation function of a signal ui t) hay- rapidly.

ing zero mean is Phase and coherence spectral estimates were cal-
culated for the various combinations of o. urfaces.

u(tu(t') These spectra are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. re-
-' (6.1) spectively. The values of the coherence and phase at

the frequency corresponding to the peak in the co-
where the time difference t' = t- . It provides a herence spectrum for each pair are given in Table 1
meaure of the time interval over which () is The peak in the coherence spectrum corresponds
correlated with itself. Autocorrelations for the four to a period of 11.5 h. close to the M2 semi-diurnai
o-, surfaces are shown in Fig. 8. The unit of lag tidal period. The length of the time series prevents
is 14.36 min. and the length of the series is 15.5 finer spectral resolution of the frequency scale.
days. Several features are evident from these auto- The coherence among all pairs is high. ranging from a
correlations. The autocorrelation function. char- maximum value of 0.97 for both the 25 6-25.9 and
acteristic of turbulent processes. is well damped. 25.9-26.0 pairs to a tow of 0.91 for the 25.6-26.0

pair. The coherence between pairs of o-. surfaces
is shown as a "unction of the mean separation be-

, 5, tween surfaces in Fig. 12.

7' e

04 , 1

-- 3

0' - - 1/,

Z. , .a -55 .-53 -45 -40

oA3 ays-4

Fie. S. Autocorrelauon functions for the er, surfaces observed
during POLE. The unit of lag is 14.36 min and the length of the Fic. 9. Individual spectra for the rour ,r. surfaces. The semi
series is 15.5 days. The period of the oscilation is 12.6 h. ,lose diurnal spectral peak occurs at 1Z.6 h. For periods oeiow :he
to that oe the semi-diumra M2 tide. 12.42 h. saemi-diumal. the spectra fail off rapidly.
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- x . ivere,) TBLE 3 Conerence ind mhase tsdimators ror the r iurTace!
shown in Fig. - Values zorresoonu :o the rrequenc,( i !he neaK

in the coherence pectrum. ! i.5 n

Mean

- - eparaton
I n) Coherence Phase

- 25.&25.9 6.3 097 -4
" 25.626.0 32.6 0.95 -3

5,& 26.1 " 1. i 0.91 -25
'.- d .9126.0 ".9 097 - t I

25.9/26. I 56.4 0.93 -33
.6.0&26. 1 38.5 0 93 - 2:

sponding to a quarter-wavelength. This fit suggests
-4 *that an estimate of the vertical wavelength is x,

- :G.E-N. Y-z ,= 0.7 km. which is the same as the previous esti-
mate. Parabolic and cosine fits without forcing the

FiG. 10. Average coherence speczrm for the various corn- curves through the point 10.1.0) yielded estimates of
binations of ,i. surf aces. The error estimate is one standard x,. = 0.9 and 1.2 1-m. respectively. For the calcula-
deviation of 'he four oand-averaged ,oherence spectra about ne
mean. A high coherence t0.91 1 COH ! 0-97) at the peak in the tions that follow a vaiue of I km is assumed.
spectrum occurs for all pairs. The vertical wavelength is approximately equal to

one-third the total depth. implying third-order
modal dynamics dominate ,he signal.

The coherence between a given or. surface and The phase estimators between different '-. sur-
deeper-lying surfaces decreases slowly with the faces. corresponding to the frequency of the peak 'm
mean separation between surfaces. An estimate of the coherence spectrum. are shown in Fig. [3 as a
the vertical wavelength ... of the semi-diurna inter- function of the mean separation between surfaces.
nal tide can be calculated from the coherence vs The figure suggests that for a given r. surface.
mean separation data by Atting the data to different deeper lying surfaces lag the given surface by an
types of curves. A parabolic least-squares fit of amount dependent on the mean separation between
coherence as a function of mean separation between surfaces. The only exception is the 25.6-25.9 pair
a, surfaces. forced through the point i0.1.0) sug- for which the 25.9 surface leads the 25.6 surface
gests that an approximate length scale at which the by 8'. The data suggests that the phase difference
coherence falls to zero is 170 m. Since this zero increases with separation at the approximate rate
crossing corresponds to one-fourth the vertical of -35" (100 m)- '. This value yields an estimate
wavelength, the estimate of ,& '.btained from the of the vertical wavelength x,. = 1.2 km which is
parabolic fit is 0.7 km. The uncertainty in this consistent with our previous estimate. Deeper lying
length scale is high. Data at depths >200 m were surfaces lagging shallower surfaces is consistent
not routinely taken, hence the shape of the curve of with upward energy propagation (e.g.. Turner.
the coherence vs mean separation is uncertain. The 1973).
assumed parabolic dependence may be unrealistic. The dispersion relation for an internal wave
The same data fit to a cosine curve forced through under the assumption of a linear density gradient
the point (0.1.0) has a zero crossing at 180 m corre- and the Boussinesq approximation iTurner. 19"73) is

6 -r P O U , ao r o i l= V ' _ 6 .2 )

301-

--. -

i- '

30 , ,0

30

-5 W-45 -40 2 0 -0 30 40 so i.o
i_0G, 0 FREOUENCY ,wz SEPARArION IN MiETEMS

FiG. II. Average phase spectrum for the various combinations FiG. 12. Coherence is a function of mean separation betwAeen
of surfaces. The error estimate is one standard deviation of the T. surfaces. An estimate of the vertical vavelength trom 'he
(our band-averaged phase spectra about the mean. coherence vs depth data is k, I km.
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frequency and A, and m are the vervtcal and hors- the ce~ntral Pacific (42*N. !iSS0 W( have been re-
zontal wavenumbers. respectively. !t-e buoyancy porec by Barnett and Bernstein li975). The:.- ob-
frequency was determined from :r-! observed servations suggest that the vertical displacement or
density using the relation isothermns is between 5 and 1 0 m. -,n good agreement

=? 49p with the presently reported results. The validity of.V 1~-,6. 3) Barrnett and Bernstein i use of isotherms as a
P tracer of vertical water movement is degraded by

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. I~t :he the :oresence of weak temperature gradients and
mean density and apia: the observed vertical ,emperature inversions which frequentl% occurred
gradient of density. The buoyancy frequency at a in their data at the 100 m level. If one ignores the
depth of 1-45 m was calculated from the mean d-piths data at the 100 rn level. the coherence between
of the cr. - 26.0 and o-, - 26.1 surfaces. The the -5 and 150 m levels is 0.34 and betweer, !t"he 50
mean separation between these surfaces is .1z and 150 mn !evels is 0.76 with phase shifts of -40
- 38.5 m and the density difference is Ap, - 0. 1 and - 13*. respectively. These values of coherence.
x 10-' & cm-3. Thus. the buoyancy frequency is 2.9 while smaller than those presently reported. are
cycles h-1. The buoyancy frequency is the upper in good qualitative agreement with our observa-
limit of frequency for which internal wave motions tions. The coherence between isotherms might be
can exist in a stratified fluid. For !ow-freoquency expected to be less than that b.-tween isopycnais
motions V- 4 m-' and the dispersion relation because density is a better tracer or -water motion
simplifies. With ( a -'It. cph. .V = 3 cph and mn than is temperature. The phase estimates of Barnett

aI km-' an estimate of the horizontal wavelength and Bernstein agree in sign and approximate -nagni-
is , - 36 km. For NV - 2.5 cph. the horizontal tude with the observations reported here. Both sets
wavelength is xA, - 30 km. In making these estimates of observations suggest that deeper-lying iurfaces
oftie~ horizontal wavelength a value of the buoyancy lag a given surface by an amount dependent in the
frequency at shallow depth (145 m) was used since mean separation between surfaces. This result is
STD casts were not taken routinely at great depths. consistent with an interpretation of upward propaga-
The buoyancy frequency may be smaller further tion of energy.
down, say at 500 m. and a deeper value of NV may One may make an estimate of the horizontal wa'.e-
be more appropriate since the vertical wavelength length of the semi-diurnal internal zide based on :,he

\, I km. In the dispersion relation '(Eq. (6.2)1 phase difference between zhe Moorings repored .n
effects of rotation were negected. However, such Barnett and Bernstein 11975). They observed a :o-
effects would decrease the estimate of .. by no more herence of 0.7 and a phase difference of 5-' between
than 205. temperature signals measured from two rnoon-ngi
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5.2 km apart. If one assumes that the wave crests 2' 4U.
were oriented perpendicular to the line between
moorings. an estimate of the horizontal wavelength
, = 33 km is obtained [360i57) x 5.21. If. how- where U' is :he friction velocity. t the Conoiis
ever, the wave crests were oriented at some angle t0 parameter and N the buoyancy frequency of the
to the line between moorings. the estimate of , stably stratified fluid below the well-mixed layer.
would be reduced. If it is assumed that waves from not including the step in stratification at the base.
any direction are equally probable, then the estimate The mixed-layer depths observed durng POLE are
of 33 km must be multiplied by the absolute typically two to three times greater than those pre-
magnitude of sind averaged over the interval dicted by the PRT model. This suggests that entrain-
0.m'2]. Under this assumption x, = 21 km. These mentat the base of the mixed layer. due to the shear

estimates are in fair agreement with valucs of x. of the mean low. was insignificant during the POLE
determined from our measurements and Eq. 16.2). Experiment. This result is consistent with velocity
Barnett and Bernstein found no significant co- measurements made during the experiment (Davis
herence between moorings separated by distances er ad.. 1978). They found that. at frequencies below
of 50 km or more. This result is consistent with 0.05 Hz. che currents at all levels abo,e 135 m
all the estimates of , reported in this work and were highly coherent. nearly parallel and of similar
supports third-order modal dominance of the ob- magnitude. The velocity measurements imply little
served internal tide. There were no moorings for shear available to erode the base of the mixed layer
separation distances in the range 5.2-50 km. as required by the PRT model.

Hendry (1977) has reported an analysis of the Niiler 1975) suggests that for steady., ositive.
semi-diurnal tide based on observations in the North surface heating and wind stress. deepening is
Atlantic during the Mid-Ocean Dynamics Experi- arrested at a depth
ment. He finds that the first baroclinic mode is
dominant in the internal semi-diurnal tide. The hl, d. fqf p cp-' 3Q:. 2)
calculated and observed horizontal wavelengths pq
corresponding to the first mode are 160 km. The
internal tide appears to be generated near the where Q,, is -he surface heat ,lux. c, the spec:fic
Blake Escarpment 700 km from the observational heat of sea water.,3 the thermal coefficient of ex-

area. Our results and those of Barnett and Bern- pansion of sea water and ., the acceleration due
stein 1975) appear to be inconsistent with Hendry's. to gravity. The constant n.) is related to the
However, given the uniqueness of the Blake Kraus-turner Constant m through the relation m
Escarpment. the generation and characteristics of = I coq,.pcon..) where c:,) is the drag coefficient
internal tides observed in the central North Pacific at 10 m. p,, and pn are the densities of air and water.
may be quite different from those observed by respectively. For values of Q,, greater than a few

Hendry. mW cm--. the predicted values of h. with
Additional reports ofopenocean measurements of in = 0.0012. underestimate the observed mixed-

the internal tide are comparatively rare in the litera- laver depths by about a factor of 2. This implies
ture (Wunsch. 1975). The amplitude of the semi- the assumed value of in is too small by a similar

diurnal internal tide observed during POLE is about factor.

10 m. This value agrees well with similar observa- The theor.' of the seasonal thermocline advanced
tions off the California continental shelf (Lee, 1961 : by Kraus and Turner (196-) assumes that the turbu-
Reid. 1956; Summers and Emery. 1963). Mid- lent energy available for mixing is some constant
Atlantic observations (Seiwell. 1942) show much fraction in of the downward transfer of energy from
smaller semi-diurnal internal wave amplitudes, as the local wind field. Through entrainment, this
small as 2.2 m. Observations by Weston and Reay energy is used to raise the potential energy of the
,1969) made during southwest approaches to Britain water column. Since the salinity did not Contribute

have amplitudes 5-6 m higher than those presently significantl. to the observed density structure dur-
reported. More observations are required before an ing POLE. the potential energy may be zalcuiated
adequate description of the semi-diurnal internal by the method of Turner 11969). A mixing eent
ride can be made. 370 h into the experiment was chosen since it was

least likely to be affected b% horizontal aavection.
Analysis for this event yields a value ofm = 0.001 = .

7. Comparison with tin fair agreement with the value in - 0.0012 oo-

The local response of the well-mixed layer to a served by Denman i 1973a.bi.
transient wind stress is discussed theoretically by Considerable disagreement exists in the reported
Pollard et al. (1973). The PRT model predicts that. values of ,n. Perhaps in is not a constant but
after one-half pendulum day, deepening is arrested rather a function of local oceanic conditions. The
at a depth hi, given by possibility of high-energy inertial oscillations in the

" "-- " ,5- ,. .
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mixed layer at the time of observations reported together wh standard deviation. is shown in Fig
by Turner (1969) may partially explain the order-of- 15. Several f'eatures are immediately evident f rom

magnitude discrepancy in the reported values ofm. these figty Timumi tefigur e and salinity of
the surface waters are representative o the Eastern

. Advection North Pacific Central Water characteristically tund
tnear 3 N. This water mass must be distonguished

Mean profiles of temperature, salinity and soa from the warger Wester North Pacific Cintrai
based on all the STD casts taken during the experi- Water mass. (Sverdrup et cl. 1942 . The shaiow
me-t. are shown in Fig. 14. Departures 0rom he salinity m dnimum in the figure is haracenst c ,i"
mean. calculated as one standard deviation from the the eastern North Pacific (Reid. 1971: Kenyon.
mean. are represented by the dashed lines in the 1978) and extends southward to the equator. This
figure. The data Suggest that considerable variation salinity minimum should be distinguished t'rom 'he
occurred in the vertical distribution of'temperature. minimum associated with North Pacific Inter-
salinity and density observed during the experi- mediate Water which occurs at greater Jeoths.
ment. A mean T-$ diagram for the upper 200 m. This Intermediate Water is present below 'he
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central water masses all over the North Pacific. .

Below the Intermediate Water. the salinity increases -

regularly. Here Pacific Common Water is found. ,-
Individual hydrocasts taken throughout the ex-

periment are shown in Fig. 16. They show the -/- -

frequent presence of salinity-compensated tempera- 4- - " - ... -

ture inversions at the base of the upper layer and - - .- '
suggest that horizontal advection, variable with 3
depth, is relevant to a complete understanding ot ",
the observed structure. The salinity maxima shown < " \
in the figure can be associated with the Subtropical 2-

Water Mass formed in the trade winds region north- -E-6'' .
east of the Hawaiian Island Chain where the flux i . - " > _
of latent heat typically exceeds 9.8 mW cm-" over a
24 h period (Wyrtki. 1965). The intermittent lateral -
interleaving of' this water mass is characteristic 0- _-' '!50-

of observations made during the POLE Experiment
and may partially explain the failure of one- _ _ _ _ _ _ _

dimensional mixed-layer deepening theories to 1 9 340 342 34 -

properly model the observed mixed-layer depths SALINI Y (3,

and surface temperatures. FiG. 15. A mean T-S diagram. ,onstructed from :ul he profiles.

An estimate of the horizontal temperature gradi- The dashed line -epresents one standard deviation about "he
ent can be made from the vertically integrated con- mean. The eastern North Pacific Central Water is evidenced

servation of heat equation by the high temperatures and salinities of the surface layer. The
shallow salinity minimum is characteristic of the eastern North

aH Pacific and should be distinguished from the saltmtp -minimum

2- V'U - vVA- = Q, (8.1) associated with North Pacific Intermediate Water wnich occurs

at ac resaer epth.

where a Ht is the local rate of change of heat
content H. V-(IH) is the horizontal divergence of errors in the current meter observations, suggest
the heat flux. due to advective processes associated that the above estimate of horizontal temperature
with ocean current U. VtVAH) is the divergence gradient is accurate only to within an order of
of heat flux, both horizontal and vertical, associated magnitude.
with mixing processes. characterized by an Aus- Our estimates of horizontal temperature gradients
tauch coefficient A. 3nd Q is the total heat flux due can be compared with the analysis of XBT. kXBT
to turbulent and radiative transfer processes at the and STO observations during POLE by B~rnett
air-sea interface. et al. (1977). They found that the average near-

Vertical motions at the base of the vertically inte- surface (0-S0 m) horizontal temperature gradient
grated layer are neglected. Mixing processes of the over a region 400 km in diameter was 0.005 -C km- '.
form V.(V.-%H) may reasonably be neglected for Superimposed on the mean field were fluctua-
time scales of a few hours. The air-sea heat ex- tions having a standard deviation of 0.4'C about
change processes were measured directly and the the mean. Approximately half of the vanability
local change in heat content was calculated was associated with horizontal scales of less than
from the observed temperature profiles. The second 50 km. Taking 0.2C (125 km)-' = 0.0080 C km-' we
term in Eq. 18. 1) was calculated as the residual of the obtain an estimate of the characteristic tempera-
remaining terms. Current meter observations (Davis ture gradient associated with small-scale variabilit.
er al.. 1978) suggest typical velocities past Flip (i.e.. When this gradient Is added to the mean gradient.
relative currents) are of the order I to 10 cm s-. the estimate of local gradients falls within the range
These results lead to temperature gradients of the we estimated from our observations.
order =0.1 to =0.01'C km-.

Errors associated with the total surface heat 9. Conclusion
flux are about = 100. The vertically integrated Analysis of 15 days of intensive STD profiling
changes in heat content are within the stated ac- Analis as of tee STD POLing
curacies of the observed temperature profiles = . from RP Fip as part of the NORPAX POLE Ex-
The most serious error in the estimate of the hor- pertinent yields the following results:
zontal temperature gradient may be the neglect 1) Autocorrelations for the time series of depth
of vertical advection at the base of the vertically of several o-, surfaces confirm the presence of a
integrated layer. These errors, coupled with semi-diurnal internal tide in the observed records.
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F tc. 16. Individual profles oftemperature. aiin'ty and. taken during the experiment. The salinity maxima frequently occurnng acdepth suggests horizontal advection of the ,ubtropical Water mass formed n the evaporative basin northeast t Hawaii.

The period of 12.7 h determined from the auto- 5) The vertical coherence scale suggests that most
correlation analysis is not statistically significantly of the energy of the semi-diurnal tide is in the third-
different from the 12.4 h period of the ,M2 semi- order modes.
diurnal tide. 6) For a given 7. surface. deeper-lying surfaces

2) The amplitude of the semi-diurnal internal lag the given surface in time by an amount dependent
tide is about 10 m and agrees with other observa- on the mean separation between surfaces. The data
tions in the Pacific. suggest that the phase difference increases with

3) The coherence between all pairs of time separation at the approximate rate Of -35" 100 m -'.
series of the depth of a, surfaces is high. ranging Deeper lying surfaces lagging shallower surfaces is
from 0.91 to 0.91. The peak in the coherence spec- consistent with the suggestion that energy is being
trum corresponds to a period of 11.6 h. close to the propagated vertically upward. An estimate of the
.2 semi-diurnal tidal period. Energy from the semi- vertical wavelength ,. a - .
diurnal tide is smeared into the next highest fre. 7) An estimate of the horizontal wavelength of
quency band. The limited length of the records the semi-diurnal internal tide calculated from the
prevents finer spectral resolution in the frequency measured buoyancy frequency and the dispersion
domain. relation for internal waves under the assumptions

4) The coherence between a given T-, surface and of a linear density gradient and the Boussinesq ap-
deeper lying surfaces decreases slowly with the proximation is 30 4 k' - 35 km. Affects of rotation
mean separation between surface. An estimate Of were neglected but can effect the estimate by no
the vertical wavelength x~, of the semi-diurnal more than Z0%.
internal tide obtained from the coherence vs mean 3) The observations of :he semi-diurnal internai
separation data is 1 km. tide presently reported are consistent with those re-
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ported by Barnett and Bernistein 11975) based on Defant. .-k..61 Pi0~ii cejano)%r~jvn.' %oil. and -

temperature observations made from moorings in Pttrgamon Press. -29 pp .598 :)p.
the central North Pacific. Our results and those of Denman. K. L.. 9-3a: A .ime-deperident moce: of !he .pper

oca.P hvs Oceiinotr .3. 173- 184.
Barnett and Bernstein 1 975) appear to be inconsis- _ ?973b: Energy zrnanges associatea with wvind mixing in the
tent with those of Hendry (1977). .spper ocean. Ftvn Res. 3d. Can Tech. Rep .No. 180. !5 pp.

9) One-dimensional mixed-layer deepening models Dorrescin. R.. 199: On .he '.ertical 3uoyancy tlux below the
failed to predict the mixed-layer depths and tern- sea suface as induced by atmospneric factors. I Phvs

Oceanogr.. 9, 229-31.peratures observed during POLE. Horizontal advec- Elliot. G. W.. 1975: kutomatiC processing systemn tor oceano-
to.as evidenced from the salinity maximum fre- graphic data from U.S. B-icale ships in GATE.* STD Con-

quently occurring at thie bottom of thie mixed layer .ernce j/ia Pciieeinvs. Plesse Envirionmenta Systems.
-and other near-surface changes in salinity and tem- :63- 175.

Deaueunassociaced with local surface forcing, are Fofonoff. N P.. and S. Tabata. 958: Program for oceanographic
peauezomoutations ana data processing in Th eicrn iia

responsible for thie failure. computer ALWAC It-E. DP.I oceanugraphic ,Lauon
10) For the one mixing event in which the pos- data -program. F:3n. Res. Ba. Can. 1,13. Rei9 Ser Oceano-

sible effects of horizontal advection could be ignored. graphic and Limnotogicall. No. 25. 33 ?o

a value of the mixing energy-flux coefficient m Friehe. C. .and K. F Schmitt. 1974 Estimates orsurface
'tat luxes during POLE. ',ORP.AX Hi~'inrs. .-

-0.00 17 was obtained. This is in fair agreement 96: Pr~eezto tarsanefc lxs
with the value of 0.00 12 reported by Denman. sensible heat and moisture by bulk aerodynamic rorrnuias.

11) Estimates of the local temperature gradient -1. Pirvs. Oceanog., 6. 801-309.
calculated as the residual in the conservation of heat Hendry . .197! Observations or the ierit-iu-nai internal

.ide in the westerr >lorin Atlantic Ocean. Pitu. - ans. Rovequation from measurements of the surface heat dlux Soc . Louo A236. -;4.
and vertical temperature structure are within the Hiolland. 1. Z.. '968: An aolicanon of some statisticai iecniniques
range 0. 1-0.01'C km-'. These values are consistent to study eudy struc'urei. U;.S. Atromic Energy Commission.
with similar estimates made by Barnett et al. t1977) Div Tecn. Inform . Tech. Rea No. 7~D-_'.595. 340-I50.
using XBT. ABXT and STD observations. -astrn..E. No7th The hio aiiymnmmo
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Abstract: F'ourteen midwater -rawl coilections to depths oi 450 in -o 1.400 'ni were t.aken at
eleven stations !n the Bering Sea and adjoining regions of the northern North ?actic by :e
,R, V Hakuno Mara uring the summer oi !975. A total of 29 kinas oi shes were ;denried .

%lesopeiagic .shes i the .amiiies Myczophidae. Gonostomatidae and Bathviagidae precomri-
natec in the :atches. :ontrobuting 14 species 94%) of the ishes caught.

eventeen species of 'sies were caught :n :e Bering Sea, and ail oi these are known
trom nearby areas. The mesopelagic ish sauna or the Bering Sea :s simiiar to "hat .n
aajoining regions or the nortnern North ?ac:ic Ocean: endemic species are -are or absent.

Stenobrackius .annchir was usually the most common mesopeiagic i4sh :n our catches.
Stenobrachius .eucovsar-s !s a diet verticai migrant that s usuaily :he iominanc mesopeiagic
sh :n .odiied Subarct:c waters or the northeastern ?ac,dc. The :nange in dominance From

S. nannochir in the western Bering Sea to S. itucopsarus :n tne eastern Bering Sea :s reated
to cinerences in oceanographic conditions.

1. Introduction provided estimates of the distance and water
The mesopetagic ishes of the nor'tiern North voiume sampied, indicaced that depths wthin :he

Pacific have been studied by Sovtet, .Tapanese sampiing interval were sanmpied about equaily.
and American scientists R.SS, 1955; PA-.N, Tows were made between June 2S and August
1961; KW,..AGL'Cta, !973; W ISNER, 1976; and 1i, 1975. Al tows were made during daylight
others'. FEDOROV '1973a, b) presented a detailed "or twilight) except ior the shailow tow at Sn.
account c the ichthyoiauna oi the Bering Sea. 3 'see Table 1).
To our knowiedge, however, this is the irst The fourteen tows in which ishes were cot-
paper on :ie reiadive and actual abundance oi :ected were from e;even different stations which
the oceanic deep-sea ishes from this region. represented the following regions: Kur-ie-Kam-
Preliminary comparisons of the mesopelagic fish chatka area to the Komandorskii 'Commander,
fauna of the Bering Sea with adjoining regions Isiands, the western and the eastern portions
of the North Paciic Ocean are aiso made. of the Bering Sea along 57eN, the Gulf of

Alaska, and the western Subarctic Pacific 'see
2. Method and stations Fig. i).

Fishes were coilected from the RiV Hakuho

Mart (Cr'uise KH-75-4) with a 3-m Isaacs-Kidd 3. Results

Midwater Trawl (IKNIT) towed obliquely from A total of 29 different species of fishes were
the surface to a maximum depth of 450 to 720 m identified from the fourteen 1IK.MT tows ,Tabie
(shallow tows) or to a maximum depth of 960 2). The families represented by the most species

to 1,400 m t(deep tows) at iourteen stations (Fig. were .Myctophidae (six species), Gonostomadidae

1). A. tow was aiso made over the continental (four species) and Bathy!agidae "'our species).

shelf (Stn. 12) to 45 m, but no fish was collect- These three families comprised 94 % of the total
ed. A TSK Depth-Distance Recorder, which number of fishes collected. Myctophids were by

ear the most numerous :72 , of the numbers,•Received A-ug. 8, 1978, -vedApr. 5 and

accepted Aug. 14, 1979. .ollowed by bathylagids 13 % and gonostoma-

School oi Oceanography, Oregon State Uaiver- tids (9 %).

ity, Cor, lis, Oregon 97,331, USA Myctopiids of the genus Stenobr /cius

Ocean Research Institute, U, niversity of Tokyo numerically dominated the fish catches: 3.
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Fig. 1. Sampling position oi Isaac3-Kidd N[idwater Trawi n :he Bering Sea
on the Hakuho Maru Cruise :-'-75-4 in 1975.

Table 1. Summary of [saacs-Kidd Midwater Trawis on -he Hakuno .laru Cruise -H-73-4.

Station Location Aid Point Wire Maxrmum Death
Latitude Longitude Date Time Oo " M

3 46,30.6N 154 0 *26. 7'E lane 28 0145-0319 .1, 000 i40
3 46*56. '.N 154'41. YE ,, 23 0333-0710 4. 000 . 400
4 49'37. 0'N 137°29 6'E 29 0740-0930 2.000 700
6 54'34.4'N 164*37.6'E July 1 1330-2000 2,000 600
7 57°10. S'N '.69*04. 3'E ,, 2 1610-1730 2.000 520
7 5724.5'N 167 o12.0E ,, 2 1742-2353 4,000 :.400

8 57*00. 4'N 170'58.4'E ,, 5 0903-1043 2,000 370

10 37*02.3'N 179*08.6'E ,, 7 1255-1420 2.000 320
11 5707. 3'N 176055. 7'W , '328-2125 3,000 960
11 57*03. 9'N 176°57.0,W ,, 7 2120-2222 1. 500 450
12 57"01. I'N 1724 27. 8'W ,, 9 1002-1017 150 45
20 5502.6'N 168'06.0' ,, 13 1733-1911 2,000 630
26 49'57. 5'N 155*02. 0'" ,, 18 1945-2113 2, 000 720
27 50*00. 3'N 144*33. l.W 1.10 0647-0816 2,000 .390
33 47*56.5'N 170-58. 9'E Aug. 11 2025-2150 2, 000 1. 000

nannochir and S. leucopsarus comprised respec. ranked Erst and second in abundance :n eight
tively '40 % and 29,% of all :he individuals coilections. Stenobrachius nannochir was more
captured Table 2). Next in importance were common than S. Zeucopsarus :n ail sampies
Leuroglossus schmidti (10 %) and Cyclnthone except in :he eastern Bering Sea Stns. 10 and
atraria 8 % . These four spec-es made up 20) and in the western Subar!otic Region 'Stn.
87 % of :he catch. 33, deep,;. 'here S. tannochzr was :he most

Stenobrachius nannochir and S. leucopsarus abundant spec:es, 't composed 25 :o 65 ?2 oi
occurred at ail stations and in every tow. One tthe catch; where :t was not dominant, S. :eu.
of these two species was the most numerous copsarus comprised 25 to 34 % of the numbers
species in eieven :ows, and -he two species of 5sh .aught and was usually !he most numer-
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ous sh. Bering Sea are known to occur .n other :egions
In the more numerous shallow tows, the of the North Pacific. None oi the 35 species

average abundance (Z numbers i estimated of mesopeiagic-bathypeagic :ishes .isted by
volumes oi water filtered) of S. nannochif was FEDOROV '1973a) from the Bering Sea is a ocal
0.62 individuals ' 1,000 m4 (range 0.24 to 1.35), endemic. Most are widespread :n the northern
and for S. leucopsarus was 0.56 individuals / part of the North Pacific. Some are mos:
1,000 m4 'range 0.03 to 2.23). The relative common in the eastern North Pacific, others in
abundance of S. nannochir was highest at the the western North Pacific.
western stations 'Stns. 4 and 6) near Kamchatka The number of species of ocean:c "eep-.ea
and in the Guif of Alaska 'Sins. 26 and 27, fishes listed by FEDOROV "973a; for the Bering
and was lowest n the Bering Sea. The values Sea is almost as many as that listed by P.4.RI.",
decreased from 0.55 to 0.26.,'1,000 ml along the (1961, for the norhern North Pac:fic. suggesting
four stat'ons 'Stns. 7, 3, 10, .i) transect irom that the species diversity of rriesopeiag:c asnes
west to east across the Bering Sea at a lattude may not be reduced in t.e high-:at:tude Bering
of 57'N. Sea basin. Some of tle species :ound :n -he

Leurogiossus schmidti (juveniles and larvae) Bering Sea 'e. g., P. thompsoni. D. theta. 7
was found at all stations except Sns. 27 and macrotus) may be expatriates, however. and
33, -hose stations in ;.he Guif of Alaska and may not be part of reproductive:y vaoie pocu-
the western North Pacific farthest from 'and. lations. We have little iniormatton or. ths
Largest numbers per 1,000 m were caught in subject.
the Bering Sea and near Kamchatka. The predominance oi S. marnochur -.. most o;

Seventeen of the total of 29 species of fishes our sampies suggests that it may oe :he .most
were caught in the Bering Sea. All 17 were common species of Stenobrachzus. and :he .rost
also caught trom other regions sampled on this common mesopeiagic ish, ;n the iortn.ern Norta
cruise, except for five species (Lampanycrus Pacific. PARIN '1961 and KAGUc:-. cers.
regaiis, Xectaoiparts peiagicus, Theragra chalco- comm.) also found that S. nannoci. was more
gramma, Atheresthes evermanni, and Reinhardt- abundant :ban S. :eucopsarus in samptes n :te
ius hippoglossoides) which are known from northwestern ?ac:ic. PEARCY -r.puotished.
other areas of the northern North Pacific (see caught more S. nannochir than S. :eucopsarus
Tables 2 and 3). Two species are reported for in oblique IKMT tows to depths of 300 m or
the frst time -,to our knowledge) from the below whereas S. 'eucopsarus was mcst numer-
Bering Sea: Cycloehone pallida' and Cyclo- ous :n tows to Z^00 m at n:gt :n : ,.-c:ntv
thonepseudopailida. Two of the species caught of :he Guif of Alaska and Aiaikan ?en:asuia.
in regions other than the Bering Sea have not Off Oregon, S. "eucopsarus ;s :he most aumer-
previously been reported from the Bering Sea ous mesopeiagic fish, both in tthe 0-1,,X00 =
by other researchers: .Vansenia candida and water coiumn or ;n the upper 200m at night
ScopelobryX sp. (PEARCY, i964, 1977; PSARCY et al., 1977.

The major difference between the species Thus S. nannochir appears to be more zommon
composition of our deep and shallow tows was than S. Ieucopsarus in the northern North Pa-
attributable to the larger numbers of Cyclo- cific within the upper 1,000 m, but it apparently
thone atraria in deep tows ,(94) than in shallow does not migrate into epipeiagtc waters at night
tows (2). The average size of S. nannochir as does S. leucopsarus. These difterences in
was also larger in deep than shallow tows. vertical distributions and de; migrations may

be the best expianation for the .ack of S. nan-
4. Discussion nochir in Aron'; (1960) shallow :KMT samples,

There is no evidence for a unique, endemic and for the predominance oi S. eucopsarus over
mesopelagic fish fauna in the Bering Sea ::Table S. nannochir reported by P.\- ' 61 :n :he
3). All the species caught in our study in the northern Northeast Pacific.

RAsS 1955) lists "C. pallidal(?)" for the Bering Many small (25-43 mm standard .engh'.
Sea, but MLKHACHEVA .1964, 1967) does not list nannochir were caught during our cruise, but
it for the Bering Sea. only large specimens are known from Transi-

:=_., V'qT-- :Z£ -... ...
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Tibia 3. Known occurrence oi each species ofi sh -augiii from -his and other studies :or iour regions
oi -.he northern North Pactfic: Western North Paciic X. N. Pac-. Kuriie-Kamcnac~ca area K.-K..
Bering Sea .. ,,. and Guif of Alaska .G.A.;X I.: WEVSNE-R 1976), 2: P.A-%N 196!;. 3; Rkas .955;.
4: MAKt'SHOK '1970), 5: ARON .1962), 6: KrLixovA 1960), 7: FELOROV 1973a. o,. 3: %IC:K-
HIACHEVA 5I94), 9:' KAWAGUCI 1973). 10: HART J1973), 111 R.AjS and KASHYK.LNA .967",
12: JoEDMsN 1974) 13: E3ELflO (1962). 14; SEun-r .1950), 15: BwZaZ 1967), 16: UENO .'971).

-indicates species caught in this study; L; Larvake) oaiy)

Species W. N. Pac. K.-K. B. S. G. A.

PrOoopycopsm thwmpsoni 1. 2 1. 3. 4 3. 5. 7. 15 1 2, 3

Stenobrachius eucopsarus 1. 2. 6 1. 3. 4. 6 2. . 7 1.2. 3. 6

Stenobrachius nannoc/iir 1. 2. 6 1. 2. 4, 6 2.3. 6. 7 2, 3

Sitno~raezius sp.

Lam'panyclus jordan: 1. 2. 61, 3. 4. 6 1.3. 6, 7

Lampanyous regalia~ 2 1,3, 4. 6. 16 7 .2. 3

Oiap/sus dieta 2 4 2 . *

Cyclothome pallida 23. 4. .6

Cyclothone pseudopailida .3 4, 3

Cycloshone wata 3 3. 4. 8 3. 7. 3 3. 3

Gonogawna _Rrile 2. 9 2.4.,97

&Yazsiodus mauni 2 3. 4. 101 16 3. 7. '.0 2. 3. 5. 10

Tactostoma msacropzu 2 3. 4, 16 72. 3. 5. 10

ashylagus pacaficus 2. 6. 1. 3. 4. 11. 16 3.7. 1 0. 11 2. 3. 10. 11

&sthylagus mi14ri 2. 11 3, 4. 11. 16 3. 7., 11 2. 3. 11

Bathylagiss ackotpsis 4 11 4.7

Learoglossus ichmidz 2 3, 4. 16 3. 7, 10 . 2. 3. 10

.Vansenia candida 10

MacrcMinna micresswma 2 3. 10. 16 7, 16 2. 3. Lo

Bentlal~dla drntata 12 4 7. .6 212

Milamphaus lmgubris 13 4, 13 7 5. 13

'Poromiera crasuiceps 3. 4. 16 io1

Scopelohery sp.4

Xectoliparis puiagicua 4, 7. 10, 14 7. 10. 14 3. 10

MValacocoau sp. 4. 14. 16 14 i0

Hesuiepts su p. 4. 10. 14, 16 10. 14 10

Coryhasioides sp. 3, 4, 10, 16 3. 10 3. 10

L 7h'ar chalcegremma 10. 14 10. 14 .0. 14

L Atheess evermanni 14. 16 7. .4

L Reiardsim hipp~losoidn 10. 14, ' . 10. 14 10

L Unidentified !za.
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tional-moditied Subarct~c waters ;In the north- saiinit ;n the western Bering Sea were si:.a
eastern Pacific "PEARCY, unpublished). This to those of the Subarctic region soutn or :le
indicates a reproductive population of S. nan- Aleutian Islands, 'having a strong seasonal
nochir in the northern North Pacific. Some thermocline, and cold water of about -. 5'C
small S. Isucopsarus were aiso caught on our at .30 in. A tongue of this cold water of 7ess
cruise; bout young animals predominate in the than 1.0'C extendied eastward a: about 200 -n
catches off Oregon where all age-groups are depth irom Sins. 7and S, but iid riot protruce
present 'PEARCY et al1., 1977; S.MoKER, and as tar east as Stn. 11, Fg. 2. 7.-e tem;zerature
PEARCY, 197T). mninimnum oaf the c!ichotherrmal 'aver v-as -.veal-v

Therefore we conclude that S. nannociiir is ieveloped in the eastern vs. -he western Berintg
basically a !ower mesopeiagic species adapted to Sea. Isohajines domed toward the sufc n
the oceanographic conditions of the northern the central area, and salinity values aec:easQe-_
North Pacific. Ste,,ob-ac/iius leucoosarus, on -narkedly aiong the eastern and westerrn mta:g-ni
the other hand, is a die; vertical migrant that at -"e Bering Sea HAT-LoRi. .977. 71." :ne

is most aoundant ;n modified Subarctic waters eastern 3ernng Sea was ess sz.atunec; anct was
of the northeastern Pacific. In the genus warmner than the western Bering Sea :-i me
Stenobr-achius, only S. 'iannoclifr is found in the summer iee also FAVORITE, _974" arc mnay oe
cold Sea oi Okhotsk,- KWAGUC)HI, pers. comm.) a more ;avoraoie envtronment ;r S. letucopsar:s
which is covered with ice in the winter. The in ztis region.
distribution of S. nannochir therefcre indicates
that it is better adapted to cold temperatures Acknowledgement
than S. leucopsarus. The authors apareciace thne generous assistance

,5e baciu aannochir was the moat abutt- and .enniui Oiscussiofls \Vith Dr. K.
dant lanternfish at the two western stations, GcHIcm M.r. D. STE!Ns made heipfu, ocmmen-3
bout S. leucopsarus was most abundant at the on the manuscript. The Lrst author -s gra:e:ul'
two eastern stations along 57"N in the Bering to t.he Ocean Research Insttitute anct "e :azar.
Sea 'Tabie 2 and Fg. !"-. This change in are- Socr.ety for the Promnction of Science -a :v:7n
iominance at t I ese -wo Stentobr-acttius species 'him to Japan as a visiting proiessor at -:ne
across the Bering Sea mnay also be correlated Ocean Research Institute, !Un"iversit:- or 7o,,:: o,
with oceanograp hic differences. The main !nflow and to the U. S. O-lice of Nava,Ree-
;nto the Bering Sea is between the Commander )'Contract N00014-76-C-0067 ;ncer
and the Near Islands where surface waters are NROS3-102) ;or parztal support of -~S -eiear~n.
t,-picai of tine Subarctic Paific ,FAVORITE, 197 4;
HE:GHis et al., 1974). A southerly flow of coid

wate alng te Kmchaka eninulaprodcesReferences
wate alng te Kmchaka eninulaprodces AROM, W. '1960): The djstr-,but~on :)f anrirais :n
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FEiEDING HABITS OF COD, CAPELIN. A ND HERRING IN BALS-
FJORDEN, NORTHER-N NORWAY, JULY-AIUGIUST 1978:
THE IMPORTANCE OF EUPHAUSIIDS

\V.G. PEAcy, C.C.E. HomrNts, S. GRNitwK &c R.A. Ev.k.sL

R5PLE..CY, W.G., C.C.E. HOPKL-43, S. GReNvix. & R.A. Ev. .s i979 12-21. Feeding
S R IA habits of cod, capeiin, and herring in Balsijordien. northern Norway. Julv-AugusE

9 78: The impoortance ot euphausids. Sarsza 64:269-277. Bergen. ISSN 0036-4827.

Mhdwater and bottom trawls were used at two stations 120 and M8 mn depth :n
Basfjorden during the summer of 1978 ro studyv the ieeding oi fishes on euohauSiis.

I one of the major causes oi 2 0 kHz sound scattering. The rc-.pal foOO ot coct
/ ~consisted of capehin Mlallowu -Wlosusi. euphausiids Thysanoessta raschii. T. :nzermis.

and Jle ganvyctphanes norregrca). and shrimp Pandaiuw oreahs..
At the 120 mn station, herring and small cod fed mainly on tuohaustidis. Because

of diel vertical migrations, eupinausiids are presumrably close to the boottom durnnz
the day at this depth, and hence very susceptible to predation 'ov both pelagic and
benthic fishes. During the darkest period ot the 2+-hr dav cod caught in midwater
,,30-70 m, depthi had appreciable quantities of fresh euohausiis in inetr itomacnis.

At the 180 mn station euphausiids were relatively unimportant in the food of :-od
caught in bottom trawls but were niumerous in cod caught in midwater trawls at
depths of the 120 k}~z sound scattering laver. The scattering iaver did ' tt nge
on the bottom at this station. It migrated from depths of about 130 mn by dav ;nto
the upper 100 m at night; both capeiin and cod were associated With the layer. At-
though copepods were the most numerous cvpe of prey in capelin stomachs from :ne
180 m station. euphausiids predominated volumetrically.

WOG. Pearciy, School of OceanograpOhy. Oregqon State Unft'ersixi. Csrrnallix, Oregon 97 3
U.S.A. - C.C. Hopkins. S. Gront'ik, and R.A. Evans. institule )f Biology and Geoiogy,,.
Unwversit~v of Tromid, YV-9001 Tromso, .Von'av.

INTR0 DU CT ONweb of BalsiJorden. Of the two benchic stations
INTRODGTIONsampled, one was shallower and the ocher

Biological sound scattering lavers SSL's are a deeper than the day light depth level of !he
common feature of oceanic regions FARQ(LHAR SSL's. The importance of euphausfidls in the
1971) as well as of some neritic areas, including iood web of commerciall-vI mporTant fishes should
fjords of northern Norway. In Balsfjorden, be evaluated before development of intensive
Hoprw-is & al. 1978) found high concentrations krill fisheries in an area.
of euphausiids or krill, calanoid copepods, and
chactognaths at the same depths as dense
120 kflz SSLs3. Scattering at this hfVuency has MATERIAL AND METHODS
been associated with euphausiids by KLNZESk Collections with a bottom shrimp trawl and, or a,
1'1971), SAMizOTO '1976), and GREENLAw '1979). midwater trawl were made on three cruises in Bais-
Diel vertical migrations oi animals, like euphau- fjorden from F!F J7ohan Ruud or Ottar on 13 July. :-2.

suds ma reultin arg cocenratonsof and 25-26 August 1978. The first two cruises samoledsiid, mv rsul inlarg cocenratons near Tennes 69'17' N. 1923' E, where the bottom
biomass near the sea floor during the day depth was about 120 m. Thie last cruise sampled near

H-oPKL-4s & GULLIKSEtt 1978) where thev are Svartnes 69--2lV N, 19 06' E where the bottom was
vulnrabe topreatio byben~ic ishe duing 180-190 m.
vulnrabe t prdaton y beithc fshe duing The shrimp trawl had a footrope of 18 mn and 4 cmn

daylight periods 'ISAACS & SCHWAA'-rZLOSE 1965). stretch! mesh in the bodyv and codend. The pelagic
The objective of this study was to sample trawl had an 18 < 8 mnnouth opening and mesh

animals with large pelagic and benthic trawls, that graded from 10 cm to I cm in the codend. The
often at depths of the 120 kHz sound scattering, peiaqic trawl was used with a sonic pinger Simrad

to larn oreabou th preatin ofkri by netwilEe! which was used to monitor depth of theto larnmor abot te pedaton f kill y nt wilefishing. All tows were 30 to 60 mitnutes in
fishes and the role of SSL organisms in the food duration.
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Simrad EK 120 and or EK 38 kHz echosounders RESULTS
were .sed to measure bitotogical sound icattering ,3n
.he 7ohan Ruua cruises. 'ut ,ntortunatefv the 120 ,Hz The oresence )i fishes and motie ,-u cacean .e,
echosounder was not ooeratuve on the -2 August "ne shr:mps and midwat.r traw co(lec-ions. aliong
cruise. rth the rank order -i abundance of -he most

The species composition of the trawl catches was
noted and the rank order of abundance of the common common spectes, are nown ,n Taole I The
species was -stimated based on visuai estimates oi tocal number oi spec:es maught at the tw
volumes. Fishes were measured total length, and stations was low.
stomachs of cod and herring were removed and
preserved in 10-20 0 iormalin and seawater at sea.
Stomachs of similar-sized specimens ot one species of
fish were preserved in the same bottle. A total ot 170 Catches
cod and 63 herring stomachs were removed and 120 m ta t io n. ?andaus 6reaiis comprbed
examined. 1 m .

In the laboratory, stomachs were opened, fullness tLe bulk oi the bottom shrimo trawl catches at
was noted on a scale of ) emptv to 4 fuil. and the the 120 m station. aeraging about 20 to 50 M-g
degree of digestion of food was noted on a scale ot i per half-hour tow. followed )v cod Gadus
fresh to 3 weil-digested). The number and tvoes of

organisms in each stomach were recorded. Ie the orhua , !ong rough dab Hi.nbjosoodes giates-
case oi weil-digested animals, numbers were estimated ;oiaesi or capeihn .Vaiious :,itdsus . %fanv her-
from the least digestible parts such as euphauscid eves rang Clubea iarenqus. %vere caught in Dne bhrimp
and fish vertebral columns. Ater all stomachs for a trawl tow I August. 1650-: -20 h. In "he mid-
size group of fish were examined, wet weignts oc

fishes. euphausiids. shrimp, and miscellaneous animai water trawl at this station onlv s-od or -aoeiin
taxa from the stomach contents were obtained to the were caught. About 250 kg )i zapeiin were
nearest 0.1 g. Food organisms found loose in the jar caught in the day-rime tow to 50-63- m, and
were included in these weights, about 100 kg oi cod were -aught m -he night-

Capeiin were preserved whole in 10 3%o formalin at
sea and stomachs were removed in the :aboratorv. time midwacer crawl at this depth. These were
A total of 154 capelin were examined. Numbers and the largest catches ot tish :n mis stud"
kinds of food organisms were noted but because of the
small amount of stomach content wet weights were
not taken. 130 m s ca ion. At -e ) O ntabon. :ace-

lin comprised the iargest ?ortion ot ail shrimp

Table 1. The species of crustaceans and fishes caught in shrimp- and midwater-trawl tows at the 120 m and
180 m station. Numbers indicate the rank order of abundance oc the four species comprising the iargest volume
in the catches, and the presence -, of other species.

120 m 80 -n
Shrimo trawl Midwater Shrimp trawl Midwater trawl

Day - month and y >" . .. ,i'- ., =--
urs of the tow --_-, z Z;!-- :- =- Q.. ,, I -' " <" -" < =: < Q, .. z <, _ - .

Pandalus boralis ......... 2 -
.1 e anwctchanhseso'egwa ".I i I.

and Thysanoessa ........- - - - -- 3 1 1
Gau oha ...... 3 - 21 1 4 4 2 1 2 2 3

Trisopterua esmarkii .........- . . . .
Clupea harnus .......
Ma,,,, lo ,loS .... 3.... ...... 2 3 -
Ammodtes narimis 3.... 4 -

Lumomus ampretaforms - - . . ... . . . . .
Laetclins 'naculatus ..... - . . . .
Lycods vahli .............. - I
Agonats ata./' actlus ....... . . .-- .
Hippogiosoides platesso'dos 2 ' 4 4 -- - 3 3
Raja raaiata .............. -- . . .
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:a%% catches. :olo ed i.tuail% ov ihr:mo. ong Table 2. Fo .. ems aencriiec. :rom :od tomacns.

~igh dab. and :od. Caoeim ,.ere aido ,ommon Fishes
,n mid%,ater trawl catches, ail .t ,.oich -.%ere ..haiois :ilosus
ro%%ed at deoths .oi !21 kHz ,cattering avers. 4inmoavwes 'narinus
Fuphausuds .,kgan'nvhanes aor-ejca and T-- Lotocimus ,'nacuiatusI - HiP.Dogiosso~des ,Plaresjoiae
.,anoessa ipp. nowever were the most abundant Heptoonus lecanus
animals in hree oi the our midwacer .owi.
Since most oc these euphausilids .ouid not be Shrtmps. aermit cras
retained by the coarse " cm mesh, these catches Panaalus ,oreatis

Saoznea ;eptecarinatusrepresent oniv a fraction et -hose entering the Pagurts 6einnaraus

net. Cod was the second to 'ourth most .:ommon
pec:es. Small cod %,ere rare at this station. Euphausuias. m;iOs
land eel. .immod'tes marnus. was common In the T"tytanoessa .drrls"Th. anoessa 'aSCtnti

night and early morning tows. T/f •anoes ascntz
j [egan ¢tIPnanes i oregca

.N [vsidacea

Amphlpods
Foeaing itabits of. sd Parattemrszo ao'vssorm

Hvoeroc.ne measar !urn
The kinds of animals found in cod stomachs .',[onouloes 9ac*arat
from all coilections are listed in Table 2. Because Rhacnoiroois Inacroous
.3i -he limited numoer of fkih examined and the Arnis PlvdonVX

restricted geographic and easonai coverage, the HaliraqesdcgncmtusZscnyrocenu~ ang'iwes
number oi prey species is low compared to other Lvsianassiaae so.
studies e.g. R.,E 1967 IA. Klementsen unoubi.
data for Baldijorden Cumaceans

Fish. kril. and s'nrmp were [he mot i- DlaiMs' o.
portant foods for cod at both stations during the
;tudv period Tabies 3 and .. Cenoatscus :rsoatu

120 m s tatio n - shrim o .raw . Polvyhactes
NeOhyS so.

A clear trend was apparent in the ,tpe of food Harmotlo'e ;arni
consumed ?-v different sizes of cod caught in the Lumorinereis sp.
shrimp trawl collections at 120 m. Small cod Peiec,-od- inidentiied

< 25 cm total iength mainly ate kr[l 73-94 Gstcropod - jandentiiied

oi the wet weight of stomach contents,. Euphau-
siids were Tvsanoessa inermis and T. raschij in
about equai proportions. Thev were 14 to
25 mm long total length . All small cod had Large cod 27-72 cm ate matniv shrimp
kriil in their stomachs. Numbers averaged 23-26 Pindaius oreaiis or capelin. The -od aught
per .cod stomach during the day and 8 at 'night' around midnight had mostlv capelin in tneir
2320-2330 h:, suggesting that krill are more 'tomachs. These capelin were n advanced
,,vailable to small cod near the bottom during stages of digestion and were probably eaten
periods of high light intensity. The number oi earlier in the day. It is therefore uniikelv that
stomachs examined was low, however, and slow these capelin were eaten by cod in the net i.e.
rates of digestion 'DAAX 1973t may confound net feeding).
these diel trends. Most of the P. oreaiis in the cod stomachs.

Amphipods mainly Parathemisto abyssorum and on the other hand. appeared to be fresh and
HaliragsfuIcocznctus; were found in 88 '1, ot the undigested, raising suspicions that they may
stomachs of small cod. All stomachs that con- have been consumed after both cod and shrimp
ained amphipods also contained euphausiids. were concentrated tn the net. A. Klementsen
Polychaetes were present in only 5 of 43 small pers. commn, who also found that shrtmp
cod indicating that these fish fed predominantly were the most important food for large -od in
on vertically migrating pelagic or hyperbenthic this area of Baisijorden. observed no correiation
animals. between the trawl catch of P. 3orealis and tneir

i 'S.
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Tabie 3. Food rim :n od a( 7he .20 n rarion :n 3aisi[oraen -)n a orrcefltage ..etznc :)i or cmracn3
wtn ;ucd. The three mos, :ommon ,pecieb :augnt .n -ach rai colection by .olume ar! j-,o vn.
%,here Sh - ihrimo. Dab = ong rough aab. Her - herr:nz, CaD - =:aneii. and Eujn = flnusaaQ.
> means more abundant than. n = numoer ot con stomac.s.

Date, time h Length ?ercent - wet weight
Common specles, n range oi cod Eupn. Fisa Shrimp Misc.

cm.

Shrimp trawl
13Aug. 130-1230 Sh > Dab > Cod .... 22 .4-9 34 0 3 3

.3 20-25 82 5 ,0 3
11 27-37 13 .1 i 1 2
4 38-48 2 42 56 '

Aug. 1630--1720 Sh > Her > Cod ....... 4 20-25 73 13 22 6
3 27-33 4i 42 ." 3
2 .. 70 30 0 2') C

1 Aug. 2320-2350 Sh > Cod > Cap ......... 4 - ,9
*. 41-53 < 97 2 3

58-':2 < .30 .9 3

lidwater trawl
Aug. 1930-2000 Cap > Cod' 50-65 m ... 3 5-4-70 <: :00 3

2 Aug. 0000-)030 ;Cod > Cap 50-65 m . . 9 32--40 " 93 3
.0 40-46 " 91 2
10 55-56 33 3

numoers in tod caught in the same tovs. fn -adiance was minimal. These :oct :oncained
some instances, cod had shrimo in their stomachs partiailv 2gesced ,:apein in rnetr stomacis
but no shrimp were caught :n -he net. Therefore wnicn compr:sed .33-)3 I') of :he we.ght -i -eneir
coMsumptlon of shrimp may not be an artifact stomach contents. Interstingiv. . %rfii '.,re also
of net feeding but impiv a result ot stow diges- important -- ' 1, o :the wet weight and :ne
%ion rates. average numbers per stomach %.ere 2. -. and

54. for 34--4). 40-60. and 35-66 cm cod -espec-
:20 m s c a c i o n - m i d w a : e r - r a w 1. civelv..\ost of these krill ,ere undigested and
The two midwater trawl cows at his station had robabiv lust been consumed. The zie;
were made at the same depth. 50--63 m. at 1930 h difference in -he amount of cod caught and "heir
and 240)0 h to observe possible diei differences feeding habits in midwacer appeared to be re-
n catch and in food habits that may be asso- lated to :he vertical migration of euphausiids.

ciaced with vertical migrations. The 38 kHz Differences between the importance of
echograms showed fish-type echoes at this depth *orais in the feeding habits of cod caugnt ,n
during the 1930-2000 tow: these were probably the shrimp and midwater trawls are discussed
capelin as large numbers - 250 kg) of this later. Another difference between catches of the
species were caught. The few cod caught in this two types of nets was the absence of small cod
tow had almost exclusively capelin in their in midwater catches. Small cod apparently did
stomachs averaging 21 capelin per stomach), not migrate off the bottom as much as iarge cod
some quice fresh Indicative of recent feeding. see B'RUNEL 1963, 1972 perhaps a behavior

During the 2400-0030 h midwater trawl a that reduces their vulnerability co predation bv
few fish-type echoes were present at the 50-65 m large cod DA.A'4 1973, O.M. Smedstad unpubl.
.owing depth but most of them had ascended
into the upper 30 m. Only a few capeiin were
caught in this tow but large numbers of cod 180 m station - shr:mp t-a w.

- 100 kg, were captured. The differences be- Capelin was by far the most imoortant food for
tmeen these two tows suggest ascent of both cod caught near the bottom in the shrimp trawl
capelin and cod into upper %,aters when ir- at this station Table 4.. Because oniv two rod
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.TaoiC 4. Food oi cod it ie 8i) -n itacion .n Baw~rorcen .on a -),!c-nragt .se!:tr oasis ;romn itomracti :On-
:oanang iood. T.-e triree mnost common aninlais ov oiume :n ne -arcrtes ar .i;-o -:v acre Cupo = :aae!:n.

ih= itint, Dab = ong rough dab. Ammo i ard tet, and Lr-,;n = c!Upnausuias. > rnearib more aonrcarn
mnan. a - number ot cod stomachs.

Date rime a Lentri Pt - .,ct stn
Common specie3 n range oi cod Eupri. Fish .Shrnm Nisac.

cm;
Shrimp tra~vi

25 Aug. 1713- i 43 Cap > Sh > Dab 4 50-70 2 91<
26 Aug. 04000-0430 Cap > Sn > Dab, 5 59-6 7 3 :32 :0 5

3 39--49 i 37 3 < .
26 Aug. 0740-)810 Cap > Sb > Co& ... 5 21-63 <. 1 6 4 0
26 Aug. 1440-130) Cao) > Sh > Dab .... 5 46--32 6 32 >2 3

%lidwarer trawi - ;n 120 'kHz SSL
25 Aug. 1602-1634 Cap > Euph > Cod;
i 3 r ............................... 4 67-73 39 )o

3 50-60 2 6 74 3 2
2 2--41 94 3

26 Aug. 0157-0240 Cap Euon > Ammo.
53 1 0 m .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 68-74 4 . ',

26 Aug. 06i6-)703 Cap > Euph > Ammoi
L3 m4.. . . . .. . . .r. .. . . . . 34-58 '24 7: 5 '

26 Aug. :309-140)0 Eupti > Cap > Codi
50m ............................... 3 j9-74 -44 47

smaller than 30 cm were caught. the diets f) Feedingc , aotI j yj iernng
small and large cod could not be compared. :20 rn staci on a s r rno tray-.
Shrtmo were less imoorTant ar this station :han T'he stomachs of 4~9 herrinag 23-31 cm erf!
at -he i2fJ m station. Although kriii occurred examined iroin he iiirimo ;rawi *:accaes at mne
irea uenrlv chey never constituted more than 120 m itatton. Nearl% al -)t these bnerrtg had
'3) ",, of the toral weight oi stomach conrenrs of stomachs fUll Of fUpnau.iis. n1;sanressa :nerm'zj

any group oi c-od caught in the shrimp crawl. and T. raicizz compr:sei 94 1. o,,i -he itomnacr
Die; diiferences in diet were not 'evident, contents w.,weight. The' %were relative resti

Mfost capeiin irom cod stomachs were oarruadl and undigested. Copepods w ere ai~o present
digested. indicating that thev had nor been percentages based on riumoers or cOpeoas
taten while in the net. wvere: Stage IV and V, .Vktnaia -'orvya

P~eudocaianus sop. 3 J, and unidentified 6
t80 rn s ta io n m i d w a t e - t r a w 1: Amphipods Pzrathemis~o aqvssorum and :)osc-

Capein as isothepredminnt reyof o~ arval P. orealis %vere sometimres present. these
caughr in regions oi midwacer sound scattering results are a ;urther indication that euohausrias
that were sampled with the midwarer trawl were concentrated near .he bottom wnere :he%
during all tows Table 4'. Euphausiids. however, were preved. upon by. herring and imail cod.
were also important and comprised from 4 to
94%1,of the stomach contents oithese pelagic- 180 m stca t ion - m idwya te r t raw.
caught cod. Both M. norvegira and Thvsanoessa Sixteen herring 15-183 cm, were also examined
sop. were common. The aumber of kri.i eaten from a midwater trawl catch at 160 m at -ie
by 'hese cod was large. averaging 29 to 146 180 m station. Copepods were found :n ail out
krill per stomach for all but the smallest cod one of the stomachs and many stomachs con-
*27-41 cm 'iwhere it averaged 3.3. tamned hundreds of individuais. Of the cooeoods

An example of the 120 '%-Hz echograms shows identified. 90 1, were Ml. :oaga. 3 1:, P.-euaocauanuzs
that Lhe scattering laver was at about 130 mn sop., and 3 10 unidientified. EuohausiS and
during the day and between 30 and 100 m at e uohausiid eves -.,ere found :n sr.x herringz. In

*night Fg. I.. These were the depths that were Nhs collection. copepods. and not euphaub~lds.
sampled with the midwater trawl. were the major food of herring.
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Fig. i. 120 kI.-z echograrn at the 180 m scation mn Baisiorden. Upper: During nidwater :rawt at 30 -n.
25 Aug. 1978. !602-1634 h. Lower: During midwacer trawl ac 55-L0 in. _"i Aug. 1978. )137-0'2+0 h.

Feeding habitsoqrapein 180 m s ra:ion - midwatEr tr a;%,
120m station - midwater trawl. and shrimp trawl. In contrast -o the

100 I -- I

The 44 capelin examined from the midwater 120 m station. :he 110 capelin 10-13 Cm TLgrawl at the 120 m station at depths of 30-65 m. examined rom both r.he midwaer :ravi in :he

1930-2000 h, all had stomachs that were less vicinity of the SSL at 53- 50 rn and the bottom
than one-half full. .'Vanv stomachs were empty. trawls at the M80 m station, had larger amounts
The food items that were identified consisted oi food in their stomachs. T.ivsanoessa s~o. were
mainly of a few copepods per stomach 91 ' the main iood Table 5: on a votumetric baSis.
Psudocalanus elongatus. 3 ',, Calanta finmarchicus, The average number ot euphaustid.s from ,tom-
and 4 % .ietrndia longa) or more rarely a few achs that contained kril .vas 1 3 anaais in
chaetognaths or mvsids. Euphausiids were not capelin caught in both bottom and rnd',ater
found. :rawls. One capelin contained eight Nr-il. C.:pe-
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Taole 3. Occurrence oi u.phaUSLLds Eupn. ancl cooe- :eported -o oe lhe :mocr :rnoorcanc :ood :.-)ir -)a
pods Cop. from 7he stomachS 01 caDettn. caoured ..he Barents Sea C) L Smeastad ..*inoL.
n )nrimp and midwacter :a.vis at tie 80 -n station. BRLNEL ."b6 :oin tia: herr:ng. capetin..ancl

Frequency Frequency it A- trage f u phausuds T1.- -tnoes~a and .k[ett:'.he
Time oi tow oi empty occurrence numoer tn that order. .,ere the mo~t .mportant ociagic

stomachs Euph. Cop. EuPh. itomacri orey for coI rom ithe Guit "St. Lawrence

Shrimp crawl Few studies have oeen made on -he :eeding
171o-1743 6.10 4,. 0.4 1.0 habits of capehin and herring from northern
0400-0430 9,20 7 11 +:i1 1.0 regions. Capelin are known to prev on ,urace0740-4810 3r I7 Il,-. 1 + , 1.3

1400-300 5114 6 :9 1.3 swarms of Thvsaonessa rschni in the Barents Sea.
and according to PtoKHoaov 1963' euphau-

Ntidwater trawl 3iids compose most o" he weqfhc of -he tomach
1602-11332 10,17 4,7 3:7 0.9
0137-0240 9!14 2.5 4.5 '.8 contents of capelin in tnts region. :oliowed 6%
0616-0703 3,7 2,4 3,4 0.3 copepods and amphipods.
1309-1400 3,11 8.8 1 8 2.0 In this study. !uonausiias sere important

prey for the three commerc:allv important :isnes
that predominated :he catches: cod. :aoei:n.

pods were common prey in about one-t.hird of and herring. Euphausuds ;were -he main iooci )
these capelin. and although the. were much small cod and herr:ng at the '20 m station.
more numerous :han euphausiids. on the aver- During the daytime. euphaubiids oresumabis.
age, they never comprised the bulk or the are near the bottom at -his depth and hence
contents for fish in a trawl collection. Over 95 ' were particuiariv susceptible to capture )v 'o)-
of the identified copepods were Mtaridia .'onga. tom or near-bottom iishes. At -he .80 m station,
A few Pseudocalanus eiongatus and one Pidon 120 k-z sound scacterng !avers and assoclated
were identified. euphausiids did not impinge n the boctom

Fig. t . but resided at about 50 m during the
day. At this station. iew euohausiids were caught
in bottom comoared to mridwater trawis ana

DISCUSSION cod captured in bottom trawis had not "ed as
Although euphausiids and pelagic animals are heavily on euphausdids as mdcidater-caught cod.
not important food for cod in the North Sea Apparently at this deeper station. e'iphausuds
RAE 1967: DA.X 1973: AR:,tTz. 1974',. hev are were far enough above the bottom to escape

known to be verv important ,n more northern intense oredation by bottom-dweilinz oo. Thus
seas. WroRG 1948. 1949" reported that krill, interactions o diet migrants. such as euphau-
mainly T. mnermts. was the most important food siids, with benthic and midwater fishes may ,e
for 0, 1, and lI-group cod on trawling grounds an ,mportant mechanism 'or transier ,)t energ-
in northern Norway and fjords of northern in marine food webs IsAACs & ,CH "v.RTZLOSE

Norway. including Balsfjorden. Thsanoessa 'ner- t965,.
mzs was also important cod food off Bear Island Several observauons suggest two diiferent
and Spitsbergen, especially during the spring feeding behaviors for cod in Baisiorden: pelagic
and summer BRowx & CHEXG i946) and in feeders and benthic feeders. Large cod caught
the Barents Sea BtotrsKY 1931 as cited by in bottom tows at 120 m ate substantial amounts
BRoWN & CHzNo1. SIDoRENKo 11962' found oi shrimp. Cod caught in midwater at night. on
that cod fed extensively on euohausiids in the other hand. had eaten mainly capeiin and
waters off western Greenland, and ZADOt.L'tL-%A only 3 small Pandaius. This suggests that these
& Sst1,ov .1939) reported that krill and midwater cod had not recently fed on the
hyperiid amphipods were of greatest importance bottom and had been preying almost exclusively
for cod in the Barents Sea. ZATSEP.N & PETROVA on pelagic animals, mostly capehn and eu-
, 1939) noted a pronounced seasonal cycle in the phausiids.
feeding of cod from the southern Barents Sea: At the 180 m Station, cod caughr on the
krill were the most important food in summer bottom during day and night periods had few
months and capelin. herring, and polar cod euphausiids in :heir stomachs. Converseiv. cod
were most important at other times -it the year. caught in midwater contained large numbers of
In more recent years. capelin and shrimp were euphausiids during either day or night periods.
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Abstract: Diatom floral analysis of 116 sediment surface samples obtained off Peru
reveals a boundary in the sediments between coastal upwelling influenced sediments
and sediments outside the highly productive realm. Sinuous patterns of relative
abundance for rneroplanktic species (Acrtinocyc/us ocronanus. Acntnoptychus se-
narius. and Cyclotella srriara/srylorum) may preserve the meander-like patterns of
surface water parameters off Peru. The occurrence of loci of high abundance of
diatom valves per gram of dry sediment, and the limited occurrence of Skeleronema
costatum and of a species of the genus Delphineis are additional pieces of evidence
that upwelled tongues of cold water have a correspondingly patchy sediment signal.

Introduction

The diatom fraction of 116 sediment surface samples collected off
western South America was studied in order to identify on the Peru
continental margin the sediment record of coastal upwelling. The
purpose was to differentiate sediments containing this record from
those not influenced by the high rates of primary production as-
sociated with coastal upwelling (Ryther 1969).

Diatoms dominate the phytoplankton communities in coastal up-
welling regions (Blasco 1971, Margalef 1973, Hart & Currie 1960.
Berger 1976), and the preservation and abundance of their valves in
hemipelagic sediments along the western coasts of continents has been
documented (Calvert 1966, Calvert and Price 1971, Zhuse 19'2). This
study analyzes the distinct patterns of diatom distribution found in
recent sediments preserving evidence of recurrent coastal upwelling
off Peru.
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The coastal upwelling process is described by Smith (1978). He
estimates that the response to wind events off Peru occurs within
50 km from shore, with a depth of origin around 70 meters subsurface
for the water found at the surface after favorable winds. A poleward
undercurrent dominates the shelf with mean currents in a direction
opposite to the mean wind, except in a shallow surface layer. The
curvature of the midshelf bathymetrv and of the shelf break are
thought to influence the alongshore flow, its variability, and the
magnitude of upwelling (SCOR Wg 36 1976). Maeda & Kishimoto
(1970) have found upwelling centers to be present consistently at 5° ,

11' and 15'5 over a 17 year period, but further observational studies
are needed to describe and locate the physical process of upwelling
and to delineate its effect on plant and animal populations. This
sediment study provides a testimony to the persistence of upwelling at
certain locations.

Materials and Methods

Samples were taken from the uppermost sediments retrieved at the
coring stations listed in Table I. The numbers in the first column will
be used in the rest of this paper when referring to stations (see also
Fig. 1). The ship and year of the cruise are registered in the OSU core
numbers: e.g., W77- indicates the 1977 cruise of RV Wecoma; Y71-,
the 1971 cruise of RV Yaquina; FD75-, the 1975 cruise of RV Francis
Drake.

Those cores collected by the Reineck box (RB), the Kasten (K), the
free fall (FF), and the gravity (G or MG) corers appeared to success-
fully retrieve the surface layer of sediments. The uppermost sediments
may have been lost in the recovery of some of the piston (P) cores.

The uppermost few centimeters (in some cases, only the first one cm;
at most, the first 20 cm) of the Wecoma cores were placed in plastic
bags when the cores were first opened aboard the ship. Samples were
later taken from these bags of composite surface sediments. Thus, the
nearshore samples, which may have been deposited at rates of about
66-140 cm/1000 years (see Discussion), represent from about 7 to
300 years of deposition.
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Fig. 1. Station locations, some stations are not numbered. M. stations not included
in data analysis because of evidence of" reworking ot" older floras; *. barren samples.

Samples wvere taken from bags as described above. or from the top
sediments of" cores stored in the OSUJ Core Repository. The procedure
was to fill a bulk density ring of ca. 1.5 cm diameter (1 cm high) by
pushing it into the soft sediments. Piston cores and gravity cores are
split in half lengthwise for storage, and the tube samplers were
pushed into the middle of the top of a core-half at a right angle to the

long axis of the core-half, thus sampling the top 1.5 cm of the core.
Downcore samples from W7706.64 were taken in the same way at
selected depths in the core.
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All samples were oven dried for 24 hours at 60'C in the sampling
tubes and then extracted into the beakers used for the acid cleaning
procedure. The dry weight of each sample was in a range from 0.5-2.0
grams.

Slide preparation followed the procedure outlined in Schrader (1974)
and Schrader & Gersonde (1978) with the following exceptions:
1) Slides were made for all samples from a 50 ml dilution of the acid
resistant residue remaining after cleaning and fractional sedimenta-
tion to remove the clay fraction. Automatic pipets were used for this
subsampling. 25 l were placed on slides for surface sediment
samples: 50 WI for downcore samples. 2) Coverglasses were allowed to
air dry.

The microscopical investigations were done on a Leitz-Orthoplan-
Orthomat microscope using high power and high resolution apochro-
matic oil immersion objectives. Counts were made using the highest
available magnification (Objective Apo oil 100X, n.A. 1.32. Ocular:
Periplan GW OX M) with counting procedures standardized in our
lab after Schrader & Gersonde (1978). Each slide was counted in
traverses randomly laid over the middle of the coverglass. About 300
valves were counted per slide, although. in some stations from the
oceanic plate or outside the productive coastal region, limited preser-
vation of diatoms in the sediments prohibited reaching this figure.

Observations

Numbers of diatom valves per gram of dry original sediment were
calculated as described in Schrader & Gersonde (19"8) and these
values are listed in Table I. Barren and almost barren surface samples
are indicated in this table by a zero value.

Approximately 110 different marine planktic and benthic species were
identified. Some species represented reworked or exposed Pleistocene/
Pliocene/Miocene floras. Some species were displaced freshwater
diatoms. These occurred in greatest abundance (still 1#ess than 1% of
the total assemblage) at sites 91, 94, 95, 99 and 104. Core tops with
displaced shallow water marine benthics and with reworked older
material are indicated in Table I.
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Sixty-three species or species group categories were adopted for
systematic counting and the relative abundance values in these cate-
gories were determined at 91 stations. From these 91 stations. 9
stations outside the coastal regime were eliminated from further
analysis (stations 11-19). and 7 stations (27, 42. 58. 61, -0. 71, and
102) were eliminated because of evidence of reworking of older floras.
The data from the following stations were combined because of
proximity of the stations: 6-+-7, 9+10, 33--34, 35-36, 37--38. 39-40,
43-44. 48-49, 50, -51, 54+56--57, 646566. 69--72, 85-86-87-
88. 89+90, 93-94, 95-101+103.

The original 63 species categories were altered in the following
manner. Some species were left out of further data reduction because
they are very rare in the samples (Coscinodiscus 4.. C. asteromphalus.
Lithodesmium undulatum. Thalassiosira gravida. Pseudotricerarium
punctatum), or because they are displaced benthics (Tricerarium
alternans and the category "marine benthics"), or because they
represent reworked floras (i.e., Cussia lancetrula). Some species were
combined because similarity of morphology prevented consistent dis-
tinctions between species during routine counting procedures. i.e..
Acrinocvclus curvarulus/Coscinodiscus rothii: Thallasiothrix mediter-
raneaiT, longissima: Thalassiosira eccenrricaiT. symmerrical T.
puncrifera/T spinosa: and all Chaetoceros resting spores. To decrease
the number of variables, species of similar distribution in our data set
were combined as follows:

- Cyclotella striata - Cyclotella srylorum
-Asteromphalus group - A. #1 - A. #2

- Coscinodiscus africanus -r- C. tabularis

- Coscinodiscus nodulifer - C. radiatus

- Coscinodiscus obscurus + C. perforatus

- Stephanopyxis palmeriana + S. turis

- Thalassiosira A -r Thalassiosira B
- Thalassiothrix spp. -- T. mediterranea/T, longissima - T. frauen-

feldii

Further analysis then was based on the resulting 43 taxonomic
categories. The matrix of 49 stations and 42 "species" (Table 11) was
the basis for a Q-mode (Fortran IV program CABFAC. Kiovan &
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Imbrie 19-1. Imbrie & Kipp 1971) analysis of data. R-mode analysis
(SPSS Subprogram FACTOR. PA2. Varimax Orthogonal Rotation) of
the same data set (but without stations 111 and 113) was also
accomplished.

Discussion

Interpretation of our data allows conclusions regarding the location of
recurrent coastal upwelling off Peru and regarding the identification
of species and species groups characteristic of sediments influenced by
coastal upwelling. Pre'iminary data analysis supported the hypothesis
that upwelling influenced sediments may be recognized and separated
from adjacent regimes by the diatom composition of sediments. A
factor analysis of species counts in 35 categories from 70 stations was
undertaken to verify a sediment signal of the coastal upwelling
process. This analysis produced 3 factors accounting for 93% of the
variance in the data set and the factor loadings did generate inter-
pretable distribution patterns for these factors.

Factor 1. accounting for 63% of the variance (Fig. 2), has high
loadings in all continental margin stations. It is dominated by the
resting spores of Chaeroceros. Factor 2. accounting for 20% of the
variance (Fig. 3), has high loadings in the oceanic plate stations. It is
dominated by Coscinodiscus nodulifer. It is not unexpected that 83%

of the variance in our data set rests on the large differences between
oceanic and coastal phytoplankton assemblages since Q mode analysis
compares abundant species. Factor 3. accounting for 10% of the
variance (Fig. 4), has highest loadings at stations 22. 27, 30. 40. 54,
and 61, and is characterized by Cyclotella srriara/stylorum. This
factor did resolve distinct regions of importance for an assemblage
which may be characteristic of coastal upwelling.

Fig. 2. Factor 1. Contours in this figure and Figs 3, 4. 7.12 were drawn, in those
places where there was poor sample control, so as to conform to the concept of a
sinuous seaward boundary for upwelling influenced sediments. This concept is
strongly supported in areas of good control. Fig. 3. Factor 2. Fig. 4. Factor 3.
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Meroplanktic Species

Cyctoteila srriata/stylorum. along with two other relatively abundant
species, Acrinocyclus octonarius and Acrinoptychus senarzus, are
meroplanktic species, i.e., organisms which either produce a resting
spore or possess a sedentary stage or dormant phase in their life cycle
(Smayda 1958). Meroplanktic species are cosmopolitan in middle and
low latitudes and occur in turbulent near-shore waters. Apparently
none of the meroplanktic species abundant in sediments off Peru
dominates phytoplankton assemblages in the surface waters (Strick-
land et al. 1969). But heavy silicification of the valves of tnese diatoms
enhances their preservation, and the high supply of all diatoms to
deposits underlying areas of high fertility and productivity accounts
for the presence and abundance of meroplanktic species in these
sediments.

When the abundance of the meroplanktic group of species (relative :o
all diatom species) is plotted in a depth-shore distance profile. the
restriction o" this component to a particular depth and shore-distance
range becomes apparent (Fig. 5). Highest relative abundance occurs
between 20 and 60 nautical miles from shore and in water depth of
less than 2500 meters. Chaeroceros resting spores, which we have seen
are also important in sediments underlying the near-shore productive
region, have their peak in abundance further offshore and thus at
greater water depths (Fig. 6). Formation of Chaetoceros restin spores
may occur during a Chaeroceros-dominated stage of succession when
nutrients are nearly exhausted in the euphotic zone (Guillard &
Kilham 19, -). Thus, the offshore distribution pattern for these spores
may be interpreted to reflect the seaward edge of nutrient-replete
surface waters.

Zhuse (1972) recorded Chaeroceros spore dominance on the shelf off
Callao. She also found that diatom assemblages consisted of large
"nertitic" species at some of her coastal stations. She characterized

Fig. 5. Distribution of relative abundance of the meroplanktic species group
(Actinocvclus octonarius - Actinoprychus senarius - .4. splendens - Cyciorella
strriuta/sylorum). Sample stations were plotted according to their water depth and
distance perpendicular to the coastline. Fig. 6. Distribution of relative abundance of
the Chueroce'rs resting spores. Sample stations plotted as .n Fig. 5. Fig. " Occur-
rence of Delphineis.
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the distribution of her moderately-warm water - subtropicai diatom
complex, which consists chiefly of "'nertic" species. as corresponding
with the area of the cold Peru-Chile current. The extension of :his
complex away from the coast in the latitude of Callao 121 S) concurs
in general with the high relative abundance of our meroplanktic
complex at stations 39. 40. 54. 55. 37, 59-61. 63-65 and 69--1.

Diatom Abundance

The circulation within a coastal upwelling regime accounts for its
anomalous character compared to adjacent regimes. The familiar
profile or :irculation (Hart & Currie 1960) includes wind induced
offshore transport of surface water and compensating upwelling of
nutrient rich deeper waters. This circumstance provides for high
fertility and high primary productivity in a near-shore zone and
concomitant preservation of siliceous microfossils in sediments under-
lying this zone. There is a boundary, then. between the productive
coastal upwelling region where nutrients upwell zo the euphotic layer
and the less productive oceanic realm where light energ is separated
from deep nutrient reserves. This boundary is documented by our
surface sediment data.

Our calculations of abundance of diatoms per gram of dry sediment
reveal a sinuous boundary of the coastal upwelling region of high
abundance with the oceanic realm, and discrete loci of highest
abundance within a definite latitudinal range. Five clusters of high
values occur at these stations: (1) 23. 24, 26; (2) 33, 34; 3) -2. 43. 44:
(4) 48. 58, 61. 62, 63. 66, 68, 69, 70, -1, 72. 73, 74: (5) 91. 99. 102.
Four areas are offset from the coastline suggesting offshore centers of
upwelling influence, in addition, perhaps, to the near-shore region of
high abundance evident at about 12' S. The inner shelf region is not
well represented in the sample net; this study is predominantly of
midshelf of oceanic plate sediments. Other inner shelf deposits were
not sampled.

Available accumulation rates are in permissive agreement with the
coarse distinction between diatom-rich sediments within the upweiling
region and oceanic diatom-poor sediments. Pb 210 dating of the
uppermost part of the cores from stations 34 and 65 gives sedimenta-
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t/on rates of 140 cm/ 1000 years and 66 cm, 1000 years respectively.
Accumulation rates calculated for these cores idry bulk density salt
corrected) X sedimentation rate X number of diatoms/gj are -.4 and
0.3 million diatoms/ cm2 ,year. On the other hand, accumulation rates
for oceanic plate sediments range from zero to about 0.05 million
diatoms/ cm 2 /year.

Zhuse (1972) also established the existence of a region of highly
siliceous facies in a restricted area near Peru. and her figure of 20-50
million valves/gram of sediment on the shelf and trench near Callao is
in general agreement with our data (her data did not include the area
south of Pisco between 13 12 and 190 S). She also remarked that the
quantitative distribution of diatoms in the surface layer of sediments
is "highly uneven". Variations are indeed great in sediments at the
coastal stations. Our data, as was stared above, could not be en-
compassed by simple contours parallel to the coast.

Occurrence of Delphineis

The distribution of one species of the genus Delphineis matches in its
occurrence offshore areas of highest diatom abundance per gram (Fig.
7). Areas of greatest relative abundance (greater than 2%) are centered
at station 23 and at station 60 matching the two major centers of
diatom valve abundance, near 8' S. and between 13 and 14' S. Delphi-
neis is present in greater than 1% relative abundance at stations 95
and 99, in the center of high abundance of diatoms per gram around
17°S. It is relatively abundant (1.4-3.3%) near station 42 where
diatom abundance was also greater than 30 million valves, gram.

Delphineis is of particular interest as it may be a specific indicator of
coastal upwelling. We have found that it occurs only in active coastal
upwelling regions of the present and in deposits representing locations
affected by very productive coastal surface waters of the past. The
taxonomy of this genus is currently under revision. Simonsen (1974)
described a form from the Indian Ocean as Rhaphoneis surirelloides.
some specimens of which we feel belong into the genus Delphineis as
defined by Andrews (1977). A similar form described by Fryxell &
Miller (1978) from the west coast of South Africa as Fragilaria
karsteni probably also belongs to this genus. In addition. Rhaphoneis
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ischaboensis. found by Zhuse (19"2) in sediments off Peru. and
described by Mertz (1966) from the Pisco Formation. has strong
affinities for Delphineis.

Relative Abundance Data

The relative abundance data for all 43 species categories (Table II)
were examined in order to identify species, or groups of species.
characteristic of coastal upwelling. The patterns produced by these
basic data may also be used to characterize sediments underlying a
coastal upwelling regime and to describe the geographic limits of
influence of the coastal upwelling phenomenon on surface sediments.
The sinuous pattern of sedimentation of important diatom species
and species groups, and the localized high abundances of species and
groups distinguishes this region.

Important species with highest abundance outside the coastai region
between 7' and 18'S include: Coscinodiscus nodulifer. Pseudoeunoria
doliolus. and Thalassionema nirzschioides v. parva. The category
Coscinodiscus nodulifer " C. radiatus is present in greater than 20%
at all stations west of 84'W with a high value of 61.1% at station 21.
But it also has high abundance (greater than 15%) at these stations: 8.
22, 25, 35--36, 45, 55, '4, ,76, 7"; and occurs in all samples examined.
As Zhuse suggested (1972), the distribution of a complex of diatoms
associated with the -tropical" region may be illustrated by the
distribution of Coscinodiscus nodulifer. The eastern boundary of this
complex must be characterized. however, as approching and receding
from the coast as it outlines the areas of upwelling influence men-
tioned above (Fig. 8).

Pseudoeunotia doliolus occurs in greater than 5% at almost all
stations on the oceanic plate, but it also occurs in greater than 5% at
stations 77, 82, and 84. Thalassionema nitzschioides v. parva occurs
on the margin in greater than 5% at stations 4, 6- -. 8, 45. 64-o5-

Figs 8-12. Relative abundances of Coscinodiscus no'futifer.'C radiatus. Cycloteila
striaraistylorum. Actinocyclus octonanus. .4ctinopt.ychus senartus. and the Thals-
siosira eccenrrica group. - Fig. 13. Shannon.Wiener diversity values showing a
displacement offshore of highest values.
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66, and 83. Other species identified as characteristic of tropical
oceanic waters which are present in lesser percentages include Thalas-
siosira oesrrupii. Roperia tesselata. and Rhizosolenia bergonii.

Important species east of 840 W include Chaeroceros resting spores.
Cyclotella snriara/stylorum. Actinocyclus octonarius. Actinoprychus
senarius. Thalassionema nit:schioides. and the Thalassiosira eccentri-
ca group.

Chaetoceros spores reach 75-85% of the entire population at our southern-
most stations, 111 and 113, which is in agreement with Zhuse's (1972) data
from off Antofagasta(23-24* S). However, we also found high percentages
(greater than 50%) at stations 4, 23, 24, 33+34, 42, 48+49, and 62, as
well as in 8 stations in the region not covered by the Russian survey:
74. 75. 85-88, 91. 93-94, 95-101-1-103, 104, and 105. In fact there are
onJy 9 margin stations with values less than 30% Chaeroceros resting
spores: 22. 25, 28, 30, 37--38. 39-40, 60, 82, and 92.

Cyclotella striata/szlorum has a maximum abundance of 35% at
station 22, greater than 20% at 28 and 15-20% at 25, 26, 30 and 55. It
is present at all margin stations and is greater than 5% at 32 stations
(Fig. 9).

Actinocyclus oconarius occurs in greater than 10% relative abun-
dance at 6 stations with a maximurn of 30.8% at stations 89-w-90. High
abundances occur in the following additor-il stations: 28, 30. 37-,.38,
39+40, and 92 (Fig. 10).

Actinoprychus senarius occurs (with a maximum of 25.5% at station
60) in greater than 5% at 23 stations but in greater than 10% at only 9
stations: 5, 25, 28, 35+36, 46, 50 -'S-1. 55, 59, and 60 (Fig. 11).

The Thalassiosira eccentrica group occurs in 1-5% at many nearshore
stations between 11 and 18' S (Fig. 12). Station 60 shows an especially
high percentage of 26.5%.

Thalassionema nitzschioides occurs in margin samples at greater than
10% at 24 stations. This category includes all forms of this species as
described by various authors (Heiden & Koibe 1927. Hustedt 1959,
Van Heurck 1880, Frenguelli 1949, Hasle & de Mendiola 1967, Hasle
1960, Kolbe 1954, 1955, 1957. and Mertz 1966) except the variety
parva.
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Factor Analysis of Samples in the Coastal Region

Q-mode factor analysis was applied to reveal the major parterns of
variation within the coastal upwelling region itself. 98% of the total
variance in the diatom taphocoenoses was accounted for by five
factors. The species which were major contributors to these 5 factors
are the Chaetoceros resting spore group already mentioned, Coscino-
discus nodulifer/C radiatus characteristic of oceanic waters, and four
other species: Actinocyclus ocronarius. Cyclotella striata/stylorum.
Actinoptychus senarius, and the Thalassiosira eccentrica species
group (see Table III for the calculated factor scores showing the
contributions of these species and groups to the five factors). The
Varimax Factor matrix in Table IV indicates the importance of each
factor at each site and the distribution of these factor loadings
supports the major conclusions with regard to the character of the
upwelling influenced region.

The sediments influenced by upwelling do indeed have a diatom flora
which is distinct from that of sediments associated with adjacent
oceanographic regimes. 6976 of the variance in the data is located in
two factors which define this distinction. The boundaries of the near-
shore productivity region coincide with the area of highest loadings
for Factor I in which the Chaeroceros resting spore group is domi-
nant. The highest loadings for Factor 2 reflect the incursions of a
more oceanic assemblage.

The characterization of the upwelling regime as producing tongue-iike
patterns of sedimentation for almost all diatom species and species
groups found in sediments is also supported in this analysis. The
loadings of those factors dominated by meroplanktic species illustrate
the discontinuous nature of the upwelling signal in the sediments.
That is, our findings are in permissive agreement with a concept in
which high primary production as a result of coastal upwelling occurs
in relatively stable plumes or areas of upwelling (SCOR Wg 36 1973,
1974, 1976). Our work can be considered along with other observa-
tions and efforts in modelling upwelling ecosystems which have modi-
fied the more conventional view of upwelling as a continuous band of
nutrient- and phytoplankton-rich water parallel to the coast.

The Q-mode factor analysis satisfied our interest in the relation-
ships among the samples. Interest in species associations or assem-
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blages required R-mode analysis in which even the rarely encountered
species would receive equal consideration along with the abundant
forms that dominated the cross-products matrix analysis of CABFAC.
28 R-mode factors were necessary to account for 90% of the variance.
This is not unexpected considering the patchy distribution of many
species (see Fig. 13 for a map of the Shannon/ Wiener diversity values
for our samples). 66.57 of the variance, however, could be explained
by 10 factors (Tables V and VI). Many of these factors pointed to a
variety of distribution patterns within the two major realms recog-
nized in the first two factors of the Q-mode analysis: Five factors
(explaining together 60.076 of the variance explained by the 10 factors)
are interpreted as describing relationships between oceanic diatom
complexes and elements of the predominantly meroplanktic upwelling
assemblages.

Some of these factors deserve special mention. The assemblage most
characteristic of oceanic waters, and accounting for 25% of the
variance explained by the 10 factors, included: Coscinodiscus noduli-
ferIC. radiazus. Nirzschia marina. Pseudoeunotia doliolus. Rhi:oso-
lenia bergonii. and Thalassionema nitzschioides v. parva. Important
to negative loadings in this factor were Chaeroceros resting spores.
Another factor explaining 14.4%, collected Acrinoprychus senarius.
Stephanopyxis paimeriana/S turis and Thallasiosira species,
including the Thalassiosira eccentrica group and 7. oesrrupii.
Acrinoptychus curvarulus/Coscinodiscus rothii members of the genus
Asteromphalus. Coscinodiscus africanus/C. tabularis form an assem-
blage which has a pattern of distribution which, loosely, is inverse to
that of Acrinocyclus ocronarius. Cyclotella striata/stylorum and Cos-
cinodiscus obscurusiC. perforatus are important in a distribution
pattern occurring mainly north of 13' S.

The distribution of the Delphineis species was also highlighted in one
factor (Factor 10, accounting for 5% of the variance explained by the
10 factors) in which this species dominated the factor loadings. It is
significant that this relatively rare species helps account for a portion
of the variance, from an objective statistical viewpoint as well as from
our more subjective view.

Of special interest was a factor (Factor 7) accounting for 6.5% of the
variance explained by the 10 factors. The highest factor loadings
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define an area coinciding with offshore regions of high abundance or
diatoms in the sediments. Skeletonema costatum. a dissolution sensi-
tive species. is important in this factor. Its occurrence in the sedi-
ments (Table II) corresponds to the area of the highest factor load-
ings, and its presence in sediments below even 3000 meters water
depth is a reflection of the abundant supply which enhances diatom
preservation over this narrow region. Skeletonema costatum is. then.
another indicator species for coastal upwelling off Peru as it also
points to the influence of high productivity induced by coastal up-
welling.

In summary, we have established a base line for coastal upwelling off
Peru which can be described by: (1) the sinuous pattern of relative
abundance of individual species and species groups, and of species
collected by factor analysis to describe the variation between samples.
and (2) the occurrence of discrete centers of upwelling influence.
marked by high abundances of some indicator species. including the
.,endemic" Delphineis species. Areas of upwelling influence occur off
Peru at about 8', 13-14 ° , and about 170 S.

Comparison of our surface base line with surface samples from
another upwelling area will help verify a common response of bio-
genous components to coastal upwelling in other geographic areas.
Historical variation in the location and intensity of upwelling may be
determinable by downcore studies of the fluctuation in the abundance
of diatoms and in the relative abundance of species groups that we
have shown to testify to the influence of coastal upwelling. Preliminary
analysis of downcore samples from one core (W"706-64) within the
coastal upwelling influenced region strongly suggests that historical
variation in the abundance of the oceanic versus the meroplanktic
component is of significance. The parallel occurrence of Deiphineis
supports an interpretation of hemipelagic and pelagic intervals based
on sediment color change. Further analysis of downcore samples from
this and other stations within the upwelling region will establish the
persistence of the phenomenon over time and the reoccurrence of
parameters that we have shown to be evidence of the influence of
coastal upwelling.
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Optical and Particulate Properties
at Oceanic Fronts

J. RONALD V. ZANEVELD 04D HASONG 1. P-K

School of Oceanograpnv. Oregon State Civersiv. Corvalis. Oregon P133/

Distibutional patterns of optical and particulate properties at oceanic ronts bollow general patterns.
These patterns are examined by means of three examples: .he tront associated witn the Columola River
plume in winter, the upwefling front off the Oregon coast dunng the summer, and the front in the eastern
equatorial Pacific. It is shown that the optical and particulate matter distributions at oceanti fronts are
the result of three major processes: 1 1) dvection o" inorganic matter into the frontal zone. 2) advection
of biological materials into the front, and (3) generation of particulate matter by biological processes ;n
the front its.elf.

INTRODUCTION where dl(8) is the radiant intensity of scattered light emanat-

The distribution of optical and parttculate properties of tag from the volume element dv when it is tilluminated by an

oceanic fronts is influenced by the dynamics at the front ooth irradiance E The total scattering coerfcient b is then given by

directly by means of advection and mtxing of particulate mac-
:er and indirectly by means of biological processes un the sp- b 2= .- /-/3 sin a n-'
cial environment of the front. There are many types of fronts. ,o
Of :he six types listed by Bowman 19731 we will here present
optical and particle distributions of three types: (1) a front at If we then denote the absorption coerficient by i m-' . we
the boundary of a riverie plume. the Columbia River plume may st

in winter. (2) a coastal upweiling front, and 13) a front of plan-
etary scale, the equatorial front in the east equational Pacific. C - (m') a - -

Since a Cront is the boundary between two water masses where is the attenuation coefficient. The :ight icatenng
with different temperature, density or other characteristics.
one can also expect different optical characteristics as the bio- properties of suspended matter are relater to other properties

logical environments on either side of the front are probably of the suspensotds in a complicated manner For a given
o sample, the light scattering depends on the concentration, size

dissunlar. Since the water masses have a different origi and distribution, index ofefraction distribution and shape distr-
history. the inorganic component of the suspended matter can button of the suspendeo matter. In confined areas. the atter
be expected to differ as well. three parameters are often nearly constant, so that the partici-

The light scattenng characteristics of a water mass depend late light scatterig and attenuation can be considered os
largely upon the nature of the suspended materials, since the poate t te anttuation canbenconder t re
scattering due to water itself is usually small compared to that prew o the optical properties of seawater. see Jenrtov [191 .

due to suspensoids. The light absorption characteristics of a Particulate matter concentration can be described is awater mass are due to water itself, dissolved salts, and the so-
called 'yellow matter' ihumic acids, by-products of organic and weigh g, or as a volume concentraon f a stsu:e PUrs
decay). Attenuation is the sum of light scattering and absorp- ad hi as oluer coeTraton if a r tie puze
tion. For oceanic waters, light scattenng is the more variable such as Coulter counter is used. The slope of the particle size

.In the visible region of the spectrum attenuation is dtstnbution can be used as an indicator of the average size ot
parameter. t ion on t e spectmatteab- the particles. In order to do so one must assume a mathematt-
dueasorptionellowmatr and catteibatic e attre. sa- cal model for the size distribution. The most commonly em-
sorption by yellow matter and attenuation due to pure sea-the unge or hyperbolic distribution gven by
water. Absorption by yellow matter is strongly wavelength de-
pendent. in the visible region decreasing exponentially with g D) - VD - '

increasing wavelength. One can closely approximate the at-
tenuation due to particles only by measuring the attenuation wher D is the number of particle witheiameter largelargr tan 00 m. her yelow than D ,,m. .V is the number of particles larger thant i m in
coefcient at a wavelength diameter. and C is the slope of the size distribution. C s in-
matter absorption is very low. and subtracting the attenuation
due to water. versely related to the mean size of the particles. A measure of

The directional properties of the scattering are described by the index of refraction of suspended parties can be obtained
the volume scattering function. . by using the method of Zaneveld and Pak [I93 . or Zaneveld

The volume scattering function is defined by et al. (19741.
h Particulate matter parameters and hence optical parameters

in the ocean are nonconservative. The concentration and
dile) m- composition of suspended matter in a water mass change con-
E d stantly due to settling. ttological activities. itocculation. and

chemical reactions. These processes do take tme howe~er. so
that within cales ,f tens of kilometers ana davs. :articulate

Coovnght ' 1979 by the Amencan Geophysical ','nion. matter parameters tend to behave conservativeiv

Paper number 94. ,731
i)14,0227/19/009C .I 179$01.00
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Fig. 1. Salinity, light scatting at 45*, and total particle volume at O0- and 25-m depth aff the Oregjon- Washington coast1
durn November 1973.

Large gradients of temperature. salinity, and density are front associated with the Columbia River plume in winter.
jeneraly accompanied by large gradients in particle and opti- Such biologically active fronts occur at those locations where
cal properties. as the hydrographic differences constitute dif- a large density gradient is accompanied by a nutrent gradi-
feent biological climates. The inorganic particle component ent. In this paper. we will discuss two such fronts. The first is a
is also likely to be different due to the different hisiones of the front associated with coastal L pwelling off the Oregon coast.
water masses. The second is the equatoial front found -the eastern Paciic.

A number of researchers have published data from regons T E C L M I I E L M R N
where fronts are common (for example. Gibbs [ 19741, Amazon

SRiver outflow: Kullenberg [ 19741, West A-frican upwetln$ re.- Figures Ia- It show distributions of three parameters associ-
&ion). Zaneveld et at [19691 have reported an observation of ated with the Columbia River front. In the winter and f'ail
optical properties at a front obtained by towmi a beam trans- (thes data were taken during November 1973) -,he nearshore
missometer across the front. Pak and Zarleveld 119741, have current is toward :he north. The fresh ana particle rich river
usled optical properties to study frontogeneis in the eastern water forms a strong salinity and optical front near thle river
Pacific Ocean. mouth i Figures Ia. I b. and Ic , The optical properies, for ex.

First, we will consider a front during a period when bioloil- ample light scattering at 451. ,05'"). at :he surface shows the
cal activity is minimal. so that the only nionconservative fea- offshore boundary of the plume to 3e virtually identical :o
ture of the particle dynamics is settling. Such a front occurs at that defined b.y the ialinity distinbution at ;he surface. Ti e to-
the edge of the Columbia River plume in the winter. Fronts cal particle volume shows a similar distribution. The river w.a-
asociated with large biologica activities display more corn- ter mixes with the ocean water as it travels north. and hence
plicated optica and particle parameter distributionsh ta tce the front s weakened. The optical ann panicle fronts t te
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- -~ .waters with a higher proportion o" btoiogicai material. nave -

:ower incex ot refraction.

COASTAL LPWELLING FAO%,T

S-- tevenson ! .i. 119"41 and Mooer- er u. )"i escnbe .
circuiation near she front. Shoreward of :he :font sne jow

consists of onshore flow over most of the water cotuM11. -with

fast offshore low in a shallow surface layer. At 'he front :he
fast offshore low meets the Lighter water mass ana .lows uan-
der it offshore. Offshore -of the front. another 'upweilng cell
circulating in the same sense is found. A simpler molei of

-• ' " - zonal circuiation is presented by Huyer 197 61 In that case
. • -only one cell is present and :he front is a surface divergence. It

is possible that both types of circulation exist. :.ie one cell dur-
.ng the height of an ,apweLmg event. na .ne two ceil during
relaxation. Little direct evidence for the onshore-off-shore

-- /" .low regime exists, and the optical aata can oe paricularly

a/ :R useful Ln such a case [Pak ef at.. !9"O: Kitcen er it.. 9".
We will examine here the data from a cruise during August

index :r =erc ' 't' of 1974 off the Oregon coast. The wind was weak and variable

/ 5m (2-5 m/s) during the cruise, but in the preceding week ap-
welling favorable winds have s>een present. Some aspects of

these data are discussed in Kitcnen er aL [19781.
F:g.2. Index of refraction oisu.pcnded particulate matter relative Figure 3 shows the light transmission at ooO nm. :he log log

:o water in the same region as Figure . The parameter plotted is rei- slope of "he cumulatie size distribution and he temperature
ative ndcx ot retraction - I "' I00.f:e uuaiesiedsrbuinadse eprtrfor three consecutive transects taken it 45N jatitude from '3

to 20 km offshore. The three consecutive transects were :aken
surface Jio not weaken more rapidly :han the salinity front. in !ess than 48 hours, so they show the temporai variations in

aor is :nere any evidence of settling as there is no apparent the zonal .low regime. In all three transects strong surface op-
north-south gradient of light scattering or particle volume in- tical and hence particle concentration) fronts occur at 5-12
side of the aver plume. Over a distance of some 90 krm along kn offshore. Only in the third transect is there evidence of a
-he plume the optical and particle properties at the surface temperature front at the same location. At all :ransects a
thus behave in a conservative manner. strong thermocline is present as well as a particle maximum

The subsurface front i Figures Id. Ie. and 1f0 presents dif- (indicated by a transmission miinum h at. between 5 and

ferent features. At 25-m depth the salinity tand hence density) 15 km offshore. is located 2.5 m beneath the bottom of the
f'ront is much weaker .han at the surface, whereas the optical surface mixed laver. coinciding with the thermociine. Figure 4

and partcie fronts ire stronger than at the surface. The much shows vertical prodles of .,, and particle voiume calculated
'ess dense river water tends to stay at the surface, whereas a from transmission values. The maximum particle concentra-
fraction of the particulate matter tends to settle. This sorting tion occurs at the surface inshore of the front and at about i-

of particles must occur already in the river mouth itself, as no m depth offshore of the front. It should further be noted :hat
further evidence of ettling (reduction of particle concentra- the optical surface front is associated with a large horizontal
tion in a poleward ,,firection along the axis of the river plume) gradient in the slope of the particle size distribution. Since
is present. In addition, bottom nepheiotd layers could contrib- small slopes in particle size distributions imply a relative
,ate to the particle concentration at 25-m depth since the water abundance of large particles and vice versa, it is seen that the

depth in this region is approximately 25-30 m. The weather particles shoreward of the front are on the average much
and water conditions do not vary a great deal meridionally in larger than those seaward of the front. This is further demon-
the area of study, so that the bottom nepheloid layer in this re- strated by the particle size distributions themselves (Figure 51.
iton does not vary to a large extent within the plume (about Clearly. two types of size distributions are present: I) inshore
90 km along the Washington coast). Thus the high particle of the front 1at 3.7 km offshore) at I-m depth. the concentra-
concentration under the Columbia River plume shown at the tion of large particles is two orders of magnitude larger than
25-m level may partly be drawn from nver-borne particles offshore of the front. t2) at 5-m depth the front is not quite as
and partly from the bottom nepheloid layer generated by win- sharp. but an order of magnitude separates the large particle
er storm activity For a further discussion on the formation of concentration at - 4 and I1. 1 km offshore.

bottom nepheloid layers along the Oregon coast. see Pak and Nutrent and chlorophyll a data taken at the same time as
Zancvetd ( 1977. the data in Figure 3d show that there ts a large overlap in the

The index of refraction of suspended particles were calcu- region of high chlorophyll concentration near the coast and
lated using the method of Zaneveld and Pak [19731 (Figure 2). the region of low slopes of the cumulative size atstmbution.
The number plotted is (relative index of refraction - 1) x 0 Zoopiankton biomass determinations were made three days
It is seen that an index of refraction gradient exists at the prior to the data dispiayed on Figure 3a. The time dfference
front. The high index of refraction material in the plume is is large in a region of high variability, but it was noted that :he
probably suspended matter of temgenous origin. The offshore zooplankton biomass is highest in regions of high chlorophyll
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tent with favorable grow conditions "or phtoplankton. which
U Z4Z owes to nuerient supply associated with upwellng. Thus :he

front separates distinct biological tnvtronments 4hitch ire

- * manifested tn optical and particle characteristcs.

EQLATORIAL F.ooN7

The front of the -abtern equatonai Ractcc tas .een ae-
scribed by Wi.rrki [[9661, Wooster e1e. Stevnson e! il.

c 3 , s:,, ,0, ', , [19701, and Pak and Zanevetd [l97. The front is a per-
manent. shallow feature conned to the apoer i00 m. The :o-

_______ _'_, ,cation vanes seasonally. The front is prooably related to up-
welling m the equatorial undercurrent Cromwell Current).

PARtCUt_AT_ voL.JN (2 Io) Near the Galapagos Islands the front is approximately on-
Fig. 4 Vertical profiles of particulate volume tcomputed from ented in a zonal direction.

'ght transmission valueso and density for typical stations inshore and The equatorial front is similar to the upweing front off Or-
offshore of the particle front. Teeutra rn ssmlrt h peln rn f r

egon In that a colder, nutrient rich water mass is ad iacent to a
warmer, nutrient poor water mass I Figures oa-6d). The resuL-

and particle concentration. The offshore near-surface water ant distribution of optical properties ts dissimilar to that off
had 2 orders of magnitude less zooplankton biomass than the Oregon Figure 7 ai. Whereas in the coastal upweiling front
near-shore near-surface water, the maximum Light scattering and minimum transmission oc-

It is generally assumed [Mfooers er al., 19731 that upweUing curred In the cold. nutrent rich water, La the equatonal froat
introduces nutrient rich water into the euphotic zone near- region, the light scattering maximum appears :o occur on the
shore. permitting rapid growth of phytoplankton. The size ds- nutrient rich side of the frontal zone itself. This observation is
tributions (Figure 5) shows that these inshore plankton conSist supported by the particle concentration atEa Figure -bI. A
of a relatively large number of larger plankton (log-log slopes comparison between the two frontal regions should not be
are less than 3.0). Offshore of the front the surface waters are carried too far as the scales are completely different. .he equa-
poorer in nutrients and contain few particles. Thus the par- tonal frontal zone being tens of kilometers wide. -k stuav of
titde distibuton supports the phytoplankion growth condi- ~he particle size distributions shows a weak ,ndication of a
tions across the front. At the thermocline there is still enough band o" larger average particle size at :he front.

light to permit growth. and nutrients are also present although
in small quantity. These nutrients reach the thermocline by
means of upward diffusion from the nutrient rich deep water. DiscussION AND CONcLUSIONs

The thermocline is a stable environment in which particle If we define an oceanic front as the boundar. between two
residence ties can be large and in which nutrients and sun- water masses. then this front wtil in neary all cases also De a
light are avalable. Hence a vertical particle maximum is pres- boundary of optical and particulate matter properties. Differ-
ent at the thermocline offshore of the front. An important re- ent water masses are influenced by different sources of in-
sult is the distinctly different size distributions inshore and organic materials. Most importantly, since the hydrographic
offshore of the front. While the numbers of small particles on and chemical properties ot two water masses must be differ-
either side of the front are of the same order of magnitude, .he ent. their oceanic climates must be different as well. As a re-
number of large particles differ by two orders of magnitude, suit. :he .1ora and fauna in each water mass should aiso be if-
Abundance of the layer particle inshore of the front is consis- Cerent.

Z I meter 5 meters

II

' 1

Fig. 5. Particle size hnistograms ior samples taken rum ',- and .4-m1 dep~ths at vary vng distances ,rum shlore at 4 ')'
,atitude from 000 PDT on August '. 974 :o )830 PDT an August :1. 194

- ~*H.

4 EJw.
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Fig. 6. Horizontal d'.stributions of 7T*C, S(%),,., and rutrae qg 1-1) in he sea surface.

A small change in the dissolved chemicals (nutrients) can front is marked by optical and particle properties that 1iffer
have a large effect on the biological nature of a water mass. from the two adjacent water masses.
Small chemical or hydrographic differences can thus lead to Interestingly, none of the data presented here shows any di-
large differences in optical and particulate matter properties. rect effect of settling. Figure Ic shows a particle and scattering
In such a case, optical properties would be extremely useful maximum near the bottom, but this maximum does not Ln-
for the study of fronts, crease to the north. Furthermore. particle size data show .hat

The frontal zone itself can provide a unique biological envi- the average size of the particles in this near-bottom maximum
ronment. In a boundary zone between a nutrient rich cold and is smaller than in the surface particle maximum. Their Ladex
a nutrient poor warm water mass, the water may still be warm of refraction, however, is larger. This seems to indicate zhat
enough and also contain enough nutrients for a plankton spe- smaller but optically more dense tand hence probably also
cies from the warm water mass to bloom. In such a case the possessing a higher specific gravity) particles settle out almost
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immediately. The optically less dense, but larger particles stay small as the offshore boundary of the particle rich water Ls
at the surface. In the time required to carry the particles some well defined and the outer boundary of the bottom nephefoid
90 km to the north (on the order of several days) no signtfi- layer is usually not sharply defned [Pak and Zaneveid. i9"'j.
cant settling from the surface layer can be detected, nor do The zonal gradients at the optical front are determined by
any blooms occur. The distribution of optical properties at the lateral mixing as the current carries the nverne particles
Columbia River front is thus governed by northward advec- northward. Biological events and settling do not appear to
tion. The zonal gradients of light scattering and particle con- have much influence except in the vicinity o the river mouth.
centration at the western edge of the plume become smaller It is of interest to speculate whether the observed dtstnbu-
due to diffusion as the materials in the plume are transported tions in the coastal upwelling regime tend to support the
to the north. At 25-m depth the optical gradients at the front single- or two-celled zonal circulation models. In the absence
are larger than the hydrographic ones as much of the particu- of mendional variations the observations do not support the
late load of the river tiows out near the bottom, whereas the single-cell model as there would be no source for the clear str-
less dense river water stays near the surface. As mentioned be- face water offshore of the front. The double-cell model might
fore these particles may also be related to a bottom nepheloid apply if the clear surface water offshore of the front consti-
layer. The contribution of bottom erosion to the plume is tutes a cell. It is much more likely that the observed distnbu-
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Fig. 7az

Fig. 7. Konizontal distribution of total volume concentration of suspended Parties, Volume SCattening fuanction at 45'
06(4S*). and A. one of Lhe parameters In the exponential particle size distribuuion .Vg '. Ln -be sea surtace.

Lions axe not tlie result of the one- or two-cell circulation mod- interpretation of an upwelinUg event and subsequent reiaxa-
els but of the circulation durng; and after an upwellng event tion and the associated biological processes as dlescribed byv
[Halpern, 19-761. L. Small personal communication). The optical Croat ti thub

Durng; an upwelsng event rapid iuear-surface ot'shore flow the outer boundary of the shoreward transported biomass pro-
is present while nutrients are brought to the surface. This re- duced earlier durng; an upweiling event.
sults in high productivity with the maximum concomitant The tongue of turbtd water at the tliermocliae iffshore if
with the equator surface jet iL. Sma personal communica- the front (depth .s about 10 m from 5 to 15 'km offshore. see
tion). During relaxation of the upweiling event the biomass Figure 3) is of considerable Interest, as the data contradict tar-
maximum moves inshore. Since our observations were made lier interpretations ot such features. One usually assumes that
durng; weak winds following strong northwest winds. it is such a tongue of turbid water indicates advection of -.he turbid
likely that the observations represent the disinbution of par- water along an isapycnai or setlng of paricles from the sur-
ticulate matter and optics durwg relaxation of in upweiling face laver and subsequent trapping at the maximum zensitv
event. Our observations wou~t raen support Hfalpern's (19761 gradient. The optics and temperature data would tend to sup-

50 3
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Fig. 'b
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port that contention. The particle size distribution data (Fig- the front tend to be larger than those outside (Figure "c). It is
ure 5) shows, however, that the particle maximum in the likely that the particle volume maxunum near the Galapagol
thermocline offshore is different from that inshore of the Islands is related to terrigenous particles introduced by cur-
front. This does not imply that advection at the depth of the rent interaction with the islands (for a discussion of the uinter-
thermocline is nonexistent. Since the nature of the particles is action of the current structure of :he Galapagos islands. see
different at either side of the front simple advection cannot ex- Pak and Zaneveid ( 19731).
plain the maximum. It is possible that advection exists but It can be concluded that the optical and particulate matter
that the phytoplankton are consumed by zooplankton at the distributions at ocean fronts are the result of three major proc.
same rate as the advection. In a sense the thermocline is a ver- esses: (I) advection of inorganic matter. terngenous in origin
tical front, separating cold nutrient rich water and warm nu- to the front; (2) advection of biological materials iplankton
trient poor water. Such a situation can give rise to an optical and detritus) to the fronat and (3) generation of particulate
,amplification' of the boundary, by means of phytoplankton matter by biological processes in the front itself.
growth. In this case. as the boundary is horizontal, sufficient
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Optical proper-ties of turbidity standards

J. Ronald V. Zaneveld. Richard W. Spinrad. Robert Sartz
Sch~ool ofi Oceanography. Oregon State University

Corvallis. Oregon 97331

Abs tract

Measurements of light scattering and light attenuation were made 4or suspensions of
formazin and diatomaceous earth. Lignt scattering was measured -;or light of wavelength
532.3 nm at angles from 3.1' to 1.0' and for light of wavelengths 400, 500, 5501 600, 550,
and 700 nm at 45*. Light attenuation was measured over a 25 c.m oathlength for light of
650 nim. These measurements were made for suspensions wnich varied from 0 to 40 Jackson
Turbidity Jnits of formazin and 0 to 40 mg/I of diatomaceous eartn. The results indicate
the necessity for multiole optical measurements for determinatons of turbidity of wate,
In addition the tables and curves presented may be used in the calibration arf lignt scat-
tering meters and trinsmissimeters wniCh are used for turoiaity stuidies.

:ntroduct ion

Empnasis on the monitoring of environmental parameters ned led to the need for a better
method of quantifying the turbidity of water. Certain standards nave peen used in the oast
as indicators of turbidity. Specifically, formazin and diatomaceous earth are the most
common substances used for turbidity calibrationsl,Z These substances are usea iecause 3,f
the availability, ease o7 preparation and reproducibility of calibration results. .n the
research described ierein transmission measurements were made witl ignt of wavelength 560
nim in var-:'ous concentrations of formazin in water and diatomaceous earth in water. in
addition, volume scattering functions were measured at near-forward angles anoa at 45' -or
both substances in vari ous concentrations. The scattering measurements were made witr '4gnt
of wavelIength 632 .3 nm for the n- - -forward measurements and 550 nm for tne 15 ' mneasure-

* ments. :n addition measurements were made of the volume scattering lunction at l5' or
wa ve ieng ths o f 100 , 450 , 500 , 600 , 650 , anmd 700 nm far ooth s ups ances . Particle size
ana~yses mere made using a Coulter Counter.

The optical 'properties Iescriped above are innerent properties wnicn do not chance Nifl
* cnanges in 'he radiance distribution3 . Within a water sample light may oe attenuated oy

absorption and/or scattering. The attenuation coefficient, c, tnerefore represents the
ratio if the radiant flux lost from a aeam of infinitesimal midtm toa tne incident flu* and
divided zy the, thickness of the layer of the medium through wnici tne beam is :assing.
AlI so,

c aa1.b

where a iS tme absorption coeffi!cient and b i s th.e scatterinoc coef''c~ent . eac., zef ined
similarly to -but reoresenting only absorption or scattering, oresoectively. 7he units 3f
a, b and c are m 1, The fraction of light transmi tted through a pathl ength ~ i metes,
i s relatedi to as follows:

7 ecr

The volume scattering function,, 3 i), is defined as the radiant intensity (watts!
steradians) from a volume element (in4) in a given direction, (i) per unit of irradiance
(,watts/in2) and per unit volume:

wnere :i) adtant intensity scattered at angle i 'eiative to the maiti ieam

E'irradiance

v volume

in addition, Austin4 has snown that
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wnere Po is the power of light incident on -ne samole volume; P4 is the 3ower
leaving the volume at angle 3 from the main oeam; z is the lengtn of :ne doi me along tne
direction of propagation of unscattered lignt; and .1 is :ne solid angle into wflin tne "ignt
is scattered.

The volume scattering function, 3(1), and the scattering coefficient, o, are related as
fol lows:

b - 2, 3( 3( ) sinade
0

Measurements of T, c, b for forward angle scattering, and 3(45*) were made in the re-
research described herein.

The measurements of transmission and scattering were made in order to quantify the opti-
cal properties of turbidity standards. The need for such a quantification was empnasized oy
Austin 4  and Freemans. By accurately determining the optical properties of turbidity stan-
dards intercalibration of optical equipment can be simplified and standardized. The results
of this work supply an easily reproducible calibration procedure for light transmission and
light scattering measurements. After calibrating a tr3nsmissometer or a 1ignt scattering
meter using a formazin or iiatomaceous earth suspension as was ione in this researc a water
sample may be tested for transmission or light scattering. The results can then oe compared
to a concentration of formazin or diatomaceous earth that gives the same transmission or
light scattering value. In this way all water samples could be compared to iniversal stan-
dards of transmission and scattering. Mo single measurement is sufficient to identify any
water mass. libbs 7 and Austin' stress the importance of using many types of optical nea-
surements to identify a water mass. Mater masses containing different types of oarticles
may lave nearly identical transmission properties3 . For this reason, various scattering
and transmission measurements were made on the turbidity standards used in this work.

Experimental Procedure

The measurements of light transmission were made with a 25 cm pathlength oeam t'ans-
missometer as described by 3artz, et a1.. [: ooerates at a wavelength of 560 'm. Conse-
quently, effects of yellow matter kor dissolved humic acids and oy-oroduces of Diological
activity) in the water will not oe seen in the data obtained since the attenuation tf 560 nm
light by yellow natter is negligible 3 . The attenuation detected by the beam :ransmisso-
meter is due only to aosorption and scattering of light oy oarticles in the water and the
water itself. The use of a 1/4 m Pathlength oermits measurements of transmission of licht
in samples having very high attenuation coefficients. Concentrations of ormazin were lixed
using the method as described in Standard Methods for :e Examination of Aate- and 4aste-
water". The concentrations used for the transmission and 5" scattering -easuremer:s were
T0.75, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 12, 24, and 1O Jackson 7uroidity Jnits jTU

A concentration of 400 JTU was obtained by mixing 5 mi of a it (by weight) iydraz~ne sul-
fate solution with S ml of a 10% (by weight) solution of nexametnylenecetramine and 90 il
d'itilled water. Different concentrations (i.e., JrU's) were obtained by i-.luc- ng the 200
".J sample with distilled water. The diatomaceous earth was mixed to obtain identcal con-

c~ntrations based on the fact that Jackson Turoidity Units are equivalent to parts oer
million silica (diatomaceous earth) 2 . Replicate measurements of attenuation and scattering
were made for each concentration of each substance. To test the reproducibility of the
results two separate batches of both the formazin and diatomaceous earth suspensions were
used for the experiment.

Measurements of light scattering were taken at the same time as the transmission deter-
minations. Light scattered at 45* was measured using a Brice-Phoenix light scattering
photometer3 . Measurements were made for light of wavelength 650 nm for eaci :oncentration
of formazin and diatomaceous earth. 7n addition, light scattering measurements ere mace at
400, 450, 500, 550, 500, 650, and 700 nm for an arbitrary concentration of eac o' the two
substances. This was done to de:ermine the qualitative iariation of the ioiime scattering
function with wavelength for tne formazin and diatomaceous earth.

Using the narrow angle scattering meter and method as iescribed by Soinrad, et a!.
measurements of the volume scattering function at angles between 0.1' and !. 2 were rade 4:-
a number of concentrations of the formazin and diatomaceous earth suspensions. Saec"4-
cally, near-forward angle volume scattering functions were determined for 'orma: l concen-
trations of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5 and 12 JTU and for diatomaceous earth concentrations tZres-
ponding to 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 12 JTU. These concentrations were isea since they prorated tne
oest signal-to-noise ratio in te output of the narrow angle scattering 'eter .)we :oncen-
tratlons produce icry little scattered lignt and nigner concentrations -euce ine ra!, :ean
reference light to an extremely low value. Measurements of the near-FOr-war lolime scat-
taring function are important for correcting errors in transmission letarminat:ns mnm1 are

10 SPF V*. 0cm Oetie W (F979)
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caused oy forward scat:ered light.

Results and Jiscusslon

'he results of the transmission exoeriment are snown :n "ao'e I and ;i9ure i ;or oocn
Ine formazin and the diatomaceous earth . The trinsmissi on. 7, as measured, is converted
into a beam attenuation coefficient, c, as follows:

r * '-cr

where r a ootical oathlength (0.25 m in this case)

c a attenuation coefficient (in units of m-

therefore c - -4 zn T

TABLE 1

( 3 4 5 'Kater

C - C ( m ~ l  i-
wa ter m ser

Jackson
Turbidity Corrected for Standard Standard

Units Mean Forward Scatter Oeviation Mean Deviation

Oiatomaceous Earth

0 0 0 3 3
.25 1040 .0194 .00519 00052
.5 .1967 .3258 .0199 .30721 .)0180
.75 .2820 .0068 .O11 .30209

.3692 .9253 .0208 .01949 .00030
1.5 .5598 .0363 .33020 .00316
2 .7062 1.564 .0026 .03910 .7772
3 1.063 3.064 .248 .06480 .00967

5 2. 131 .0219 .2097 .3!2a
12 4.289 3.348 .0975 .24367 .35036
24 8.355 .1527 .42947 .00325
40 13.32 .3889 1.0855 .12730

Formazin

0 0 0 0 0
.25 .1121 .0048 .00972 .30051
.5.2203 .2626 .0007 .01811 . 01 l.
.75 .3289 .0053 .02323 .00123

1 .4340 .5070 .0092 33660 00077
1.5 .6485 .0099 .05464 .00092
2 .8681 1.019 .0158 .07208 .00204
3 1.2973 1.745 .0230 .10688 .30459
6 2.5950 3.398 .0386 .20920 .01115

12 5.2340 6.154 .0915 .48616 .01389
2a 10.2533 .1172 1.07529 .02899
40 16.4300 .1735 2.04907 .07750

The term cw represents the beam attenuation coefficient of clean water :o JTU or o

of silica). Since we are interested only in the optical orooertles of tie formazin and
the diatomaceous earth cw is subtracted from the value of c as obtained fom tie :rins-
,mission data.

The beam transmissometer has an acceotance nalf-angle of 7.35' in water. "iis means

that any light that is scattered wituin 1.35' of the main beam will De detected oy 'he
instrument and will e deemed to be inattenuated light. o correct :or this narrow angle

scattering results are used as follows:

The total scattered ligmt mithin an angle, , from tie main eam is given zy

SPIF Voi. 208Ocw Qotes V311981
........................................
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b 2i 1 s'ndi

where 3(1) is the volume scattering finction and is approximate Y constant in tme
near-forwarC region'.

Therefor!,

bf a ( sinede
0

x 2ti9 COS- Cos.

The transmission, as measured will include this scattered 1i;ht.

So,

Tmeasured - f)

and

theoretical e-c

Therefore,

theoretical 7 measureda

or

exp(-ctr) a exo(-cr) exo(-2ir3(i) (I - cosa))

Mnere C, and cI are the tneoretical and meas-red. attenuaoln coeficents, -esoec-
tively.

.or r - 0.25 m, this yields,

ct  cm  - 3r :3 ) (1 - cosx)

In Table I c. is listed as 1c - cw ) and ct  is listed as (¢ - cw) corrected F r forward
scatter. The results as shown in -igure I demonstrate the obvious lifferences in trans-
mission vs. concentration between formazin and diatomaceouS earth. Correcteo oeam atten-
uation coefficient values are consistently higher for the diatomaceous eart.. That :s,
concentration - terms of JTU's) of iiatomaceous eartn Nil! transmit less lint than tie
same concentration of formazin since the amount of -orward scattered lignt s different o

each. The slope of the formazin curve changes less than the slope of the c'r-ve -or oil-
tomaceous earth when corrections for forward scattering are made. This is iue to tne ;ic-
that the diatomaceous earth suspension has a larger mean oarticie size than tie formazin.
Large particles scatter much more light at near-forward angles than do smaller zartic!es.
This is shown by the mean values of the near-Forward angle volume scattering functions 'h

Table Hl. Mean particle diameters are 1.55 Am for the formazin and 3.75 mm for the Vdia-

tomaceous earth. The scattering at near-forward angles is consistently hiiher for the
diatomaceous earth samples.

TABLE II

Mean Near-Forward Iolume Scattering tincton m Ste,
JTU or . Silica Oiatomaceous Earth ,oriazn

0.5 13.51 6.067
1.0 79.86 10, 7

2.0 122 .9 21 .61
3.0 - 286.) 54.1'
5. 0 1- 15. i

12. 0 33.5 231 "

10 Spit /6j. X8 Ocen Oaa 4 791



PICPAL MPRTES OF TURSOITY STANOAROS

-igure 2 showS tne tariaton of scatteri-g at 451 550 nmi mi:n :oncentra:ion of eacr sisoension. The
scattering values of oure Mater 'o JTU or i N si -ca, nave Deen suotractej -o y'/e- nlj :e oart-.uate
scattering. Scattering iales of :ne ormazln ire always iigner .nan tnose 1r.atomaceous earr at 5'
Mhereas tne size distribution cetermined the vfferent curves of 1ear-"orwari scattering -re -ea;twe
inices of refraction 'to mater :ou;d e nore imoortant n 2etermining :-e vife-ent scpes f :ne do -me
scattering Junctions at 45'. -om 'igure 2 - 4ould seem :nat the *'cex of re -action )f -re oiaz'n "s
nigner :nan :hat of the iiatomaceous eartn. 'enerall'y, a size Jistribution of i sr.gle mater'Mi C scat-
ter more at 153 :he higher its inCex of -ef-iction is,, :or near-forwarl angle scatterng ar-tc1e
size is generally more imoortant than index of refraction in ietearining :ne volume scattering 'unct-on.
Jsing a metnod as described by 4ooward,3 it is jound tnat multiple lignt scattering Mould not 3e exoer4-
mentally detectable -af least i0% nigner than single scattering ialues) jntil the concentration .s aoproxi-
mately 40 TU or 40 This is apparent in Figure 2 as tne I nearity of the curves aisaopears at some
concentration betweeA 24 JTU and 40 JTIU.

The qualitative variation of light scattered at 455 with Mavelength for formazin and diatomaceous eartn
is shown in Table Ili and Figures 3 and 4. Arbitrary concentrations (of approximately 1.0 to 3.0 JTU) of
each suspension Mere used to determine tne wavelength dependence of scatter4ng for each suostance. -he
results indicate a k-l dependence of scattering for both the formazin and tne diatomaceous earth. This
clearly shows that neither of the two samples is colloidal since a colloid -ould be a Rayleign scatterer
with a scattering dependence. Both formazin and diatomaceous earth are suspensions in Mnicn the
scattering by particles larger than the wavelength predominates. Aorell nas shown the 1-- Jepenoence 4or
scattering by particle suspensions.

TABLE III

SPectral Scattering of Formazin

knm (45) mster "

400 0.36370
450 0.04365
500 0.03297
550 0 02858
500 0. 024,7
650 0.32203
700 0. 1637

Spectral Scattering of Oiatomaceous iartn

Nnm i(45 mister

400 0.20602
450 0.',6038
500 0.12755
550 0.1'50
600 ).09658
650 0.07542
700 0.356,9

Conclusions

The use of JTU's as indicators of turbidity has been questioned2, ,5L. Callaway, et al. 3 iave lemon-
strated that water samples having identical particle concentrations may display very different light atten-
uation coefficients. This has been demonstrated here for two commonly used turbidity references. Obviously,
the use of the Jackson Turbidity Unit is inadequate to define the optical properties of a oarticular mater
mass. The JTU can, however, be accurately used as an indicator of a particle concentration.

The tables and curves oresented in this paper supply information that allows the cal1oratlon of beam
transmissometers (at 660 nm) and light scattering notometers at 550 nm) using common, me!l-testeo tur-
oidity standards. The cnaracteristics of the oarticular instruments :sucn is acceptance angles) must be
known to maKe use of the information contained herein.

It is important to emphasize that the results obtained here show iery clearly that no single oot7cal
measurement is sufficient to define a water mass. Measurements of transmission alone or scatterng aione
do not define turbidity. The single concept of turbidity is best replaced by a matrx of arameters
including transmission and scattering (both near-forward and at large angles).

SPE Vol. 208 Ocen Opria '1'979)1'63
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Beam attenuation coefficient, c, versus particle concentration (,n TU -or :e 4ormazin and .

for the diatomaceous earth). Plots are for formazin corrected ;or orar scattered light
... ), diatomaceous earth corrected for forward scattered light l -.- -. 'ormazin uncorrec-ed

(....) and Jiatomaceous earth uncorrected

Fig. 2 Volume scattering function at 15', j(45), versus Particle concentration 4n .71 For tre 'ornaz-n
and for the diatomaceous earth) -or fomazin - and liatomaceous earth -.

Fig. 3. Volume scattering function at 45', 3 45), versus avelengtn, ., of 4nc'oent '-grt ',r or.az'n
samoie. Line cor-esoonds to i(45) 3 38 ,-! ..3401.

-ig. 1. 'olume scattering funct4 on at 45', i45), iersus aveiengtn, .. of !nc:oent +-gmt 'Zr iiatomaceous
earth samole. Line corresoonds :o 3(45; - 132.S6 - . :272.
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Productivity, sedimentation rate, and sedimentary organic
matter in the oceans-I. Organic carbon preservation

P. J. MVI LER* and E. SUESsT

;Received 7 .Vovember 1973: in revisea !orm 2" ,une i 979 icceoted M July ! 9791

Abstrait-COm arson of rates o(accumulaEion o or.,inc caron in suf fri manne seuimenits rom

the central North Pcific. :he continental mains oil northwest Africa. northwest ano ioumnwest
America. the Argentine Basin. and he western Ba tic Sea with primary proauction rates suggests
:hat the fraction of primary produced organic carbon preserved in me seaments :S iniversaily
related to the bulk sedimentation race. Accordingly. iess "han 0.01% of :he .primary oroaducnon
becomes 'ossilized in slowly accumulating pelagic sediments i2 to 6 mm iO0 Y - oI :he Central
P'cific. 0.1 to r. in moerately ravidly accumulating C2 to 13 cm i1000 y"2 hemoelagic
sediments oft northwest Africa. northwest America iOregon) and southeast America iArmcntinal.
and 1 to 18% in rapidly accumulating .66 to 140 cm i1000 yr-] her"oetagic siediments off
southwest America iPeru i and in the Baitic Sea.

The empirical expression:

0.0030. R V(.0%' Org.- ,

;mnoies that the sedimentarv organic carbon content r'% Org-C) doubles with each 0-4bi increa.se
in sedimentation rate (S). assuming that other factors remain constant: i.e.. primary production i R).
oorosity 41 and sediment density ip,j. This expression also predicts te seatmentary organic carbon
content from the primary procuction "ate. sedimentation ,ate. dry density of solids. md "heir
porosity: it may be used to estimate piaeoproductivity as well. Applying this re.ationshio :o 1
sediment core from the continental rise off northwest -irica -Spanish Saharai suggests that
productivity there during interglacial oxygen isotope stages I and 3 was about the same as tooay
out was higher by a factor of 2 to 3 during glacial stages 2. 3. and 6.

INTRODU'CTION

IT IS A characteristic feature of many hemipelagic sediments. accumulating fast enough to
resolve the last glacial and interglacial periods, that glacial sections contain considerably
more organic matter than interglacial sections. Such a distribution has been desc-ibedI for
sediments from the northwest African continental margin (.MCu.Ln. 1975a. b: HARTAN,4.
Mc.aL. Su ss and VAN DlR WE ]DEN. 1976). the Argentine Basin (SrvE.sos and CHENG.
1972) and apparently is true also for South Indian continental slope sediments I.ARcHMG,
19'2), as shown by HARTMANN er ai. (1976).

As an example. Fig. l(a) shows organic carbon Rluctuations in a sediment core from the
northwest African continental margn at a water depth of :575 m. The oygen !sotoDe
stratigraphy iFig. 1d) for the core is that determined by SHACKL-TON f 19-7) !see also
TmwDe. 1977: SuEss, THiEDE and MCLUER. 19"3). Accordingly :t penetrates the past
140.000-year record and shows low organic matter contents in sediments deposited ,iuring

Geologpsch-Palontologisches Institut der (.nivemtdt K:ei. Olshausenstr. i) 64. D-.100 K ei. F .0

Snooi of Oceanograohy. Oregon State Lniversity. Corvallis. OR 9"31. L..A.
3,7
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Organic ,aroon Totai Nirogen Organic , aroon :F )
- 2 "t,0 0.1 2 0: 2 = 3 "

i s-i.
2 4
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SI-IN

1i

Fig. I. Oranic carbon and total nitroten distribuuon in core 12391-1 from tne continental nise off
Spanish Sanara. after Suiss ez ai.. 19"8 (for stauon data see Table It: z xygen isotope sira graLpny

from SiicixLiro-4 i1977,; -CFB Carbonate free Oasis.

intergiacri stages I and 5 but higher concentrations iby factors of 3 to 7) in sediments
deposited during glacial itages 2. 3 and 6.

The vanauons of major constituents in this core. i.e., calcium carbonate and to a lesser

extent quartz iSuass et al., 1978), which act as dilutents of organic matter, are not lar2e
enough to account for the cyclic organic matter distribution. Therefore. the relative organic
carbon fluctuations remain the same when calculated on a carbonate-free basis iFig. ici.
Similarly, variations in grain size composition (CHAMLEY. DIEsTERa-HAAss and LANGE, 19")I
are smaller than the organic matter fluctuations, thus excluding a textural control. There ,s
also no evidence that a significant fraction of the organic matter in the core is of non-manne
onrin DEBYsER. PELET and DkS-riLLNG. 1977) so that quite likely the cyclic organic matter
distribution reflects changing primary production rates during gJacial and interglacial times
(with the exception of the relatively cold and brief oxygen isotope stage 4 where no increase
in organic carbon contents was noted).

It is a general feature of such cores with cyclic organic matter distributions that organic
rich sections voincide with increased bulk sedimentation rates (STmvINsON and CHUNG.
1972. HARTMANN et al.. 1976): rapid sedimentation enhances the preservation of organic
matter. Tomi4 and LERMAN (1977) and BERN R (1978) showed that the first-order reaction
rate constants for reduction of interstitial sulfate and product:on of interstitial ammonia
and phosphate are proportional to the second power of the sedimentation rate. suggesting
that increasing sedimentation rates favor the preservation of labile organic substances.
HEATI. MOORE and DAuPHIN 11977) found that the organic carbon accumulation rates in
marine sediments are proportional to the 1.4th power of the bulk sediment accumuiation
rate points to the same phenomenon.

Hence the question is raised as to whether the higher organic matter contents in glacial
sections of core 12392 1Fig. Ia. b) and similar cores are due to better preservation or higher

..... 4"" . ., . .:, ,' . t,.- :- : .. . , . ,.l... , _ ,, , . . . .I
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input of organic matter (cf. HARTMIANN et al.. 19716). The purpose of the present study is :
frid a Q:uanticative relationship between primary production rates as reriected by organc
matter input to sediments, sedimentation rates, and sedimentary orgzanic carbon contents
as an answer to the above question.

DATA SOUJRCES

This study is based on 26 analyses of surface sediments from Pacific Ocean. Atlantic
Ocean. and Baltic Sea regions coverti.ng a wide range of sedimentary organic carbon
contents, sedimentation races. and primary production rates of the surface waters. The
rezions selected are thought to meet a basic requirement in that the major fraction of
accumulating organic matter is of marine origin and thus retdects primary productivity. The
regions are the Central Pacific Ocean southeast of Hawaii. the continentai slopes oft-
northwest Africa iSpanish Sahara), northwest America O~reon). southwest America
Peru), the Argentine Basin, and the Eckernfarder Bay of the western Balic Sea Fie. ~

Il

Fig. I Principal areas of investigaion i (or station dacm see Tabie 1i.

Geographic positions and water depths of all core locations are listed in Table 1. Organic
carbon contents. sedimentation rates, and primary production rates were selected from the
publications listed in Table 2 after careful scrutiny of the various methods used :n
generating the data.

Assumptions were made with respect to the dry density of solids and ooroscv of the
sediments because in most cases only water contents were available as direct
measurements. The mean dry density of !4 Holocene sediment samples off niorthwest Africa
is 2.'/1 g cm-I with a standard deviation of 0.04 iaicer KOGLER. University of do
unpublished dacai. This value was used in calculations for all northwest Affican seciments.
A slightly lower value (2.6 g cm ,3 ) was assumed for the carbonate-poor Argentine 3asin
and Baltic Sea sediments. Porosities of the above sediments were then calculated %using :hre
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Taie I. GO'otraoic potoIos na water jeeags ofturface seamens an :ore '_39-- Ised in mui iv. Cen:ra
PU cfic swuon ,iumOerS -orPsoonW "o orqna smpoard aesittmns ,405- -. , , 105-1-493. .40.-1-13.

1'408-i-19. VA108-1.36, ,A i-Ei.4i aria ,0I.-58 as usea n :ne ree rence cized

Water
Re;ion Station Lauitude Longtude depch (mr Referenc

Northwest Afnca 1239z-t ZYS 10 N 16'51"W 2575 SEIDjOLD. 1972
12310-3 3'30'N 18'43'W 3076
12327-4 23'08'N 1744"W 2037
12328-4 21'09'N 18'34W 2798
12329.-$ '9°'N [,9°56'W 3315
12336-i 16'14'N 20 '26'W 3645
13374 15°58'N 18007'W 3085
12347-1 15'50'N 1751'W 2710
12345-4 15'29'N 17-22W'W 966
123.1.3 15'26'N 170;3'W 711
13209-2 12129'N 20'03W 47i3 Sa soLD and HINZ. 1976

Argentine Basin V-15- 141 45'4i,'S S045'W 5934 SrEVENSON and CMNG. 197:
V.15.142 4454'S 51-32-W 5885

West Baitic 13947 5410'N I004E :3 WHMCAR. 1978
13939 54"32.N 10°04E 23
1:397 54'3 UN 1002E :3

Central North 10127.2 13'42"N 151*39"W 5696 SCiULTE-WES'I; M. 1973
Pacific 10132-1 613-N 14857°W 5004 BEIZRSOORF et al.. 1974

10140-i 9(15'N 148*45'W 5144
10141-i 9'07"N 148 °47'W 5139
10145.i .00'N 14k49'W 4599
10147-1 350'N 145'02'W 4619
10175. 9"19'N 146' 'W 5164

P -ru Margin 706-39 IWt1sS 7"57W 186 This study
1706-36 f3'37"S 16'" 3w 371

Oregon Marin 76108 40 36"N 126'20'W 2060

expression BE- BuL4iR (1971):
S= Wp1  (1)

Wp, - (I - W")pw

where W = °, H,O (wet wt)lO0; p, - dry density of solid sediment material (g cm-3 );

Pw = density of interstitial water, taken to be 1.025 g cm
Porosites listed in brackets in Table 3 were estimated by comparison with sediments

from the same region and similar lithologpes because water contents for these samples were
not available.

The dry density and porosity values for the Central Pacific sediments were taken from
HARTMANN. Koozgit and M'LLER (19"8). and those for Peru and Oregon margin sediments
were calculated from wet bulk densities and water contents determined by KELLER (Oregon
State University) and kindly made available for this study. The very low dry densities of the
Peru margin samples are due to their extremely high organic contents (Table 3).

ORGANIC CARBON ACCtlMU'LArrON RATES

The organic carbon contents of the sediments ranged from 0.2 to 0.4% idry wt) in the
Central Pacific to up to 21% ofT Peru and co-vary to some extent with the sedimentation
rates (Fig. 3A) (see also Ha.,m et al., 1977). Comparison with primary production rates
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Fig. 3 Organic carton contents of surface sediments versus iettimentation taces iAi. vcacrermlw 's
in part due to the concomitant !ncreas in primary production rates 1i. T7he solid -egression !ine
(Y - O.4W6X '. v - 26. r - 0.90) suggests a 2-foid incease of ori-nic caroon itn each 4-ioid
increase of the sedimentation rate (see :ext for resnctionsi. The dasned line repreents equauon 41

taking p, - '.58 and o . 0.80 i mean values from Taoie .1.

(Fig. 38) suggests that the scatter in Fig. 3(A) is in part due to the different produc:ivities n
the remons studied, but "dilution'" of organic matter by varying amounts of calcium
carbonate and quartz may be equally important.

Organic carbon concentrations were transformed to organic carbon accumulation rates
using equation 12) (see also: .luit .Y GRuNoMAts and Sm,,,ii. 19-3) to compensate "or
"dilution" effects and more importantly to make the values comparable to pnmary
production rates:

C.$C,4 = C - P't-O 1 2)
10

where C, = organic carbon accumulation rate (g C m -: y - ): C - organic carbon content
i% dry wt); S = sedimentation rate [cm(000y)V']: p', = dry sediment density ig dry
sediment per cm dry sediment): and o = porosity (volume of .vater per volume of bulk
wet sediment).

Organic carbon accumulation rates are listed in Table 3 and plotted against the
sedimentation rates in Fig. 4. They are lowest in the slowly accumulating pelagic sediments
of the Central Pacific and about four orders of magnitude higher in the rapidly deposited
sediments of the Baltic Sea and the upoer continental slope of the Peruvian margin. Off
northwest Afifca and northwest America and in the Argentine Basin, organic carbon
accumulation rates are between both extremes. The two Black Sea sediments included !n
Fig. 4 farrows) were not considered in calculating the regression line and will be discussed
separately.

The regression equation obtained from the log- log plot in Fig. -A is

C, = 0.0246 S'j. 13)

where C, and S are the organic carbon accumulation rate and sedimentation rate as defined
above.
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expressed as % of primary production (Table 3) and again plotted versus the sedimentation
rates (Fig. 5). ae resulting regression equanon :s

C.. MO - .00 S I-10.,5
R

where C , R. and S are the organic carbon accumulation rate, primary production race. and
sedimentation rate [same units as defined f or equation (2)].

Again substituting equation (2) for the organic carbon accumulation rate in eauaton 5
and solving for the organic carbon content we obtain equation i6). which also is graphically
displayed in Fig. 6:

0,0030 • R S' 0

Equation (6) predicts the sedimentary organic carbon content (C) from the annual
average primary production rate (R), sedimentation rate iS), dry density ip,). and porosity
(0) to within a factor of 2. as illustrated in Fig. 7. Moreover. it shows that the organic
content of a sediment doubles with a 10-fold increase in the sedimentation rate. assuming
other factors remain constant. We feel that this is a reasonable estimate of the effect that
sedimentation rate has on the preservation of accumulating organic matter.

Consequently, in slowly accumulating pelaic sediments with < 1% organic carbon
contents as in :he Central Pacific, only about 0.01% of primary produced organic carbon
is preserved iTabie 3. Fig. 5). a ,igure already estimated by BL'uYvcH 1 1963). On the otiher
hand. 10 to 20% of the primary produced organic carbon is preserved in sediments
accumulating as rapidly as in the Peruvian margin and Baizic Sea deposits studied nere. In
re-ons with moderately rapid sedimentation rates ,i.e.. a ,-ew centimeters :o a e,
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decimeters e!ach 1000 y: e.g.. off northwest Africa, on the Or.egon margn. and in (he
Argentine Basin) the respective percentages of preserved organic carbon .range between 0.!
and 10' oY the amounts prodictd.

T'he rinding that the sedimentation rate arze!y determines !,he frac-uor of orimarfiy
croduced organic carbon that eventually becomes fossilized in sediments also suggests ,.-,at
most of the organic material -sca~ing the photic zone is remineraiized at the sea bottom
7ather than during settling through the water column. This is mainly a consequence of the
diffe-rt residence times of particles in the water column and at the sea bcoctom. For
example, particle settling times through a 5000-rn deep water cciumn are in the order of
WeeKS, months or years. depending on part~cie size and shape and also on currents ie.i..

j 10

I IN I
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LaRMAN. LAL and DACEY, 1975. MCCAVe, .9,5: BERGER. 196. Hoio. l97-. Ckl wET.
19,3): however. particles remain at or close to the sediment-water interface for tundreas or
thousands of years depending on the sedimentaion rate, ioturbation. and resuspension by
bottom currents.

The relationsips described here are based on sediments deposited under more or less
oxygenated seawater isee also Dow. 1978). Only at the Baltic Sea and Peruvian margin
stations can the oxygen of bottom waters be entirely depleted. and then only seasonally.
Sediments accumulating under permanently anoxic bottom waters. e.g.. modern Black Sea
sediments, may exhibit similar relationships, but the fraction of primary produced organic
carbon that becomes fossilized is much higher than under oxic bottom water conditions
and may reflect an unknown fraction of terrestrially derived organic matter. Re!evant data
and discussions on preservation of organic matter as a function of oxygen content of the
water column are in DEUsER 11971), DEGENS I 1974), HIRST i 1974). ROSS and DEGENS 1 19-4)
and DEMAISON and MooRE (1979). The organic carbon preserved in Black Sea sediments :s
equivalent to 4 to 6% of the primary production DEts aR. 197 1) and thus higher by " factor
of 5 to 6 than predicted from Fig. 5. This may reflect a slower rate of degradation of organic
matter in euxinic environments. However. Black Sea surface sediments appear to be
dominated by terngenous organic matter. as shown by S MoNErT (1973) on the basis of
solvent-soluble markers and by PETEas. SWEENEY and K.,PLAN i 1978) on the basis of stable
carbon and nitrogen isotopes. Hence, the deviation of the two Black Sea samples from the
regression line in Figs 4 and 5 may reiect a higher terrestrial organic matter input relative
to marine sources rather than slower degradation.

ESTIMATION OF PLEO-PqOOICTIVITY

Tne relationships described here enable us to test whether the cyclic organic carbon
distribution found in sediment cores off Spanish Sahara (HARTMANN r ai.. 1976) reflects
temporal changes in productivity or differences in degree of preservation as a result of
varying sedimentation rates.

The following discussion concerning such a test is based on data from core 12392-1, from
the continental rise off Spanish Sahara. The organic carbon and nitrogen distributions are
shown in Fig. l(a). (b), the oxygen isotope stratigraphy has been studied :n detail by
SHACKLETON 11977). the biostratgraphy by THieue 1977). and the accumulation rates were
estimated by ScEss er al. (1978).

The sedimentation rates in core 12392 range from 3.5 to 23 cm each 1000 y and show a
pronounced maximum during oxygen isotope stage 2 1Fig. Sa). In Fig. 31b) the measured
organic carbon distribution is compared to that calculated from equation (6), assuming
that the primary production rate remained constant at the present rate 175 g C m"" y-
SCHIMAINDA, NeHtRnG and ScHuL.Z, 1975) during the entire time interval cored and using
the dry density and porosity values determined by SuEss et al. (1973) for each 10-cm depth
interval. The nearly perfect agreement between measured and calculated organic carbon
contents in the interglacial stages I and 5 suggests that productivity was simiiar during
these periods. This approach ignores a possible diagenetic loss of organic carbon: however.
as explained by HARTMANN it al. 11976), the major mineralization processes of sedimentary
organic matter take place at the sediment surface isee also BALZzl. 1973) whereas the
diagenetic loss of organic matter in northwest African sediments does not exceed -% of :,he
amount still present.
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Fig. S. Sedimentation rates ial, organic carbon distnbution (bi. and estimated paleo-production
rats Ici for core 1392-1. The perfect agreement of calculated tequation 6) and .mesured organic
carbon contents in stages I and 5 suggests that productivity was imflar today and dunng
:nterglacial s:ages. Dunng gJacal stages -. 3. and 6. however, productivity must nave been hiper
by a factor of 2 to 3 in order to explain the higher organic carbon contents ;or the prevatling

sedimentation rates. Paieoproducuvity was estimated s g e uation C71.

In contrast to stages I and 5, the two organic carbon curves ,n Fig. 3(b) deviate
considerably in stages 2. 3. and 6. indicating that the increase of sedimentation rates during
glacial periods was far From high enough to account for the higher organic carbon contents.
Consequently. the organic carbon input must have been higher during glacial periods.

Provided that our assumpton of negligible terrestrial organic matter input is correct
iDesysax er al.. 1977). then the paleo-primary production rate can be estimated from
touauon (7), which is obtained from equation (6) by rearranging:

R C O.O P, -O 11 0 10.00 30 •S ' °

Substituting the measured organic carbon contents IC). sedimentation rates (S). dry
densities of solids (p,) and porosities (0) Cfor units see equation (2'], we obtain the paleo.
primary production rates (R) plotted in Fig. 8(c). The rates thus calculated for stages 2. 3.
and 6 are higher by a factor of 2 to 3 than the present productivity at Sta. 12392, witrt most
values ranting between 1SO and 250 g C M -r2 y -. the highest occurring during stage 3.
with almost 300 g C m "- y

DISCUSSION

The primary production rates estimated for stages 2. 3. and 6 1Fig. 3c) are comparable to
the rates presently prevailing on the shelf at this latitude iSCHEIA I DA er a!.. 1915t. This
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may indicate either :hat upweiling centers shifted offshore during periods of low sea !evei.
thus providing for a htgher organic matter :nput to continental rise sediments during ;iac.ai
periods. or that coastal uoweiling was generally higher, perhaps as a result of stronger
northeast trade winds iSARNT1EiN and WALGER. 1974: SARN1'EIN and D!ESTER-HAASS,

1977 : SARANr-aIN, 1978).
On the other hand, productivity in coastal regons may also be increased by river-derived

nutrients. This has been shown by SCHENIAINDA er al. (1975) for the regon between 10 and
2S:N off northwest Africa where the annual average primary production rates on the shelf
remain relatively constant (i.e., between 180 and 245 g C m - y -) although the annuai
duration of upweiling decreases from 12 months in the north to only 1 month in the south.
According to the authors this is due to the nutrients supplied by rivers south of about 17' N
where the present climate is increasingly more humid. Therefore the higher primary
production rates during glacial stages could also be due to the nutrient supply by former
rivers if the glacial climate was humid.

The discussion on climatic changes during the Late Quaternary off northwest Africa is.

however, controversial. For example. DI!sTEr.HAASS et al. I1973). DIESTER-HAASS f .9-6).
and CHALEY et al. (1977) deduced a humid climate for the last ziacial period ("WCtrm".
interrupted by a more arid phase during oxygen isotope stage 3) from their coarse grain
and clay mineral studies off Spanish Sahara and Mauretania. However. SAR.-CIEIN 197 )
concluded From the distribution of acnve sand dunes 13,000 years ago that the concept of a
pluvially glacial maximum has to be reversed.

If the view of SA NTMEIN (1973) is correct. then we can exclude a significant river influence
on productivity during the glacial maximum (stage 2) at the.latiude of core 12392 and may
thus conclude that the higher producivity during this period was primarily caused by an
increased rate of uoweiling. This conclusion is supported by the CLIMAP reconstruction of
the glacial North Atlantic 18,000 years ago (Mfc4-rym. Kipp. BE, CROWLEY. KELLOGG.
GARDNER. PRELL and RUDo MAN. 1976). which revealed a surface water temperature
anomaly of 6'C off northwest Africa, signaling an increased rate of upweiling at that time.
This is also in accordance with the conclusions reached by DIEa'MR-H.,Ass er al. 11973).
MCLLEA I9 7 4a), Dts'nia-HA.ss 1977, 197) and BucGu, DtEs-mi-HAAss and KiLLINGLEY
11978), although most parameters investigated in these studies were nonspecific for
upwetling iD[ESTER-HAASS and MCUER. 1979). Presently the most reliable indicators of
upwelling :eem to be cooi water planktonic foraminiferal assemblages iSe toLO. .97S) and
an endemic diatom species reoorted by Sciiurrr and ScHAov.t 1979).

In view of the ongoing discussion on climatic changes during the Lace Quaternary off
northwest Africa we leave the question open whether the high productivities estimated for
stages 3 and 6 reflect increased rates of upwelling or influence of increased sediment supply
by rivers.

In the sediment cores from the Argentine Basin (STEvENsoN and CHENo. 1972) and the
Indian continental margin I MARCHG. 1972). referred to in the introduction, changes in
sedimentation rates and organic carbon contents between glacial and interglacial sections
are similar in magnitude to those off Spanish Sahara (MCLLa. 1975a: HARTMAN er al..
1976; SE1tnoL. DIESET-HAAss. F " -ER. HARTMANN, KOGLER. LANGE. MCLLER.
PVLAUMANN. SCHRA oE and Sutss. 1976) suggesting that the phenomenon of higher g!ac:al
productivity is not restricted to northwest Africa. This may indicate that the fertility of the
oceans was generally higher during the Late Quaternary glacial periods than today and in 4

other interglacial times.
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CO NCLUSIO10NS

The above result~s show that the evaluatIor of spatial 2nd tempora! uctuauons of
sedimentary organic matter may be helpful in reconstructing past changes or :ycies !n
oceanic fertility. The preservation eiffect by differing sedimentation razes has only to 6e
taken into account if he rates are large relative to changes in sedimentary organic zar .bon
contents. As a first approximation. one can expect a doubling of sedimentary organic
carbon conents with each l0-old increase in sedimentation rate. provided that other
factors remain about constant. This means that thie sedimentation raze has to be considered
if organic carbon contents of sediments from such different environments as the deep sea.
continental slopes, or shallow seas such as the Baltic. where sedimentation rates izeneraliy
differ by several orders of magznude. are to be compared. On the other hand,
sedimentation rates within the stratigraphic record from one and the same location seidom
differ by more than one order of magnitude so that organic carbon fluctuations by mr
than a factor of 2 can thus directly be interpreted in terms of paico- product, vi iy provided
terrestrial sources are insignificant and the physical properties similar.
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INTRoaDucin TO OCEAN OPtics

General Introduction
In ,his introductory survey of' optical oceanography *e first present :ne t uncamentai .nnerent. a iopareric ;oticai

properties of natural waters. Relacionsniois oetween :hese inherent ino Avoarent ooucai properties'- as reidted :nrougr. :ne
radiative transfer equation. are then presented. Following the ftrst tnree '.meoreticai sectionls orie.t ziscussiofl escrori'g
the Application of ocean optics to geopnvsics. biological oceanography. And ocean remote sensing Are :nen presentec.
.Authorship (or eacn section is indicated by initials after the section heading.

1. Inherent Optical Properties 'JR.V Z.;

Introduction
Electromagnetic radiation traversing the ocean can interact with [he water and rne materiais dissoived and suspenidea

in it. This interaction takes the form of Adsorption, scattering and fluorescence. Absorption is mne change of -actation nito
other forms of energy. Scattering is the redirection of' radiation oy mneans of refraction, reflection and diffraction.
Fluorescence is mne Absorption of radiation At one wavelength and emission at A anger .,avetength. Thne oiarization Ana
wavelength of the radiation Also affect the aoisorption and scattering.

If the alb-orpuion. scattering, and fluorescent cnaracteristics of :ne medium are <mown. ,he tienavior of ignt n !ne
medium can be predicted by the means or' the equation of radiative transfer The aosorption. scattering and *.neir aenved
properties have oeen termed :nherent optical properties by Preisendorter as they o o not aevenci airecjly on :fle externai
lighting conditions of the medium.

For monochromatic unpolarized light, the parameters that nieed .o be known to aescribe the benavior of ignt ;n Any
meiu t r h osrt coeffictent. :he scattering zoefficient, and the --oiume SCatterlig t unction Teendsm
related functions are- delined 'below. The derinitions as well as the notation are those Adopted ov :ne Ir~ternationai
.Association of :he Physicai Sciences of the Ocean. Jerlov:. lvanoff-. And Preisendlorter lave excellent tiscussions of *ne
princioles of optical oceanography and shouid oe zonsuled for more detailed aescriptions.

Radiant Ffux. 6b: The rate of transoort of radiant energy.

d(enierizv transoorted)
ditime)

Radiant Intensirv. /.- Radiated flux from An element. of surface per unit solid Angie.

/-Jfb/ dw warts sreradian 1-2

Irraiance. E.; Total radiant power failing on A detector of area 1A divided by the ae

E dbtdA. watts m-2.1)

When speaking of the irradiance of a beam it is implicitly assumed that the detector surface is perpendicular to z~ie Deam.
(b. 1. and E all depend on the spectral response of the detector. and in what follows, unless otherwise specified. -twfll boe
assumed that the detector is equipped with a filter which can acceot only a narrow band of wavelengths between . and
A--.AA. and the associated ddbs have been divided by AA. For example the spectral radiant power !s d~bldA With units
waits unano'nerer-

Absorption Coefficient, a: The fraction of the energy absorbed from A collimated beam per unit distance traversed .n
the medium: see Fig. 1-1.

a -~,,, 6 Xir. M-11

Total Scattering Coefficient. b: The fraction of te energy scattered out of a collimated beam per unit Jistance

traversed by the beam-. see Fig. it-lI.

b - d-~i d xb,, b(.. M-

Attenuation Coefficient. c: The fraction of the energy in a beam removed by botn scattering and absorption per unit
distance traversed by the beam.
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ALSO.

1olume Scattering F:ncrtion. 3(4i1 The scattered radiant intensiEty n a direction 4 per unit scattering volume IV

divided by the incident irradiance E. see Fig. -I.

3(9) - aIlO)/E JV. m-' steraaian"  '1-8)

The relationship between the volume scattenng function and the total scattering coefficient is

- 2r L 391sint~d9 .

When the medium is illuminated bV radiation in a broaca spectral 7and, :'or example sunlight. two other inherent
opticai properties must oe considered.

Voiume Fluorescence Function. o3(O.A ,A-): The radiant intensity emitted at a wavelength kr per unit voiume !n a
direction 4 with respect to an incident beam of irradiance E(xe) in a narrow band of wavelengths .k.e

i3 t.,.. )- at -i0)
dY E(x,)dx,

(i3, is called the transpectral scattenng function in Ref. 3)
Coefficenr of Fluorescence. bj: The total radiant power emitted at a wavelength x Der unit volume with respect to an

ncident beam of irradiance E(X.E in a narrow band of wavelengths Ikr

b,(XE, Xr) - 2-r i3(, X.c, r) dca 11)

Scattering and Absorbing Agents

The scattering and aosorbing agents in natural waters can be divided into :hree categories: water tseff. dissotved
materials. and suspended materials.

Water. Table 1-1 shows the absorption, scattering and attenuation coefficients of pure water in the visibie region.
The absorption coe'ficient of pure water (a.) can be obtained by subtracting che scattering coerficient i.b) from the
attenuation coefficient fc.). It can be seen that the attenuation due to pure water is largely an absorption phenomena. In
fact. the deep blue color of the ocean is due to the selective absorption of water, with a minimum near 475 nm.

The scattering of pure water is thought to be the result of scattering by fluctuations in density in small volume
elements of the fluid'. If the depolarization of scattered light is also taken into account one obtains for pure water

,(+) - I -6 cos:q .).12)

where G is a constant which depends on the thermal compressibility. Boltzmann's constant. the refractive index. and
temperature. 3 is tne depolarization constant. Adternatively. one may write

3.(9) - 3 09 (1 - - cos,) '1-13)

Morel has shown that 6 - 0.09 for pure water at 475 nm. The volume scattering function then becomes

13. - 1 73 L04(1 -0.335 cos:0) 1114)
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The volume scattering~ function taor pure water may be calculated by iucsiauton nito Eq. '-3) 'Thin Taime
Dissoived 'larerials. The dIissolvea m~aterials tria nfluence *,he aosorntion anu scattering o' ignt -ire :oe cniOcO sea

sifts and dissolved humic Acids. moe so-cailed 'yellow matter'j
-X. %lorel* has reviewed the otical properties of pure water and pure seai . auer in tl.isibie -egion. :n.*e sea sails lip

.lot appear to contribute to the aosorPtion. In the wtlraviolet -eigion. strong aosorption oy the vajrious ot, tspecti
iromide occurs.

Scattering by pure sea Water is about 30% higher than for pure water. Table 1-1 snows the scattering zoefficienE Aa
the volume scattering function at 90' tar various wavelengths for pure sea water. Equation I'3) can oe ;sea to caicuiate
Lhe entire volume scattering function.

Dissolved humnic acids. by-products of decay of organic matter usually !errestriai out also oceanic) Aosoro strongly at
:he short wavelengths of light. The absorption increases nearly exponentily wanr decreasing wavelength. Yellow matter
Adsorption can b~e ignored for k > 625 nm. however. A discussion of ',he absorption of various types of humic Acids may
oe found in Brown' The absorption due to yellow matter Ia,) may )e f'ound oy means 01 the t:oilo wing equation

(,--C.) 8- .- V " - J, '115

'.rnere MI is a constant for a given water mass. The equation assumes ,Mi the selective Absorption by partictes in tne red .s
oroportional to the particle scattering.

Suspended .11aterrals. Usually the change of optical properties in natural waters relative to oure water is due to tnc
presence of suspended particulate matter iSP~vl). The presence of 3PM1 Affects both the absorption a scattering
properties of the water. Pie properties of 3PM that affect *.he optics Are tne concentration, particle size distribution. .ndjex
of iefraction distribution and shape distribution.

Particulate matter in the ocean vanes widely in terms of concentration. size And composition. Some Approximations
must bpe made if Ae wisn to reiate moe particulate matter theoretically to the observed volume scattering function. vliej ras
develoiped a theory giving the scattering And absorption characteristics fr A iphericai particle of uniform composition, And
with a given index of refraction. It is Etis theory that is usuaily Applied to oceanic suspensions. Tvpicai oceanic particuiate
matter consists oi live biologicai particles, detritus, And material of terrestrial origin. The shapes of these oarticles are
usually not SphrIical Hodkinson4 has inown, nowever. that non-dosoroing. rnon-soherlcal randomlyv oriented oartcies
Produce the same diffraction patterns (o drst order as spherical particles oi' the same ;ross-iectionai area. Furthermore.
opaque particles 'produce the same diffraction pattern As transparent ones. Volume scattering :'unctions measured n sea
.vater Are dominant in the iear-forward direction, in which diffraction predominates.

Particle shape And index of refraction play secondary roles compared to particle size in lignt SCattering1 *n the Ocelanl
If toe particles ire separated by distances at !east equal to three times :neir radii. wnich is usuaily, the case n tMe oceans.
one is justi~ed in summing their individual contributions to obtain the volum117e Scattering function tor particuiate matter

If the particle iize distribution is <nown. and an Average :ndex of refraction paeoen determined. Nige tneor% 'no oe
used to otain the volume scattering function.

A size distribution of particulate matter. OiDtdD. gives the number of particles per 'itll 'oiume pelween
diiameters D and D - dD. The cumulative particle size distribution gi D) is *.e number of' particles ocr ,iit volume wvith
diameters iarger t.han Dgil may be obtained from f(DI by integration:

g(D) f fl(D')dD'. I-i6)
a

where S(D) is the distribution usually measured in experimental workt (the cumulative particle size distribution).
For a particle of diameter D and (complex) index of refraction relative to the surrounding medium mn. 'vite :heorN

predicts a scattering function i319.D.m) Ister' m-N. If this scattering function s integrated over all Angles .rie scattering
coeffcient for the particle blD.m) is obtained in a similar manner as in Eq. i 1-9) When the scattering coefficient for A
particle is divided biy its cross-sectional area the effective Area coefficient K., or scattering efficiency factor s obtainea.

KciDm. 4b' Dm1 -1-

The scattering -fficiency is a function of both size And index 01 refraction, As ciin oc seen from the diagram of Burt-0
nFig. 1-2. Similar efficiencies exist for absorption. KA,. And f'or Attenuation. A.W. We now can wrnte -quations retiting

the observed optical quantities to the particle parameters.

,3 .7t) f ,(D)i3(o.D.tnldD I-I)
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s the voiume scattering function units of iteractia,, ??' I'or a ;Oileclion _)f arrices wih a size orstrioution t" Di cD .it-c
411.n a -elaci'~e nidex )( refrc:1on m.. To -its musti oe uu zre :cti' uniction or' -vater 3. i i. Aa scattering ;-e 'o
o)the.r sources such AS rurtouience. ouDoots. etc.

The tota, s,,atrerinj coefficient rotr particles 7,. i )otainedl oy integration ov~er the -.oiume scattering :unct:o)n is n
Eq.- -1

The cumulatt'e particle size 1istbuion in the ocean often taKeS -,he functional <orm

3, 1 )-VD-C

N is the number of particles per unit volume with diameters greater than I km and C. the siope of the size dismrbution. is
a constant)

If we assume the hyperbolic size .itribuoon of Eq. 1 1- 19). the scattering of a collection of particles may De related
via Nite :heory co the slope of the size dtrbution And the index of refraction 'Figs. 1-3 and 1-4) The "Igures show mnat
.he scattering (or A given volume of particulate matter may ,ary by as much as two orders of magnitude depending on She
slope And index of refraction. Figures 1-3 and 1-4 were prepared using thne taciles of' Noretil In Another :)aper. lr'
discusses in depth further interpretations or Mile theory calculations.

The concentration of SPMI can chnange from a Cew micrograms per iter nr the c!eurest ocean to tens of rijiligrams pier
liter in very turbid ricarshore waters. When the nature of suspended matter does not change in A given eigion. out .he
concentration does. the particle attenuation in that region will be ciroportional to the total suspended mass TSMI of
particulate matter. Figure 1- shows examples of this observation. The slope of thne beam attenuation vs. TSMI curve
depends on the nature of the suspended matter. It should also be observed that the linear correton is much worse it :ne
surface than At ereater dcpth. This is due to phytoplanxton patchiness in the surface zone. The lature of particuiate
matter is therefore not as constant As at greater depths.

The influence of the index of refraction on particuiate Scattering can be seen :n Fig. 1-3. For a constant slope orfin
size distribution and constant particle volume, the total scattering coefficient increases *ith increasing retative inde~x N'
refraction. If the index of refraction is held constant. the iower slopes tend to have !arger scattering :)eCi.t5or unj:
volume 5P.M. biut i maximum exists for the higner indices.

The influence of the index of -efracifon on the shape of tine volume scattering function is snown in Fsg. 1 -o. n
influence of slope is shown in Fig. 1.7 The curves Are normalized so that !he area under -aacni one is the same. it s seen
that lower slopes of the size distribution and lower indices of refraction resuit in steeper scattertng f'unctions .n tie orwara
direction.

'verification of this aspect of Ntie theory in niature is cliffcult as it is impossible to control the %artaiples one at a :imne
Particles, furthermore, do not have uniform indices of refraction. Severai researchners- - ha'Lve Attempted to determilne
A single index of refraction for A collection of SPM from observed optical properties. Results tenct to indicate indices
relative to water) below 1.05 or above 1.15. Zaneveld er al. , have used A method whereoy An index of refraction

distribution can be calculated. This generally results in comoonents with indices Above 1-0 Anid betow 7:) 5. )ossbiv
corresponding to skeletal and inorganic matertais (or the high index and organic matter !'or the tow niex.

The influence of' particle shape on the volume scattering function :s dirficuli to quanztify While Nlie theory noldts ;'or
ipnerial particles. it cannot be assumed that particles in the ocean Are spherical. It haus bteen shown by Pennofrt -fie
theoi,' can be used for irregular particles of relative index of refraction less tnan 2.0 .f the orientation of the particies s
random. Hodkinson.tt And Holland and Gagne-" have shown that the forward scattering of randomly oriented rregulir
particles is similar to that of a suspension of spheres having the same equivalent radius. In the biackscattertng r egion te
influence of shape can be large. Gibbs- has recently demonstrated this for particles of extreme shapes. Since the
influence of shape has not been quantified, fitting of' observed scattering functions in the backward region
(90* 4 4 1800) by means Of Nlie theory is usually not very successful.

The spectral attenuation characteristics of' particulate matter are relatively flat. Based on theoretical arguments.
Nlorel'2 suggests that this dependence should be approx:ttly k-' Jerlov:1 shows that I c-C, :1, - 1, 1 C-C..4"
based on many experimental observations. This relation is also nearly k-. Figure 1-0- shows spectral beam attenuation
measurements made in Monterey Biay. The spectra Are shown for various particle concentrations as indicated by pearl
attenuation at 650 nim. The large fluctuation for smail particle concentrations may be nStrumental AS two Almost equal
numbers (total attenuation and water attenuation) are subtracted. The decreasing Attenuation with increasing wavelength *s
clearly visible. however.

The concentration of particulate matter has no influence on the spectral Aspects of particulate scattering or
Absorption. The index of refraction on the other hand has a major influence on both the scattering and Abso~rption. The
real part of the index of refraction influences refraction And reflection at the surface of' the particle. The imaginary part of
the index of refraction governs the absorption in the interior of' the particle . Muelfer*5 as shown theoretically that f'or
three layered absorbing spheres (modeled to resemble phytoplankton) both the Absorption and non-04 scatteringa are
strongly wavelength dependent. but in a complimentary fashion so that the Attenuation is nearly flat spectrally Th e
absorption spectrum shows the chlorophyll Absorption bands.

The percentage of absorption in particle attenuation .aries depending on te nature of the particulate matter
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Nevertheless. fertov2" has Cound a good correlation for the reiationsripi a, i .~~ sing a arge lumoer )( iirmpies 'rom
turbid to clear ocean waters.

Variations In Vatural Waters. The spatial lismrbution of octicai :ropertle in tne ocean .S 'host c:o)Se!% -et.Uteo a 'n'e
concentration of suspended particles. River runoff and on ' toptanKton growlin are sources Dt su-oei~e- 'rituer lear ire
surface. whereas resuspended sediments are a particle source -iear :rie oottom Figure i-4- iriows :ne ii'uence i e

plume on the horizontal distribution of light scattering. A scattering mnaximum is seeni o cotncaie *iira i~n
minimum. Another scattering maximum is seen near shore. This maximum !s due to phitooianliton growth .n :le ieu1r
shorie Zone.

A transect taken perpendicular to tne Oregon coast (Figure lIVshows some :vpicai -eatures of the spatial
distribution of the beam transmission -.k - 660 nm) which is equal to 100 e' where Cis :he Deam attenuation coefficient
There is a near surface. near shore maximum due to phytopiankton growth. A bottom nepheioid aver. probaociv generated
by bottom erosion as well as seaward transport of the near shore plankton material exitss over .ne iheiflbiomor This
bottom nepheloid layer becomes an intermediate particle maximum it the shelf-slope oreUK. is .he suspended mratter
continues to be carried seaward rather than downslope. On thie slope. a weak particle maximum :onunueus to exist nC'ar :rte
bottom. probably caused by local erosion.

The beam transmission inl this section is seen to vary from less -1han 45' to 6611). This zorresponds to %Urn.
attenuation coeicients of 0.30 to 0.4-1. If we subtract .-. lor pure water as indicated in Tjxole 1i we get partcuiate
attenuation coerflcients from 0.48 to 0.10.

By means of Eq. (1-15) we can obtain a,. If simultaneous volume scattering functions were measurea. 't s possioie
tobtain b, by integration as in Eq. !1-.9). Seea vsiaoss 3 .i 33 ave zarrted out such measurements. .etr

results are summarized in Taole 1-2. The table :s a reasonable representation of the range if .alues f.or the various
scattering and absorption components that can occur naturally.

The shap' e and absolute values of the volume scattering function vary a treat deal in t-he xceans. 31,9) !n hne ocean s
due to suspended particles and water. As we have already seen. 31d for water is nearly flat. whereas mat 'or partizles s
peaked in the forward direction With the slope of )3(9) depending on the slope of the particle size aistribuuon aro fhe .nuex
oi refraction.

Figure 1-11 shows severai scattering functions measured by Petzoldb It 's seen that :ne cieanes water hlas "ne
lowest slope for low values of scattering angle. Similar results were obtained by Tucicer ' tiFg. 1,- 1'- The leeper water s
seen to be clearer and the slope of 3(6) is Iess steep. The relative contribution of cure water is . rger tor :re oeper water.
lowering the slope.

Temporal variations of optical properties in the ocean are usually due to variations in oaruicle concentration In mne
near surface zone. however, the nature of particles can change rapidly as phytopiankton patcnes ;ant )e ivectea past i
given location. Near the bottom. erosion may cause a change in size distribution, but in e.ither case most ot :ne change n
optical properties is still due to a concentration change. Figure !-13 ' shows profiles of oeam transmission ai 6of) Im
taken on the Oregon sneif. Large variations in the shape of the orofile occur in a few hours. Sucn .trge chnrges occur
only when strong currents exist. Changes due to biological or chemical processes take da 'ys whereas :iose due -to .±avection
of particulate matter occur on very short time scales. Away from coasts, the water tends to be retveiv tree ot oarticulate
matter so that changes over periods of months are thought to be small. Long term observattons of oticai parameters 'ta, e
not been made in the deep ocean. however.
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TABLZ 1I
A COMP4CItSaf Oi 1aQreflfC OpcIaC Prop4.1ft1s. "Jrnis Of

LOATIZON dAVK 4 . b a 7 refereace

(amp

Sargasso 440 0.05 0.04
Sea
Carribean 655 0.06 0 0.06 0.06
Sea 440 0.09 (.06
Equator(
Central 440 0.09 0.05 (28)
Pacific
Romanche 440 0.12 0.017
Deep
Galapagos 655 0.11 0.04 0.07 0.11

.440 0.24 0.08

orr Peru 700 0.39 0.39 0
(64 milca) 400 0.73 0.6.4 0.09
Gaiapagos 700 0.16 0.16 0

400 0.25 0.21 0.04 (29)
Northwestern 700 0.07 0.07 0

Galapaqos 400 0.11 0.08 0.03

Contilnentlc 668 0.05 0 (30)
slope 365 0.10 0.08 0.02

Bermuda 655 0.10 0.10 0 (31)
380 0.-70 0.17" 0.03

Kattevat 655 0.23 0.08 0.1 5 0.2 0
380 0.5-1 0.2^ 0.16 044 0.11

South ;'55 0.27 0.07, 0.20 0.2-1 0 (32)
Baltic S ea 380 1.15 0.28 0.21 0.49 0.68
Bochn'aii 655 0.38 0.10 0. 2S 0.38 0

Gulf 380 1.72 0.33 0.31 O.G.4 1.08

North $65 0

Atlantic 420 0.03

No,, Is 665 0.01 (33)
Se 420 0.10

Baltic Sea 665 0.02

420 0.33

Sargaso Sea 633 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03

484 0.03 0.01
440 0.05 0.01 0.04 (34)
375 0.02

Westen 65 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.08 0

Nvdiwr,,n.en 375 0.04 0.04 (35)
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2. Apparent Optical Properties tR.C.S.)

Itrnoduction. Prtsendorf'er" and T 'lver and Preisendor'er hiave shown that the optcai Properties at' he seai can '3e
divided into two z~asses. the inherent and tne apparent optical properties of the Medium. A-n opcicai property is inherent .,

its operational value at a given point in a Medium is invariant with changes of the radiance .aistnibution at that point. An
apparent optical property is one for which this is not the case.

Apparent optical properties depend jointly on the inherent optical properties of ocean Waters and the geometrical
structure of the radiant energy within these waters. In spite of the added complexity caused by their functional dependence
on the geometrical structure Of the light 6id, the apparent optical properties are so called because their gross behavior with
depth exhibits reproducible regularities in a wide range of natural water types-. it is possible to "ornmulate exact mathematical
interrelationships that hold. for all practical cases, between these apparent optical properties and the note fundamental
inherent optical prtoperties;, and the use of apparent Optical properties permits practical solutions :o a wifle range of ocean
optical problems. Like the inherent optical properties. each of the apparlent optical properties is Implicitly a function ot
wavelength.

In this section we first discuss the angular radiance distribution ot' the sunsi radiant energy in natural waters. It Is
from the radiance distribution. or the experimentaly easier-to-measure irradiances that the apparent oticai properties :)f
natural waters can be denived. Two important apparent optical Properties, retlectance and the dirfuse attenuation
-oelicients. are then (ldied and their spectral charactenistics dtscussed. Much of the material in this section Is drawn
from Chapter 3 of tne Handbook of Underwater Optical Measurements by Austin. Petzoid. Smith and Tyler"

The symbols used in this work are believed to be those currently accepted by most international standards
organizations and frequently differ from symbols used in earlier references. Table 2-1 ifrom reference 4) Presents a
summary of the terms used in hydrologic optics and their recommended symbols along witn ;he :!assic svrnools used *n
much of the earlier work (especially Pre-sendorfer and others at the Visibility LaboratoryI

Radiance. L (Z. 9 b)(W- - srl1 is the energy per unit time and unit area and solid angle nctdent at a point at
depth Z. from the direction 10,6). A radiance distribution. the totality of radiance values (fo every direction aoout 'he
point. gives a zomplete descriation of the geometrical structure of the radiant energy field. The structure of radiiance
distribution in the upper layers of the sea is dependent upon factors which modify the solar radiation in the earth's
atmosphere. :onditions at the air-sea nterface. and optical properties oi inc sea water This geometrical structure of solar
radiation in the upper layers of the sea has been aiscussed oy several authors4 

- Kwno nave also presented reoresentative
radiance data.

Figure 2-1 'after Tyler') presents a chart ilustrating optical properties which can bie derived from tnie radiance
distribution.

/rradiaarce. Downward irradiance. &I W -m-11. is the flux per unit area measured by a tiorzontally orienteco cosine
collector ia collector with a cos6) geometrical sponse) facing upward to accept downweiling flux. Upward .rradiance.
EL[W - m2is measured oy a similar collectoa. )riented ,o accept upwetling flux. Downward and upward !rradiance are
associated with a specifi depth, Z. and are defined in terms of the radiance distribution by the f ollowing equations.

E1(Z) - L IZ. OlCOS~dw

4(Z) L (IZ. 0, Wcosilidw 2)

where the solid angle

d~a -sinddd 2.-S

Downward irradiance has been one of the most commonly measured quantities In optical oceanograpnv. There are
several reasons (or this: irradiance is a well-defined and standardized physical quantity that can oe quantitativety
determined; it is a principal quantity used in physical theories-1-6- concerned with the behavior a( radiant energy in naturai
waters thus allowing direct comparison of experimental data with physical theories. and it has been among the easiest
radiometric quantities to measure underwater. In addition. irradiance serves as a useful Measure of the radiant energty
available for performing visual tasks. for underwater television or photography. or for phiotosyn thesis. Actually, there are
compelling reasons for choosing scalar irradiance for this latter purpose, as will be discussed in the following section.

Scalar rradiance .1 W - m-21, (called energy fluence rate in photobtiogy -) is the integral of a radiance ditution

at a point at depth Z over all -directions about the point. i.e..
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The scaiar rradiance. Anen lividea by mne velocity of .ient n :ne medium. 'vie~ds nre aciani aensim , v. ':ne :.otai
amount of maiant -nergy per unit v olume of' space at the gi'.en point. '.e., :he ,adiant energy clensil% -v - E_.:j -J 'i

The scalar irracijances due to radiances regeived ieparately 1*rm the upper andl ower iemispheres can xe written

E.jd Z) -fi L kZ. 9. cb) dv

E,,, (Z).f f LiZ.9,6dw (6

and

ELIZ) _,E(Z) E,,,tZ) t27

Several factors Favor scalar irradiance as the parameter that serves as the optimum measure of rne radiant trnergy
available for aquatic photoprocesses: it provides a measure of radiant energy incident upon a small sampie voiume
weighing all directions of incidence equally: it is a scalar quantiiY. not delinea with respect To some particular %eometricai
orientation (as are E, and &, thus it allows all laboratory and lield measurements to be directly compared on an absolute
basis without regard for differen tlighting geometries. and. !ike Ed and E,. It is a weil-idefined and standardized physical
quantity that ;s amenable to thecoretical description and mathematical manIPUiiition. ano possesses standardized units.

Relectance. or the irradiance ratio, is the ratio of the upward to the downward irradiance at depth. Z.

R (Z) E, EAZ) 28
Ed Z)

Excpeimentally R is usually determined by measuring E. and Ed directly aithough iE can aiso be Jecermined rom
L Z,b, by means of Eqs. 12-1) and (2-2). R mnay be thought of as the reflectance at a hypothetical plane surface at
depth Z in the medium. The irradiance ratio depends upon and mxitbits information about mhe scattering properties of the
entire medium above and below the level Z.

Distribution functions. D., and D,. are defined as:

D,(Z) El Z 12AQ)
&4 Z)

Dt. (Z) - E'. iZ) 2i)
E,,Z)

These distribution factors are a simple means of characterizing the depth dependence of the shape of the radiance
distribution. In addition, they play an important role in the equations of Applied radiative transfer theory-

Refiectances, other than for irradiance. are frequently useful in particular appli-itions, For example, a meaningful
.refiectance" useful (or remote sensing purposes. is the ratio of upward radiance isimulating the geometric acceptance of
the remote collector) to downward irradiance.

This "remoce sensing reflectance" is related to the irradiance reflectance through a facvor jntroduced by *Austin'

where the "Q factor" would have te value r? for a uniform upwellin, radiance distriution. In practice This factor is found
to be a function of wavelength and -values between 3 and 12 have been reported.
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Atenuation Coefficientsfor Irradiance. K(Z)lm-11. are defined as the logarithmic depth denvatives of the irradiance
functions. Thus.

- dE4'Z) 
E42) z

or aitemauveiy,

T. 72 exp[-K Z-Z,)l

where Kd has units of reciprocal !ength, and Z is the depth at which E, is measured 1Z increasing positively with depthi
In practice. Kd is frequently determined from the slope of a plot of In Ed(Z) vs Z. Similar K-type functions can be definea
for upward irradiance and for the scalar irradiances, e.g..

K.(Z) - I JE.Z) 2-15)E,.) ,(Z) d'Z

In addition, a K-type radiance attenuation coetfcient may be similarly defined as the oganthmic depth derivative of the
radiance, L(Z. .b for a fixed direction. 9,(b.

Physically. the K functions are the quantities that specify the individual depth dependence of irradiance functions.
Historically, the K functions were derived from the experimental fact that. n general, radiant energy decreases
exponentially with depth. Thus, given K and the radiant energy at any one depth, the radiant energy at any other depth
can be calculated. In addition. K functions can be used to ciassify ocean water types' 5 16

Represenarve Data. Radiance distribution data are few"+ '  . and to the best of our knowledge no one has obtained
radiance data as a function of wavelength. Representative monochromatic data have been presented and discussed by
several authors' .Io.

Spectral irradiance data are more numerous and have been obtained for a wide range of ocean water types-) -
Crater Lake IFig. 2-2) and San Vicente Reservoir (Fig. 2-3) are exampies of two extreme optical water types and span .he
full range of color one can normally expect in natural waters whose dissolved and suspenced material is orimarily of
biogeneous origin. Crater Lake waters 1969) are among the clearest in the world, and have been referred to as a natural
analogue to distilled waterc: These waters, and those of oligotrophic open ocean areas such as :he Sargasso Sea, nave
similar optical properties 9,'7. Natural radiant energy penetrates to hundreds of meters in these clearest waters and the
wavelength of maximum transmittance is in the .150 to 475 nm region, imparting to them a characteristic deep lue
appearance. These clear waters are relatively barren and generally have very low chlorophyll concentration in the range -'or
0.01 to 0.05 Mg Chi M-

In contrast. San Vicente waters contained a chlorophyll concentration two to three orders of magnitude higher (5 to
10 i Chi • m- 3) than that associated with clear waters. In these highly productive waters the penetration of ecologically
significant radiation is only the order of meters. or even centimeters. The high concentration of pigments shifts the
wavelength of maximum transmittance from the blue at least 100 nm into the green region of :he spectrum (Fig. 2-3).
Apparent optical properties. which can be derived from chose spectral irradiance data. provide a quantitative description or
these qualitative observations.

The diffuse attenuation coeficients for irradiance,- KW). derived from the data shown in Figs. 2-2 and 2-3 using
Eq. (2-14). are shown in Fig. 2-4. Values of the minimum irradiance K (hence maximum transmission), for Crater Lake
and San Vicente respectively, are K(450) , 0.03,, - and K(580) - 0.4 7 m". Thus, at their respective wavelengths or
maximum transmittance. San Vicente waters attenuate irradiance with an exponential about fifteen times larger than ,hat
for Crater Lake. The respective maximum attenuation lengths (K-i) are 30 to 40 meters and 2 meters. Finally, it should
be noted that the 'K value' for San Vicente. in the region from 670 to 690 nm is being influenced by chlorophyll-a
fluorescenc:'.

As demonstrated in Fig. 2.4. the shift in X,,., with increasing chlorophyll concentration is a general feature of
biogenous waters and has been observed and discussed by several authorsi6. : ,9 - 0 This shift is more usually observed is a
shift in water color, or spectral reflectance. The irradiance reflectances, for our two examples. derived from the data shown
in Figs. 2-2 and 2-3 using Eq. (2-10), are shown in Fig. 2-5. These curves graphically demonstrate both the spectral shift
(from blue to green) and the magnitude change in R W.) due to the addition of chlorophyll to otherwise clear ocean waters.
It is this dramatic shift in ocean color due to chlorophyll that leads to the notion that ocean chlorophyll mignt e
measureable by remotely sensing these changes in spectral reflectance (see sections 5 and 6 below).

These two extreme examples of optical water types demonstrate the wide range in optical properties that can be
expected in natural waters. An important aspect of optical oceanography is an understanding of the physical and biological
processes effecting these properties and their variability in time and space. Conversely, once these optical properties are
measureable. or predictaole based on an understanding of the processes influencing them, then a wide range of practical
oceanographic problems are amenable to solution.
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TABLE 2-1

RECOVENDED CLASSTC
QUAXTITY 'Units] SY' MBOL SYMBOL

Quantity of Radiant Energy (J] Q U

Radiant Flux [W] p

Radiant Intensity [W.sr"] I j

Radiance [Wy 2."sr" "] L N

Irradiance 1W .m "] E H

Radiant exitance [W-m" 2 ] M W

Downward irradiance W.m "21 Ed [I(-)

Upward irradiance (W.m"] E H(+)

Net irradiance [W-m "2] r

Scalar irradiance (W.mP"] E h

Downward scalar irradiance [Wm 2] Eod  h(-)

Upward scalar irradiance [W-m-n] Eou h(+)

Spherical irradiance [W-m"2] E

Irradiance ratio R = Eu/Ed R =H(+)/H(-)

Distribution factor Dd = d D- , h-/H-

D E o + +H
U

Absorption coefficient [m" ] a a

Volune scattering function n"'sr" 1 S() :(9)

(Total Scattering coefficient [m"] b s

(Beam) Attenuation coefficient [m" ] c a

Forward scattering coefficient [m"] bf f

Backward scattering coefficient (m" ] 'b b
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3 Relaionship Between Inherent and Apparent Optical Properties H.R.G I

A. The radiative transfer equation
The inherent and apparent opucal properties of" the ocean are reiated througn ,Me radiative .rans;er eqwation :.R.TE)

For an exhaust, e treatment of nis equation and its application to opticai oceanography. see Presendorfe ' Hvarologic
Ooncs. The RTE governs the propagation of radiance througn an aosorbing, scattering, and fluorescent mecium. it can be
denved by keeping track of the gains and iosses in power as a pencil of radiance of wavelength . traveling ;n a direction
traverses a slab of thickness dlat "orented normal to . The result for unpolarized light is

L7., ,A) - A, - .4: - .43 3-)
d/

where

4I, c 1c7 \L 7,x
accounts for the loss in radiance resulting from scattering and aosorption from the pencil.

.accounts for the increase in radiance resulting from the scattering of radiance traveling !n a direction ' nto the direction ,.

and

43  f7

accounts for the increase in radiance produced by fluorescence excited by radiance of waveeng ih .E trave!|ng :n :he
direction '

Given the inherent optical properties

.17 ), )3(7.,A.i, and L,) 7. .,x.,&)

and the value of L(7.,.x) on the boundaries of the ocean, Eq. (3-1) can !n principle be solved for .he radiance L'7 Z'
throughout the medium allowing computation of other apparent optical properties. Some simolification can pe ,ntroduce,
in the case of the ocean by observing that the iength scale of horizontal variations in the attenuation coeffc:ent :s mucn
larger than the attenuation length J' Because of this the ocean can be treated as if it is inhomogeneous only .n the
errcal. Introducing a spherical coordinate system with origin at the sea surface and the :coordinate ldepthi increasing Pio

the ocean. the RTE becomes

dL A)

SX) d.. . n' '3.:)

where 19 is the 4ngle between the direction and the positive : axis. A famous integral, of this equation can be lound by
multiplying it by di) and integrating over (I. This gives

.E ( :.u -a .a E (:.A) b - :.i.., f) (:.,eia k
4:

where E':,,)-, 1 l:.X)-E ~l:., If there is no fluorescence generated at depth :, ,hen

-- I dE(:. ,)
E.(:.x) 4:

- SPIE f * O O, v
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This equation forms the basis for the so-called Absorption meter described in *aetaii by Hoesv C'eariv. '.he effec-s -)f
fluorescence must oe accounted for in cietail in order to uAse this rnetnioa or measuring .±osorption. The 'iaturai
fluorescence observed in the ocean !s due to -htoropnvil-a -n-vo and prnaeopnin-a -n-Vro .*nich fluoresc.- near
685 rim and the yellow substances which iluoresce in :ne blue and near -titra-vtoi1eL. The erffcs of c:tloroonvii-a
fluorescence on radiative transfer in the ocean riave oeen worked OUEi: however, the ifluence of yellow suostanc2fluoreiscence has yet to be studied in detail. Since fluorescence is of minor interest n ocean optics. rienceforth ;t Miii oc
assumed that j3 .6-0. .. second Solution of Eq. (3-2) whic-i is of zonsideraoie value can be Founo in tne case )f a
homogeneous ocean. Preisendorferi and Hojersiev and Zaneveidb have shown that as :~

Thus, at great depth, the radiance distnibution is independent of the radiance distribution incident on the sea surface. Vnic,11
implies that in this limit both yf( ) and KWx ire inherent optical properties. Note :.nat E,, E0. E,,, E,.. . and E, all
decay exponentially with the attenuation coefficient: K ix).

Near the surface the situation is far more complex,. the various radiance and irradiance Attenuation cOeftlcentS are
not equal and depend on depth The simplifications which Anise in the Solution of the RTE in ine :-- case are Absent
and so the solution requires considerably more effort. There are several methods of attack now known which ire capaoie
of producing what are called exact solutions. ite., tney provide numencal resuits as ciose to the true solution as cOesirec.
Among these are the Method of Discrete Ordinates. Invariant Imbedding4" and Monte Carlo-" 0

All Of the above methods require at !east moderate sized -omputers. There Are several methods of rincling
approximate solutions to the RTE which yield analytical results. These include: the single scattering': method. in whicri
photons are allowed to scatter only once in the medium-, the two and four flow modeisl , in whichl the uiowelling And
downwelling radiance distributions are assumed to consist of a totally diffuse radiance distribution * lus a delta ."unction 0o
represent the unscattered solar beam,. and tIne quasi-single scattering'4 1 approximation. in which the forward part of tme
volume scattering function is replaced by a delta function at a-0 while the actual bacKward portion of 3 (a) is used. The
validity of these approximate solutions depends on the ratio of the scattering coefficient to the totai attenuation coeffictent
((a, Sbc.1 In estimating the up and downwelling irradiances. the single scattering model is dpplicaoie for only very smail
w,(,<.05). while the quasi-singie scattering approximation is useful over 3 rnucn arger range :n w,,iw,,( ') The *wo
And four-flow Approximations. on the Other riand. provide the best results when w, s near unity There are of course
other exact and approximate methods of solving the RTE over and above tnose mentioned here: however. they have iot
been extensively used in ocean optics.

B. Semi-empirical relationships between inerent and apparent optical properties
The most commonly measured apparent optical properties are the up and downweiling irradiances and 'ience ,ne

associated irradiance attenuation coefficients K(:) and K~f:) and the irradiance ratio Ri:i. It *s therefore of cenurai
importance to be able to relate these quantities to the inherent optical properties. Since an anaiytic solution to the RTE
near the surface is difficult. such a relationship must be essentially empirical. The most comprehensive iet of relationsnips
published thus far are those given in Gordon. Brown, and iacobsi'. as a result of Analysis orf A large riumoer of
Monte Carlo simulations of radiative transfer in the ocean. Briefly, in the quasi-single Scattering approximation applied to A
homogeneous ocean illuminated by a beam of coiliminated irradiance from the iui'. Kd And R can be approximated by

Kd Cosa,' - I-W 0 F - ab
C

R B I b
3 7-.7 3 T +b,

where 9,'is the solar zenith Angle in the water. This expression for Kd is of course meaningless when the incident radiance
distribution is diffuse (e.g.. skylight and/or cloud light) since 9, is undeflned. The remedy for this is to note that in a
non-scattering ocean. cosd,' - lIDI and Dl is well defined even for diffuse illumination. Thus for any radiance
distribution incident on the sea surface it is expected that K,, and R can be written.

R Z

1-0

and

SAAF Voil. 20 Ocswv Ooes V1 t 9791 4
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.~ee -,,.7-.). ana . e iucicript 7!.4i ieen ACaco -.0 D. a, n~icace inat j 1:-.e '12~:i isi zDu:ion .inc,, or,
t or a 'ahl/ aosorpi.Y (erln. When K., And R. comoluteol ',-M 01i)im~t~ sepuraite %lonie Cjrto iirm,oo ri
zolliminaced irradiance frorn tne sufl and a1 ik Of *.CtaiiV ~Ilffu~e 11'iritan . -,are It to E4. 3-3 arid -Yt i ounla t71a:
:ie coefficiets . an :)e mosen !'Or N-3 so :,nat ie -nean error in .rle equations S cOut 3 '70 ro -,ei surface :r, in
optical depth icz) of our. Although :he computations riae *been -arried Out only for A :ht icean. -.ne -esuics ihouicd oe
applicable to a rough ocean As well. since surface waves will only ;nfluence D, i :. wnlicr can )e computed )nce *rie a'rnm
of the .nc:denr radiance aistribution And the surface roughness s5 specifiec. Because of the fact hnat K4 :. depenas
only on the nnerent optical properties And on constants which depend only on -depth Cii t nas Oeen termed a 4tias -
n Iherant optical oropertv.

In contrast -1o cnis. when !he :rradiance ratios from the same simuiations Are fit o E-cs. 3-41 And 'S-6i cs found
.hat tor A Ziven radiance distrioution. i.e.. a collimated solar beam ncocent Au An angle 0, measudn.atrrm:e
zenith. or tlotally diffuse irraciance. 'te coeffcients r,):) and r, 1:1 for A-3 can cle chosen so thrat the meun -rror is 3boui

2 For 1) 70~ 0', these coerficents are essentiaily ndependeni of '4, .howe~er. aoove IJ4R:, oegins :o eoenci
on 4,J Even so. t he total variation never exceeds about i5" As the solar position ,aries :torn zenith to iorrzon.

5irnujations rave ,iso oeen carried out for a vertically stratifted ocean-" The prtncioai result of thnese iimuiations is
, he discovery that Eqs. 3-3) And 135 -emain valid even in ire presence Df strong sirautication ais ong As ,Fan*ae

evaluated at depth :, :.e.

where the coeffc:ents k,':) Are *.he same as -.hose in Eq. '3-3) This ridicates chat K~,i :i, And tierefore
K,; 1 , D~t:i is a local prooerty of the rnedium. that is. its value At A given depth :Ieoends, or .1e most oart. oni\, on toe
values of The in .herent optical oroperties at the same depth :-. This provides f'urther justification :or aoetinv . 4,0,
quasi-onnerent opricai prooerty.

The rradcance ratio R I:,,, Lhowever, does riot p ossess !nis useful oropert% Cear!V. at A lVen let(n b ecauise Zie
upwetiin g irradiance was scattered from !ayers of the medium At depths greater than :wni:e most ), the lowriwetli
irractiance at :was iot.,the irradiance ratio must depend on the inherent optical p roperties at depths areater '.nan Z.
Hence the ,rradiance ratio as a ion-local property of the medium !n that even rnough i .s. tor the mrost :)art. !xpressioie
directly in terms in the inherent optical properties. it cannot be expressed in terms of' these properties it a givenl depth.

Summzrriziniz. Eqs. 13-3) to 13-6) can be used in the case of i nringeneous ocean to accuractyv relate the apparent
optical -properties K4, And R to teinherent optical properties a. j.. And o,. In a -erticalty stratified ocea-n. Ecs. 3*) aric
3-.; remain valid if the innerent optical properties in these equations Are evaiuated it the depthi at MNItCh the apparent

properties Are desired or measured.
This section will ioe closed oy presenting two examples of the oossibie use of' these relat ons.".iDs rn estimating the

nnerent ooticai properties i. .b, and tb.- from measurements of K.,. 7. And R Cor a iomogeneous acean. incO
K, . 3 (-t 5 ). 3 190 ). r3 i13 5' or a stratified ocean.

In a homogeneous ocean, once Oj is computed. w,,Ft: Y) can oe found from Kqi - and V 5,i-itra0m R.
Then

I cl- Y)X

b-t IN- Y- VY)
a-c-b

If :he ocean is inhomogeneous. a "act that can bie easily Ascertained by examination of K,, cD, As a function of depth.
Eq. '3-b) cannot be used and another technique must be found to repluce the information iuoohed :iv this equation One
possibility which lhas been suggestedit is to measure 44). 3190). And 3115 rid ndft t.hese to the Andi. i~c f'ormuia

Then i3.,,ia can be used to tind 6, through

42 '~f SEvol. 206 Ocen Owrt~e vli 1979)
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This SOuld provide in stmate to 2 .ccurate to within ioout :o 10" :Note. 3., -aurnot )e 'isea o rind '.. -oga'f.
*k.,. ':0~ :ro' ,des .mue(:

. , -. " }" -
.ro-dd

.tnd

Thus. "nese empirical retationshios -,an )e used :o determine the scattering and .osorotlon coeffcients witnout lavng
to resort :o thle dii.cult small .ngie scattering measurements )r the absorption meter
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1, flilnw, ior of,, e e oierit ions rnat rrie't~' M : :_1-'-'i:t t. 'e te 7:X-%C .: r
atttenuation coeirfcient. iart:cte icatiering coericert. *r oa''te in-c c'r'g etictert trv .'1itie mluiz "e
proportional .o mne ourticle concentration.

Optical measurements are thus ideal for 'hie cleterrl'inuion of nitr!1cte cnnceni rations Pi-iiai. ':(r e!varmoie. Fg. :-5 n
Section Ishowea ine "rign correlation Detween 'otai suspended mrass anU :ne )earn -itieluijort .:oer~cient 'rte ( ivoui

~epossible in princioie to Jeter-mine the correlation nerween .,and naricle :oncentrit:on t'ri ',l~e theor% ;Ine ;mrt,.c-

zclaracteristics v~ere prectseti Known. this is ierieraiI v -ioti ossible. In 1raer to caibirate an Dptict! je%!Ce t s :nus
lcsury ae water samples tninmeasur! :tie particle veignt or oluume concentraton uirectv wier .%,nicri i i-r7at~or,

,refor .he optical and :)article Darameteri can oe oiier. Tis -orreiotion ti onlv 'ad for the r-iie' ,,11!,n n ~lC
,he particle niature is not tipec td :o cnanve

The link between ocean circulation and Optical oaraime!ers w artziiiuI.ite matter s of ten ajiftul a re Pairticte
source miust e identified Purt;ctes. furthermore. tre ionconser*,it'e on tirne scales onver 0,lan 5e.ertii Jia~5 3 iooicai
ind mnemicii processes .an genterale and destrov partjctes is veil is motlith existing size ui-stririuliionls.. t-!cai iet*;iz )Ir
oarticuiate matter also tffects :nie distribution of: 3PMl n tne ocean. )n rne'~ -iet ltinu. on 7imres sCates inrir carricareia
settling. biological and unemicai prcSeses . a !%en tocatin. :)articles nave in a c onservatt~e maunrer so nrat :nie can -)e
used as tracers of currents. This fact has '-een ised to .tdvAntjee in studies rof apwe!ilfl2.. see : ;V. n *%Ihicr

transport rouates can be deduced from the distribution of' optical properties. Wie nave aireaciv ;nown FiL. i-41 :hat -ver
water could be ,raced for 300 km- in the ocean using int scattering. 5mall particles *n mne t o _',m -ane sett:e )ni\.
.toout 10 m oer . eur and can :)e used as tracers n tme -leep )cean over *arze dstances. Forwarro scatttering orofiies ia\,e
:peen ased to study microstructure n the ocean' P. tr it.' nave ;sed transmission minima at 400l -r deth )IT 0-_.u lo
aernonstrace offshore transport over at least 1000 kmn. This offs-nore transport of* articuiateS *S It ininCanCe :0 re
jenerauion of ne oxygen minimum in the Eastern t.ropicai Pairic. Bicuve and Eireimr j Sed .19rt"Ctet
Measurements to show that arge scattering and hence igh particte ,oncentrations correldied well watn .re xesterrn
,o'andarv undercurrent ift the Atlanti. Opnical measurements nti.e )e-!r ;sed o\. Kuilenieg aind aanr.ctd -n Puk t
study diffusion .tt oceanic f'ronts. The 'atter authors point out tolat an opticai anolitfication of( toe! oounaarv -:etween o
.water masses s often present I Fiv. a-1 This is a result *tr tnie ;ront rietween :,Ao vifer -ma. S an a: unctue
e!nvironment in whicri phvtooian .Mon growt h can )e miore prilnounceo, man -:n e~tnci ;iole 1f'iloe ront. A:3 Inese e!Xamoies
lave shown. optical prociertes can be of considerable use in tne itudv 'o( ocean :trcuiationt. oart~cv'arv rnose caes
,rere the usual hydrograohic ,arameters snow kitte ariatmon.

When an *iooicai devise is used in combination -%itri a current ne..er :! %aecores oossii to mreasure o'r'ce ui\Cs
,:tt.Bartz. er ai. na. recently developed a ightweignm ')earn transm;ssorreter ' ow ,ower c01 rinIiCfl tnatU can, 'i
osaldinto :ne vane or a current meter The signal :s ecordedJ on :.'le Lurrenlt meter --z'cora~er iiure! --' ii-low~ t

resuspension event recorded :n this manner. Optical devices carn thus oe used Cor th-! stud,. of sedimient raris;oort.
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Te proujcLiu1 al ijrgaflic naac r , i ),.cafl ;.A pJh- tLp!tn~n a .iiaena 1)-e,-., itc )o iif' :I
:n. UI oaic !e4iremtnui nf anuJer trlding me xroce ,es of oceanic prlrna. is.~cto i nowIeuizt )f( tse!::Vn o
Suomdrine trraoiuice. The penetration 01* rad~iant ,nafgy to depthsis S c i t' tne topcicai propertieb )I ocezan %,dters.
which are in turn a function of' lissolved tnd suspended3 organic materilal. The :oncep( of -bi-opticai tte- lias ' cdn
ntroduced to represent a measure of the total -ffect of biological processes on .he optical properties. This concept as

proved useful to rie e.xient that -diverse constiuents in natural waters can be Jescribcd civ a tew opticai parameterS. -Vnicl
represent a meuningful Liverage itatus of the biological material in the ocean watcr at a particular time and pia"e. in tis
section we wvill: describe the relation of oceanic primary production to iLdie phoovntetic irradiance. opticalk~casi
natural wafers inl terms of dissolved and suspended biogenous material. discuss how ihis nassitica~inris a sdfuifo te
remote sensing of chioroph'. and describe how these bio-opiwal IjL" ca n be J1LorPOraled lntO eXIiin MOdeaiz tor *.e
description of prinmary production.

Phiotosvianeuic Irruatonc. When couii~tideiing ocewiic primary prouuit !L -s in~orta±nt to aibtt'5 uiSh Dactwetr
auiaoe seaofe and storeo radiant energy This his bezn discuszed in 1)%i M Norei- anu Lhe toilowing 5s. re

s~nopsis of his cie~elopment. It is preferable. %vhen liscussing photoprocte,. to) cun~ert !,cctral irradiunc., :0 4iintumi

'IC

itOa t U~xi-' [J

Thile InSEUIItaneOUS 0fl~t~i~ntflticaly availale radiation. PAR is .iefnW ab :he .tffOUM flto adIii Cilalgv -At eac om
WItnin te speciral range fromn 350 to '00 iim--: i--

PAR E"\ fIx
Ti., kcinition irntuez iil .tiuons ,,ahin :rie ipetrai oaiil. ifatcflad it of :i-eir po ici ~L, . 1 .

1OO~~fe~s.PAR s the ;easiei. aiid rioit rowtiii Oieakllicd .t the aifeiv 1UuriintA,;~ 111 r1i jiM.,cdj, F-rr:ter. i
is tnc total dliftie attenuation coeffcient tor the dowinwtiling 4uinltum ~ :iati nte m

?ARIZ) - ?.AWOll) e '

or

ifP4R (0- i jo)

la order to b.e usdu f .oi pflotovnille-iis itiese a*.il,able phmitnN muz: hrt Od .D,%rrtej ti, ai oitncnt:, L

.ilgae. PUR depends oo the pigment c;ompo~ition 01' the algal Dpuuahion I:) -cii us on Mn ecrm ait..

vhere a I X;ts the tra,;tiun ot *nei jy. it cac0i :aleftfl(. Aokliteu a t-lad .,J i , iX ti)Q, 11.4, 1 1z I!t -'i, ) il IxZ."
iptctral absorption, R.ebtet R 13 nut irlaw mea.,ureable. .t ; al :'t 'aflh'uted .ie 11C ,L1\. eC4uJui101 .1 .ft
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i~i Absorption *)(1 i'.ing phLyopidnkwn is rn,n oar :an :)e inirred)
Lasii . intit poition of Aiosurotcl ;nerg that :s ±-ctuil ;k t ero ,to stureu rernicui enerjy n .nt rmn if )rjafil

m Matter :hrougn potos~nthebis s :jiied the 3hoto fltneticaiil% storeci -au.:tn. PSR. -\i .Ji~ussd aciumw PSR -in )
,tculed trom .neasurernents of .prirna±r. prouuC'iit%

These !hree wacnttlidSAre related :)y the nequatwues.

P.AR > PL..R > PSR

in Atddition. these energy parameters, 4nd their ratios. plaY Ai fundlamentil role in the description of marine photosynthesis
Primary production per unit biomass texpressed as the chlorophyll-a concentrauion). Pg. is the rauio of' carbon fixed "0 trie
concentration of chioroohyll-a. Thus Pq has the units (mg C m 'Jav-1 (trig &(-o m- )-. and tor the following
discussion PA-R. PLR and PSR are considered to be integrated o~er time to giv~e their respective daily energy rates

The photosynthetic yid 'per unit chlorophyll zoncenrr~on). Y. is deriied AS the ralto of P8 to PA-R.

? 5 = d (1 9 JUC'I (il 011 ~i-a 150P4 R [ ;qidania -n dav

In general. the phocosviirnetic yield increa~ses with increaing depth Ais the 4IdJiie xrdianC.e J.-id1ea. f.-, aJuiA1!U1-
utilization coefficient. A,. characterizes the photos%,nrtheticaly stored rudiation Ana is derined a±s ind ratio 01 PSR (pd.' crII
chlorophyll concentrtion) to PA-R.

P64R

This coefficient, "%,. is simply the photosynthetic yield. 'Y. after having converted the production to ats equi'Jient !: tEor"d
-nergy -

The quantumn yield. which is the quantity most jenerully used by photobioiotibts ini discussiiig pfl0tCsyflt:CsiS. s
defined As the number at molecules transformed (that is CO, noiecuies consumed or 0, 'niccules iberuteu' cr ±osoroed
tight quanta' Thus, in our notation, the qantum yieid 'per unit chlorophyll concentration, o Is given by

P3  i 0m(C) (nig Chi-a ni- 58
~PUR [ #quanta absorbed

The quantum wieia i independent of the optical propertieo 01' seai wier 4nd irellects thc 3ie 3f Ahiigci iOins
the aigue

Fiully. a Jimensionless parameter is defined to txprebs trie -dicicncy oi iiiiatiun of ajuiaiit tnecg: -

phytopianikion. Aciuailly two Such dlimensionless ratios nauve been defined in the literature anl it s importunt to JiStinautirl
between roemn. Morel ,. following the Suggestion of' PMatt". introduces the ri'LO. e_. to vkpress the ruo of energy ;hernh-11V
Siored. to the energy removed from the submarine irradiance by ill physically inc :hemical prokes~cs. rhus a t folluws f,,a

K-4

or alternatively

PSR
-PAR

K'

where C is the chlorophyll-a concentration. X I is defined in Eq. 15-3) Aa k, in Eq. ~-The pure number d
characteristic 0f' both the water mass and its algal xontent. .ind its paramieters ire MeaSUreacld SO tldl. it Can be CaiCUi.Aed At
all depths.

A iiladr dimensionless Litio. which has occurred rrequently in mathematicai ,mocits of primary produc.;% it\'
is tne ratio d_. of energy Absorbed by viable phytopi-inkuon to the :nerly A±bsorbed iot oiiy Oy *dter Anti iEs nion-
phytoplankton components. but also any pigments of Jeau and deayin% Algae. i.e.

K7
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or alternatively

%4here k; is the specific Attenuation coefficient for viable phytoplanktOn. It has ,requen[1v :)et \PUn o sUrn n

,:an be Approximated by the specific attenuation coefficient of chlorophvd-iike pigments-. An Assumption m-at itgiects :ne
contribution of accessory pigments to photosynthesis. This ex\pedient then allows e., to be estilmated from puoisnecl vaiuts
of Aci.0 for chlorophyll-like pigments" Even if absorption by accessorv pigmentS are aCCOUnted for in EU. 5>1iti. e. Ando
e. will differ According to Eqs. (5-9b) and (5-l0b) by the distinction between tne aosorbed (P(tR' Ano actuailv stored
?SR) energy terms. To date. this distinction has not been etpliICIt In most models of primary production.

Having described underwater radiant energy in terms of marine productoitY we turn now ,o discuss the :ntluence or'
biogenous material on the optical properties of water.

Bio-oprical classification. In Ain attempt to bring About some order !n experimental spectral irrudiunce jatw Jerto'.
Suggested a scheme Of Optical claSsification of ocean water that has recently oeen updated And broactened' Mlore recently
Smith and Baker" have developed A bio-optical clIassification of natural waters in terms of the dissolv~ed .±nu susperiueco

* biogenous material present. This classification provides a good first Approximation for spectrally ;haracteriz!niL the )to-
optical state of ocean Waters when dissolved And suspended material is primarily of btugenoci! origin And pro'. ue .1 Point
of departure for more detailed Analysis. In the subsequent discussion we follow the daivelopment of' SIT110 ana Ba,.er-

In this development the concentration of chlorophyll-like aigments is used As a ke> oioicogicai parameter ;or
classifying ocean water types. By making use of' Beer's law And taking into account non-liear biological .ffect~~bc
influence ocean optical properties. A generui relationship betwieen the Mota diffuse Attenuation coefficient -Or rruiancel and
the Average chlorophyll-like pigment concentration has been obtained For twvo evirnes of :oncentration. viz..

Krk) - K,.J -k 1,i ) KC,.x C > I

Here. Kri,ii is !.e 101al downward dJiffuse Attenuation :oer~crenf for ;rrtidiafce, K. (,k\ is the diffuse Attenuation Oefficlent
orlatoenWaters. k:' A) is the ipecific spectral Attenuation coerficient Jue to plankton pigment. k r*lte soec:ric

Attenuation coefficienit dlue to planKton and ;ovdrying cletritul material. aind C, is ,he average :onctntrution of cntoropr\,Ji-,1
pius phaeophytin to A aepth or one diffuse Attenuation length. KF.- Thus.

,A,

CA, fi CJ Z),IZ

where CIZ) is the cniorophvil-a - phaeopigment concentration or* depth Z. The specirai parametters :or Eqs .nct10
ii '-12) ire given in ref erences I I and 14 By using publishied data I ,Or these spectrai ptirameter5. TI masure .'i C.
sufficient to calculate Kr(x) for the water under consideration. Further, since

£aIZ.A() - EiO.Ai) e

where &(0.A) is the downwelling spectral irradiance just beneath the ocean urface. it i-, then poiwoe to ;alcui"te ,pectrai
irradiance At any depth, using this equation. provided EiOi-. i is known.

As in example., Fig. 5-1. shows a comourison of experimentaul1 micasured 'solid curve ,) nd aiculatect '.auesj
(dashed curves) of the diffuse attenuation coefficient for irradiance. Kri\). for se'.eral ocein %,iters :.r.n
chlorophyll-like pigment concentrationz). The Agreerment between the :aiculuted mnd ex~perimental cur~es is dsati'.Or' in(!
indicates that Eqs. (5-11) And (5-12). Along with the parameters published by Smith ano Baker. o)rrt'ides .*!,etable
method for estimating Kri A). and hence the penetration of spectral irradiance into ocean waters. f'rom .i ,riowieutc _Vim
chlorophyll -like pigment -concentration.

The spectral values for Kr'A. and klA) can be related to KI And L. defined .bioo'e bi, " ini )iii- '..tnd -'
Eqs. (5-I11). (5-12) and 15.14) to obtain the downwelling spectral irradiance (or '.mrious leotris 'or ;ne debirel '.Aiue M' C-l
calculating the tocal quanta at each depth vii Eq. 13-1 ); plotting total quanta '.s depth. ith Ck z a .iouramettr. )niaifl )k
and J,,. Smith And Baker carried out this procedure and found k: -' 14 un "gn Cu-i a rn .!Iretrileln
with other workerstt 8a.',!

Thus the ratio 4,,. giving the 1fraction Of radiant energy Attenuated iabsorbed) by churuochi.il-i )igrient3 , .
phytoplanktonl. can be estimated from A knowledge of the chloroph~ll ;Oncentrution b% use i) the .iovteuao In

* addition. since this model allows PLR to be estimated As A function or depth *n iaturai 46te~.t o pro%, ue! ai e~,nnue
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r'or estimating the ir-Siu .4uaniUM ield Of' Photosy nhesis '.ia Ej. 1 5-8) Finasly. tnis bio-opnicai ciassication :OrOvidls in
analytic framework "or me deveiopment of Livoritlims designed Lo relate the .4mieling ipect.rat audiance trom meflC ocan -.0
Lhe ocan chloropnyll concentration.

Remote, sensim' ot ocean chloroohi1. Chloropnyll is t ouvn. aibei t .cepted. measure or al'fltotoidnmton '3omass.
Hence measurements of chloropnyll is a function of tirne in an oceanogrupnic :egion can )e ised to estimatE 're rar
proaucti\,itv or' a region. Also. it is known .hatL cnloroonyll 1'phVtOolanKtoni is varutae. or Patcny. on i broad soectrum :)I
ipatial and temporal scales. This patchiness is so per'~asive and jenerai that there :S little .ueuCton of its tcoiogicui ia
evolutionary importance". This variability also affects our ability to detect sigiicant spauial and temporal changes r:
phytoplankton abundance. As a consequence it is of great importance that we understand the nature or tnis v.aridbility. tis
zauses and effects.

It is Also becoming increasingly clear that chlorophyll variability !nciuoes length scales up to hundreds of' kilometers
that seem to be related to various "large scale" physical phenomena including: upweiling. eddies. conv~ergences, inear-
zones, currents. underwater topography and island effects. The spatial scales of mne chloropnvll Vditability associated vitri
,hese phenomena make conventional shipboard sampling techniques inadequate iad :ro~I.;eS a strong ;ncento'e tar
:ompiementary satllite sampling.

It has been demonstrated that the remote sensing f'rom spacecraft of :he -apweilir-- - a*- iafli energy !'roii he
ocean's surface makes it possible to synoptically determine ocean chlorophyll zoncentrati,. a4Uations unii an
12) show how the near surface chlorophyll concentration is related to Krix) By relating - etlecwrnce of ocean *aters.
Rix, to KriAJ 'or alternativel directly relating RW~ to the cnloroonvil concentrationt &e can conitruct an iigoritnmn
linking ,he spectral upwelling signal from the ocean to the desired chlorophyll concentration.

There are several theorefical methods available for relating Kr to .he irradiance reflectance. Rix)i. ot Ocean
waters~ : ~ ~: For the sake of simple illustration we adopt the expression-~

3 alA

wnere the total backscattering coefficient. b . and the total absorption coefficient have been discussed in an earlier section
The spectral nature of the backscattering coefficient has been discussed-'-:4.tnd measured-" t'or various cultures 0f oceun
pny topla~kton. Again for simplicity, we can estimrate a ix) by means of an approximation giveny toy ?reIisenaorrer-

21A) K Aix) 1
4

'-lore accurate Approximations are also available&. This example demonstrates thut by -nca os it' Eqs. 5i. -1 5
I5 a) nd 14-16) the ocean reflectance icolori can be related to .the surface chlorophvll -orce.n tration. Figure i nd 5.3
demonstrate how the rellectance, and ocean color. are effected by increasing conce!ntrations or'. cnloroot v~l. Phis :inK
demonstrates tle basis for the remote sensing of chlorophvil concentration in ocea. -katers aind will be discussedt n more
detail in Section op. Thus there -exists the potential to measure primary product!lt> on a ,egionui basis and to s:.nooticul'
study chioropnyll Datchiness and the phenomena giving rise to this variability

Prrincrv produt-wri equations. Bannister. in discussing primary production e quations in .erm.s of criloroonJi
concentration, quantum Yields and upper limits to production. has shown ,nlat the !actor K. C i K-1- occurs in toe
production equations of a number of authors)'~ This factor. defined above ov Eq. 1 5- 0). is !.1e fraction of total enere%
aLbsorbed by viabole phytoplankton. Bannister reviewed these earlier equations and recat them into more fundamentai
and general forms. In'particular, he showed that equation for daily primary production can we written

n[,g C n-** C- f.V

or

where Vf'tz C mi-: , is an unsurpassable upper limit to productivity corresponding to toe absorption of ad a'.aiiaole
radiant by viable onytopiankton, IP ii lot .i function of' chioropnvll c:oncentration, but raifler only oi ^cident .rralince.
day length. and phlotosynthetic parameters. Ekinnister discuassed tme jependence of ' T n algAl oarameters. lnc-tdent
rrudiance and day iength ire anvillary information that can be determined by. or !n ;oni* unction with, satellite data. Thus.

to the extent that the physioiogical parameters of pnytoolankir are neasuraole or predicitable from surface dati. T~ can 7e
tstimated from saellite data Further. these estimates can be made oier spatidl and temporal scales :Mat are. ait Ct.
impractical to obtain from surface vesseis.
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Our understanding of' me fundamental relationships betw4een the en'.ironment. primary production tan ' ir'er
7rophic evels iS limited. This ;s 'n no small measure Jue to our nuoiiit%. a.o to now, lo obtain approprtaie -,nootic ..,u.
Satellite data will pro' ide signietcant comolernentarv nforrnation to that iatherea it :he ocanr surface. 'nal will . :iow -:te
spatil and. temporal variability innerent !n the oioogical data ito te more :omoietei%, issessed.

We have shown 'now natural radiant etiergy. tile Optical properties of )cean waer rirnar% proauctiiv An d rmoclts
describing tnis productivity Are inter related. Further. we iiave snown now trese production !f4UiL!OfSl5 ro'. ci A I~r.,c:
theoretical framework with which to connect remotely sensed data on .he oioiogicai state 01 ocean waters 'o mne gross Z.1ii\
production in the water column. Thus we have a theoretical frameworK and are on the threshold oi obI Oning new
extensive experimental data. with which to study plankton production in the world's oceans.
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Figure 5-1. Experimentally measured (solid curves) And zaicuiated values Iasned
curves) of the diffuse attenuation coeficient for irradiance. Krik). or ieveral ocean
waters varying in chlorophyfl-like p.gment concentrat ions. Ater Smith and Baker"
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Figure 5-2. Irradiance reflectance, Rix). as Ia (unction of \haveiength for various values
of' chlorophyll-!ike pigment concentration C*LK
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6. Remote Sensing Applications H.R.G.)

In this application. :E ;s desired to relate ne ipweilea ipectrai radiance icaving ti sea surface to tne :onctitratiols
of the ',arious constituents 3f the medium. For an ooserver lust .1boe the iurfac. :ooking toward :he .-aier awa. ;-or :tne
direct sun- iint. ,he observed radiance will ,e"

L. - pL,, - - L, . .6-I)

where p Is the surface specular retlection coefficient for the directions involved. LA. !s ,he radiance of that portion of :.e
sky which is reflected from the sea surface, t is the transmittance of the air-sea interface. m is the refractive !ndex of water,
and L, is the upwelled radiance just beneath the sea surface. Only L, carries information about constituent concentrations.
L, is related to the E0) through R i: as deined in Ecqs. (2-11) and 2-12). Combining these two eauations. L, ,an oe
written in terms of R (0-). i.e..

L,- Q E, R10-) -6-2)

and if Q is constant. the variation in L, with constituent concentrauon is totaily contained In RI0-. R can easily be
related to the constituent concentration using Eq. 3-4) since both a and 0b are additive over the constituent
concentrations, that is.

a - a,. - .,

bb b0. E t b6),

where a. and J N), are ;he absorption and backscattering coe1lcients of the ith constituent. C. If the specific absorption
and backscattertng coeffcients are defined according to

a,; C,.
and

- (b), C ,

then clearly R (0-) can be directly related to C. Given the optical properties of ail of the constituents, :he 'nfluence or
variations in the concentration of any one of the constituents, on R (0-) can then be estimated. As an exampie of" :nis.
consider the addition of non-absorbing suspended particles to optically pure water-' Then

r (66) . , b) *C

For small C,

a (bb)" X.C I

where X. is the value of X for pure water. Note that in this regime. X varies linearly with C. so R 10-) will also depend
nearly linearly on C. For large C. V becomes independent of C so variations in ntign concentrations of a non-absorbing
suspended material will be nearly impossible to detect in R lo-).

A second example is the remote detection of chlorophyll-a. Clark. er ai.3 irst provided evidence that it might ne
possible to use the color of the ocean. observed from aircraft or spacecraft. to estimate the chlorophyll concentration n
surface waters. The first thorough discussion of the problems associated with such a venture was given by Duntley. er ai.4
'These studies led to the development of the Coastal Zone Color Scanner which was flown on \imbus-7 launched .n
October 1978.) Several authors" have suggested relating the chlorophyll concentration to ratios of radiances at different
wavelengths. i.e.. color ratios. Morel and Prieur' provide data suggesting that

C R(44Onm)lRlI6Onm) 14.,
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where C is ,he concentration of cnioroprivil-a plus pnaopn'ain-a. A very simpie modei of this can :)e zonstructeco
Assuming riat '.he phytoplanKton '.Ahicn contain :he -oigments tither Io Io 1 01tScatter It All- ;n *nicn -abe ci )(' -.1ie
icattering is due :o w ater, or !2) scatter !.ndepenaentiv )r concentration, Aa n ucn more weaKly an'ne. iosoro. in
either case. using :he targe a approximation .o EQ -. )

R +

It is found that

R (440) a,.(560) - a*15,o0C
R (560) a. 440) !-a,(440) C

Inserting the values of Oile absorption coefficients And plotting. on iog-log paver Shows that (or ).3.< C4 11) m,'n., .1!hs
equation can oe accurately iepresented by

C R R44~0) /R(60)

m excellent agreement with Eq. !6-3). This Agreement is. of course. fortuitous since ,he Scattering by pnytopiankion and
their associated detritai maeri cannot 1,e ignored. ,Specially at high concentrations. The calculation is presentea rmerely
to indicate that a power !aw relationship oetween ratios of radiances or refleciances and C can be exoiained on ineoreical
grounds.

Although the relationship in Eq. 6-3 can ':e Said to be reasonably -well understood, when itadianCe- aEiOS 3at1er :nan
reflectance ratios Are used. Gordon -and Clark' LfOund that

C L,(440)/L,S5;0) I- _1

,or the Gulf of Mexico. California waters. and the Chesapeake Say it !s .nol known it present wnieiher :.his aifferen'ce
between radiance and ,eflectance -atios ;s due to differences in the species distribution, growth rates. Or nutrient stess1 )I*
the phytoplankton populations involved in Eqs. 16-3) and 6ii4. or variations in Qn Eq. 'o-li wnicn are ,nown to -xist.

Finally. it has oeen shown"' that the depth to which ocean constituents can be remoteiv senseo IS approXimaely,K.,. And h1ence depends on the constituents' concentration and optical orooerties. Equation.-) aocuetosime
this "penetration depth' -when the optical properties of all of the constituents are 'known. In the case of( crioroonv'i-a
remote sensing. the K,, chlorophyil-a relationship given in Section 5 can be used to estimate tMe oenetralion oepth.
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